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Editorial

Energy Consumption in a Smart City
Benedetto Nastasi 1,* and Andrea Mauri 2

1 Department of Planning, Design and Technology of Architecture, Sapienza University of Rome,
Via Flaminia 72, 00196 Rome, Italy
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43 Bd du 11 Novembre 1918, 69100 Villeurbanne, France
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1. Overview of the Articles in This Special Issue

Increasing and inexorable urbanization calls for the involvement of all the stakeholders.
This includes energy providers, policymakers in the municipality, facility managers, and the
citizens themselves, as energy consumption is influenced by this interconnected network
of actors. The Smartness of the City enhances the interactions between those actors because
its architecture already integrates elements to collect data and connect to the citizens.
Furthermore, the proliferation of Web platforms (e.g., social media, Web fora) and the
increased affordability of sensors and IoT devices (e.g., smart meters) make data related to
a large and diverse set of users accessible, as their activities in the digital world reflect their
real-life actions. These new technologies can be of great use for the stakeholders as, on one
hand, it provides them with semantically rich inputs and frequent updates at a relatively
cheap cost and, on the other, it allows them to have a direct channel of communication with
the citizens.

This Special Issue aims to provide insights on original multidisciplinary research
works about AI, data science methods, and their integration with existing design/decision-
making processes in the domain of energy consumption in a Smart City. For this purpose,
the Special Issue “Energy Consumption in a Smart City” has been designed and launched,
intended for researcher, planners, users of the broad domain of the Smart City. Among a
very high number of submissions, 11 articles have been accepted and published.

The first paper by Dharani et al. [1] presents the strategies to manage energy flows in a
limited portion of the urban environment, i.e., the University campus, by an intelligent use
of time-varying electrical load via developing efficient energy utilization patterns using
demand-side management (DSM).

The second paper by Esfandiari et al. [2] investigates and assess the quality of the
indoor environment of Platinum-certified office buildings in a tropical climate through
surveys and questionnaire highlighting the human-centric perception of comfort that,
whatever technologies are going to be included, is the requirement of the built environment.

The third paper of this Special Issue by Mousavi Motlagh et al. [3] propose a way for
acquiring the foremost window allocation scheme to have the best trade-off among energy,
environmental, and comfort criteria in a building by an advanced decision-making tool.

The fourth paper by Bazazzadeh et al. [4] focuses on the impact of climate change on
the heating and cooling energy demands of buildings as influential variables in building
energy consumption by the statistical downscaling method accounting for the future
forecasted weather data for 2050 and 2080 and derived increased cooling demand calling
for serious measures to control it.

The fifth paper by Csáky [5] focuses on the future cooling demand increase in build-
ings explaining how it greatly depends on the building structure, window coverage, and
orientation. The detailed findings in the paper will be useful in the future for building
renters and operators that have to manage the cooling systems during the—future more
often—torrid days.
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The sixth paper of this Special Issue, by Cumo et al. [6] dealt with the different
limitations in the transition of historical buildings to near zero energy (nZEB), including
invasive interventions, historical and architectural structure constraints and impact on
heritage value. The integration of renewable energy technology is seen as the way to reduce
the energy footprint of such buildings.

In the seventh paper, Agostinelli et al. [7] discusses an infrastructure digitization
policy to manage and optimize the energy transition process to transform ports area into
zero energy districts. The strategies are not only aimed at the energy transition but have
implications on the environmental, economic and social spheres, setting the port area as
the epicenter and extending to the city.

In the eighth paper, Sureshkumar et al. [8] focus on induction heating for melting
applications assisted by electronic power control as appealing technology since it provides
higher efficiency, zero pollutants, non-contamination of material, etc. in comparison with
conventional heating.

The ninth paper by Casini [9] is a review study on virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) technologies and applications for smart building
operation and maintenance. The application of XR in building and city management is
showing promising results in enhancing human performance in technical O&M tasks.

In the tenth paper, Bruck et al. [10] propose a new method to compare European
neighborhoods to plan the energy infrastructures needed for the energy transition. They
identified a set of parameters to build a QGIS-based visualization that allows them to
compare different areas easily and directly.

Finally, the last article by Liu et al. [11] analyzed the Smart City Policy (SCP) set in
China as significant tool to reduce the carbon emission intensity of enterprises in urban
contexts. The mechanism analysis finds that digital transformation, innovation by enter-
prises, and urban green innovation all strengthen the impact of SCP on the carbon emission
intensity of enterprises via a smart way.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, B.N. and A.M.; writing—original draft preparation, B.N.
and A.M.; writing—review and editing, B.N. All authors have read and agreed to the published
version of the manuscript.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: This paper analyzes the intelligent use of time-varying electrical load via developing
efficient energy utilization patterns using demand-side management (DSM) strategies. This approach
helps distribution utilities decrease maximum demand and electrical energy billing costs. A case
study of DSM implementation of electric energy utility for an educational building Alagappa Chettiar
Government College of Engineering and Technology (ACGCET) campus was simulated. The new
optimum energy load model was established for peak and off-peak periods from the system’s existing
load profile using peak clipping and load shifting DSM techniques. The result reflects a significant
reduction in maximum demand from 189 kW to 170 kW and a reduction in annual electricity billing
cost from $11,340 to $10,200 (approximately 10%) in the upgraded system. This work highlights the
importance of time of day (TOD) tariff structure consumers that aid reduction in their distribution
system’s maximum demand and demand charges.

Keywords: building energy flexibility; HOMER software; peak clipping; load shifting; energy saving

1. Introduction

The rising energy demands of further population and industrial growth, shortage of
fuel for power plants, and increasing costs of electrical energy require a more advanced,
secure power system structure all over the world for economic growth [1] and satisfaction
of energy consumers as well as conceiving innovative technologies [2]. This leads to a
higher value of energy required to supply the needs of industrial, commercial, and all
other categories of end-user [3]. Like in most of the countries, India also encourages the
initiate energy efficiency activities (Energy conservation Act 2001) based on Japan’s Energy
Conservation (EC) Guidelines through Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE), which is an
agency of the Indian Minister of Energy. Activities carried out to prepare EC guidelines are
(i) performance audits and sectoral study reports, (ii) original equipment manufacturers,
(iii) industries, (iv) sectoral experts, (v) stakeholder consultations with industries and
industry associations, and (vi) secondary sources such as relevant websites. It provides
direction for the preparation of its own “Energy Management planning Handbook” for
the efficient operation of various types of energy consumer such as commercial, industrial,
and educational institute buildings. The main components of the guidelines are man-
agement and control; it plays a vital role in the energy conservation process in India [4].
As result of the follow-up to these guidelines, the actual power deficit was reduced from
0.6% to 0.5% for the financial year 2019–2020, and the peak power deficit was reduced from
0.8% to 0.7%, as reported by the Central Electricity Authority (CEA) [5]. Figure 1 shows
the present Indian Energy scenario: power generation and peak demand deficit. In this
scenario, to further reduce the deficit like other developing countries, a simple and cheap
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alternative is essential to provide reliable electricity service and to attain the objective of
becoming a nation of surplus electricity for the growth of a country’s economy [6].
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The continued growth and development of new power plants in particular of renew-
able energy plant units can minimize the gap between supply and demand. However,
the integration of renewable electricity generation systems in most countries is impos-
sible because of resource restrictions like wind, solar radiation, and storage capacity or
local geographical limitation for energy harvesting [7,8]. To control this status, a well-
developed form of a power management system is essential to provide for the continued
supply and trade of electricity in a country. The power management system is classified
into two main categories such as supply-side management and demand-side manage-
ment (DSM) [9]. The first one focuses on enhancing the operating efficiency of electricity
production, transmission and distribution. A mainly efficient generation of energy at a
minimum cost, by meeting the energy demand without adding a new plant, decreases
the impact on the environment by operating the electricity system efficiently [10]. On the
other hand, DSM deal with consumers/utilities load levels and usage models and it is
insensitive to external factors. Therefore, for the past few decades, many countries decided
to implement energy conservation activities mainly through the DSM approach in addi-
tion with other simple approaches such as using energy-efficient equipment/appliances,
smart power strips, and setting up a programmable or intelligent thermostat in various
types of consumers by giving contributions in electricity bill tariffs and offer energy moti-
vation programs that help make energy efficiency a more affordable and easy model [11].
Among these, a lot of research focused on the DSM approach in terms of load control tech-
niques, economical benefits, effects on various kinds of consumers, role in the electricity
market, impact on the power system reliability, etc. [12–15]. It is implemented with exciting
outcomes in different countries. DSM is has been demonstrated as an essential strategy to
achieve energy conservation and to reduce emissions in many studies in China [16]. It also
plays a leading role in real-time electricity markets to balance power, maintain security,
and keep electricity grids safe and reliable as shown in a study in North America [17] and
others in Gulf countries [18,19]. The demand side response approach is further classified
into two main categories: time- and incentive-based programs [20]. Time-based programs
are intended for monitoring power consumption during peak hours. At the same time,
incentive programs are managed by utilities and the provision of incentives for consumers.

The DSM time-based strategies are highly involved in the electricity market for energy
efficiency [21,22]. These DSM programs are more common: load shifting, peak clipping,
valley filing, load building, and energy conservation programs [23]. These algorithms differ
for each utility because these are dependent on the number of customers, the nature of

6
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load (commercial building, industrial, or residential), the benefits of this program, and the
level of customers’ reaction or satisfaction with the program applied. The few numbers of
research suggest that energy conservation in the housing/commercial sector as a result of
behavioral change strategies is more rapid than any other intervention. This includes direct
feedback for smart meters and indirect feedback to improve billing [24,25]. Furthermore,
during the peak period, energy saving through behavioral change ranged from 15.7%
to 21.7% [26]. The DSM flexibly manages the changing load profile on the consumer
side concerning time and use [27]. As a result, the load profile and supply conditions
flattening at a location over the day are easily achieved by maintaining a satisfactory
end-user level [28–31]. The DSM load modeling objective includes load-shaping measures
such as peak clipping, valley filling, load shifting, strategic conservation, strategic load
growth, and flexible load shape that may change the time model and level of the utility’s
profile [32]. A load shifting approach is a form of DSM program that increases the power
supply’s reliability in an electricity system [33].

Although it is factual that the DSM is a key strategy for minimizing peak demand,
developing countries have taken much less consideration of the development of a suit-
able strategy for the DSM, because the deployment of DSM presents some challenges
and barriers. They are a lack of smart metering, communications infrastructure, control
techniques, information technologies, understanding the advantages of the DSM, com-
petitiveness issues in relation to traditional approaches, an increase in the complication
of the system’s operation, and inadequate market incentives among these capital costs
and lead times for implementation [34–36]. Hence, it is preferable to choose the best DSM
approach which overcomes the issues. Load sharing and peak clipping energy efficiency
programs have the advantages of covering the needs of utilities to maintain a reliable,
stable, and efficient electrical network and customers’ needs to maintain their comfort,
safety, and unique lifestyle [37]; and where the energy resources are not sufficient to satisfy
the load requirements, load shifting or peak clipping may be an appropriate and better
method for DSM [38,39]. In this study, load shifting and peak clipping DSM approaches are
applied; the first one is the best solution from the point of view of utility companies where
customers are encouraged for this by the cheaper tariff in off-peak hours. The second is
quite significant in developing countries and a problem with the need to invest in new
installations and generation capacities.

In most Indian educational institutes, energy resources are inadequate to meet the
needs; in this situation, the impact of DSM on the distribution system is important to ensur-
ing a balance between demand and supply in addition to a reduced electricity bill. With this
motivation, the authors analyzed the educational institute of Alagappa Chettiar Govern-
ment College of Engineering and Technology (ACGCET) campus on how to upgrade the
existing energy system through the peak clipping and load shifting DSM methodology. It is
analyzed using a simple solver MS-Excel and HOMER (Hybrid Optimization of Multiple
Energy Resources) (2.8, HOMER Energy, Boulder, CO 80301 USA) optimization tool [40].
Initially, the daily load profile is measured, and thereafter, the monthly or seasonal load
curves are obtained by HOMER to identify and analyze of peak load and off-peak load pe-
riod, average load, peak load demand in an hour/month/year, then executed by the direct
load control. The utility can change the load model by turning off the power supply in an
intelligent manner to a specific category of loads (shiftable load) at chosen time intervals.
This study offers the benefits of reducing implementation complexity, operational costs,
etc., compared to other DSM approaches. The result demonstrates the enhancement of the
load factor and the load profile curve of the campus.

The detailed expected effects of implementing the DSM are:

1. The reduction in energy bills can be achieved compared to the existing billing cost and
similar contract and energy price conditions by reducing unnecessary consumption
and paying attention to energy consumption behavior on campus;

2. The maximum demand charges can be minimized by reducing the sanctioned peak
demand of the electricity supplier;
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3. The possibility to avoid the enlargement of the electricity meter and a subsequent
increase in the electricity price per kWh can also be optimized;

4. The efficient energy load pattern can derive.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the details of the case study and
load profile details. Section 3 deals with the methodology used to reduce peak load and
load factor for a day/month. Simulation results and discussion are presented in Section 4,
and the outcome and conclusions of the work carried out are discussed in Section 5.

2. Case Study Area: ACGCET Campus

The case study was carried out on ACGCET Campus, Karaikudi, where the latitude
and longitude are 10.091◦ N and 78.797◦ E, respectively. Its location is in the Indian
state of Tamilnadu. The power distribution networks of ACGCET Campus consist of a
grid line, solar photovoltaic and diesel generator, distribution panels, automatic power
factor correction panels, circuit breakers, cables, and loads. The maximum permitted
demand on campus is 210 KVA from the Tamilnadu Electricity Board (TNEB). By observing
Tamilnadu Generation and Distribution Corporation Limited′s (TANGEDCO-Electricity
provider, No 825, Link Rd, Anna Salai, Triplicane, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600002, India)
bill (November 2019) for the ACGCET campus [41], the cost of energy (COE) is $2857
per month, the penalty fee, which includes the maximum demand charge, is $943 per month,
and compensation fee for the low power factor per month of approximately $100. The total
amount payable is approximately $48,000 per year [42,43]. From this data, it can be seen
that the minimization of the energy cost of existing systems is mandatory in this institution.
As a result, this work′s focus is to reduce the demand load by reducing energy consumption
during peak hours. Thus, the flattening of the load profile and the state of energy saving
behavior of the supply of a site during a day is carried out.

2.1. Load Assessment

The ACGCET campus brief infrastructure details and number of courses offered
can be found in Table 1. It is well known that the institute′s working days are the only
possibility to observe peak loads in relation to public holidays and examination days.
As a result, the average working day′s energy meter readings are observed in the month
of December 2019 and the typical load consumption pattern of the campus is shown in
Figure 2. The average load profile of the campus is approximately 44.46 kW.
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Table 1. Courses and Infrastructure details of the campus.

UG Programs PG Programs Blocks Classrooms Staff Rooms Laboratories

5 7 21 42 45 40

2.2. Problem Formulation

Usually peak demand requirement is applied by the end-user to the supply provider
according to their load in the campus. In this campus, the requested maximum demand
is 210 KVA from TNEB (Tamilnadu Electricity Board-provider) to meet our maximum
energy demand of the campus. The rules and regulation of TNEB (supply provider) state
that a constant supply equal to 90% of recorded demand affects the tariff of a particular
end-user—in this case the campus. Even having a lower amount of recorded demand in
the month (as per analysis during the month, it is only 100.92 KVA), TNEB considered only
90% of sanction demand as a demand charge. To address this constraint by reducing the
peak and related costs, the most viable solution is to implement the DSM approach to the
electrical network. DSM entails the supervision of loads on the utility side concerning the
occasion and the amount of use to reduce costs. The system′s total peak greatly reduces
and supports the load pattern itself much closer to the regular load consumption pattern.
The successful execution of DSM employment provides significant assistance in managing
customer demand at the lowest cost of electricity. In the valley filling DSM approach,
some controllable devices are required to operate in different times of the day, allowing
the effective integration of various renewable sources [44,45] and fossil-based ones [46],
including improving the management of other sectors, such as heat [47,48]. The load
shifting and peak clipping approach are the best solutions for utility companies. End-users
are encouraged to do so through the lower-cost tariff during peak and subsequent risk
of congestion [49].

3. Methodology

The DSM analysis method is described in the following subsections. Firstly, DSM is
performed using the peak clipping and load shifting technique. In the peak clipping
approach, the maximum demand reduction is obtained by the clip of the unwanted load
during peak hours. Second, the HOMER software tool, built by NREL (National Renewable
Energy Laboratory) for cost effective and reliable microgrids, shows the maximum load
reduction and load factor for a day/month.

3.1. Demand-Side Management

To manage energy demand for the existing system in the campus DSM approach,
two techniques, such as peak clipping and load shifting, are utilized as tools in this case
study. Based on hourly and average demand, the peak period was clipped (peal clipping
approach), and the end-user determined the load or load that could be shifted (in the load
shifting approach).

In this case study, loads are categorized as primary, permanent, and suitable loads and
are presented in Figure 3. The power consumptions rating of each load is given in Table 1.
The primary load consists of light and fan loads; the permanent load consists of computers.
The primary load can be turn-on or turn-off based on the end-user requirement. How-
ever, the permanent load requires continuous power with constant power consumption,
including computers and server rooms. Shiftable loads are used on time. In the present
study, three main devices are considered to be shiftable loads. They are all department
laboratories, water well pumps, and air-conditioners. At any period ‘t’, the hourly and
average load demand can be computed by the sum of the primary loads (PPL), permanent
loads (PPR), and deferrable or shiftable loads PSL. It appears in Equations (1)–(4).
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Pavg_dem(t) =
∑24

t=1 P(demand)(t)

24
, (4)

where:

• PPL(t) is the Primary Load;
• PPR (t) is the Permanent Load;
• PSL(t) is the Shiftable Load;
• BVSL(t), BPSL(t) are the Binary Variable;
• Phr_dem(t) is the Hourly Load;
• Pavg_dem(t) is the average energy demand;
• N is the No. of Shiftable Loads.

Using data from the observed hourly/daily load profile, peak hours occurring during
the period are recorded. If the hourly energy demand exceeds the average demand,
staggered hourly loads are shifted towards off-peak hours based on the end-user′s priorities.
At this time, transfer, load to off-peak periods by ON and OFF switching, the channel was
denoted by ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively, in the load shifting DSM approach [50,51]. The system’s
shiftable loads depend on the priorities assigned by the end-user based on their requirement
characteristics on the campus load as in Table 2. The order of preference is given in Tables 3
and 4; shifting loads are assigned based on preference by the binary variable shiftable load
(BVSL) and binary parameter (BPSL) at a specific time period. In the peak load clipping
method, the shiftable load is clipped as per the end-user’s design. The time period of the
peak clipping is given in Table 5 for this case study work.

Table 2. Power consumption of the primary, permanent, and shiftable load.

Load Types Power in kW

Primary 10.032
Permanent 31.194

Shiftable load 147.274
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Table 3. End-user priority for shiftable loads.

Shiftable Loads Priority

Laboratories I
Air-conditioner II

Water pump III

Table 4. End-user priority for Laboratories.

Departments Laboratories Priority

All departments Computer Lab I
CSE Graphics and Multimedia Lab II

Mechanical
Mechatronics Lab III

CAD lab IV
EEE Electrical Machines and Drives lab V

Table 5. Twenty-five kilowatt load—peak clipped in the afternoon session.

Time (Hours) Load (kW)

From To Before DSM After DSM Difference

14 15 95.7 90.7 5
15 16 100.922 90.922 10
16 17 99.212 89.212 10

Total 25

Using this prioritization of loads and subsequent process, the energy demand of
the campus with DSM strategy was computed through HOMER tool. The outcomes are
evaluated according to the peak load demands. By the peak clipping DSM technique,
the maximum value of peak load reduced from 100.92 kW to 90.92 kW, and the average
load reduced from 44.46 kW to 43.42 kW. Figure 4 shows the load profile of the system after
the peak clipping DSM approach. In the load shifting approach, the deferrable load shifted
during the off-peak period such that the maximum peak load was reduced by keeping the
same average load. Figure 5 shows the load profile of the existing system after load shifting
and is presented in Table 6. It demonstrates that the DSM strategy provides a minimum
peak load in comparison to the system without DSM.
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Table 6. Peak clipped 25 kW load shifted from afternoon to morning.

Time (Hours) Load (kW)

From To Before DSM After DSM Difference

10 11 73.607 80.607 −7
11 12 71.2 79.2 −8
12 13 68.849 78.849 −10

Total −25

3.2. Determination of Monthly Peak Load—HOMER Tool

The HOMER tools can perform a renewable hybrid system analysis based on various
sensitive parameters such as technical, economic, and environmental and hybrid system
costs. It determines the peak load for a month based on the scaled annual average method.
HOMER computes the peak load, saving energy using Equations (5) and (6)—National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [52]. It calculates the load factor through average
load and peak load value.

∆kWgross = units× RLF×
[(

kW
unit

)

base
−

(
kW
unit

)

ee

]
× DF× CF× (1 + HVACd), (5)

∆kWhgross = units× RLF×
[(

kW
unit

)

base
−

(
kW
unit

)

ee

]
× FLH × (1 + HVACd). (6)

• ∆kWgross is the Gross demand savings;
• Units indicate units of measure installed in the program;
• RLF refers to the rated load factor;
• kW/unit is the unit demand of measure;
• DF represents the diversity factor;
• CF is the coincidence factor;
• FLH is the full load hours;
• HVACd is for HVAC system interaction factor for demand.

In HOMER, to add randomness to the load data to make it more realistic, the random
variability data are day to day and time step. First, it compiles the annual load data based
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on daily load profiles [53,54]. Then, it goes through that time series, and in each time step,
it multiplies the value of that time step by a perturbation factor α, given in Equation (7):

α = 1 + δd + δts, (7)

where,

• δd indicates the daily perturbation value;

• δts represents time stepperturbation value;

4. Results and Discussion

This section discusses the possibilities of inefficient load clipping/shifting in the
real-time system and the importance of the load factor. Using pre-analysis of the load
profile data per day, the peak hours occurring time period is identified. During this period,
shift load to off-peak periods by ON and OFF switching in a smart manner following the
prioritization, the sequence was denoted by ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively, in the load shifting
DSM technique. The system’s shiftable loads depend on the end-user’s priorities and are
clearly explained in Section 3. Similarly, in the peak load clipping method, the shiftable
load is clipped as per the end-user’s design. Mostly, the peak load source in the afternoon
session of this institute can be clipped or shifted to the morning session by the below three
possibilities (uses shiftable load) to control the maximum demand in peak hours:

1. Altering the laboratory schedule between morning and afternoon sessions;
2. Timer setting of an air-conditioner;
3. Timer setting of water pumps for buildings.

Currently, most of the laboratory classes at this educational institute are conducted
in the afternoon session, and there is no timer setting for the air-conditioner and water
pumps. Therefore, these three possibilities have a strong influence on reducing the peak
load during peak hours. Other options to reduce the peak load are

1. Setting fixed maximum demand in the circuit breaker;
2. Restructuring the entire electrical distribution network and circuit breaker programming;
3. Increasing the renewable energy generation on the campus.

The first two are firmly not recommended from the above three possibilities, and the
next one is increasing in renewable energy generation and is partially recommended.
However, the main problem of installing a renewable energy plant requires very high
capital cost. Therefore, it is concluded that the DSM approach significantly influenced
the existing system and reduced peak load, resulting in a reduction in monthly demand
charges of about $93. It is represented in Table 6 or before and after the DSM approach,
and a reduction in maximum demand is noted [55,56]. The annual cost reduction of the
existing energy system after the implementation of the DSM approach is approximately
$1140, around 10%, per year in the electricity bill as per the Tamilnadu (a state of Indian
Government) Generation, and Distribution Corporation (TANGEDCO) Limited revised
tariff rates from the TNERC (Tamilnadu Electricity Regulatory Commission) Tariff Order.

The results also confirmed that the DSM strategy reduces peak load and reduction in
the electric bill and prevents the installation of new power plants compared to the system
without DSM.

The DSM data response is given to the HOMER tool to calculate the monthly peak
load. Figure 6a,b shows the simulation result of the daily load profile improvement in
peak clipping and load shifting DSM approaches. The following observations are taken as
follows: first, the maximum demand is reduced during peak hours, so that demand charges
are definitely reduced, and also the load factor of the system is significantly increased;
second, the utility will reschedule its investments (installing the new power source) to meet
the load requirements. On top of that, it stimulates the user to consume less power during
peak hours. The obtained monthly peak load for both methods is reduced from 189 kW to
170 kW (approximately 10%), around 19 kW for the same amount of daily load utilization
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(about 1060 kWh/d), which reduces the electricity charge approximately by $95 per month
(Figure 7). Seasonal profiles for monthly peak loads for a year, both before and after DSM
(peak clipping and load shifting), are obtained using the HOMER tool, which clearly shows
that the measured demands of the reduction in peak demand for each month of the year
did not exceed the mean values. Thus, a DSM approach is justified, which will lead to a
significant reduction in the cost of electricity energy bills per year.
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Figure 7. Monthly maximum demand reduction using Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy
Resources (HOMER).
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The flattening of the load profiles not only reduced the maximum demand, but also
improved the load factor. The improvement of the load factor of the profile enables better
use of the energy of the system. The load factor (LF) is obtained through average load and
the maximum load in a given time period and is reported in Equation (7). The higher value
of LF indicates that the load uses the electric system more efficiently.

LF =
Average Load

Peak Load
. (8)

The average load can be calculated using Equation (4). The load factor is obtained
through daily and monthly load profile curves of the existing energy system, before and
after the DSM approach, and is compared in Figures 8 and 9. Table 7 shows that the
average load demand is 44, and the peak demand is 90.92 kW for the daily load profile.
Consequently, the load factor is increased by about 1.5%, taking into account the daily load
profile and by 3.8% for the monthly load profile [57–61]. It is confirmed that increasing the
load factor enhances the energy efficiency measures on campus.
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Figure 9. Comparison of load factor—before and after DSM from daily and monthly load profile curve.

Table 7. Comparison of average load, peak load, and electricity bill (EB) reduction–before and after DSM.

Description
Average Load (kW) Peak Load (kW) EB Bill (Dollar)

Working Day Monthly Working Day Monthly Monthly Annual

Before DSM 44.46 32,405 100.92 189 945 11,340

After DSM
Peak clipping 43.42 31,330 90.92 170 850 10,200
Load shifting 44.46 32,405 90.92 170 850 10,200

Furthermore, Figure 10 shows a comparison of the DSM approaches in the campus’
daily load curve. It is observed that the peak load is 90.92 kW, and the average loads of peak
clipping and load shifting approaches are 43.42 kW and 44.46 kW, respectively. It clearly
shows that the load shifting DSM approach gives a slightly better result as compared to the
peak clipping technique while maintaining a satisfactory level of reliability. This change
can be monitored by measurement and verification techniques in buildings [62].
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It should be noted that the maximum demand period occurs roughly in 8–12% of
the load profile and consumes approximately 8% more than the normal value of the total
power of the system. Hence, installing a new power plant to satisfy this requirement is
too expensive. The DSM approach was an effective solution to this issue. In the annual
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cost comparison of the existing energy system before and after implementing the DSM
approach, approximately $1140 was saved per year on the electricity bill.

The overall benefits provided by DSM in the institute included an economic and
technical point of view—avoiding the capital cost for installing a new power plant to
meet out the maximum demand, efficient utilization of devices during peak hours, low-
cost energy during energy consumption in off-peak periods, reduced electricity bill cost,
up-gradation of the existing system, as well as improved system flexibility and balance.

5. Conclusions

In India, energy extraction from resources is insufficient to meet the current load
demand; in this situation, the impact of DSM on the distribution network is analyzed. In this
work, our DSM analysis was performed using peak clipping and load shifting technique in
the case study location (ACGCET Campus, India) power utilization network. Using this
approach, the load pattern was modified by clipping or changing shiftable load from peak
time to non-peak time with a simple solver. Further, these DSM approaches’ benefits
are no need for smart metering, information, and communication infrastructure, the less
complexity of system operation, and minimum cost of implementation. This case study
strategy has reduced the peak load demand and demand charges, which are performed
using the HOMER simulation tool. At this campus, peak demand was reduced from
210 KVA to 190 KVA, or approximately 20 KVA, after implementing the DSM technique.
By the energy supplier’s standards, the maximum demand charge is $5 per KVA, resulting
in a reduction in the demand fee per month of approximately $95. In this investigation,
several benefits can be obtained. Moreover, the objectives achieved with the proposed
work are listed below:

(i) Reduced the institute’s annual electricity consumption by 10% by sorting out the
peaks shaved into the annual energy consumption;

(ii) The approximate cost saved from the maximum demand is $95 per month (for annual
cost saved is the cost of the demand charge in $/kW * Energy saved * 12 = $1140);

(iii) The load factor of the energy network of the institute is increased up to 1.5% per day
and 3.5% per month;

(iv) Indirectly, greenhouse gas emissions (CO2) are reduced due to the shaving of peak
demand energy. It is around 207.48 kg per annum (0.91 kg/kWh × 228 kWh) in India
considering its Power Grid emission factor.

DSM analysis in the institutional building contributes to the sustainability of the active
power distribution network rather than new plant facilities. The satisfactory simulation
results confirmed that it might be executed in real-time on the campus. In general, the DSM
approach improved the reliability and financial performance of the electrical power system
network of the similar campus/network; the most significant points that were studied in
this paper are highlighted as follows:

(i) Encourage better energy management practices for the demand scheduling proce-
dures that target the peak demand reduction in a public educational institution;

(ii) This work is not only related to the maximum load, but also the average load and
energy. These results are more sensible and a comprehensive reflection of DSM
impacts on-campus that strengthen positive energy use behaviors;

(iii) This analysis provides a direct way to learn the implications of the load factor;
(iv) Save the demand charge bill amount, resources, and environmental damage by

avoiding unnecessary over-investment in the peak load generating capacity power
plant by the electricity sector.
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Abstract: The quality of the indoor environment has become a vital component for buildings due
to the time spent indoors. To this extent, the performance of the indoor environment is consid-
ered as part of the greenery criteria by green rating schemes such as the Green Building Index in
Malaysia. This study aims to investigate and assess the quality of the indoor environment of Platinum-
certified office buildings in a tropical climate. This research applied a case study approach over two
Platinum-certified office buildings. Post-occupancy evaluation is employed integrating full-scale
measurement with an occupants’ survey. The measurement was carried out from May to August,
and 112 questionnaires were retrieved to evaluate occupants’ satisfaction with aspects of the indoor
environment. Thermal comfort, indoor air quality, acoustic, lighting, furniture, and cleanliness
are considered as the main study variables. The findings of full-scale measurement indicated high
relative humidity, and low air velocity and illuminance. While occupants reported overall indoor
environment quality (IEQ) comfort, a significant correlation of variables was observed. The main
sources of dissatisfaction were identified as overcooling around 24 ◦C, high relative humidity (RH),
around 70% RH, glare, and background noise around 51.9 dB. Statistically, a significant difference
between occupants’ responses to IEQ of two cases was identified, although both buildings are labelled
with a Platinum certificate.

Keywords: building performance assessment; indoor environment quality; occupants’ satisfaction;
post-occupancy evaluation; Green Building Index; tropical climate

1. Introduction

The quality of the environment inside any building is called indoor environment
quality (IEQ) [1]. IEQ has been proven to have a significant effect on occupants’ wellbe-
ing, health, comfort, productivity, and behaviour; thus, it has been a vital research area
for decades [2,3]. The focus of the research in the field of IEQ has been adapting con-
tinuously according to human demands. For instance, poor indoor air quality (IAQ) as
one of the IEQ parameters, could lead to sick building syndrome (SBS), which has been
acknowledged as a health issue since the 1970s [4]. Later, the focus has become wider,
from health issues to occupants’ comfort. Various studies have investigated parameters
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of IEQ such as thermal quality, IAQ, acoustic quality, lighting quality, etc., concerning
occupants’ comfort and satisfaction [5–8]. Also, researchers evaluated IEQ, implying that
the acceptable ranges of IEQ factors can be varied case by case. Sadick et al. [9] evaluated
the importance of IEQ in offices of Ghana with a tropical climate. This study concluded
that improving IEQ can positively impact the occupants’ productivity. Besides, indoor air
temperature is found to be an effective factor in thermal comfort and the perception of IEQ
variables of offices located in tropical climates [10]. Another study in the tropical climate of
Singapore showed that the most acceptable temperature is 26 ◦C in offices using ceiling
fans [11]. Nematchoua et al. [12] reported that workers’ productivity in Cameroon offices
dramatically reduced in temperatures above 28 ◦C.

After the introduction of green buildings, studies attempted to compare IEQ of
green buildings with conventional ones [13,14]. A recent comparative study reported
that the SBS prevalence was found to be 38.1% and 53.1% in green and conventional build-
ings, respectively [3]. Also, Lee et al. [15], in a comparative study, investigated satisfaction
and health symptoms, reporting higher IEQ acceptance for employees of green offices.

General beliefs are that green buildings are preferred regarding the performance
competition against conventional buildings. Some studies claimed that the occupants of
green buildings reported higher satisfaction and healthier in comparison to conventional
buildings [14]. On the other hand, there are studies that indicated that there is no significant
difference in occupants’ satisfaction and wellbeing between IEQ of green and conventional
buildings [16,17]. MacNaughton et al. [17] used post-occupancy evaluation (POE) to
compare occupants’ satisfaction between green and conventional buildings. In this study,
occupants moved from a conventional to green building, reporting higher IEQ satisfaction
from the green building. The result of this experiment indicated that the green building
has higher performance for occupants, however, it is not possible to generalise this finding.
For instance, Paul et al. [16] reported that there is no significant difference in occupants’
satisfaction from IEQ of green and conventional buildings.

A high-performance green building brings higher occupants’ productivity, which
could be considered as the ultimate economic outcome [18], considering that studies
indicated occupants’ higher productivity, healthier, less absenteeism, and lower com-
pensation for health insurance and claim returns, resulted from green buildings [19–22].
Moreover, green buildings are known for the energy-saving benefits, which ultimately
reduce energy consumption costs.

However, the energy-efficient design approach might have side effects on green build-
ing performance. Providing a thermally comfortable environment usually has a direct
influence on the energy consumption of office buildings. The majority of office buildings
implemented heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems to maintain in-
door air temperature, typically between 21.5 and 24 ◦C [23]. Additionally, HVAC systems
attributed to about 43% of total energy consumption in US office buildings [24]. Thus, re-
ducing energy consumption by increasing HVAC set points could lead to the uncomfortable
indoor thermal condition [25]. Particularly, green office buildings in a tropical climate,
where the HVAC system is often the main source of cooling or ventilation in the buildings,
could become a challenge [26].

In addition, conflicts within IEQ parameters might occur with an attempt to provide
a high-performance building. For instance, a high ventilation rate from a natural venti-
lation or mechanical system to improve IAQ could contribute to increasing background
noise, resulting in acoustic discomfort [27]. This conflict could also happen between ther-
mal comfort and daylight, to provide visual comfort, particularly for green buildings,
as presented by Liang et al. [14]. Occupants in this study reported high satisfaction with
lighting, but thermal comfort was less satisfactory. This could be due to the application of
daylight resulting in higher heat exchange with the indoor environment and the increase in
indoor temperature [28]. Application of daylight also associates with an increase in glare,
which negatively affects visual comfort [29]. On the other hand, daylight has the potential
to reduce energy consumption and provide health benefits [30].
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Concerning IEQ influence on health and productivity, the extent of the effect depends
on the IEQ variables. As mentioned in the literature, each variable alone impacts occupants
in a particular way. Additionally, the quality of the variables can be varied according
to building typology. Besides, green or conventional construction methods have shown
diverse performances as there is no consensus on which method performs better. Achieving
a high-performance IEQ requires periodical assessment to identify and improve sources of
IEQ dissatisfaction [31]. Many studies have investigated IEQ, particularly in the European
and American countries, to suggest improvements for future constructions. However, ac-
cording to the literature, a few studies have focused on IEQ, specifically green buildings, in
countries located in tropical regions such as Malaysia [32–34]. Particularly in the tropical
climate of Malaysia, energy efficiency is one of the key factors to label buildings as green
by the Green Building Index (GBI). Indeed, energy efficiency methods applied to green
buildings—as mentioned earlier—could negatively impact occupant satisfaction. Thus, IEQ
assessment of green-certified buildings is vital to have an insight into the constructions
made to meet GBI criteria.

This study, therefore, aims to investigate and assess green-certified building perfor-
mance regarding IEQ and occupants’ satisfaction in the tropical climate of Kuala Lumpur.
Additionally, the investigation is narrowed to office buildings with a Platinum Certificate.
Another objective of this study is to make a comparison between the IEQ of Platinum
GBI-certified office buildings. To achieve the objectives, the main variables are defined
as indoor air quality, thermal quality, lighting quality, and acoustic quality. To perform
the assessment, a post-occupancy evaluation (POE) was employed with the integration of
full-scale measurements and an occupants’ survey, leading to a comprehensive IEQ evalua-
tion. Full-scale measurement was performed using environmental loggers monitoring IEQ
variables. The occupants’ IEQ satisfaction are assessed using a standardised questionnaire
survey. Collected data from measurement and occupant surveys are utilised to address
IEQ dissatisfaction sources and recommendations to further improve IEQ. To address this,
this paper is structured as follows: after the introduction given in Section 1, green building
tools in Malaysia will be briefly explained in Section 2. The methods applied to investigate
IEQ, including full-scale measurement and occupants’ survey, and cases selected for this
study will be elaborated in Section 3. This is followed by the presentation of results in
Section 4, and these results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion and summary
will be provided in Section 6.

2. Green Building Certification in Malaysia

The green building introduction required new construction methods that were dif-
ferent in various aspects from the old techniques. By this introduction, the green rating
tools were established to evaluate and certify alleged green constructions. The United
Kingdom pioneered and established the first green building rating system, known as
the “Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method” (BREEAM)
in 1990. The United States then established a rating system eight years later in 1998,
known as “Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design” (LEED). More countries
have conducted the rating system in the following years, such as Australia (Green Star) in
2003 and Singapore (Green Mark) in 2005 [13,35]. Additionally, with a global approach,
the WELL Building Standard was introduced in 2013 to exclusively focus on the impact of
the building on human wellbeing and health.

The Malaysia Green Building Confederation (MGBC) was introduced in early 2007.
It started when a group of consultants, academics, and representatives from the build-
ing industry met to initiate a non-profit organisation promoting sustainable buildings in
Malaysia [36]. Following this movement, the GBI was established in 2009, which was for-
mulated by the Malaysian Institute of Architecture, or Persatuan Arkitek Malaysia (PAM),
and the Association of Consulting Engineers of Malaysia (ACEM) [36]. The green building
assessment system was developed particularly to ensure the welfare of the occupants
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and the entire environment [37]. Although there are various building assessment tools in
Malaysia, GBI is mostly applied to assess green buildings.

GBI assesses buildings through six (6) key criteria, such as Energy Efficiency (EE),
Indoor Environment Quality (EQ), Sustainable Site Planning and Management (SM),
Materials and Resources (MR), Water Efficiency (WE), and Innovation (IN) [35]. The build-
ings are assessed and scored between zero (0) to a maximum of 100, and as a result, they
are awarded through one of the four categories: (1) Platinum: above 86 points, (2) Gold:
between 76 to 85 points, (3) Silver: with 66 to 75 points, and (4) Certified: minimum
of 50 points up to 65 points [35]. Hence, according to GBI, any building that achieves
a minimum of 50 points in the evaluation process can be called “green”.

GBI has organised buildings in seven (7) categories, such as Non-Residential New
Construction (NRNC), Residential New Construction (RNC), Industrial New Construction
(INC), Non-Residential Existing Building (NREB), Industrial Existing Building (IEB), Inte-
rior (ID), and Township (T). According to the study by Zian et al. [38] in 2019, the energy
efficiency criteria is the most widely used in green building assessment systems, followed
by water efficiency and innovations. Moreover, about 1/5 of the total points were dedicated
to the IEQ in the NRNC, where it was 21 points out of 100. The IEQ of NRNC is evaluated
through air quality, thermal comfort, lighting, visual and acoustic comfort, and verification
(post-occupancy evaluation) during occupancy [35].

3. Methodology

This study utilised a post-occupancy evaluation (POE) method to investigate oc-
cupants’ satisfaction toward the existing implementation of green design concepts for
the office buildings in Malaysia. POE is a widely acceptable systematic method to inves-
tigate building performance through occupants’ feedback [31,39]. Many believe that this
method is the most effective and the best systematic technique of investigation to explore
and examine the mutual interaction between the building and the occupants’ needs [40–42].
Particularly for office buildings, many studies emphasised the occupants’ assessment role
in measuring the performance of the workplace [43–45]. Findings from POE can bring
suggestions to form an alternative basis method for any construction or renovation in the fu-
ture; therefore, it could amend and influence design codes, standards, and decisions [40,46].
Although some studies have only used survey to assess and investigate IEQ [14,47], POE in
this study utilised occupants’ survey integrated with full-scale measurement [31]. This is
to comprehensively evaluate the IEQ of the Platinum-certified office buildings. IEQ is
evaluated according to the following criteria: indoor thermal environment (thermal com-
fort, temperature, humidity), IAQ (ventilation, carbon dioxide (CO2), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs)), lighting (daylight, artificial light, glare), acoustic (sound insulation),
furniture, and maintenance (cleaning).

3.1. Case Study

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this study is to investigate the IEQ of Platinum-
certified office buildings in Kuala Lumpur. GBI categorizes buildings into separate groups,
and the NRNC category includes buildings with functions such as governmental agencies,
office buildings or towers, malls, galleries, factories, etc. Besides, buildings to be certified
as Platinum must obtain the maximum points from various rigorous criteria. Since green
construction is a new growing concept in Malaysia, only limited buildings have been able
to integrate sustainable technologies and methods that successfully obtained the Platinum
certificate. According to the latest GBI report in December 2020, the buildings awarded
a Platinum certificate represent less than 4% of all the certificates issued in NRNC [48].
For this study, however, considering office functionality within the NRNC category, two
cases are identified with a Platinum certificate located in Klang Valley [48]. Also, to achieve
the study objective, the building must be in the operational phase for more than two
years. These Platinum certificate office buildings are named buildings A and B. Building
A is a government agency and building B is the headquarters of a private company.
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The unique construction of the buildings incorporates various sustainable applications,
such as utilisation of daylight, roof light, daylight reflectors, artificial light sensors, passive
design strategies, green roof, sustainable materials, photovoltaic panels, rain harvest
system, recyclable materials, etc. Table 1 represents the key features of these buildings.

Table 1. Key data for case study buildings A and B.

Building A Building B

No. stories 8 + 2 9
Green landscape area 3600 m2 -

Structure Steel-reinforced concrete (SRC) Steel-reinforced concrete (SRC)
Facade finishes Double glass curtain wall Double glass curtain wall

Access to public transport Bus Bus
Air conditioning system Air Handling Unit (AHU), Fans Underfloor Air Distribution (UAFD)

Roof vents Yes -
Lighting type Fluorescent Fluorescent, Personal LED

Window to wall ratio (WWR) About 60% About 55%
Window blind, roller shade, fixed

shading system Yes Yes

Interior separators Medium-density fiber-board (MDF)
and glass

Medium-density fiber-board (MDF)
and glass

Exterior shades No No
Atrium Yes No

Courtyard No Yes
Employees/Occupants 80–100 60–100
Year of GBI certificate 2014 (validated until 2019) 2014 (validated until 2020)

Case study building A is located in Putrajaya, whereas case study building B is located
in Shah Alam, both within Kuala Lumpur. Buildings A and B have been in operation since
2010 and 2014, respectively. Each floor of the buildings is dedicated to a few departments,
except for parking and the ground floor. Within each department, employees are involved
in sedentary activities, such as typical office tasks like writing, reading, computer typing,
and occasional walking within the workstations and rooms. There is no significant heat
emission from body activities. To carry out office tasks, the majority of employees work
within open-plan offices, and the minority in private rooms, making the open-plan offices
the main work areas in buildings. Also, the seminars and meetings are held in conference
rooms. Generally, the occupants’ appearance was observed to be trousers, long sleeve or
short sleeve shirts, socks, and shoes. The clothing value of the occupants was 0.5 to 0.7 clo
during the investigation.

Building A has an 11,473 m2 net floor area and 14,230 m2 gross floor area, with 75%
floor efficiency (Figure 1a). Building B includes a 14,087 m2 net floor area and 33,798 m2

gross floor area (Figure 1b). Buildings A and B accommodate up to 400 and 250 occupants,
respectively. For building A, a combination of a radiant cooling system with pipes embed-
ded in the concrete slabs and an air handling unit (AHU) with fans has been employed
to provide thermal comfort. Building B maintains thermal comfort with an underfloor
air distribution (UFAD) system. Raising the floor to provide ventilation and distributing
conditioned air through vents or diffusers into the indoor environment is known as UFAD.
Both buildings have utilised a centralised ventilation system, with no occupant control
over temperature or air velocity. In a tropical climate, thermal comfort significantly impacts
occupants’ satisfaction, thus, due to the centralised system, buildings should be investi-
gated as one unit [14,49,50]. The facade of both buildings is mainly constructed by a glass
curtain without any operable window for occupants.
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3.2. Occupants’ Satisfaction Survey

This study implemented a questionnaire survey to subjectively investigate IEQ sat-
isfaction of green-certified office buildings. This would allow quantifying the subjective
opinions. In this regard, the latest version of the Building Use Studies (BUS) questionnaire,
specialised for non-domestic buildings in a tropical climate, was employed. BUS is a struc-
tured questionnaire with several versions depending on the building’s typology, study
design, and microclimate. The original questionnaire survey and database was established
in 1985 because of the working group which tried to cover the surveying of 4300 office
workers in 50 buildings in the United Kingdom in response to the SBS. The questionnaire
has been constantly updated and modified to reduce the flaws, hence different sections of
the questionnaire have been changed [51]. This standard questionnaire has been used to
evaluate over 850 buildings worldwide up to 2021 [52]. This questionnaire uses a seven
(7)-point satisfaction scale to evaluate various aspects of the building performance, but
the “perceived productivity” was measured with a nine-point scale.

As is the norm for short-term POE, the survey was conducted one time on-site [3,31,43,47],
where occupants were informed of the survey 24 h in advance. The questionnaires were
distributed to occupants by the start of working hours and collected by the end of working
hours on the same day. Table 2 presents a summary of the collected data.
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Table 2. Questionnaire parameters.

Category Question

Background information Age, Sex, Years of working in the building,
Type of the working office

Satisfaction with
building design Cleaning, Furniture

Satisfaction with
IEQ parameters

Overall comfort, Perceived health, Perceived productivity
Overall thermal comfort, Temperature, Temperature stability
Overall air quality, Air humidity, Air freshness, Odour
Overall noise, Noise from colleagues, Noise from other people,
Other noise inside, Noise from outside
Overall lighting, Natural light, Glare from sun and sky,
Artificial light, Glare from light

3.3. Full-Scale Measurement of the Indoor Environment

Full-scale measurement or objective measurement was performed to monitor IEQ
in the study. This aided to provide a holistic perspective of the circumstances occupants
responded to in the questionnaire survey. Additionally, full-scale measurement integrated
with a survey would create a platform to identify and improve any potential source of
IEQ dissatisfaction [31,53]. The parameters for monitoring were air indoor temperature
(Ta), relative humidity (RH), air velocity (m/s), CO2 concentration, TVOC concentration,
illumination level, and indoor sound pressure level (SPL). Also, regarding mean radiant
temperature, the difference between the indoor air temperature and mean radiant tempera-
ture is negligible under moderate outdoor conditions. Thus, the mean radiant temperature
can be assumed equal to the indoor air temperature [54–56].

Kuala Lumpur is located between latitude 3.12 ◦N and longitude 101.55 ◦E, with a 13:11
solar noon. The daily climate is hot and humid, which is fairly consistent throughout
the entire year, with minor temperature fluctuation [57]. Considering the stability of
the outdoor microclimate throughout the year, the full-scale measurement was carried out
from May to August 2019, which could be extended to the yearly data. Monitoring IEQ
was performed with five-minute intervals of data logging, limited to operational days,
and working hours 8:00 to 18:00 of the buildings.

Table 3 illustrates the specification of equipment used for full-scale measurement.
Ten sets of equipment were used to collect environmental data. Each floor, starting from
the first floor, was divided into zones—rooms without occupancy were excluded—and
loggers were impended to monitor the zones for seven working days. This helped to
monitor occupied spaces in a sequence covering floors and buildings.

The environmental loggers attached to portable poles (Figure 2a,b) in the height of
1.1 m above the finished floor (level of sedentary activities), as suggested by ISO 16000-1 [58],
close to occupants, 0.3 m. For the horizontal distribution of measurements, the devices were
positioned approximately 0.8 m away from the devices and walls (Figure 2d) to avoid radiative
temperature. This permitted simulation exposure of occupants to indoor air near the breathing
zone when seated. Furthermore, portable light meters were placed on the working desk
of the occupants to measure the lighting level (Figure 2c). This was to record a realistic
approximation of the illumination received by occupants. A daily average of each parameter
(121 data points) was generated for the period of measurement to present buildings’ indoor
environment conditions.
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Figure 2. Demonstration of equipment installed to monitor indoor environment quality (IEQ).

Table 3. Specifications of equipment for physical measurement of indoor environment parameters.

IEQ Parameter Environmental Sensor Range and Accuracy

Air temperature
HOBO-U12-012 1, Onest

−20 to 70 ◦C, accuracy ±0.35 ◦C, from 0 to 50 ◦C,

Relative humidity ±2.5%, 3.5% maximum, from 10% to 90% RH

Air velocity T-DCI-F900-S-O 1, Onest
Accuracy greater than 10% of the reading

or ±0.05 m/s or 1% full-scale

Illuminance TM-203 Datalogging 2, TENMARS 20 to 200 K Lux, ±3%

Sound pressure level Solo 1092 01dB-METRAVIB 2, ACOEM 20 to 137 dB (A) class 1, or 30 to 137 dB (A) class 2

Carbon dioxide 98,123 J 2, MIC
0 to 50 PPM with a resolution of 1 PPM,

±30 PPM + 5% of reading

TVOCs 98, 519 2, MIC
0–50 PPM with 0.01 PPM resolution,

±30 PPM + 5% of reading,
1 Sensor was tested for accuracy in a pilot study. 2 Sensor was calibrated before the monitoring in the laboratory of the Faculty of Built
Environment, University of Malaysia.
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3.4. Questionnaire Respondents

Completed questionnaires were considered for the final analysis to have more accurate
results. A total of 174 questionnaires were distributed, of which 112 valid questionnaires
were retrieved, with a response rate of 64%. According to Cochran [59], the sample size
and response rate comes with a 94% confidence level. Among the responses, 57 (50.9%)
were completed by males and 55 (49.1%) were completed by females, 47 (42%) of the re-
spondents reported age under 30 years and 65 (58%) reported age 30 or over. Further
details on the distribution of the respondents, including respondents from each building,
work experience in the building, and type of the work office are summarised in Table 4.

Table 4. Background and demographic information of valid respondents.

Building A Building B Total

Sex
Female 30 25 55
Male 29 28 57

Age Under 30 21 26 47
30 and above 38 27 65

Work experience
in building

Less than a year 20 20 40
A year or more 39 33 72

Type of the work office

Normally occupied by 1 16 8 24
Shared with 1 other 1 0 1

Shared with 2–4 others 6 22 28
Shared with 5–8 others 16 15 31

Shared with more than 8 others 20 8 28

4. Results

As explained in Section 1, the POE approach in this study integrated a survey with
full-scale measurement to investigate IEQ performance of study buildings. Collected
data during full-scale measurement are utilised to report a daily average of the variables
and questionnaire survey to quantify occupants’ responses.

4.1. Full-Scale Measurement of the Indoor Environment

The results from the full-scale measurement of buildings have been presented to make
a comparison between the study outcomes, recommendations, and standards. Figure 3
presents the mean and variance of the parameters such as air temperature (Ta), relative
humidity (RH), air velocity, CO2 concentration, illuminance level, and sound pressure level
(SPL) for buildings A and B. Ta was observed to be in a similar range for both buildings, as
for building A, Ta ranged from 23.3 to 24.6 ◦C with a mean of 24.2 ◦C, and Ta for building
B ranged from 23.6 to 24 ◦C, with mean of 23.8 ◦C (Figure 3a). Ta for building B has a lower
variance in comparison to building A. Lower mean Ta and low variance of Ta contributed
to higher unconformable and neutral sensation mean vote from occupants for building
B. It seems that both buildings have tried to maintain operation temperature (To) around
24 ◦C, an appropriate range according to MS 1525 [60]. Malaysian standard MS 1525 [60]
recommend dry bulb temperature to be in a range of 24 to 26 ◦C, with a minimum of 23 ◦C
for office buildings. The level of monitored RH is significantly different for buildings A
and B, ranging from 58% to 64.5% with a mean of 60%, and 72% to 78.5% with a mean of
72.4%, respectively (Figure 3b). RH level for building B is above the recommended range
by MS 1525 [60], which is recommended to be in the range of 50% to 70%. Particularly,
the RH level is recommended not to exceed 70% [60]. The main reason for the high RH
level in building B in comparison to building A was due to the quality of the HVAC
system to maintain the indoor RH level, as natural ventilation or operable windows are not
included in both buildings. This in compliance with Aziz, Sumiyoshi [61], who implied
that the implementation of normal air handling units is unable to adequately dehumidify
the indoor environment in the tropical climate of Malaysia.
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Air velocity for both buildings is observed to be similar and considered below the rec-
ommended range (0.15–0.50 m/s) by MS 1525 [60]. Air velocity for building A ranged from
0.05 to 0.07 m/s, with a mean of 0.06 m/s, and ranged between 0.04 and 0.07 m/s with
a mean of 0.05 m/s for building B (Figure 3c). The main reason for low air velocity within
building A was observed to be due to the location of vents in the top of the rooms and over
the corridors, which resulted in low air velocity around the breathing area of occupants.
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Building B is equipped with adjustable vents to distribute air from the underfloor; however,
it was observed that most of the vents adjacent to workstations were closed by occupants,
resulting in low air velocity near the breathing area of a seated person. The main reason for
occupants to close the vents was found to be the cool air temperature, as higher air velocity
can extend the level of coolness feeling for the occupants.

The illuminance level for building B is significantly lower than building A. It was in
the range of 95 to 325 lux with a mean of 191 lux for building B. In parallel, building A
provided illuminance in the range of 375 to 646 lux, with a mean of 494 lux (Figure 3d).
In this regard, various standards and studies suggested that acceptable illuminance for
a normal office work should be between 500 and 1000 lux [62,63]. In addition, the aver-
age minimum daylight available in Kuala Lumpur is above 10,000 lux, from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. [57]. Thus, both buildings have tried to utilise daylight as the main source of lighting.
It was observed that occupants sitting near the window received a high illuminance level
from daylight. To control the level of illuminance, blinds were used by occupants sitting
near the window to reduce the intensity of daylight. However, this action resulted in
dim spaces within a range from the window, in which occupants suffered from low-level
daylight and luminance level. To diminish this issue, occupants were provided with task
lighting in building B and an atrium is applied in the design of building A. Particularly,
task lighting significantly enhances the individual’s visual quality, although the indoor
environment is dim. This is supported by the illuminance level being very low, although
the occupants reported overall comfort from light quality in building B. In addition to
the distance of the window within the inner part of the building, the daylight was trapped
by workspaces with high-level partitions before reaching the inner workspaces, resulting
in dim spaces for inner parts.

Regarding background noise from outdoors, buildings were located near the street.
Additionally, the neighbourhood buildings and transportation density are observed to
be lower for building B. However, the study buildings are fully air-conditioned with no
operable windows, which significantly reduces noise penetration. SPL is similar for both
buildings and ranges from 43.45 to 59.55 dB, with a mean of 51.9 dB, and 38.65 to 58.65,
with a mean of 50.2 dB, for buildings A and B, respectively (Figure 3e). Mui and Wong [64]
reported that the neutral SPL for aural comfort in typical air-conditioned offices should
be between 45 and 70 dB, with a mean of 57.5 dB. Mean CO2 was detected to be 763
and 695 ppm for buildings A and B, respectively (Figure 3f). CO2 lower than 1000 ppm
is considered harmless [65]. No vestige of TVOC was detected in both buildings, with
0 ppm measured.

A similar AC management scheme is applied to both buildings A and B. This scheme
activates AC only during operation hours of the office building (8 a.m. to 6 p.m.). Besides,
the buildings mainly included open-plan office workstations as well as a few private rooms,
conference rooms, and storage spaces.

Given the typical office work of the occupants, such as sedentary activities, there are
no significant indoor heat gains from occupants’ activities. Personal fans were observed
to be used by occupants in both buildings, particularly for private rooms, which could be
a sign of low indoor air velocity.

Another issue that should be considered is the tropical climate of Malaysia, which
directly influences the indoor thermal condition. Malaysia is located in the equatorial
region of South East Asia between 1◦ N and 7◦ N, and longitude 0◦ and 119◦ E [57].
Kuala Lumpur as a base location for this study is located between the latitude of 3.12◦ N
and longitude of 101.55◦ E, with a 13:11 solar noon [57]. The daily climate in Malaysia is
described as hot and humid, which is consistent throughout the entire year, and the heavy
rain comes during monsoon seasons. The average dry bulb temperature is around 26.92
◦C for the entire year. The highest dry bulb temperature fluctuation happens around
14:00 to 18:00 [57]. The effect of this fluctuation was observed in the samples collected
during the monitoring period, in which around 14:00 to 16:00, the mean air temperature of
the indoor environment was at the crest. Moreover, it was observed that relative humidity
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started to peak by the start of the operation hour of the buildings, then it declined to a lower
percentage after the start of the HVAC system to maintain relative humidity; however,
building B presented a very high RH level.

4.2. Occupants’ Satisfaction with Indoor Environment Quality

Despite the high RH and low illuminance for building B, findings from measuring
indoor environment parameters show general compliance with standards such as MS
1525 [60] for both buildings. However, the findings cannot speculate occupants’ comfort
from IEQ. Thus, the occupants’ IEQ feedback would give a better perspective.

The data from the questionnaire survey were analysed individually to make a com-
parison between IEQ of buildings and to correlate the results of the measurements with
the findings of the survey. To perform the statistical analysis, responses to “5, 6, 7, or +1, +2,
+3” transformed into a “comfortable” category and “1, 2, 3, or −3, −2, −1” into the “uncom-
fortable” category. Figure 4 shows the frequency of the occupants’ responses to the overall
IEQ comfort. As indicated in the results, about 91.5% of occupants were comfortable with
the overall IEQ of building A, and only 3.8% of occupants were uncomfortable with the IEQ
of building B (Figure 4). Despite the high neutral percentage (43.40%) of occupants for
building B, generally, both green buildings were able to deliver an indoor environment
condition to meet occupants’ needs and fulfil their satisfaction. A comparison between
buildings A and B indicates a high ratio of occupants in the “comfortable” category for
building A (91.5% to 52.8%). The mean scores for buildings A and B are 1.66 and 0.58,
which is another index to indicate higher satisfaction from building A’s performance.

Besides occupants’ satisfaction from overall IEQ, IEQ variables were assessed and anal-
ysed. As shown in Figure 5, occupants’ satisfaction was analysed using frequency distri-
bution over ‘overall thermal comfort’, ‘overall indoor air quality’, ‘overall noise quality’,
‘overall lighting quality’, ‘furniture quality’, and ‘cleaning quality’.
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Satisfaction from overall thermal comfort is measured using a seven-point scale from
uncomfortable to comfortable. This gives an overview of the portion of the occupants
satisfied with thermal comfort. The finding indicated that 88.1% of respondents reported
overall thermal comfort for building A, but 22.6% of respondents reported overall thermal
comfort for building B. There is no thermal comfort dissatisfaction report of building A,
whereas 24.5% of thermal comfort dissatisfaction was observed for building B (Figure 5a).
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ASHRAE Standard 55 [66] suggests a minimum of 80% satisfaction for acceptable thermal
comfort, in which building B fails to meet the condition.

Responses to the overall air quality could be triggered by factors such as air velocity,
humidity, temperature, and indoor pollutants [67,68]. Regarding the air quality, 83.1%
and 60.4% of occupants reported comfort for buildings A and B, respectively. Only a minor-
ity of occupants (3.8%) of building B reported dissatisfaction from IAQ (Figure 5b). The high
relative humidity level (mean of 72.4% RH) of building B is observed to be the major reason
for less satisfied occupants of building B in comparison to building A. The overall noise
satisfaction for buildings A and B is observed at 78% and 54.7% and minority dissatisfaction
at 8.5% and 5.5%, respectively (Figure 5c). For overall lighting quality, 78% and 58.5% of oc-
cupants reported satisfaction for buildings A and B, respectively. A minority of occupants,
6.8% (building A) and 4.7% (building B), reported dissatisfaction with overall lighting qual-
ity (Figure 5d). Although the mean indoor environment illuminance level in building B was
measured to be low (190.88 lux), the application of task lighting increased the occupants’
satisfaction for overall lighting. Another significant factor of indoor environment quality is
furniture, which contributes to the occupants’ overall IEQ comfort. Furniture for buildings
A and B were reported to be 94.90% and 17% comfortable, respectively. However, 24.5%
reported uncomfortable furniture for building B (Figure 5e). The cleanliness satisfaction
of buildings A and B were reported as 94.90% and 58.50%, respectively. Dissatisfaction
from cleanliness was reported as being minor, as 1.7% and 1.9% for buildings A and B,
respectively (Figure 5f). Generally, most occupants reported satisfaction for the overall
quality of parameters, which is aligned with the overall comfort. However, it should be
noted that a significant group of occupants reported neutral from “overall IEQ” as well
as parameters of IEQ, where any changes in the indoor environmental quality could push
them to comfort, or in a worse-case scenario, to the uncomfortable range.

A comparison between the frequency of IEQ parameters contributed to ‘uncomfortable’
and ‘neutral’ for buildings A and B is demonstrated in Figure 6. ‘Uncomfortable’ is
determined based on the ratio of the votes ‘−3 to −1’ to the total responses. In building
A, ‘stuffy air’ is the top dissatisfaction source underlying ‘uncomfortable’ and ‘neutral’
that is indicated by around 61% of occupants. This agrees with ‘humidity’ as the top
dissatisfaction source for building B, with more than 81% of responses. This is followed by
‘glare from sun and sky’ with 59.3% of responses and ‘cold’ with 77.4% of responses for
buildings A and B, respectively. ‘Cold’, ‘other noise inside’, ‘noise from colleagues’, ‘smelly
air’, ‘humid’, ‘too much natural light’, ‘temperature varies during the day’, and ‘noise
from other people’ are the third to eighth parameters in sequence for building A, with
considerable percentages. For building B, ‘temperature varies during the day’, ‘smelly
air’, ‘stuffy air’, ‘too much natural light’, and ‘glare from sun and sky’ are the third to fifth
parameters, with more than 40% for ‘uncomfortable’ and ‘neutral’ responses. For building
A, ‘too little artificial light’, ‘dry’, and ‘warm’ were addressed by less than 20% of occupants.
‘Noise from other people’, ‘other noise inside’, ‘noise from outside’, ‘too little artificial light’,
‘dry’, and ‘warm’ were addressed by less than 20% for building B.

High percentages of occupants voted ‘uncomfortable’ and ‘neutral’ for ‘overall thermal
comfort’ (total 77.4%, Figure 5a). It can be explained by issues such as ‘high humidity’
and ‘cold temperature’ (Figure 6) as the main sources of uncomfortable thermal quality. ‘Too
much glare from sun and sky’ and ‘too much natural light’ (Figure 6) are the main sources
for 22.1% of occupants who did not vote ‘comfortable’ for ‘overall lighting’ (Figure 5d).
‘Stuffy air’ is also the main reason for 16.9% of ‘neutral’ votes to the overall air quality of
building A, whereas ‘smelly air’ and ‘stuffy air’ are the main causes for 39.6% of votes in
building B. Finally, ‘noise from colleagues’ is the main reason for occupants ‘uncomfortable’
or ‘neutral votes’ for both buildings (Figures 5 and 6).
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Productivity is defined as “ . . . the ability of people to enhance their work output
through increases in the quantity and/or quality of the product or service they deliver”,
by Leaman et al. [69]. Since it is difficult to achieve a meaningful evaluation of the pro-
ductivity or work output, a self-report of productivity evaluation is suggested, known
as “perceived productivity’ [69]. Similarly, feeling healthy in the buildings has been self-
reported and evaluated in the POE studies [70–72]. To measure perceived productivity
and health, therefore, occupants were asked in the questionnaire survey to self-report
IEQ impact on perceived productivity and heath. For productivity, a nine-point scale
measurement was used, as productivity decreased by 1: −40% or more, 2: −30%, 3: −20%,
4: −10%, 5: 0%, and productivity increased by 6: + 10%, 7: +20%, 8: +30%, 0: +40% or more
for IEQ. Also, occupants reported feeling healthier or less healthy in the questionnaire
(seven-point scale, with 1 as less healthy to 7 as healthier) in the buildings to measure
perceived health. The measuring scale was transformed into −4 to +4 from 1 to 9 for
productivity and −3 to 3 from 1 to 7 for health. Also, votes over −4 to −1 were considered
as less productive and +1 to +4 as more productive, as well as −3 to −1 as less healthy
and 1 to 3 as healthier. Figure 7 demonstrates the responses’ frequency distribution for
perceived productivity and health: 86.40% and 45.30% of occupants reported being more
productive in buildings A and B respectively, whereas only 18.9% of respondents reported
decreased productivity in building B (Figure 7a). Similar to the perceived productivity,
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67.80% and 62.30% of respondents reported feeling healthier, with only a minority reporting
less healthy, 10.2% and 11.30% for buildings A and B, respectively.
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4.3. Variation in Satisfaction between Buildings A and B

To statistically make a comparison between occupants’ mean vote of buildings A
and B for variables such as comfort, thermal, IAQ, noise, lighting, furniture, cleanliness,
productivity, and health, an independent sample t-test was used. This test statistically
compares the significant difference between the means of two groups [73]. This test has
also been used to make a comparison between IEQ mean votes of green and non-green
buildings [14]. For this study, to conduct the independent t-test and compare the mean
between two Platinum-certified office buildings, IBM SPSS statistical package version 24
was employed. As shown in Table 5, the mean vote for all the concerned parameters,
overall comfort, perceived productivity, and health is higher for building A. t-test results
also indicate that statistically, there is a significant difference (p < 0.05) for the mean vote
of the parameters, except for perceived health. As mentioned above, both buildings are
evaluated by GBI and certified as Platinum. However, occupants’ mean votes over IEQ
parameters indicate a significantly better IEQ for building A in comparison to building
B. The mean score of ‘cleanliness’ (2.05) for building A is the highest mean among all
the parameters for both buildings, whereas the mean of −0.7 for ‘furniture’ of building
B is the lowest mean vote. Furniture is the sole parameter with a negative mean value,
indicating unsatisfactory furniture quality of building B. Besides, all the mean values for
building A are around 1 to 2, highlighting the perception of slightly satisfied or satisfied,
whereas mean values for building B are mostly between around 0.5 to 0.75, which stays in
the neutral range, except the ‘furniture’, with a negative value.
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Table 5. Comparison of IEQ parameters between buildings A and B.

IEQ Parameter Building A Building B p-Value a

Overall comfort 1.66 0.58 0.000 b

Overall thermal comfort 1.81 0.07 0.000 b

Overall air quality 1.39 0.62 0.000 b

Overall Noise 1.25 0.68 0.009 b

Overall lighting 1.27 0.70 0.003 b

Furniture 1.85 −0.75 0.000 b

Overall cleaning quality 2.05 0.74 0.000 b

Perceived productivity 1.86 0.38 0.000 b

Perceived health 0.92 0.74 0.449
a Two-tailed t-test was employed to compare the mean score between buildings A to B over IEQ parameters.
b Highlights the statistical significance of test result at a level of p < 0.05.

5. Discussion

There are many studies focused on assessing the quality of the indoor environment [74].
Findings of the assessment can be used to improve buildings’ performance [53]. This study
focused on the IEQ assessment of the Platinum-certified office buildings in Kuala Lumpur.
As mentioned in Section 1, to obtain a GBI certificate, office buildings should be assessed
by GBI through six categories, including IEQ. According to assessment results, buildings
could be awarded one of four different certificates, with Platinum being the best award.
This indicates that the IEQ of the Platinum-certified office buildings should be of a high
quality compared to non-certified buildings. Concerning all six GBI assessment criteria,
however, IEQ could be negatively influenced. This makes it essential to assess IEQ of
Platinum-certified office buildings.

To perform the assessment, the IEQ variables were investigated through full-scale
measurement and an occupants’ survey. Figure 8 shows the distribution of occupants’
votes over thermal sensation, dry–humid air, stuffy–fresh air, and smelly–odourless air.
These variables are measured with a seven-point scale. ASHRAE [66] suggests a seven-
point scale with −3 = Cold to +3 = Hot. The mean vote between −0.5 to +0.5 is considered
as a neutral thermal feeling [66]. Mean votes out of the suggested neutral range are con-
sidered as uncomfortable thermal sensation, which leads to a high rate of dissatisfied
occupants from thermal comfort. The TSV means for occupants of buildings A and B are
−0.64 and −1.25 (equivalent to slightly cool), respectively (Figure 8a). TSV for both build-
ings is out of the suggested neutral range [66], indicating an uncomfortable cool thermal
sensation. This indicates the overcooled indoor environment. Cheung, Schiavon [47] also
suggested an overcooled indoor environment as one of the major contributors to occupants’
dissatisfaction in green-certified office buildings in Singapore, with a tropical microclimate.
As summarised in Table 6, the air temperature of 24.2 and 23.8 ◦C are the sources for
the thermal sensation mean vote. Association of thermal sensation mean vote with the air
temperature of the buildings suggests that to have a neutral thermal sensation mean vote,
a higher air temperature is required. This complies with Malaysian standard MS 1525 [60],
that suggested a minimum of 24 ◦C for dry bulb temperature of the indoor environment of
office buildings. Buonocore et al. [75] suggested an optimised air temperature of 26 ◦C to
have thermal comfort and energy efficiency for air-conditioned faculties in a hot and humid
climate. Besides, office air temperature was suggested to be set at 28 ◦C and with low
clothing value for occupants, which resulted in energy-saving and thermal satisfaction [76].
Aghniaey et al. [77] suggested that office air temperature should be increased to 26 ◦C to
have less than 10% PPD. In compliance with the literature, this study also found that air
temperature around 24 ◦C is one of the major sources of thermal dissatisfaction.
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The humidity levels of 60% (building A) and 72.4% RH (building B) (Table 6) have
resulted in the occupants’ mean votes of 0.49 (equivalent to neutral) and 1.21 (equivalent
to slightly humid) for buildings A and B, respectively (Figure 8b). Malaysian standard
MS 1525 [60] suggests a maximum RH lower than 70%. However, according to the occu-
pants’ mean vote, RH around 60% also seems to be at the edge of occupants’ tolerance,
in which lower RH for higher satisfaction should be considered. The circumstance of
building B (72.4% RH) led temperature and humidity to be the main concerns and sources
of dissatisfaction. Aziz, Sumiyoshi [61] suggest the usage of a Dual Air Handling Unit
system to control indoor humidity around 50% and achieve energy efficiency goals. In
alignment with this study, Ravindu et al. [78] found that high humidity is the main IEQ
dissatisfaction source for a LEED Platinum-certified factory in a tropical microclimate. It
should also be considered that thermal parameters such as air temperature and relative
humidity have a relationship with each other, in which higher air temperature results in
lower relative humidity and vice versa [57]. This is because warm air can contain more
water vapour than cool air [57]. The low difference of air temperature (around 0.4 ◦C) for
buildings A and B is not a significant factor and contributes to around a 12% difference in
RH level.

Table 6. Summary of results from measurement and survey of IEQ parameters.

IEQ Parameter
Occupants’ Vote

Mean Score Measurement Results First Three Main Sources
of Dissatisfaction

BA BB BA BB BA BB

Thermal comfort quality
Temperature −0.64 −1.24 24.2 ◦C 23.8 ◦C 2� 2�

Air: dry–humidity 0.49 1.20 60% 72.4% - 2�
Air velocity - -

0.06 m/s 0.05 m/s
- -

Indoor air quality Air: stuffy–fresh −0.29 −0.32 2�
Air: smelly–odourless 0.61 0.43 - -

Noise quality 1.25 0.68 51.9 dB 50.2 dB - -

Lighting 1.27 0.70 494 lux 191 lux 2� -

Low rate of air velocity (0.06 and 0.05 m/s for buildings A and B respectively,
see Table 6) in both buildings resulted in occupants reporting stuffy air with a mean of
−0.29 and −0.32 for buildings A and B, respectively (Figure 8c). Particularly, stuffy air was
found to be one of the main sources of dissatisfaction for building A. Occupants’ mean
votes are positive for smelly–odourless air (0.61 and 0.43), indicating a neutral feeling
for air freshness. Based on the findings for air quality variables, higher air velocity is
required to have fresher air and be more odourless. In line with this study finding, low
air velocity is also found to be a major contributor to occupants of the office buildings in
Singapore [47]. To improve the air quality and thermal satisfaction, a higher air velocity
rate is suggested. Melikov et al. [68] implied that an increase in the air velocity can widen
occupants’ acceptance level for humidity up to 60% and temperature up to 26 ◦C, however,
an increase in the air velocity did not reduce the SBS symptoms, but the replacement of
a clean and fresh air did. This study also concluded that improved air velocity is more
critical for hot and humid conditions [68].

Regarding acoustic quality, both buildings have a similar result to a typical office
building within a range of 45 to 70 dB. The SPL for building A was determined to be
around 51.9 dB (Table 6), which resulted in occupants’ mean vote of 1.25 (equivalent to
slightly satisfactory) (Figure 8e). SPL of 50.2 dB for building B comes with occupants’
mean vote of 0.7 (equivalent to slightly satisfactory). Under the noise circumstances of
both buildings, lower SPL is suggested for higher satisfaction. Particularly, the reduction
of noises from colleagues is critical, as it was one of the main dissatisfaction sources in
this study, as well as findings from Banbury et al. [79]. Menadue et al. [80] indicated
that noise satisfaction is higher in the non-Green Star office buildings compared to Green
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Star-certified office buildings. Also, Lee [81] indicated that acoustic quality in open-plan
offices with high cubicle stations is lower than private rooms or shared rooms in LEED-
certified office buildings. Passero et al. [82] suggested the use of divider panels between
the cubicles/workstations and high sound-absorber materials for the roof finishing to
improve the acoustic quality of the open-plan offices. Virjonen et al. [83] also indicated that
SPL could be as low as 39 dB in open-plan office buildings with a robust acoustic design
plan, whereas Hongisto et al. [84] implied that typical open-plan offices show an SPL range
between 50 and 60 dB.

Regarding the lighting, the desk surface illuminance level of 493.84 lux (Table 6) in
building A comes with occupants’ mean vote of 1.27 (equivalent to slightly satisfactory).
Building B presented with 190.88 lux as a desk surface mean illuminance level, which
resulted in an occupants’ mean vote of 0.70 (equivalent to slightly satisfactory) (Figure 8f).
Cheung, Schiavon [47] reported that electrical and natural light quality is among the IEQ
factors with high satisfaction in commercial buildings in Singapore. Although the mean
surface illuminance level is low in building B, task lighting has improved overall light
satisfaction. This is inconsistent with Lim et al. [85] findings indicating that task lightning
and daylight combined can improve visual comfort for paper works as well as saving
energy. However, to have higher light satisfaction, a range of 500 to 1000 lux is suggested
for the indoor visual comfort, for which both buildings failed to meet the minimum range,
particularly building B. Also, ceilings with indirect lens types are suggested to increase
visual comfort [86]. The same study also recommends a surface illuminance level of
406 to have the highest satisfaction in office buildings. It should be mentioned that due
to the green constructions, both buildings have tried to maximise daylight application.
For building A, it was observed that parts of the building in the middle distance from
window to atrium seemed dim. For building B, it was observed that windows were mostly
covered with blinds by occupants sitting near the window to avoid glare from the sun
and sky, and this action blocked the daylight from penetrating to spaces with distance
from the window. Also, glare is reported to be the main source of dissatisfaction for both
buildings. Similar to this, Kwong [87] reported dissatisfaction from sky glare as well as
usage of blinds to control the daylight near the windows. Discomfort due to glare is found
to be a typical source of dissatisfaction for green buildings, as was supported by Hirning
et al. [29]. To control the discomfort from glare, Luo et al. [88] suggested the application of
automated shading control for the blinds.

Relationship between Overall IEQ Comfort and IEQ Variables

The relationship of full-scale measurement with a survey is discussed, and results indi-
cated temperature and relative humidity to be among the primary sources of dissatisfaction
(Figure 6). To statistically investigate the relationship between overall comfort and IEQ
variables, thus, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was employed. As shown in Table 7, all
the variables were correlated with the overall comfort at a statistically significant level
(p < 0.001). The lowest Pearson correlation coefficient value is the noise quality, whereas
the thermal comfort shows the highest value. The importance of the thermal comfort
impact on overall comfort was also reported by Liang et al. [14], who investigated IEQ of
green office buildings in the tropical climate of Taiwan.

Table 7. Pearson correlation between overall IEQ comfort and IEQ variables.

Overall Comfort Thermal
Comfort

Indoor Air
Quality Noise Light Furniture Cleaning

Pearson correlation
coefficient O.625 ** 0.467 ** 0.329 ** 0.455 ** 0.552 ** 0.486 **

p-value 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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6. Conclusions

The green building movement has altered the construction industry to promote sus-
tainable construction, requiring unique methods of building design. This movement led to
the establishment of organisations around the world to systematically evaluate and certify
potential buildings as green. However, energy-saving has become the main focus of major-
ity research on green building, with minority studies focusing on occupants’ satisfaction
with the quality of the indoor environment. Thus, this study has focused on the limited
research from IEQ of the GBI Platinum-certified office buildings, to investigate IEQ perfor-
mance and occupants’ satisfaction. In this regard, the IEQ of the selected case studies was
evaluated by the utilisation of post-occupancy evaluation as well as full-scale measurement.
The primary findings of this study include:

• The onsite monitoring of indoor environment parameters indicates general compliance
of parameters with international standards as well as Malaysian standards. How-
ever, RH and illuminance level, particularly for building B, were found to be out of
the suggested range of the standards.

• The results of the questionnaire survey indicated a general comfort (a mean score of
1.66 on a 7-point scale, −3 to +3) from overall IEQ for building A and a neutral feeling
for occupants of building B (mean score of 0.58).

• Regarding the parameters of IEQ, the majority of occupants reported a comfortable
or neutral feeling for overall thermal comfort, overall IAQ, overall acoustic, overall
lighting, furniture comfort, and cleanliness.

• Most occupants reported being more productive and healthier in the buildings.
• Sources of dissatisfaction were identified to be cool air temperature and high relative

humidity, especially with an extreme condition for building B. Besides, low air velocity
resulted in stuffy or smelly air, which was reported to be another main source of
dissatisfaction. Glare and noise from colleagues were also found to be the main
sources of dissatisfaction.

• Finally, although both buildings have been awarded Platinum certificates, the results of
the t-test show a statistically significant difference between the mean vote of occupants’
for IEQ variables, with higher satisfaction from building A.

Findings from this study provide a holistic view of the IEQ performance of the GBI
Platinum-certified office buildings in a tropical climate. Limited office buildings obtained
GBI Platinum certificates due to the robust and strict GBI criteria. Thus, the findings
of this study can be generalised to the GBI-certified office buildings, particularly results
related to the IEQ dissatisfaction sources. This is because NRNC buildings should follow
the criteria posed by GBI for obtaining the certificate. Given that the cases of this study
have been evaluated with the highest points and certified as Platinum, the IEQ of the future
constructions looking to obtain a GBI certificate or already certified office buildings should
have the same dissatisfaction sources as this study highlighted. Thus, the findings of this
study can be applied to further improve national and international guidelines in green
construction, particularly for the tropical climate of south-east Asia. This would help to
move to a more sustainable and satisfactory indoor environment. This could be achieved
by further studies on how to dimmish sources of occupants’ dissatisfaction. Also, for
additional investigation, a comparison study between IEQ of GBI office buildings with
other green rating tools such as LEED or Green mark should be performed. Besides,
the findings of this study indicated that more investigations on thermal quality are needed
to design a thermally comfortable indoor environment.
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Abstract: The purpose of this investigation is to propose a way for acquiring the foremost window
allocation scheme to have the best trade-off among energy, environmental, and comfort criteria in a
building. An advanced decision-making tool, named the technique for order preference by similarity
to ideal solution (TOPSIS), is utilized to find the best building amongst different alternatives for
having windows on the building façades. Three conditions, namely two parallel, two perpendicular,
and three façades, considered as A, B, and C types, respectively, are investigated. For each type,
four possible orientations are studied. Heating, cooling, and lighting energy demands in addition to
carbon dioxide equivalent emission and thermal and visual comfort are taken into account as the
investigated criteria, and they are all evaluated in a simulation environment. The results show that
for the modular residential buildings chosen as the case study and located in Tehran, Iran, having
windows on the north and east façades is the best scheme. This alternative, which belongs to the
B type, has about 40% and 37% lower heating and cooling energy demands than the C type’s foremost
alternative. It is also able to provide about 10% better CO2 equivalent emission and 28% higher
thermal comfort.

Keywords: building performance simulation; CO2 emission; energy saving; occupant’s comfort;
window allocation

1. Introduction

As the concern about energy and environmental crises increases, presenting solutions
and methods to cope with such issues becomes more and more important to researchers
from different fields. Since the building sector is recognized as having a huge contribution
to these crises, researchers in this field have also come up with some solutions to achieve
energy and environmental improvements, and they are trying hard to find more effective
methods as their crucial mission. Table 1 presents a list of the recent investigations in the
field as the literature in which window-related parameters in a building were evaluated,
considering the topic of this work. As the mentioned items in that table show, the previously
conducted studies can be investigated from different viewpoints, including employed
software programs and studied building aspects. The literature is reviewed from the
mentioned viewpoints in the remainder of this section.
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Table 1. A list of the recent works which have been carried out in the field of improving building performance.

Study Year

Discussed in Section 1.1. Discussed in Section 1.2.

Employed Software
Program

Considered Building
Aspects

The Stage at Which
the Improvements

Have Been Applied

Considered Window
Parameters

Delgarm et al. [1] 2016 EnergyPlus Energy consumption
Thermal comfort Early design stage Window size and

glazing material

Manigandan et al. [2] 2016 Computational Fluid
Dynamics approach Natural ventilation N.A. Orientation and size of

windows

Manigandan et al. [3] 2017 Computational Fluid
Dynamics approach Natural ventilation N.A. Orientation and size of

windows

Misiopecki et al. [4] 2018 THERM Energy consumption N.A. Window position in the
window opening

Azmy and
Ashmawy [5] 2018 EnergyPlus Energy consumption

Visual comfort Early design stage Window position in the
building envelope

Jafari and Valentin [6] 2018 eQuest N.A. Retrofitting stage Replacement of
windows

Selen Solmaz et al. [7] 2018 EnergyPlus Energy consumption
Economic benefits Retrofitting stage

Window properties and
configuration of
shading system

Xue et al. [8] 2019 EnergyPlus, Radiance Energy consumption
Visual comfort Early design stage

Window-to wall ratio
(WWR) and sunshade

configuration

Zhai et al. [9] 2019 EnergyPlus
Energy consumption

Thermal comfort
Visual comfort

Early design stage WWR and glazing
material

Troup et al. [10] 2019 N.A. Energy consumption Early design stage WWR

Feng et al. [11] 2019 Autodesk® Dynamo
and Revit

Environmental impact Early design stage Window size

Ashrafian and
Moazzen [12] 2019

DIALux Evo,
DesignBuilder, and

EnergyPlus

Energy consumption
Occupants’ comfort Early design stage WWR and window

configuration

Hart et al. [13] 2019 EnergyPlus Energy consumption Retrofitting stage Replacement of
windows

Rizal et al. [14] 2020 N.A. Visual comfort N.A. Window position

Kunwar and
Bhandari [15] 2020 EnergyPlus,

DIVA-for-Rhino
Energy consumption

Visual comfort N.A.
Window shading

systems and control
strategies

Elghamry and
Hassan [16] 2020 DesignBuilder

Energy consumption
Thermal comfort

Economic benefits
Environmental impact

Early design stage WWR and position on
the wall

Kaasalainen et al. [17] 2020 IDA Indoor Climate
and Energy (IDA ICE) Energy consumption Early design stage

Window area,
proportions, horizontal

position, external
shading, and glazing

properties

Al-Saggaf et al. [18] 2020 Revit and Ecotect Energy consumption Early design stage Glazing area and
percentage

Ascione et al. [19] 2020 EnergyPlus Energy consumption
Economic benefits Retrofitting stage Replacement of

windows

Zhao and Du [20] 2020 DesignBuilder Energy consumption
Thermal comfort Early design stage

Configuration of
windows and shading

system

The current work 2021 EnergyPlus

Energy consumption
Environmental impact

Thermal comfort
Visual comfort

Selection stage
Number and

combination of
building façades
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1.1. Considered Building Aspects and Employed Software Programs in the Literature

In a building, several aspects are involved, and researchers investigate a building from
different perspectives. Each of these aspects can be then evaluated by some quantitative
indicators that have been considered as the objective functions in the literature [21]. In
order to investigate these objectives in a building, depending on the considered objec-
tives, researchers usually use a variety of building simulation software programs, such
as EnegyPlus (funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)), DesignBuilder (Stroud,
Gloucestershire, UK), Radiance (developed by Greg Ward, Berkeley, CA, USA) etc.

For instance, Zhao and Du [20] presented an optimum design for an office building
using DesignBuilder in which thermal comfort and energy consumption indicators were
considered as the objectives. In another study, Delgarm et al. [1] considered the same
two building aspects as [20] and used the EnergyPlus building simulation tool to evaluate
them. Moreover, in some other works, [8,15], the impact of some design strategies, such
as window-to-wall ratio (WWR) and window shading system, on energy demand and
daylighting have been analyzed by employing EnergyPlus for energy simulation and
Radiance and DAYSIM (developed by the National Research Council Canada and the
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems) for daylighting analysis.

Another example that can be given is the study of Zhai et al. [9]. In this investigation,
the authors presented a three-objective optimization approach to evaluate the effect of
window design on energy demand and thermal and visual comfort by combining an
optimization algorithm with EnergyPlus. Elghamry and Hassan [16] also analyzed the
impact of window parameters on energy consumption and thermal comfort, in addition to
cost and environment. Moreover, some recent works have only considered the impact of
some design strategies on energy demand (e.g., [5,10,17]).

Reviewing the studies based on software program reveals that EnergyPlus has been
the most popular building simulation tool. In addition, analyzing the investigated building
aspects shows that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, in a large part of the research
works, only some of the important building performance criteria have been investigated,
and others have been neglected. Since there is a trade-off among different performance
criteria in a building, not considering this interaction will lead to obtaining unfavorable
results from some viewpoints. It can be said that for having a favorable condition, different
building aspects should be considered at the same time, and not considering one will lead
to an unfavorable condition from other perspectives.

1.2. The Stages at Which the Evaluation Was Done in the Literature

Reviewing the literature demonstrates that the evaluation of the building performance
has been done at different stages during a building’s lifespan, including the early design
stage and retrofitting stage.

In the early design stage, building parameters that are not possible to change later
have been analyzed. The results help the architects to choose the appropriate building
variables in the design process.

Within this framework, Feng et al. [11] implemented a parametric design method to
improve the environmental performance of buildings in the early design phase. Moreover,
Al-Saggaf et al. [18] developed a system to analyze the impact of architectural design
features on energy consumption. The proposed system was implemented in three different
building design alternatives in a hot climate, and their impact on cooling energy demand
was assessed.

Window parameters, as a group of early design features that have a great impact
on improving building performance, have been widely considered in the previously con-
ducted studies. For instance, Ashrafian and Moazzen [12] studied the impact of WWR and
orientation on energy demand and occupants’ comfort. Moreover, Misiopecki et al. [4]
investigated different window-to-wall connections to find the most energy-efficient posi-
tion. Azmy and Ashmawy [5] also considered WWR, window position, and orientation as
different variables to optimize energy consumption.
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Inappropriate conditions in an existing building caused by inefficient design strategies
can be changed in the retrofitting stage. Despite the huge amount of cost and effort it
takes, it can sometimes be beneficial in low-performance buildings. As a few examples,
Ascionea et al. [19], Jafari and Valentin [6], Hart et al. [13], and Selen Solmaz et al. [7]
addressed the building retrofitting phase in their works.

Reviewing the investigations according to the stages at which they have been carried
out reveals that most of the studies have proposed steps to be taken in the early design
stage, and a few of them have suggested solutions for retrofitting plans. However, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, a framework for selecting the best building among several
alternatives has not been proposed. Presenting such a method in the selection stage can
help a customer choose the best building to buy among all the existing ones.

Moreover, in the conducted studies, the analysis has usually been done by considering
a constant number for the façades on which windows are installed. This means that the
impact of changing the number and combination of building façades on the building
performance criteria and objective functions is still missing in the literature.

1.3. The Novelty of the Current Work

Despite being valuable, the literature reveals three gaps, as discussed in the final
paragraph of Section 1.1 and two last paragraphs of Section 1.2. As a result, the current
study aims to cover the gaps by considering the following items as novelties:

• This paper provides a comparative method to find the best building considering the
interaction between the top four most used building aspects, including energy con-
sumption, environmental impact, and thermal and visual comfort. The best building
is selected based on a systematic decision-making method called the technique for
order preference by similarity to the ideal solution, also known as TOPSIS.

• The framework is presented for the selection stage, in which instead of one, a num-
ber of buildings are evaluated, and the best of them is introduced as the winning
alternative for a customer.

• A number of buildings with the same characteristics, such as floor area and wall con-
struction, but different orientations, numbers, and combinations of façades have been
taken into account as the alternatives. The best one is then found in a comprehensive
comparative analysis. In this way, the foremost window allocation strategy for a
building is found.

Expressed in question format, this study aims to find answers for the following
questions as some gaps and areas of concern in the literature:

• If a customer is going to buy a new building among a set of alternatives with the same
architectural plans but different window allocation strategies, which building will
provide the most benefits to them? Is having the highest number of façades, which
is usually thought to be the best condition, really the optimal condition in terms of
different building aspects?

• Is the optimal orientation the same for different buildings with the same architectural
plans and located in the same climatic region, but with different window allocation
strategies? Or does the optimal orientation vary as the number and combination of
façades changes in buildings?

The following structure is chosen for this paper. After this part, i.e., the Introduction,
the employed methodology is presented in Section 2. Then, the details of the case study
and results are given in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, the conclusions are proposed
in Section 5.

2. Methodology

The methodology employed in this study will be described in this section. Initially,
the working principle of the proposed method is given in Section 2.1. Then, the details
about the EnergyPlus and decision-making method are given in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
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respectively. As an important point, it should be noted that in this study, a commercially
developed software is used. In such a condition, and especially for well-known software
programs such as those employed in this study, as a widely accepted assumption, it has
been considered that the results of the simulation have been validated by the software
developers, and for that reason, no further validation is done.

2.1. Working Principle Description

The research presents a comparative method, which is carried out in the selection
stage of buildings. The selection stage refers to a phase in which the building alternatives
are already designed and ready to be occupied. The method aims to select the winning
alternative among all the existing building choices based on their overall performance.
In order to observe the interaction between different aspects that define a building’s
performance, the four most important building aspects, including energy consumption,
environmental impact, thermal comfort, and visual comfort, are taken into account in this
study. These different aspects are assessed by some quantitative indicators and analyzed
with the aid of the EnergyPlus building simulation tool. The final optimal building with
the highest performance is selected using the TOPSIS decision-making method.

As shown in Figure 1, the overall framework of the proposed method consists of the
following steps:

1. Some building alternatives are selected among the existing choices. Some factors,
including the customer’s preferences and budget, also play a significant role in
choosing the appropriate alternatives.

2. Depending on the differences between the considered alternatives, some decision
criteria are taken into account.

3. A set of objective functions that contribute to the four building aspects are specified
to conduct the comparison based on them.

4. The EnergyPlus building simulation tool is used to evaluate the performance of each
alternative based on the considered objectives.

5. The Decision-making method is developed to prioritize the alternatives according to
their similarity to the ideal performance.

6. The final winning alternative is presented.
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To evaluate the proficiency of the developed method, it is applied to select the final
optimal building among 12 residential building alternatives in a small residential town.
These buildings have the same architectural plans but different orientations, numbers, and
combinations of façades. The mentioned case studies are located in Tehran, which is in the
mild climatic region of Iran. It should be underlined that other building functions with
some other decision criteria can be also assessed using the presented method in this paper.

2.2. EnergyPlus Simulation Tool

EnergyPlus is a building performance analysis software developed by the U.S. De-
partment of Energy (DOE) [22]. The findings of the review by Mousavi Motlagh et al. [21]
indicate that taking advantage of EnergyPlus to simulate building performance has been
very popular in the recent studies. Thus, this software is used in this paper to evaluate
the performance of building alternatives in terms of different objective functions. Since
EnergyPlus is a text-based file format interface, the OpenStudio SketchUp Plug-in is also
implemented as a graphical user interface to model the geometry of the buildings.

2.3. Decision-Making Method

Once the values of objective functions are calculated, a decision-making method is per-
formed to find the winning alternative. As the most efficient and popular decision-making
method for selecting the final optimal building, TOPSIS is used in this study. This method
was first introduced by Hwang and Yoon in 1981 [23]. Based on this approach, the winning
alternative is the one that has the shortest distance to the ideal condition and the longest
distance to the nonideal condition [24]. In this work, the ideal condition is a situation that
minimizes energy consumption and environmental impact while maximizes thermal and
visual comfort. In contrast, the nonideal condition is a situation that maximizes energy
consumption and environmental impact while minimizing thermal and visual comfort.

Before starting the calculations, due to the different dimensions of objective functions,
they should be normalized via Equation (1) [25]:

Fij =
Objij√

∑Numi
i=1 (Objij)

2
(1)

where i and j are the number of alternatives and objective functions, respectively. Moreover,
F is the normalized objective function, and Obj is the actual value of the objective function.

In the second step, the parameters d+ and d− are calculated for each building alterna-
tive using the Equations (2) and (3), respectively [25]. These two parameters correspond
to the spatial distance of each alternative from the ideal and nonideal conditions, respec-
tively [26].

d+i =

√√√√
NumObj

∑
i=1

(Fij − Fideal
j )

2 (2)

d−i =

√√√√
NumObj

∑
i=1

(Fij − Fnon−ideal
j )

2
(3)

Finally, the parameter Cl is defined for each alternative using Equation (4) [25]. This
parameter is used to rank all the existing choices. The final optimal building is the one
with the highest value of Cl.

Cli =
d−i

d−i + d+i
(4)

3. Case Study

The information about the considered case study is given here. It contains an intro-
duction of the plans and location of the buildings, considered the decision criteria, and
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definitions of the objective functions. Sections 3.1–3.4 provide information about each of
the mentioned items, respectively.

3.1. Description of the Case Study

In this section, the proposed method is applied to select the optimal building among
all the existing buildings in a small residential town, which is already designed and ready
to be occupied. The town is located in Tehran, Iran. Figure 2 shows different configurations
of the urban blocks in this town. All these blocks consist of some three-story buildings
with the same architectural plans, which is also demonstrated in Figure 2. Moreover, as
shown in Table 2, the total area of spaces with a controlled thermal condition, known
as net conditioned area, is the same in all these buildings. Other characteristics of the
residential apartments in this town are also reported in Table 2. It should be underlined
that the material properties reported in Table 2 are obtained based on the Iranian National
Building Regulations [27]. Packaged terminal heat pump (PTHP) air conditioning systems
are provided for all these apartments. The COP of the systems for the cooling and heating
operations are 3 and 2.75, respectively [28]. Moreover, the set points of the systems are
22 ◦C for heating and 26 ◦C for cooling [27]. It is worth mentioning that this study considers
a case study with all the obstructions previous works have taken into account.
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Figure 2. The considered case study: (a) different configurations of the urban blocks; (b) architectural
plan of the buildings.

Table 2. Characteristics of the residential apartments in the investigated town.

Parameter Value Unit

Net conditioned building area 86.69 m2

Building height 2.8 m
WWR 30 for each zone’s external walls %

External walls’ U-value 0.7 W/m2K
Internal walls’ U-value 2.58 W/m2K

Floors/ceilings’ U-value 1.45 W/m2K
Double-glazed windows’ U-value 2.67 W/m2K

3.2. Location of the Considered Case Study

Tehran is the capital of Iran and is located in the mild climatic region of this country.
Due to the increasing demand for residential apartments in this densely populated city,
making any improvement to the performance of the residential buildings will avoid a
significant proportion of the energy and environmental issues occurring as an impact of
the population growth. Given this, a small residential town in Tehran is investigated in
this study. The climatic properties of this city are introduced in Table 3. Moreover, the
temperature range in different months of the year for Tehran is shown in Figure 3. This
chart is obtained using the EnergyPlus weather data for Tehran.
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Table 3. Climatic properties of Tehran (reproduced with permission from Abbasi et al., Applied
Thermal Engineering; published by Elsevier, 2018 [29]).

City Climatic Type
Dry Bulb

Temperature (◦C)

Wet Bulb
Temperature

(◦C)
Latitude

(◦N)
Elevation

(m)

Summer Winter Summer

Tehran Hot Semidesert 37.8 −4.4 19.4 35.68 1190.0
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3.3. Decision Criteria

To consider all the possible choices for a customer in the selection phase, 12 different
building alternatives located in the second story with the same plans but different orien-
tations, numbers, and combinations of façades are taken into account. The mentioned
parameters that distinguish the different alternatives are considered as the decision criteria
in this study.

Three variations of number and combination of façades are found in the existing
buildings, including two parallel façades, two perpendicular façades, and three façades.
The classification of the considered alternatives based on these three variations is shown in
Figure 4. Sketchup 3D modeling software (developed by Trimble Inc.) is used to model
the buildings. Then, the EnergyPlus building simulation tool is employed to analyze the
models in different orientations based on the four objectives explained in Section 3.4.

3.4. Definition of the Considered Objectives

In order to find the winning alternative, the effect of the decision criteria on energy
consumption, environmental impact, thermal comfort, and visual performance is taken
into account. These four aspects are defined by some indicators considered as the objective
functions, which are described in the following.
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3.4.1. Energy Consumption

In many studies (e.g., [9,30,31]), the total energy consumption has been considered
as an indicator for investigating the energy performance of a building. This indicator
is usually composed of cooling, heating, and lighting energy demand and calculated as
follows:

TEC = Qc + Qh + Ql (5)

where Qc is the annual cooling energy demand, Qh is the annual heating energy demand,
and Ql is the annual lighting load of a building.

In this paper, to present a more comprehensive method, cooling, heating, and lighting
energy consumptions are taken into account separately as three independent indicators.

3.4.2. Environmental Impact

Reviewing the literature, it can be recognized that different indicators have been
used to assess the environmental impact in a building. For instance, Sohani et al. [32]
presented a multi-objective optimization method, and considered annual carbon dioxide
emission as one of the objective functions. In another work [33], life cycle emissions have
been minimized as an environmental impact metric in addition to economic and thermal
comfort indicators. As another considered indicator in the literature (e.g., [34]), carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2-eq) emission is taken into account in this study.

The electricity consumption in a building is consumed as one of the sources for
CO2-eq. The produced amount of CO2-eq related to heating, cooling, and lighting energy
consumption is obtained as follows [34]:

CO2 − eq =
Q·EF

η
(6)
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where Q is the total annual energy use, EF is the primary greenhouse gas factor, and η is
the average annual efficiency of the system.

3.4.3. Thermal Comfort

As the standard of living increases, designing a building that provides occupants
comfort becomes more and more important. It can be said that comfort in a building
is a condition in which occupants feel satisfied thermally and visually [35]. The consid-
ered thermal and visual comfort metrics are described in this section and Section 3.4.4,
respectively.

In this paper, the Fanger model is developed to investigate the percentage of people
dissatisfied (PPD), which is a metric to assess thermal comfort in a building. To calculate
this metric, the predicted mean vote (PMV) should first be calculated using the following
equations [36]:

PMV = [0.303× exp(−0.036×M) + 0.028]× {(M− EW)

−3.05× 10−3 × [5733− 6.99× (M− EW)− Pa]− 0.42× [(M− EW)− 58.15]

−1.7× 10−5 ×M× (5867− Pa)− 0.0014×M× (34− Tair)

−3.96× 10−8 × fcl × [(Tcl + 273)4 − (Tr + 273)4]− fcl × hc × (Tcl − Tair)

(7)

where

Tcl = 33.7− 0.028×(M− EW)

−0.155× Icl

×{3.96× 10−8 × fc; × [(Tcl + 273)4 − (Tr + 273)4] + fcl × hcl × (Tcl − Tair)}
(8)

hc =

{
2.38× |Tcl − Tair|0.25 f or 2.38×|Tcl − Tair

∣∣0.25 > 12.1×√Vrel
12.1×√Vrel f or 2.38×

∣∣Tcl − Tair
∣∣0.25 < 12.1×√Vrel

(9)

fcl =

{
1.00 + 1.290× Icl f or Icl ≤ 0.078 m2·K·W−1

1.05 + 0.645× Icl f or Icl > 0.078 m2·K·W−1 (10)

In Equations (7) to (10), the parameters fcl, Icl, Tcl, Tr, and M are the area of clothing
surface factor, clothing insulation, clothing surface temperature, mean radiant temperature,
and the metabolic rate, respectively. Moreover, Vrel, hc, Tair, and Pa refer to the relative
air velocity, convective heat transfer coefficient, air temperature, and the partial pressure
of water vapor, respectively. External work is introduced by EW, which is also another
parameter in Equations (7) to (10), and is related to the system.

Finally, PPD can be obtained from Equation (11) [36].

PPD = 100−
[
95 exp

(
−0.03353PMV4 − 0.2179PMV2

)]
(11)

To compare different building alternatives, the annual average PPD (AAPPD) and the
monthly average PPD (MAPPD) of the three conditioned zones, shown in Figure 5, are
used and calculated as follows [30]:

AAPPD =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

12

∑
t=1

PPDi, t (12)

MAPPD =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

PPDi, j (13)

where PPDi,t is the PPD of the conditioned zone i in the tth month of a year, and n is the
total number of the conditioned zones. In addition, PPDi,j is the PPD of the conditioned
zone i in the tth day of a month, and m is the total number of days in a month.
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3.4.4. Visual Comfort

Visual performance as another aspect that demonstrates occupants’ comfort is con-
sidered in this study. To evaluate this aspect, the level of daylight illuminance in the four
control points shown in Figure 6 is analyzed. These points are placed 0.8 m above the floor
with a distance of 3 m from the external walls. The goal of this paper is to minimize the
ratio of hours in a year that the level of daylight illuminance falls out of the comfort range.
This metric is introduced as UDIDiscomfort in the study done by Carlucci et al. [37] and is
calculated as follows:

UDIDiscom f ort = UDIUnderlit + UDIOverlit (14)

UDI =
∑8760

i=1 vi

8760
(15)





UDIUnderlit with vi =

{
1. EDaylight < ELower limit
0. EDaylight ≥ ELower limit

UDIOverlit with vi =

{
1. EDaylight > EUpper limit
0. EDaylight ≤ EUpper limit

(16)

To describe the overall visual performance of the buildings with a single factor, the
average value of UDIDiscomfort of P1, P2, P31, and P32 is calculated using Equation (17).

AUDIDiscom f ort =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

UDIDiscom f ort (17)
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4. Results

In this section, the results of the proposed comparative method, which contributes
to the selection phase, is presented based on the following structure. First, different
orientations of the three building types, including, type A, type B, and type C, are analyzed
based on the considered objective functions, and the optimal orientation of each group is
selected by the TOPSIS decision-making method. Then, the final winning alternative is
chosen among the selected optimal orientations of the three mentioned groups.

4.1. Optimal Orientation of the Buildings Type A

The annual performance of the building alternatives with two parallel façades, classi-
fied as building type A, in four different orientations is analyzed in this part. The analysis
is done based on the six considered objective functions. The findings demonstrated in
Figure 7 indicate that there is not a single building in this group with minimum values of
all the objective functions. For instance, A-0 with the lowest annual cooling energy demand
is also one of the highest energy consumers for heating. This happens due to the high
heat loss from the large net area of the northern façade of A-0. To better understand the
interaction between these two objectives, in A-90 the annual heating energy consumption
is the lowest, while its cooling energy demand is about 23% higher than the lowest value,
which is a considerable amount. Reviewing the results, it is clear that the heating energy
demand is linked to the heat loss from the north rather than the heat gain from the south,
meaning that the lower the heat loss from the north, the less energy is consumed for heating.
In contrast, the cooling energy consumption is lower when the heat loss from the north
is higher.
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Figure 7. Annual profiles of the considered objective functions for different orientations of the building type A: (a) annual
profiles of Ql; (b) annual profiles of Qh; (c) annual profiles of Qc; (d) annual profiles of CO2-eq; (e) annual profiles of AAPPD;
(f) annual profiles of AUDIDiscomfort.

Since the values of annual lighting energy demand and AUDIDiscomfort change very
slightly from one direction to another, it can be said that they are not notably affected by
the building orientation. Moreover, the results reveal that there is less visual discomfort
in A-0 and A-180 with southern and northern façades compared to A-90 and A-270 with
east–west orientations. On the contrary, the lighting energy consumption increases in the
south–north orientations in comparison with those of east–west.

The greater amount of AAPPD in A-0 and A-180 compared to A-90 and A-270 is a
result of the discomfort caused by the high solar radiation from the southern windows in
summer. This can be due to the lack of a designed overhang for the southern windows of
A-0 and A-180, which causes overheating in the summer. It should be mentioned that the
difference between the least and the greatest values of AAPPD in the four orientations is
only about 1%.
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Given that the electricity consumption is the main source of CO2-eq, its values in
different alternatives are in line with the amount of the total energy demand. This means
that A-0, A-180, A-90, and A-270 arranged from the lowest CO2-eq to the highest value also
vary in the same order for total energy consumption.

Based on the results of the TOPSIS decision-making method reported in Table 4, A-0
is found to be the optimal alternative in this group of buildings. It is considered to have
the highest performance with the minimum values of cooling energy demand, CO2-eq, and
AUDIDiscomfort, and its values of AAPPD and lighting and heating energy consumption are
relatively close to the ideal situation.

Table 4. The TOPSIS results for different orientations of the building type A.

Alternative
Normalized Objective Functions (F)

d+ d− Cl Rank
Ql Qh Qc CO2-eq AAPPD AUDIDiscomfort

A-0 0.5009 0.5123 0.4439 0.4720 0.4987 0.4750 0.0272 0.1224 0.8181 1

A-90 0.4990 0.4866 0.5466 0.5227 0.4900 0.5126 0.1206 0.0342 0.2211 3

A-180 0.5009 0.5098 0.4527 0.4785 0.5125 0.5032 0.0443 0.1053 0.7037 2

A-270 0.4991 0.4908 0.5470 0.5244 0.4985 0.5083 0.1207 0.0260 0.1771 4

4.2. Optimal Orientation of the Buildings Type B

The annual values of the considered objectives for building type B in different orienta-
tions are reported in Figure 8. As shown in this figure, B-0 and B-270 with south-facing
glazing on one side consume less energy for heating than the two other cases. This happens
because of the higher solar radiation and heat gain in the south. Accordingly, A-270 with
the greatest area of southern glazing is recognized to demand the least heating energy. It
should be underlined that the high solar radiation in the buildings from the southern win-
dows is considered disadvantageous in terms of AAPPD. Given this, AAPPD is increased
in B-0 and B-270 compared to B-90 and B-180.
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Figure 8. Annual profiles of the considered objective functions for different orientations of the building type B: (a) annual
profiles of Ql; (b) annual profiles of Qh; (c) annual profiles of Qc; (d) annual profiles of CO2-eq; (e) annual profiles of AAPPD;
(f) annual profiles of AUDIDiscomfort.

Moreover, the overheating in B-0 and B-270 and the heat loss from the northern façade
in B-90 and B-180 result in a huge difference in the cooling energy demand of these cases.
The lowest and the highest values of this objective are seen in B-180 and B-0, respectively.

Since CO2-eq is a function of the total energy consumption, its annual value is the
highest in B-0 due to its greatest amount of total energy demand, and it is about 18% higher
than the minimum value in B-180.

Analyzing the results of AUDIDiscomfort and lighting energy demand reveal that in B-0
and B-90 with a western façade in both, the values of these objective functions are less than
B-180 and B-270, which both have an eastern façade.

As shown in Table 5, the results of the TOPSIS decision-making method point out
that B-180 is introduced as the optimal orientation. Despite a slight difference in its
AUDIDiscomfort and lighting and heating energy consumption with the lowest values, it has
the best performance in terms of CO2-eq, AAPPD, and cooling energy demand.

Table 5. The TOPSIS results for different orientations of the building type B.

Alternative
Normalized Objective Functions (F)

d+ d− Cl Rank
Ql Qh Qc CO2-eq AAPPD AUDIDiscomfort

B-0 0.4817 0.4910 0.5911 0.5383 0.5335 0.4912 0.2381 0.0570 0.1932 4

B-90 0.4952 0.5242 0.4058 0.4720 0.4965 0.4751 0.0619 0.2062 0.7692 2

B-180 0.5199 0.5027 0.3777 0.4576 0.4683 0.5175 0.0610 0.2383 0.7962 1

B-270 0.5025 0.4811 0.5858 0.5273 0.4995 0.5150 0.2263 0.0589 0.2065 3

4.3. Optimal Orientation of the Buildings Type C

Buildings categorized as type C are the ones with three façades such that their config-
uration is a combination of type A and B. Here, four alternatives of this group are analyzed.
Figure 9 shows that in buildings type C, as in types A and B, the greatest range of variation
in the values of the considered objective functions is contributed to the cooling energy
demand. The maximum annual cooling energy in C-270 is due to its highest heat gain from
the south and zero heat loss from the north. In contrast, the least annual cooling energy
demand in C-90 is a result of the highest heat loss from the north and zero heat gain from
the south. Moreover, the value of CO2-eq is also affected by this huge range of variation
in cooling energy; thus, its minimum and maximum amounts are reached in C-90 and
C-270, respectively.
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Figure 9. Annual profiles of the considered objective functions for different orientations of the building type C: (a) annual
profiles of Ql; (b) annual profiles of Qh; (c) annual profiles of Qc; (d) annual profiles of CO2-eq; (e) annual profiles of AAPPD;
(f) annual profiles of AUDIDiscomfort.

The findings also indicate that C-90 provides more thermal and visual comfort com-
pared to other cases, which means that the lowest values of AAPPD and AUDIDiscomfort are
achieved in this case. In terms of lighting and heating energy consumption, the minimum
value is reached in C-270.

Considering the conflicting relationship between the investigated objective functions,
C-90 is selected as the optimal orientation by the TOPSIS decision-making method, as
demonstrated in Table 6. Even though the heating and lighting energy demand in C-90 are
a little higher than the least values, respectively, it has the minimum amounts of cooling
energy consumption, CO2-eq, AAPPD, and AUDIDiscomfort.
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Table 6. The TOPSIS results for different orientations of the building type C.

Alternative
Normalized Objective Functions (F)

d+ d− Cl Rank
Ql Qh Qc CO2-eq AAPPD AUDIDiscomfort

C-0 0.5005 0.5110 0.4727 0.4907 0.5085 0.4838 0.0336 0.1288 0.7934 2

C-90 0.4995 0.4973 0.4552 0.4831 0.4905 0.4812 0.0071 0.1493 0.9546 1

C-180 0.5010 0.5012 0.4802 0.4837 0.4994 0.5030 0.0361 0.1205 0.7697 3

C-270 0.4991 0.4902 0.5821 0.5402 0.5015 0.5304 0.1480 0.0220 0.1295 4

4.4. The Winning Alternative

The monthly profiles of A-0, B-180, and C-90 as the optimal orientations of each
building type are compared in Figure 10. According to the results presented in Figure 10,
increasing the number of façades (larger area of external walls), as in C-90, is only favorable
to the values of lighting energy consumption, which is due to the increased daylight
availability. Moreover, in terms of visual discomfort, the values of AUDIDiscomfort in C-90
are the lowest only at the end of autumn and the beginning of winter. In the rest of the
year, because of the great range of variations in the monthly amount of AUDIDiscomfort in
A-0, the lowest values are seen in this case.

Due to the large area of external walls and windows in C-90, it is more affected by the
weather conditions. Subsequently, the range of variations in the monthly cooling energy
consumption, in this case, is very large. As a result, the values of this objective are the
maximum in C-90 in the hot months; however, in November, December, January, and
February, its values, in this case, are close to the minimum amounts. For the same reason,
the worst condition in terms of thermal comfort also happens in C-90 in all months of the
year except for August and September. In the mentioned months, the values of MAPPD in
A-0 exceed the values in C-90 because of the overheating in the south.

Since the increase in the heating energy demand is in a linear relationship with the
buildings’ heat loss from the external walls and windows, its monthly maximum and
minimum values are reported in C-90 and B-180, respectively. Moreover, the minimum
values of CO2-eq are also obtained in B-180 during the whole year except for summer. In
summer, the lowest values of this objective function are seen in A-0, which is affected by
its lowest cooling energy consumption in this season. It should be underlined that the
increase in the values of CO2-eq in both summer and winter is due to the peak energy usage
for cooling and heating energy demand in these two seasons, respectively. Furthermore,
since the values of lighting energy consumption in different alternatives vary in a small
range, it is not considered as an effective factor in the values of CO2-eq.

Finally, based on the results of the TOPSIS decision-making method shown in Table 7,
first, second, and third place go to B-180, A-0, and C-90, respectively, and B-180 with two
perpendicular façades facing north and east is selected as the winning alternative among
all the existing buildings. Even though B-180 is not the optimal alternative in terms of
lighting energy consumption and visual discomfort, the highest performance is achieved in
this case considering the trade-off between all the objective functions. As it was argued, it
has the lowest values of heating energy demand during the whole year. The cooling energy
consumption and CO2-eq in B-180 are a bit higher than the lowest values in May, June, July,
and August only. Moreover, the minimum values of MAPPD are observed in this case in
all seasons except for spring. Overall, comparing the annual results in Figures 7–9, there is
a significant decrease of about 40%, 37%, 28%, and 10% in the values of Qh, Qc, CO2-eq, and
AAPPD for B-180 compared to the highest values observed in C-90, respectively. However,
its annual values of Ql and AUDIDiscomfort are only about 7% and 14% higher than the lowest
values obtained in C-90 and A-0, respectively.
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Figure 10. Monthly results of the objective functions for the optimal orientations of the
three different building types, including, types A, B, and C: (a) monthly results of Ql; (b)
monthly results of Qh; (c) monthly results of Qc; (d) monthly results of CO2-eq; (e) monthly
results of MAPPD; (f) monthly results of AUDIDiscomfort.
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Table 7. The TOPSIS results for the optimal orientations of the three different building types, including, types A, B, and C.

Alternative
Normalized Objective Functions (F)

d+ d− Cl Rank
Ql Qh Qc CO2-eq AAPPD AUDIDiscomfort

A-0 0.5596 0.5264 0.5390 0.5361 0.5677 0.5149 0.1672 0.3567 0.6809 2

B-180 0.6141 0.4208 0.4275 0.4811 0.5311 0.6399 0.1377 0.4948 0.7824 1

C-90 0.5565 0.7388 0.7258 0.6937 0.6290 0.5704 0.4979 0.0903 0.1535 3

5. Conclusions

The results revealed some very important conclusions. First of all, the best orientation
is not necessarily the same for all the buildings located in a specific climatic region. Many
parameters can affect the selection of the optimal orientation, including the number and
combination of façades in a building. As the results show, A-0, B-180, and C-90 were
selected as the best orientations of A, B, and C building types, respectively. Moreover, as
another remarkable outcome, it is found that, despite what a customer usually selects,
when all the important building aspects are involved, the best window allocation strategy
is not having windows on the greatest number of façades, i.e., a member of C plans. Even
though this strategy enjoys a lower lighting energy demand, other criteria are not put in
a good position. Based on the TOPSIS decision-making method results and the in-depth
conducted analysis, which included a monthly comparison of the performance indicators,
B-180 was the winning alternative among the best of each type. In B-180, the annual values
of Qh, Qc, CO2-eq, and AAPPD were about 40%, 37%, 28%, and 10% lower than the highest
values observed in C-90, respectively, while Ql and AUDIDiscomfort were about 7% and 14%
higher than the lowest value achieved in C-90 and A-0, respectively. This highlighted
that to select the most appropriate building for a customer, the trade-off between all the
important performance criteria should be taken into account simultaneously.

Ranking existing buildings in the selection stage by implementing the proposed frame-
work can create a competitive environment among architects to apply the optimization
methods presented in the literature in the early design stages. Furthermore, the proposed
method can be also used by architects in the predesign phase to compare different design
strategies and select the best one.

A software program could be designed and developed based on the method, the
development of which could be followed up on in future works. In this software, the plans
of alternatives and the climatic conditions could be given, and the rank of alternatives in
addition to the values of important performance criteria could be provided as the output.
Moreover, employing the presented method in this paper to other building functions,
such as offices and schools that are not occupied during the whole day, can be taken into
account in future investigations. The results of such studies can create a new perspective
for selecting the optimal buildings for the mentioned functions. As another suggestion
for future works, the optimal direction for different plans could be selected, and the best
direction of various plans with different window setups could be evaluated.
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Nomenclature

d+
i the ith answer in Pareto optimal front distance from the ideal point

d− i the ith answer in Pareto optimal front distance from the nonideal point
F normalized objective functions
Obj objective functions
Num number
Cli decision making parameter in TOPSIS method for the ith answer in Pareto optimal front
Qc cooling energy demand (kWh)
Qh heating energy demand (kWh)
Ql lighting energy demand (kWh)
Q total annual energy use (kWh)
EF primary greenhouse gas emission factor (kgCO2 ·(kWh)−1)
η average annual efficiency of the system
fcl area of clothing surface factor
Icl clothing insulation (W·m−2·K−1)−1

Tcl clothing surface temperature (K)
Tr mean radiant temperature (K)
M metabolic rate
Vrel relative air velocity (m·s−1)
hc convective heat transfer coefficient (W·m−2·K−1)
Tair air temperature (K)
Pa the partial pressure of water vapor (Pa)

Abbreviations

TOPSIS technique for order preference by similarity to the ideal solution
DOE department of energy
PTHP packaged terminal heat pump
COP coefficient of performance
WWR window-to-wall ratio
TEC total energy consumption
CO2-eq carbon dioxide equivalent
PMV predicted mean vote
PPD percentage of people dissatisfied
EW external work
AAPPD annual average PPD
MAPPD monthly average PPD
UDI useful daylight illuminance
AUDI average UDI
Scripts
c cooling
h heating
l lighting
air air
cl clothing
rel relative
Discomfort discomfort
Underlit underlit
Upperlit upperlit
Daylight daylight
Lower limit lower limit
Upper limit upper limit
Superscripts
Ideal ideal
Nonideal nonideal
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Abstract: A substantial share of the building sector in global energy demand has attracted scholars
to focus on the energy efficiency of the building sector. The building’s energy consumption has been
projected to increase due to mass urbanization, high living comfort standards, and, more importantly,
climate change. While climate change has potential impacts on the rate of energy consumption
in buildings, several studies have shown that these impacts differ from one region to another. In
response, this paper aimed to investigate the impact of climate change on the heating and cooling
energy demands of buildings as influential variables in building energy consumption in the city of
Poznan, Poland. In this sense, through the statistical downscaling method and considering the most
recent Typical Meteorological Year (2004–2018) as the baseline, the future weather data for 2050 and
2080 of the city of Poznan were produced according to the HadCM3 and A2 GHG scenario. These
generated files were then used to simulate the energy demands in 16 building prototypes of the
ASHRAE 90.1 standard. The results indicate an average increase in cooling load and a decrease in
heating load at 135% and 40%, respectively, by 2080. Due to the higher share of heating load, the total
thermal load of the buildings decreased within the study period. Therefore, while the total thermal
load is currently under the decrease, to avoid its rise in the future, serious measures should be taken
to control the increased cooling demand and, consequently, thermal load and GHG emissions.

Keywords: climate change; energy consumption; building energy load; thermal load; future weather

1. Introduction

The growth of the urban population due to economic and industrial development has
sharply raised the demand for urban infrastructures such as energy systems and housing.
These changes, alongside the enhancement of life quality, have led to higher greenhouse gas
emissions. Increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are among the significant causes
of climate change, and their impacts include changing weather patterns, extreme weather
conditions, and global warming [1]. The Fifth Assessment Report of IPCC (AR5) concluded
that as a consequence of these changes, the global mean surface temperature would rise
around 2.5–4.5 ◦C by the end of the 21st century [2]. That is to say, the outdoor climate
condition is among the main factors that substantially affect the energy consumption
of buildings [3]. This sector, which has a considerably high share in the global energy
consumption and total GHG emissions, according to EIA, is a crucial player in the energy
context as it accounts for 67% of energy demand worldwide [4] and up to 40% in the E.U.
and the U.S. in 2019 [5,6]. Furthermore, it is reported that the total energy-related CO2
emissions of the building sector have risen in recent years after flattening between 2013
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and 2016, reaching an all-time high of 10 GtCO2 in 2019 [7]. Therefore, various scholars
have tried to address this issue from their own discipline [8].

At the same time, the evidence of climate change indicates its impact on the different
aspects of urban life such as health, water resources, energy, economy, and politics. This
is why adaptation to climate change is one of the vital challenges of the 21st century to
mitigate its adverse effects. Several international committees have attempted to use various
methods to study this subject [9]. According to recent studies, the impact of climate change
on the building sector can be categorized into “HVAC system”, “heating and cooling
demand”, and “power peak demand” [10].

To evaluate the categories above-mentioned, building performance simulation (BPS)
helps designers to have a comprehensive energy consumption assessment of a design or
an existing building about what it would face during its life cycle. However, studies have
indicated that thermal load is a crucial factor in assessing the impact of climate change on a
building’s energy consumption as a high proportion of the building’s energy consumption
is usually dedicated to heating and cooling systems [11].

To be more precise, the thermal behavior of a building is related to three primary
attributes: building physics, the microclimate of the outside environment, and the required
thermal comfort inside the building [12]. Therefore, due to the significant impact of weather
parameters on building energy demand, an appropriate portion of energy consumption in
buildings can be controlled by evaluating only the heating and cooling space demand.

In the E.U., the energy consumption and, more specifically, thermal load in buildings
has been decreasing since 2008. In detail, the average annual energy consumption per m2

in the E.U. for all building types in 2013 was around 180 kWh/m2 with different rates for
each country (e.g., from 55 kWh/m2 in Malta to 300 kWh/m2 in Romania) according to
the illustration of the energy consumption of buildings per m2 (Figure 1). Nevertheless,
even for countries with a similar climate, notable differences have been reported (e.g.,
200 kWh/m2 in Sweden, 18% lower than Finland). Climatic conditions can mainly explain
such discrepancies, which is why there is a crucial need to focus on each country to analyze
the impact of climate change on the building’s energy consumption by considering their
current and future climatic conditions.
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Poland, as one of the top five energy consumers in buildings per m2 in the E.U.
(Figure 1) with more than 200 kWh/m2/yr, has experienced substantial growth in energy
efficiency by reducing at least 50% of its energy intensity over the last decades [14] thanks
to Poland’s Thermo-modernization and Rehabilitation Fund program. However, despite
this progress, coal still dominates the power sector. The draft energy policy of Poland has
placed a particular emphasis on reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and increasing
the energy efficiency of the building sector. Thus, the Polish government has formed
the “Polish National Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change (NAS 2020)” to focus
on an adaptation plan for sectors vulnerable to climate change including the building
industry. Among all energy-consuming sectors, the building industry ranked the highest
in 2019, with around one-third of total energy consumption. More precisely, residential
buildings were responsible for 29% of Poland’s TFC in 2014, and commercial buildings
account for roughly 17%. They are also responsible for around 18% of CO2 emissions
in Poland since 1990 [15]. The share of the construction sector in Poland’s total energy
consumption in recent years is notably high (Figure 2), which indicates the importance of
this sector. Furthermore, around three-quarters of Poland’s buildings have either low or
deficient energy efficiency standards, according to a survey by “The Buildings Performance
Institute Europe (BPIE)” in 2016 [16]. In this sense, climate change can affect Poland’s
energy consumption rate, which is why the impact assessment of climate change for the
building sector in Poland is quite vital.
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There is an increasing tendency in Poland to enhance energy efficiency, and fortunately,
the building sector has always been one of the focal points of this improvement plan.
However, limited information and unreliable data about building energy use allow for
provisions to circumvent the system [14]. In this respect, solid national cooperation, led by
the ‘build desk’, has been formed to address this issue by conducting comprehensive studies
to analyze the energy consumption in the building sector in each region. Subsequently,
several studies have been carried out in Poznan due to its rapid urban growth and its
significance in Poland’s energy sector (Figure 3). Poznan is among the oldest Polish cities
in the western region of this country and the fifth-largest city with a population of more
than 534,813 according to the 2019 census [18].
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In Poznan, in line with the E.U.’s Clean Energy Package goals, an EU-Horizon 2020
project entitled “Energy island communities for energy transition” has started to integrate
and demonstrate solutions that will foster a substantial increase in energy efficiency with a
total budget of €6,694,000 and one of the energy islands that is going to be studied is “Warta
Campus in Poznan” [20]. However, the need for a thorough study of energy performance
in different sectors, especially buildings, by considering the current (Cfb according to the
Köppen climate classification [20]) and future conditions and uncertainties such as climate
change is still crucial (see Table 1). Cfb climate zone, according to the Köppen climate
classification, refers to locations where the oceanic climate is temperate; the coldest month
averages above 0 ◦C or − 3 ◦C, all months had average temperatures below 22 ◦C, and at
least four months averaging above 10 ◦C. [20]. Therefore, as a response to this need and
the significance of the building energy consumption in Poland and, more specifically, in
Poznan, this study aimed to analyze the impact of climate change on the thermal load of the
building sector in Poznan as a critical node of the E.U. energy-efficient research program.

Table 1. A short description of the research case study.

Country City Latitude Longitude Time Zone KGC

Poland Poznan 52.42N 16.83E 1.00 Cfb

Population Elevation Weather Data Heating
DB 99.6%

Cooling
DB 0.4%

Cooling
0.4% MCWB

533,830 302 (m) 2004–2018 (TMY) −14.27 ◦C 29.77 ◦C 19.22 ◦C

2. Literature Review
2.1. Projecting Energy Consumption of Buildings

Due to the significance of energy demand, prediction of buildings’ energy demand
(more specifically thermal load) has been one of goals of researchers from different perspec-
tives [21–23] to reach sustainability [24,25] through optimizing energy consumption [26–28].
This knowledge, indeed, can lead to integrated management of buildings [29]. Evaluate
and projecting the impact of climate change on building energy consumption and, more
specifically, the thermal load, are among the challenging areas for scholars. Rosenthal
et al. [30] were among the pioneer scholars who pointed out that the impacts of global
warming do not necessarily lead to increased energy expenditure, particularly for reason-
ably cold regions. They estimated that with 1.0 ◦C global warming at the end of 2010,
the U.S. will save more than $5.5 billion (1991 USD) by reducing energy consumption.
Their claim, indeed, is in contrast to earlier studies [31,32] in which an increase in U.S.
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energy consumption had been projected. In 2006, Nik estimated a sharp decrease in heating
load and a more considerable increase of cooling load in Stockholm [33] in 1961–2100
according to uncertainty factors. Christenson and his colleagues [34] reached similar points
for Switzerland until 2085. Similarly, Hosseini and her colleagues [35] predicted an average
reduction in heating load and an increase in cooling load in Montreal in the period of
2020–2080 by studying a one-storey commercial building.

Cellura [36] studied all scenarios and concluded that we would experience an overall
increase in thermal load with a relative decrease in heating and an increase in cooling
demand. He stated this by studying 15 cities in southern Europe and generating future
weather data by downscaling different general circulation models (GCMs) through the
morphing method. To be more precise, he projected that the thermal load of buildings in
their study areas increased in a range of 50–119%.

The projections of buildings’ thermal loads influenced by climate change have not
always been consistent. That is to say, Crawley [37] concluded that regions with the
predominant heating load usually experience a decrease in thermal load. Similarly, Triana,
Lamberts, and Sassi asserted that since cooling consumption will significantly increase, the
thermal load of social housing will also increase by analyzing the performance of social
housing in Sao Paulo and Salvador [38]. Several scholars have reported that this figure
could also be increased in a significant number of cases [39,40]. For instance, Shen [41],
through the impact assessment of climate change in 2040–2069 for four cities in the U.S.
under the IPCC SRES A2 scenario for GHG emissions, reported an average increase
and a decrease in annual energy use was reported for residential buildings and office
buildings, respectively.

In the most recent studies, Moazami, Nik, and their colleagues [1], by generating
several future weather data for Geneva, clarified the importance of considering extreme
weather condition for improving the reliability of future weather data. They also indicated
that the cooling load would show a more considerable increase (20%) compared to typical
conditions. Berardi and Jafarpur [3] also used the statistical downscaling method to
analyze the future energy consumption of buildings in Toronto (Dfb zone according to the
Köppen—Geiger climate classification [20,42]) by 2070. They discussed that Toronto’s cold
climate would see a low magnitude decrease in heating needs and a considerable increase
in cooling loads. Additionally, Velashjerdi Farahani et al., to assess the impact of using
different passive measures to reduce the risk of overheating in an old and a new apartment
in southern Finland, generated future weather data under two scenarios 2050 [43].

2.2. Weather Data

One of the most common kinds of weather data to assess a building’s energy perfor-
mance and its emission is Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) files. These files consist of
8760 hourly values of selected climatic parameters in which each typical month is selected
from different years over a long-term weather dataset [44]. TMY files can be generated
through a different method, but the most common method of generating them is using the
Finkelstein–Schafer (FS) statistics method, which was developed by Hall et al. [45] and has
been widely used by scholars [46]. TMY files are usually generated by considering the data
of a long time period as it should represent the typical weather of the intended location. For
instance, Petrakis et al., by considering data of seven years, generated TMY for Nicosia in
Cyprus [47]. There are also other types of typical meteorological files such as TRY (Typical
Reference Year) and DSY (Design Summer Year), which are indeed introduced, analyzed,
and modified through various efforts for creating weather data [48,49].

For generating TMY files, according to the definition of these types of weather data, a
complete set of historical data is needed to assess before using an acceptable method to
choose each month from the years of a dataset. Therefore, the availability of a historical
dataset is highly critical. As it is limited for Poznan, which was the case study of this
research, the authors, by admitting the fact that different historical weather data may
result in some slight differences in the results, used a historical weather dataset of Poznan
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belonging to 2004–2018, which is relatively recent compared to the usually available TMY
files (Table 2).

Table 2. Selected years of each month in the Poznan Typical Meteorological Year for the period of 2004–2018.

Location Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Ławica Airport 2016 2017 2009 2005 2007 2005 2013 2017 2015 2008 2012 2014

2.3. Climate Models and Projection

In terms of research method, although GCMs have been widely used for projecting
future climate files, they are not quite suitable for building performance simulation pur-
poses as they provide monthly or daily data instead of hourly data needed for BPSs. To
consider deviating results of different climate models because of internal climate variability
and differences in model formulations, some scholars have used different climate models
according to their availability for their study area. For instance, Berardi and Jafarpur, in one
of the most recent studies in this area [3], apart from using the HadCM3 model for statistical
downscaling, used Hadley Regional Model 3 (HRM3) coupled with Hadley Climate Model
3 (HadCM3) to generate future weather files through dynamical downscaling, which was
indeed drawing on their previous work for generating future weather data [50].

More specifically, for climate projection in Poland, the Polish–Norwegian CHASE-
PL project helps authors to have a clear overview of Poland’s future climatic conditions
influenced by climate change. This projection was obtained through the downscaling
of GCM simulations for future conditions. Indeed, model-based projection analyses of
CHASEPL were carried out with the ensemble of climate projections comprising nine RCMs
outputs stemming from the EURO-CORDEX ensemble for two time periods: 2021–2050
and 2071–2100 [51]. Mezghani et al. illustrated the outcomes of CHASE-PL climate
projections [52] and the 5 km (CPLCP-GDPT5) dataset [53]. The projection showed that
mean annual temperature is expected to increase by 1 ◦C until 2021–2050 and by 2 ◦C until
2071–2100, under the RCP4.5 (an intermediate scenario in which emissions peak around
2040, then decline [54]). However, by considering the RCP8.5 (the worst-case climate
change scenario in which emissions continue to rise throughout the 21st century [55]), the
same variable was projected to increase to 4 ◦C by 2071–2100 [56].

Several methods have been widely used to integrate the climate change impacts
into weather data according to the current state of this field [57]. These methods can be
categorized into two groups: the first group mainly relies on historical weather data and
includes the imposed offset method, extrapolating statistical method, and the stochastic
weather model. However, the second group relies on numeric climate models instead of
historical weather data such as using GCMs to generate local future weather data through
downscaling or RCMs. As one of the most widely used methods, downscaling can be
performed in two ways: statistical and dynamic downscaling. The dynamic one is a
computationally-intensive method that uses the regional scale forcing combined with the
lateral boundary condition to generate regional climate models (RCMs) from a GCM.

On the other hand, statistical downscaling is less demanding because its required
computations consist of two main stages: the statistical relationship development between
large-scale and local climate variables. Second, it uses the previous relationship for the
simulation of local climate conditions [58]. By assessing the existing downscaling method,
Stephen Belcher introduced a new method of statistical downscaling called “morphing” in
2005 [59]. He discussed dynamic downscaling as being computationally expensive, unlike
practical implementation on building design projects. In his study, the stochastic weather
generation method that uses empirically derived statistics [60,61] was not considered an
efficient way to generate future weather data. Although it is computationally cheap, it
requires large datasets to train the model to have a reliable model, and the weather series it
produces may not always be meteorologically consistent.
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Although several scholars such as Nik [33] are still employing other methods such
as regional climate models (RCMs) to downscale the results of the GCMs dynamically,
they mainly need special requirements for the generated data. For instance, Nik’s work
better represented topography and mesoscale processes than the statistical downscaling
employed by authors to use other methods rather than morphing. However, in general,
statistical downscaling and, more specifically, morphing has recently been one of the main
preferred methods chosen by scholars for its relatively low computational requirements
and fast calculations [3,62–67].

3. Methodology

For the research case study, a set of historical data in the form of a Typical Meteoro-
logical Year (TMY file) was used as it was very recent compared to the typical TMY files
available for most locations in Poland. In this research, as the first step, a weather file from
the Ławica Airport weather station in Poznan was used as the baseline of projection.

These data were obtained from GCMs, and subsequently used as an input in the
Climate Change World Weather Generator (CCWorldWeatherGen; the Sustainable energy
research group (SERG) at Southampton university, Southampton, England) tool for pro-
jection. Initially developed by Jentsch [68,69], the Microsoft® Excel-based tool called the
‘Climate Change World Weather Generator’, commonly referred to as CCWorldWeather-
Gen, uses the output data of HadCM3 (Met Office Hadley Centre for Climate Science and
Services; 2010), forced with the IPCC A2 emission scenario to generate future weather files
by applying the morphing method. Jentsch et al., after assessing 23 GCMs under AR4
and six GCMs under AR3 around the world, showed that HadCM3 for the A2 emission
scenario seems like a suitable GCM for use in the morphing technique [69]. This emission
scenario put forward by the IPCC AR3 refers to a ‘business as usual’ condition in which the
global population would continuously increase, and regionally oriented economic growth
would grow. Therefore, it is evident that using HadCM3 for the A2 emission scenario for
this tool, which uses a morphing method, is appropriate. Thus, this tool helps scholars
have a fast projection about the future of climate change [70]. In detail, by adding the TMY
file into CCWorldWeatherGen, the future weather data for 2050 and 2080 were created
under the A2 scenario through the morphing procedure. The data obtained from GCMs
were subsequently used as an input in CCWorldWeatherGen to statistically downscale the
baseline and generate future weather data in the second stage. In this research, the life
cycles of buildings were assumed to be at least 60 years, which means that up to the end of
the analysis period, there would be no changes in the performance of building components
in terms of thermal load.

Finally, current and future weather files were used to perform building energy mod-
eling using EnergyPlus 9.0.1. To simulate the impact of climate change on the buildings’
thermal load for the city of Poznan, 16 building prototypes of the ASHRAE standard
90.1 were chosen to be used in this study [71] to assess the impact of climate change on a
building’s thermal load. These prototypes were initially obtained from DOE’s Commercial
Reference Building Models with modifications from the Advanced Energy Design Guide
series and the ASHRAE 90.1 committee. Their detailed descriptions and modeling strate-
gies are accessible in the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s (PNNL) reports [72,73].
Having realistic building characteristics, these 16 prototypes (Figure 4) were simulated with
the current and future weather data to compare the relative impact of climate change on
their energy performance. Technical descriptions of the prototypes’ envelope components
are presented as given in Table 3.
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Figure 4. Building prototypes from the ASHRAE 90.1 standard [74].

Table 3. Technical description of the prototype envelope components.

Building Types

U-Factor (W/m2K) Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient (SHGC)

Roof External Wall
Glazing Glazing

Window Skylight Window Window

Apartment High-rise (BP1) 0.18 0.31 2.65 - 0.43 -
Mid-rise (BP2) 0.18 0.31 ti2.65 - 0.43 -

Hotel
Large (BP4) 0.18 0.45, 0.51 2.65 - 0.43 -
Small (BP5) 0.18 0.31 2.65, 2.85 - 0.43, 0.29 -

Office
Large (BP6) 0.18 0.51 2.65 - 0.43 -

Medium (BP7) 0.18 0.31 2.65 - 0.43 -
Small (BP8) 0.15 0.29 2.65 - 0.43 -

Health
Hospital (BP3) 0.18 0.45, 0.51 2.65 - 0.43 -

Outpatient (BP9) 0.18 0.31 2.65 - 0.43 -

Restaurant
Fast food (BP10) 0.15 0.29 2.65 - 0.43 -
Sit-down (BP11) 0.15 0.31 2.65 - 0.43 -

Retail
Stand-alone (BP12) 0.18 0.51 2.65 2.96 0.43 0.34

Strip-mall (BP13) 0.18 0.31 2.65 - 0.43 -

School
Primary (BP14) 0.18 0.31 2.65 - 0.43 -

Secondary (BP15) 0.18 0.31 2.65 2.96 0.43 0.34
Warehouse (BP16) 0.21, 0.53 0.28, 0.47 2.65 2.96 0.43 0.34
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After performing the energy simulation for each prototype using current and future
climate weather files, the comparative analysis showed the impact of climate change on
the thermal load of buildings, which was the primary goal of this paper (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Research workflow.

4. Results

This section initially presents the results of the weather projection and the comparison
between projected values and the current conditions to provide an overview of the future
trend of climatic condition in Poznan. This section is followed by employing each weather
data to build a prototype to assess the impact of climate change on their thermal load.

Comparing current and generated future weather data for the next 30 and 60 years
showed the future trend discussed in detail. There were 13 influential variables that
this study took into account, namely: dry bulb temperature, dew point temperature,
relative humidity, direct normal radiation, global horizontal radiation, diffuse horizon-
tal radiation, horizontal infrared radiation, direct normal illuminance, global horizontal
illuminance, diffuse horizontal illuminance, ground temperature, total sky cover, and
atmospheric pressure.

The future weather files forecast a notably warmer period with more direct illumi-
nance and radiation and less humidity with lower clouds in the sky (Table 4). In general,
the temperature-related variables showed an average increase of 4 ◦C in this period, while
this figure for the radiation and illuminances group was around 14.3 Wh/m2 and 463 lux,
respectively. On the other hand, although the change rate for total sky cover was consider-
able with an almost 15% decrease, rates for atmospheric pressure were negligible. To be
more precise, the highest increase belonged to direct normal illuminance at around one
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third, while the figure for atmospheric pressure ranked last. In contrast, total sky cover
had the highest decrease (−13%), and the lowest decrease belonged to diffuse horizontal
illuminance less than 1%.

Table 4. Relative changes of weather parameters for 2050 and 2080 compared to 2020.

Weather Parameters 2020 2050 2080

Dew point temperature (◦C) 4.2 6.0 7.2
Average ground temperature (◦C) 8.0 10.8 12.6
Dry bulb temperature (◦C) 8.2 10.9 12.6
Direct normal radiation (Wh/m2) 59.1 81.3 86.4
Diffuse horizontal radiation (Wh/m2) 75.9 72.5 71.4
Global horizontal radiation (Wh/m2) 109.7 113.0 115.7
Horizontal infrared radiation (Wh/m2) 303.0 322.1 331.5
Direct normal illuminance (lux) 7015 7385 7875
Diffuse horizontal illuminance (lux) 8578.5 8609.7 8527.7
Global horizontal illuminance (lux) 12,157 12,434 12,739
Atmospheric pressure (Pa) 101,325 101,272 102,249
Relative humidity (%) 78.1 74.6 72.7
Total sky cover (0–10) 4.5 4.2 4.3

The next step to assess the impact of climate change on the building’s energy con-
sumption, heating and cooling use intensity (EUI), and thermal load for all 16 prototypes
were calculated, and the results are as follows. After the simulation process, the values
for heating and cooling EUI were mapped in scatterplot graphs, and trendlines of these
variables for each prototype were drawn. As expected, the heating load for most cases saw
a steady fall while the cooling load showed a sharp rise in the study period.

In terms of heating EUI, a blatant downward trend with different decrease rates,
depending on building prototypes with an average decrease of more than 41 kWh/m2, was
witnessed (Figure 6a). The heating load average value in 2020 was around 114 kWh/m2,
while for 2050 and 2080, it was more than 87 kWh/m2 and 72 kWh/m2 with a roughly
25% and 40% decrease, respectively. To be more specific, the heating load of the fast-food
restaurant building (BP10) significantly decreased (324 kWh/m2) while in contrast, in the
large office building (BP06), the decrease was not considerable (around 6 kWh/m2). On
the other hand, while heating load changed averagely near 40% in building prototypes, the
maximum decrease belonged to the small office building (BP08) with around 57%, and the
minimum was for the hospital building (BP03) at roughly 13%.

As far as the cooling load is concerned, the results indicated a clear, stable upward
trend in the cooling load with an average increase of 13 kWh/m2 (Figure 6b). Indeed, while
the average cooling load in 2020 was 13 kWh/m2, it increased 1.5 and 2 times in 2050 and
2080, respectively. Among all BPS, the cooling load of the fast-food restaurant building
(BP10) increased markedly (46 kWh/m2) while the warehouse building (BP16) increased
slightly (0.7 kWh/m2). All prototypes saw the average increase rate of cooling load at
135%, while the maximum increase rate belonged to the warehouse building (BP16) with
371% and the minimum one was for the large office building (BP06) with 20%.

Comparing the heating and cooling from 2020 to 2080, a considerable difference was
noticeable. The results suggest that increasing the cooling load was certain, and the heating
load decreased for all cases. It is evident that although the average rate absolute change
for the cooling load was 13 kWh/m2, which was notably lower than that of the heating
load with more than 41 kWh/m2, the percentages of this change were roughly 135% and
40%, respectively. This difference indicates the relatively sharp rise of the cooling load and
negligible decrease in heating load for Poznan in the study period. The highest relative
difference change rate of the heating load was witnessed in the small office (BP08) with
around a 60% (around 10 kWh/m2) decrease. In addition, the relative change rate of the
cooling load was reported to be the highest in the warehouse building (BP16) at 372%,
where the absolute figure of this change was the lowest (0.7 kWh/m2).
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Figure 6. Heating EUI (a) and cooling EUI (b) in building prototypes from 2020 to 2080; the numbers
demonstrate relative changes of values for 2080 compared to 2020.

On the other hand, the lowest relative change rate of the heating and cooling load
was for the hospital (BP03) with a 13% decrease and the large office building (BP06) with
a 58% increase. Due to global warming, which has already started, the need for cooling
has increased relatively higher. Therefore, the demand for heating energy would decrease.
Indeed, according to this figure, the role of cooling load, which is not as important as
heating load due to its small share in the thermal load within the study period, would
probably be more significant as this share is changing.

5. Discussion

Required data availability and quality are essential for successful scenario projections,
especially to assess the built environment where accurate energy data are very critical [75].
Admittedly, using a different historical weather dataset for different periods could provide
an overview of the accuracy of the results by comparing their outcomes. However, the
unavailability of historic weather datasets is among the limitations of studies, which is
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why only one set of historical weather data was used in this study. Moreover, in contrast
to megacities, there are various climate projections according to different climate models;
Poznan’s only available climate model for projection was the HadCM3 and IPCC A2
emission scenario.

It should be noted that solely comparing the relative changing rate of heating and
cooling demand cannot give us a clear image of the thermal load’s future as the initial
magnitude of these figures was highly distinguished. In other words, although the relative
changing rate of cooling demand was about three times higher than that of the heating
load, however, as the share of cooling load in 2020 was considered negligible, this change
would not change the pattern of total thermal load extensively. As shown in Figure 7, most
BPs showed a relatively downward trend with different rates, with an average decrease
of roughly 28 kWh/m2 in thermal loads. To be more specific, while the average rate
of changing thermal load was 20% (decrease), the minimum value was observed in the
outpatient health care building (BP09) with 1% positive change, and the maximum value
was for the warehouse building (BP16) with more than 50% negative change. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the decrease rate in thermal loads in most cases was slight. The
decrease rate also shows that despite the increasing trend of cooling load, its contribution
in thermal load was negligible such as in the large hotel building (BP04) and the outpatient
health care building (BP09) where the drop in the heating load was not sharp like in other
cases, where the thermal load increased. The results predicted that while the average
thermal load of cases was around 127 kWh/m2, this figure changed for 2080 at around
98 kWh/m2 with a more than 22% decrease. It was also reported that the slightest decrease
in thermal load associated with the secondary school building (BP15) with 1.3 kWh/m2,
and the maximum value was for the fast-food restaurant building (BP10) with 188 kWh/m2.
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Figure 7. Change in the thermal load of building prototypes in 2020–2080 categorized by heating and
cooling share; numbers demonstrate relative changes of values for 2050 and 2080 compared to 2020.

Despite the upward trend in the cooling loads, their contributions in thermal load
were still lower than heating loads in most BPs. In a more detailed report (Figure 8), in
25% of prototypes (BP05, BP06, BP08, and BP15), the contribution of cooling and heating
load in 2080 was reversed in another group with the same size (BP01, BP02, BP03, and
BP16). Therefore, a considerable difference between the contribution of heating and cooling
load has remained. Therefore, it can be concluded that the closer the heating and cooling
contributions were, the more likely the contributions were to reverse.
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Figure 8. The share of thermal load of building prototypes in 2020, 2050, and 2080.

Therefore, considering the earlier discussions, it can be concluded that, in general,
climate change heavily changed the energy performance of all building prototypes through
increasing cooling and decreasing heating load. In this sense, as the contribution of cooling
was more petite than heating in most cases, the total thermal load of most cases was
reduced due to the decreased heating load. Furthermore, in one quarter of cases, the
cooling increment altered heating and cooling contributions in thermal load. Finally,
whenever increased heating load was reported, the total thermal load showed an upward
trend in the study period.

6. Conclusions

These days, we are witnessing that the share of the building sector in the total world
energy consumption has been reported to be critically high, and it has also been predicted
to increase for several reasons. These changes may lead to higher GHG emissions, one
of the significant reasons behind climate change that can potentially affect the buildings’
thermal load. As the impacts of climate change on a building’s energy consumption have
been different from one region to another according to several studies, this paper presents
the impact assessment of climate change on the energy performance buildings for Poznan
city in Poland. Furthermore, the current state literature established the importance of
considering future weather data to evaluate the buildings’ energy performance. This is
why generating future weather data based on statistical downscaling in the initial part
of this paper enabled the authors to project the energy demand of prototypes in the
future. Thus, one of the prevailing methods for generating future weather data, using the
HadCM3 climate model and considering IPCC SRES A2 GHG scenario through statistical
downscaling future weather data for Poznan for 2020–2080, was generated.

According to the developed future weather data, Poznan will see a notable increase in
average temperature in the following 60 years. In this sense, changing the climate zone
of Poznan would be a strong possibility. The results indicated that the cooling load of
prototypes was in the mid-range, which is why the despite the negligible rate of cooling
load in total thermal load compared to the share of heating load, almost all prototypes saw
a sharp rise in cooling load and a slight fall in heating load at around 135% and 40% by
2080, respectively. This change led to altering the most significant share in total thermal
load from heating load to cooling load in 25% of prototypes, but for other cases where
heating load remained the highest share, the total thermal loads saw a steady decrease
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in the study period. Similar to other studies in this area, in general, it can be concluded
that as the average temperature of Poznan will rise from 2020 to 2080, the climate zone
of this region will probably shift as other scholars have had such predictions for cities
with similar climatical conditions. As a result, the heating demand will decrease, and the
cooling demand will substantially increase. However, what has been missing in the studies
is the impact on the total thermal load. According to the results, the total thermal load of
more than 85% of prototypes decreased because of the sharp decrease in heating loads.
Therefore, by comparing the change rate of total thermal load and heating load, it is evident
that the more heating load a prototype consumes, the more likely it will see a decrease in
total thermal load in the future. It should also be noted that considering only the HadCM3
climate model for the A2 emission scenario was one of the limitations of this research.

The impacts of predicted climate change were seen in mild cooling seasons and
warmer heating seasons. Buildings with high heating loads will likely decrease the total
thermal load for the next 60 years for a cold Polish climate. Therefore, buildings that tend
to sustain for decades should evaluate how their cooling load can be reduced as increasing
it will lead to more GHG emissions and more extreme weather conditions. This evaluation
means that to mitigate the impact of climate change on the energy load of buildings, it is
highly critical to investigate ways to understand the energy resiliency of buildings. Future
studies should consider a broader range of scenarios and use other climate models to
increase the study’s accuracy. Furthermore, conducting a comprehensive study about all
major cities of Poland would be a real boon for Polish decision-makers.
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Abstract: Climate change has a potential impact on the number of hot and torrid days in the summer
period. Due to the occupants’ comfort needs, and because of the high heat loads during the summer
period, in several European countries, the energy used for air conditioning in buildings increased.
With multiple environmental monitoring systems (Testo Saveris) in two similar offices, having west
and east orientation of glazing, 1920 data (internal air, mean radiant temperature) related to operative
temperature were collected in order to show the differences between heat loads of rooms with similar
geometry in the same building. Data were measured in a 15 min interval. The diffuse and direct solar
radiation had been determined for the horizontal and vertical surfaces, using the measured hourly
global radiation (Debrecen, Hungary) data for the analyzed days (summer, hot, and torrid days). The
local climatic results were compared with other climatic days used in different national standards.
The daily energy need for cooling for different building comfort categories was also determined in
the case of the representative days. The maximum daily energy need for cooling can be even 2.3 times
higher for east orientation in comparison to the west orientation of the facades.

Keywords: operative temperature; cooling load; daily energy need; solar gains

1. Introduction

Extreme weather events, just like the summer period’s hot and torrid days, are chal-
lenging the inhabitant’s health and comfort. Numerous research had been performed, and
plenty of scientific papers studying thermal comfort, indoor operative temperature, indoor
air quality were published [1–3].

Majewsky et al. analyze the indoor environment quality in two different intelligent
buildings, which are located in Poland. The authors stated that energy consumption
worldwide is constantly rising. Most of the energy is used by the building sector, mainly
for the daily operation of modern buildings, intelligent buildings for offices, and also for
public use [4].

Increasing the airtightness of the buildings’ envelope, special attention should be paid
to the CO2 concentration level in the indoor air. It was shown that the CO2 concentration
may exceed even 4000 ppm in the case of two persons performing office work if aeration
of the room is not performed properly [5]. Bullová et al. have shown that the air change
rate can be reduced to even 0.1–0.3 h−1 in the case of refurbished buildings [6]. In the last
decades, the need for thermal comfort increased considerably. Several air conditioning
systems were mounted in the existing office buildings, while new office buildings are
equipped with cooling systems.

Thus, the energy use for cooling in the buildings increased substantially in the last
years [7,8]. Mousavi Motlagh et al. have shown that most researchers analyzed the energy
use in residential and office buildings [9].

In the European Commission Report related to energy performance in buildings, the
annual final energy consumption per square meter in the residential sector in Hungary was
150 kWh/m2 year in 2013 [10]. Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority,
in the yearly report, presents the energy consumption for cooling used by air conditioning
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systems in the summer period [11]. It was shown that the energy consumption for cooling
increased from 271 TJ (2015) to 570 TJ (2019). Bazazzadeh et al., in their research, conclude
that the cooling load will increase by 135% by 2080 in Poland [12]. The proper architectural
design of buildings can mitigate the energy need for cooling. Long et al. and Reilly et al.,
in their research, present the thermal mass and heat storage capacity effects for the heat
load of buildings [13,14].

The present paper focuses on the importance of operative temperature for different
office building comfort categories and energy needs for cooling. In order to determine
the operative temperature and the daily energy need for cooling in buildings, according
to standards, the first step is to determine the local specific meteorological data, such as
global diffuse radiation, diffuse and direct radiation on vertical surfaces, mean outdoor
temperature, and so on. Duties of the Meteorological Observatory (Debrecen, Hungary,
GPS coordinates: 47.53253, 21.62537) are the collection and measurement of global hourly
radiation data and mean hourly outdoor temperatures.

In order to obtain an appropriate overview of the building’s cooling needs, it is essen-
tial to review different standards on the topic. According to ISO-52000-1:2017, “Building:
construction as a whole, including the fabric and all technical building systems, where en-
ergy may be used to condition the indoor environment” [15]. Cooling energy needs can be
determined using the algorithm given by ISO 13790:2008 standard, as a room or enclosure,
which is specified to be cooled to a given setpoint temperature. According to ISO standard
13790:2008, energy needs for cooling in a conditioned space have to maintain the expected
temperature conditions until a given period of time. Solar heat gains are defined as heat
that is provided by solar radiation, entering directly or indirectly through openings, opaque
walls, and roofs, or by passive solar devices such as sunspace, transparent insulation, and
solar walls [16]. The calculation methodology presented in ISO 13790:2008 standard was
previously validated, and the results were published in different articles [17,18].

The aim of the present research is to discuss and analyze through a case study the
effect of different building structures, size, and orientation of glazed areas on the indoor
operative temperature for different comfort categories and on the daily cooling energy
need in the case of hot and torrid days (selected from the 11 analyzed years).

2. Materials and Methods

In order to see the effects of the orientation of transparent surfaces, building structure,
and glazing ratio on the operative temperature, measurements and simulations were
simultaneously performed.

2.1. Methods for Measurements of the Operative Temperature

A multiple environmental monitoring system provided the opportunity for complex
research related to building performance on different aspects, including thermal comfort,
energy use, and indoor air quality.

With the expansion of wireless communication, data storage, small electronic devices,
etc., will be able to transfer bigger data for increasing the building performance [19].

Firstly, it was identified a western and an eastern-orientation office in a 3-story building
with heavy structure. The selected offices are located on the upper building level (similar
shading) and have similar geometry. In these offices, a Testo Saveris measurement system
was placed (Figure 1a,b). This measurement system can be used for monitoring building
internal air and mean radiant temperature.

Very long distances can be bridged using a converter (5), which converts the radio
signals of the probe or router and then transmits this measurement data to the base via an
Ethernet cable. The Ethernet probes (6) can also be connected to the base using an Ethernet
cable. NTC sensor measuring range of the Saveris T2/T2D is from −35 to +50 ◦C, and the
accuracy is ±0.2 ◦C (−25 to +70 ◦C) [20].
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Figure 2. Measurements of the Operative temperature (a) East-orientation office; (b) west-orientation office. 

2.2. Methods for Calculation of the Operative Temperature and Daily Energy Need for Cooling 
The elements of a cooling system are chosen depending on the setpoint operative 

temperature and the maximum value of the operative temperature in a room. In order to 
determine the daily variation of the operative temperature, different calculation methods 
can be used. In the following, the method given by standard EN 13790 was used. The 
validation of the calculation model was performed and presented in previously published 
papers [17,18]. Furthermore, the day for which the calculation is performed has to be cho-
sen carefully. This has to be a torrid day, but for energy need for a day or a whole summer 
period, the hot days and summer days are important as well. 

Figure 1. The Testo Saveris measurement system [20]. (a) Testo Saveris base system (b) globe
sensorWith this measurement system, ambient or process data for temperature and humidity in
sealed rooms and/or during transportation is measured and recorded using probes (1). These
measured values are transmitted by radio to the Saveris base (2) and saved. A router (4) can be used
to optimize the radio signal in the event of difficult structural conditions. The data is then called up
from a computer (3) by the Saveris base and saved to a database [20].

The dimension of the analyzed offices is 7.5 × 6 × 4.5 m (Figure A1 in Appendix A).
The windows dimension is 1.32 × 5.44 m. The overall heat transfer coefficients of external
building elements were Uwall = 0.28 W/m2 K; Uwindow = 1.1 W/m2 K; and Uflatroof = 0.2 W/m2 K.
The operative temperature was measured on the working places, which are located at 1.5 m
from the window, similar for both offices (Figure 2a,b). Measurements were carried out in the
summer period when no occupants were in the rooms (holiday 3 August 2018–7 August 2018).
The HVAC systems were switched off.
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Figure 2. Measurements of the Operative temperature (a) East-orientation office; (b) west-orientation office.

2.2. Methods for Calculation of the Operative Temperature and Daily Energy Need for Cooling

The elements of a cooling system are chosen depending on the setpoint operative
temperature and the maximum value of the operative temperature in a room. In order to
determine the daily variation of the operative temperature, different calculation methods
can be used. In the following, the method given by standard EN 13790 was used. The
validation of the calculation model was performed and presented in previously published
papers [17,18]. Furthermore, the day for which the calculation is performed has to be
chosen carefully. This has to be a torrid day, but for energy need for a day or a whole
summer period, the hot days and summer days are important as well.

The calculation method uses the RC network of the heat flows, as is shown in
Figure 3 [16].
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Figure 3. RC network heat flows [16].

The internal heat capacity of the building zone, Cm, (J/K), was calculated for a maxi-
mum thickness of 10 cm.

The operative temperature is obtained using Equation (1), [16]:

θop = 0.3θair + 0.7θs (1)

The cooling need is [16]:

φHC,nd,un =
φHC,nd10(θair,set − θair,0)

(θair,10 − θair,0)
(2)

where:
φHC,nd10 = 10A f (3)

The ASHRAE 90.1 standard presents the prototype buildings. In the standard 16 pro-
totype buildings are presented: apartment, hospital, hotel, office (large, medium, small),
restaurant, school. The room dimensions used for calculus in the present paper is a model
room for each prototype building defined in the ASHRAE 90.1 standard [21].

In buildings with various functions, rooms have different dimensions. In the case of
office buildings, the geometrical sizes of rooms depends on the number of persons working
in the office. Usually, the dimensions of a room result from a grid. Generally, in the case
of a suspended ceiling, the dimension of one element of the grid is 600 × 600 mm. In the
following, for cooling load calculus, a room with a 4.8 × 4.8 × 3.0 m dimension is taken
into account.

The overall heat transfer coefficients of external building elements were
Uwall = 0.226 W/m2 K; Uwindow = 1.0 W/m2 K; and Uflatroof = 0.166 W/m2 K.

The room is located in the corner of the attic of a three-story building. The window
has no shading, the solar energy transmittance: g = 0.7, and the glazed ratio is 85% (in all
cases, 15% is frame). The air change rate was considered ACH = 0.5 h−1.

The window glazed of analyzed room ratio is 85% (for example: exterior glass wall,
window wall).

According to Hungarian regulation related to the energy performance of buildings [22],
the building is considered light structured if the specific thermal mass is lower or equal to
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400 kg/m2, and the building is considered heavy structured if the specific thermal mass
exceeds 400 kg/m2.

Four different cases were analyzed for each window orientation.

(a) Heavy construction, external wall with 50% window;
(b) Light construction, external wall with 50% window;
(c) Heavy construction, external wall with 100% window;
(d) Light construction, external wall with 100% window.

3. Input Data for Calculation of the Operative Temperature and Daily Energy Need
for Cooling

In the last decades, the heat waves are longer lasting, and their number increases. During
the heatwaves, besides health problems [23], the electrical energy consumption in the building
sector caused by air conditioners operation at maximum capacity raises substantially.

The local design standards for energy efficiency do not contain the input local climatic
data, which are: hourly values of the external air temperature and solar radiation intensity.

Hourly global radiation data and mean outdoor temperature were provided by the
local Agro-Meteorological Observatory Debrecen, Hungary [24].

In order to determine the local meteorological data, the calculation method for the
selected days was presented in several articles [17,18].

According to the Hungarian Meteorological Service, those days that have a maximum
temperature higher than 25 ◦C are called “Summer days”. If the maximum temperature
value is higher or equal to 30 ◦C, the day is defined as a “Hot day”. “Torrid days” have the
maximum daily temperature equal to or higher than 35 ◦C [25].

Between 2009 and 2019, 514 summer days, 247 hot days, and 21 torrid days were
registered.

The daily maximum temperature of the selected summer day was 25.3 ◦C. The chosen
hot day had a maximum daily external air temperature of 32.4 ◦C, while the torrid day had
a maximum external air temperature of 35.6 ◦C.

The local climatic data for the summer, hot and torrid days are presented in Table 1
(and Figures A3–A6).

Table 1. Maximum radiation values and energy yield for hottest days [26–28].

Day Measure
Units IGH IdifH IdifV IdirSouth IdirEast IdirWest IdirNorth

clear sky day

Summer day
W/m2 927 153 76 390 676 673 169

Wh/m2 day 8110 1338 669 2295 3091 3136 416

Hot day
W/m2 884 146 73 377 577 689 166

Wh/m2 day 7687 1268 634 2236 3038 3140 372

Torrid day
W/m2 871 144 72 368 531 777 99

Wh/m2 day 7423 1225 612 2231 2643 3148 266

different standards

MSZ-04-140-2
Hungary

W/m2 900 188 192 317 561 561 193

Wh/m2 day 8156 2049 1969 1752 2695 2862 802

Urban INCD
Romania

W/m2 914 149 75 373 681 527 221

Wh/m2 day 8327 1493 747 2210 3636 3233 862

DIN 4710
Germany

W/m2 861 150 192 407 542 542 84

Wh/m2 day 7479 1680 2442 2409 2597 2597 338
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The clear sky days are important because the cloudiness is omitted (direct radiation
values are higher than for real days, while the diffuse radiation values are lower).

Furthermore, the input meteorological data given by different national standards are
included in Table 1.

Standard 04-140-2 (national Hungarian Standard) was previously in use [26]. This
standard provides the solar radiation and external air temperature data for heat load
calculation until 2012.

In standard [27], local meteorological data are mentioned, related to Oradea city,
Romania, which is located near Debrecen, Hungary. The distance between the two cities is
60 km.

Standard [28] contains only statistic days, and real days are not included.

4. Results and Discussion

In the following, the measured and calculated operative temperatures and the deter-
mined daily energy need for cooling are presented.

4.1. Measurements of the Operative Temperature

The gathered values of the operative temperature and outdoor dry temperature are
illustrated in Figure 4a,b.
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Figure 4. Measured operative and external temperature.

It can be observed that the operative temperature in the offices followed the variation
of the external temperature (three subsequent days increase, two subsequent days decrease).
Moreover, the maximum values can be similar (second and fourth days) or different,
depending on the cloudiness. As in the offices, the working hours starts at 8oo a.m. and
ends at 17oo p.m. the west-oriented offices are advantageous from the cooling point of
view. The question is: how much cooling energy can be saved renting a west-oriented
office instead of an east-oriented office?

4.2. Calculation of the Operative Temperature

The results of maximum operative temperature for all analyzed cases are presented in
Tables 2 and 3.

It can be observed that in Tables 2 and 3, the highest operative temperatures were
obtained to east and west orientation of window for all analyzed days and windows to
wall ratios.

The hourly operative temperature for south- and north-orientation glazed areas are
presented in Figures A7–A14.
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Table 2. Maximum operative temperature for heavy construction buildings.

Heavy
Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Day
South North East West South North East West

Maximum Operative Temperature (◦C)

Summer day 26.78 24.95 27.38 27.61 29.69 25.89 30.95 31.56

Hot day 27.58 25.71 28.19 28.48 30.56 26.87 31.82 32.62

Torrid day 27.98 26.13 28.27 28.90 31.03 27.13 31.60 33.01

Table 3. Maximum operative temperature for light construction buildings.

Light
Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Day
South North East West South North East West

Maximum Operative Temperature (◦C)

Summer day 34.85 26.99 36.43 39.36 45.96 30.59 50.33 55.59

Hot day 37.15 29.93 37.96 42.45 48.26 33.67 50.94 58.95

Torrid day 38.97 31.09 38.60 43.54 50.26 34.42 49.44 59.30

In Figures 5–8, both for the east and west orientation of the glazed area, the hourly
operative temperatures are presented.
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Assuming the upper limit of comfort operative temperature 26.0 ◦C, the overheating
hours in the summer, hot and torrid days for east and west orientation of window can be
determined based on Figures 5–8.

It can be observed that the 26 ◦C setpoint temperature is exceeded for both orientations
in each analyzed day. If there is no cooling system installed, the overheating generates
thermal discomfort, which leads to health problems and a decrease in work productiv-
ity [29–31]. In the case of offices with air cooling systems, the length of overheating period
determines the operation time of the cooling system, while the amplitude of overheating
determines the installed cooling capacity.

4.3. Daily Energy Need for Cooling

In the Technical Report CR 1752:1998 Ventilation for buildings—Design criteria for
the indoor environment, different building types, and spaces, the design criteria are de-
fined [32].

Single/landscape office operative temperatures in summer and cooling season for
different comfort categories:

• A 24.5 ± 1;
• B 24.5 ± 1.5;
• C 24.5 ± 2.5 [32].
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In the following, the energy calculations were performed for the heavy and light
construction using the clear sky day meteorological data, the daily energy need for cooling
was determined. For each building category, the minimum and maximum acceptable oper-
ative temperatures were taken into consideration. The results are presented in Tables 4–9.
Obviously, with intelligent and properly operated external shading structures, the daily
energy need for cooling can be reduced substantially [33].

It can be observed that for all analyzed cases, the maximum value of daily energy
demand for cooling was obtained for the east orientation of the glazed area.

Table 4. Daily energy need for cooling of analyzed room. heavy construction, summer day (Wh/day).

Heavy Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Comfort
Category

Operative
Temperature West East West East West East West West

A
23.5 27,005 19,047 36,211 24,288 38,663 22,176 59,367 34,463
25.5 7588 111 15,008 6623 20,359 2657 38,445 16,754

B
23 34,599 26,641 43,810 31,882 46,108 29,621 65,500 40,908
26 5147 0 11,376 5036 17,715 838 34,598 15,058

C
22 49,786 41,828 59,008 47,069 60,999 44,512 80,402 55,799
27 957 0 4800 2448 12,693 0 27,320 11,874

Table 5. Daily energy need for cooling of analyzed room. Light construction, summer day (Wh/day).

Light Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Comfort
Category

Operative
Temperature South North East West South North East West

A
23.5 34,115 15,897 51,263 31,905 61,148 24,443 94,710 58,189
25.5 24,934 6125 40,369 23,826 51,958 14,018 84,105 49,777

B
23 37,770 19,552 54,936 35,561 64,547 27,987 98,395 61,507
26 23,414 4738 38,223 22,653 50,269 12,265 81,924 48,364

C
22 45,082 26,864 62,281 42,872 71,882 35,322 105,765 68,842
27 20,390 2314 34,239 20,396 46,892 9099 77,561 45,795

Table 6. Daily energy need for cooling of analyzed room. Heavy construction, hot day (Wh/day).

Heavy Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Comfort
Category

Operative
Temperature South North East West South North East West

A
23.5 32,218 23,730 41,973 48,066 38,688 27,756 64,523 39,640
25.5 11,501 2900 19,944 16,497 21,051 7158 43,857 20,844

B
23 39,812 31,324 49,572 59,598 44,548 35,202 71,975 47,085
26 9060 971 16,290 13,379 18,804 4649 40,010 19,001

C
22 55,000 46,512 64,770 82,663 56,268 50,092 86,877 61,976
27 4457 0 9421 8107 14,595 1280 32,463 15,541

Table 7. Daily energy need for cooling of analyzed room. Light construction, hot day (Wh/day).

Light Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Comfort
Category

Operative
Temperature South North East West South North East West

A
23.5 42,149 23,995 60,304 40,598 69,113 32,695 104,538 67,400
25.5 32,373 13,661 48,711 31,305 59,623 22,214 92,951 58,418

B
23 45,805 27,651 63,976 44,253 72,781 36,363 108,223 71,068
26 30,720 12,083 46,565 29,927 57,935 20,384 90,586 56,870

C
22 53,116 34,962 71,322 51,565 80,116 43,698 115,593 78,403
27 27,618 9215 42,273 27,350 54,558 17,063 86,126 53,995
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Table 8. Daily energy need for cooling of analyzed room. Heavy construction, torrid day (Wh/day).

Heavy Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Comfort
Category

Operative
Temperature South North East West South North East West

A
23.5 36,255 28,097 43,568 34,137 48,694 31,763 63,764 44,667
25.5 14,042 5274 20,607 11,976 27,516 9438 42,073 22,988

B
23 43,849 35,691 51,167 41,730 56,140 39,208 71,215 521,12
26 11,237 2735 16,898 9979 24,588 6584 38,227 21,144

C
22 59,037 50,879 66,365 56,918 71,030 54,099 86,117 67,003
27 6295 0 9634 6559 19,193 2167 30,773 17,456

Table 9. Daily energy need for cooling of analyzed room. Light construction, torrid day (Wh/day).

Light Construction 50% Window 100% Window

Comfort
Category

Operative
Temperature South North East West South North East West

A
23.5 48,662 29,856 61,753 47,665 76,015 38,355 101,151 75,241
25.5 37,221 18,069 49,415 36,359 64,827 26,573 88,787 64,134

B
23 52,318 33,512 65,426 51,321 79,682 42,022 104,836 78,909
26 35,473 16,268 47,269 34,707 62,989 24,577 86,453 62,446

C
22 59,629 40,823 72,771 58,632 87,018 49,358 112,206 86,244
27 32,168 12,997 42,977 31,722 59,487 20,913 82,093 59,211

5. Conclusions

The majority of comfort and energy standards do not contain external meteorological
data. In the case of calculation of the operative temperature and energy need for cooling,
it is essential to know the values and variation of the external air temperature and solar
radiation. Therefore, meteorological data over the past 11 years were analyzed. For this
period, 514 summer, 274 hot, and 21 torrid days were identified. In order to determine and
investigate the daily cooling energy need, one summer day, one hot day, and one torrid
day was chosen.

In the frame of a case study, the operative temperature was measured and analyzed in
two similar office rooms, having east and west orientation of glazing, in a 5-day period.
The results enlighten that the energy consumption for cooling and the operational costs for
west-orientation offices might be advantageous.

With the use of a validated model, the operative temperature was calculated for
different building structures and window dimensions. For different comfort categories, the
daily energy need for cooling was determined.

The cooling energy demand was calculated in the case of the analyzed days in light
and heavy construction buildings, with different sizes and orientations of windows. It
was also determined the differences that occur in the case of daily energy demand under
summer-hot and torrid days’ radiation conditions.

The upper limit of the operative temperature in a B comfort category office is 26.0 ◦C.
In the case of the south orientation of the glazed area, for this operative temperature,
assuming 100% of the daily energy need for cooling in a summer day for a heavy structure
building with 100% window, it can be observed that for hot days the daily energy need
will be 106.1%, while for torrid days 138.8%. In the case of a light structure building, on
a summer day is 283.8%, hot day, the daily energy need for cooling is 327%, while for a
torrid day, the increase is 355.6%.

Keeping the same reference value for 100% of the daily cooling energy need but
decreasing the glazed area to 50%, the daily energy need for cooling decreases to 29.1%
(summer day), 51.1% (hot day), and torrid day 63.4% (torrid day) in the case of heavy structure.

For light structure, the daily cooling energy needs increase to light structures 132.2%
(summer day), 173.4% (hot day), and 200.2% (torrid day).
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In the glazing area north orientation, the daily energy need for cooling is substantially
lower in comparison to other glazing orientations.

Analyzing the results obtained for cooling energy need (east and west orientation),
it can be observed that for heavy structure, the daily operative temperature for west
orientation exceeds with 1.4–2.8 K the values obtained for east orientation, while the daily
energy need for cooling can be even 2.3 times higher for east orientation in comparison on
the west orientation of the facades.

In the case of light construction, the operative temperature differences can be 4.7–6.7 K,
while the daily energy need for cooling can be 1.69 times higher for east orientation in
comparison with the west orientation of facades.

The data presented in Tables 4–9 might be useful for building renters and operators.
The main point is that torrid days, hot and summer days are the most important because
these days will be operating days of the cooling and ventilation systems, giving the energy
consumption in a month or for a whole year.

A future research perspective is the analysis of the effect of the use of intelligent
external blinds and PCMs on the cooling energy need. Furthermore, the relation between
the behavior of occupants and cooling energy use has to be investigated.
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Nomenclature

Hve Heat transfer by ventilation (W/K)
θair Air temperature node (◦C)
θsup The supply temperature (◦C)
Htr,w Heat transfer by transmission is split into the window segment, (W/K)
Htr,op The thermal mass (W/K)
θs (A mix of θair and mean radiant temperature) and the node representing

the mass of the building zone, θm (◦C)
Cm Thermal capacity (J/K)
Φint Heat flow rate given by internal heat sources (W)
Φsol Solar heat sources (W)
ΦHC nd Energy need for cooling (W)
Af Is the conditioned area (m2)
θair,10 The air temperature obtained for a heating power of 10 W/m2 (◦C)
θair,0 Is the air temperature in free floating conditions (◦C)
θair,set Air temperature (◦C)
S Summer day
H Hot day
T Torrid day
IGH Is the global solar radiation on horizontal surfaces (W/m2)
IdirH Direct solar radiation on horizontal surfaces (W/m2)
IdifH Diffuse solar radiation on horizontal surfaces (W/m2)
IdifV Diffuse solar radiation on vertical surfaces (W/m2)
IdirSouth, IdirEast, Direct solar radiation on vertical surfaces (W/m2)
IdirWest, IdirNorth
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Abstract: According to the last census of 2019, about two million Italian buildings are more than
100 years old. Building energy retrofitting involves a diverse mix of influencing factors, depending
on history, intended use, and construction techniques. This paper aims to assess the energy needs
of a historic building by evaluating the variability of climatic conditions and internal loads, as
well as the thermal capacity of the building envelope. The energy analysis was conducted using
dynamic simulation systems (TRNSYS). The purpose of the study is to provide an analysis of the
current energy conditions of the building to identify the main critical issues and suggest the most
suitable interventions to be implemented. All the transformations were conducted to meet the
nZEB requirements and evaluate technical and economic feasibility, compatibility with architectural
and landscape constraints, and large-scale replicability. Specifically, to reach the proposed targets,
a 36 kWp PV system was implemented for an area of 210 m2, in addition to the Air Handling Unit
(AHU) already present. The profit index is above the unit, and it yields a time range between three
and four years. Therefore, fully respecting the energy performance parameters required by the Italian
legislation, the study demonstrated the unattainability of the nZEB class for a listed building.

Keywords: nZEB; historical buildings; TRNSYS; buildings retrofitting; buildings office; economic feasibility

1. Introduction

The energy efficiency of public buildings in Italy is often a matter of joint solutions to
energy issues and the preservation of historical buildings. Maintaining the protection of the
architectural heritage and landscape of historical Italian cities while upgrading their energy
efficiency status almost always involves complex planning and delicate execution. In public
housing, where current intended uses are not those for which buildings were originally
designed, it is necessary to extensively alter the building envelope and the technical
building system (TBS). The energy efficiency measures (EEMs) for energy retrofitting
of historic buildings in cold and hot climates impact the TBS but especially the opaque
envelope [1,2]. A list reference was developed by ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 100-2006 as
a guide to address commercial and residential occupancies, though much of the content
pertains primarily to commercial and institutional buildings [3]. Insulation interventions
on the external envelopes of historical buildings that allow improving the transmittance
and the consequent dispersions are often impractical due to the protection constraints of
the architectural and landscape heritage. The impact of the thermophysical performance
of envelopes on the global energy consumption is estimated to be 40–50% [4]. The aims
of the construction sector decarbonisation policies can only be achieved by accounting for
the impact of the design solutions on public buildings, including those which fall within
the historical and architectural heritage [5]. For public buildings, the near-zero energy
buildings (nZEB) requirements are not easy to achieve, especially in a restricted area such
as the territory of Rome.
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Italian public buildings are estimated to be at more than 65,000 units, and approxi-
mately 60% consist of buildings constructed prior to the first Italian energy-saving legis-
lation [6]. About 2700 public administration buildings are particularly energy intensive,
absorbing 1.2 TWh/year, with a cost of 177 million euros. The energy consumption of his-
torical buildings in the EU is currently estimated at more than 250 kWh/m2/year [7,8]. The
TBS solution is somewhat “outdated”; from 2014, the most used fuel appears to be methane
(62%), but diesel is still widely used (22%). Only 34% of the buildings are equipped with a
temperature control system for each room, and air-conditioning system is available in only
46% of the buildings.

The European Directive 27/2012 on energy efficiency, implemented in Italy by Legisla-
tive Decree 102/2014, found that from 2014 to 2020, at least 3% per year of the indoor floor
area of the air-conditioned buildings of Central Public Administration should be renovated,
as required by the Energy Redevelopment Program of the Central Public Administration [9].
These buildings, mainly in the historic city centres, were built with traditional and local
construction techniques and many have bearing structures of bricks or local stones (tuffs)
and mixed iron and brick slabs. In some areas of Rome’s historic city centre, there are
still slabs in wooden structures. If not replaced as obsolete or retrofitted as part of the
redevelopment of the transparent envelope, these buildings have wooden or iron frames
and single glass.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the limitations facing the transformation of a
Listed Public Building (LPB) into offices of the nZEB standards while taking into account
the interventions on TBS. The unattainability of the Italian legal requirements for nZEB
is investigated in light of the latest published research. The analysis of the interactions
between the three categories LPB, nZEB, and TBS, using the Banco Napoli building as a
case study, points to the potential for improvement in the energy efficiency of Italy’s public
building of high architectural and cultural value.

The highest energy consumption is found in the residential sector [10]; it is responsible
for around 40% of the global primary energy demand [4,11–13], and therefore, it provides
an opportunity for saving a significant amount of energy. On this premise, the European
energy policy aims to improve energy redevelopment schemes applied to buildings [14].

Mancini et al. [15] suggest that new buildings, as well as historical ones, will have
to combine energy-saving requirements with those of comfort both in terms of indoor
air quality and thermal comfort. Lo Basso et al. [16], concerning the energy balance
of the nZEB, consider the overall sustainability of the urban areas in which they are
located to contain the effects of climate change on energy consumption. Nastasi et al. [17]
propose solutions to avoid further soil consumption following the installation of new plants
powered by renewable energy sources (RES) at the service of nZEB. Mancini et al. [18]
consider the effects on electrification and flexibility in nZEB development. The nZEB
construction and the transformation of the existing heritage-status buildings are studied by
De Santoli et al. [19]. Improvements in the passive performance of the building envelope
and the efficiency of the energy systems and the introduction of renewable energy sources
in the energy balance of buildings were investigated by Astiaso Garcia et al. [10] and
Pennacchia et al. [20].

By 2021, all new buildings, as well as buildings subjected to substantial renovations,
will have to meet nearly zero energy needs. The anticipated deadline for new public
buildings, including schools, has been 2019 [11,21]. The term near-zero energy buildings
(nZEB) is generally intended to indicate a category of buildings with a very high energy
performance, characterised by a very low (almost zero) annual energy consumption, almost
entirely covered by on-site renewable sources [22–24].

The characteristics of near-zero energy buildings in Italy are established by the Minis-
terial Decree of 26 June 2015 of the Ministry of Economic Development, “Minimum require-
ments for buildings” [25]. The construction of nZEB, as reported by Nucara et al. [26], and
the transformation of the existing heritage will be carried out through improvements in the
passive performance of the building envelope, the TBS efficiency, and the introduction of
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renewable energy sources for balancing of the buildings energy efficiency, as reported by
Rosa et al. [18].

Since buildings are usually connected to external energy supply networks (gas, elec-
tricity) and due to the discontinuous nature of renewable sources [27], the nearly zero value
concerns the balance between withdrawn energy and self-produced energy, consumed
directly or fed into the national grid [28]. That is why city planning becomes crucial for the
production and consumption of energy [29].

The challenge is to apply an appropriate retrofitting to historical buildings which, in
Central Italy and in particular in climate zone D, as defined by the Italian legislation [30],
are subject to strict regulations on renovations [31–34], to generate a significant impact in
an area of such great artistic and architectural value as the historical centre of Rome [35,36].
Where installed, the HVAC system is the first component to be refurbished [37] or to be
upgraded by innovative technologies [37] or to extreme conditions [38].

Many authors have approached the study of historic buildings and their possible
efficiency in the scientific community. Ascione et al. [39] suggest a multicriteria approach for
energy efficiency of historical buildings, proposing methodologies for performance analysis,
combining different experimental and numerical studies, and applying such methodologies
to a historical building in the province of Benevento. Giombini et al. [40] addressed a case
study for a historical building in the city of Perugia, indicating a methodology for the
analysis of this type of building. This methodology can be useful to address the energy
efficiency status of historical buildings. De Bernardis et al. propose a methodology to
guide the recovery design, using a “case by case” approach to identify the best intervention
method for each context.

Galatioto et al. [41], Martinez-Molina et al. [42], and Webb [5] suggest a state-of-the-art
methodology to analyse the possibility of efficiency in historic buildings. In these works,
various types of buildings are studied and classified by purposes of use. Ma et al. and
other researchers [33,43,44] proposed a systematic approach to selecting and identifying the
best retrofit possibilities for existing buildings, providing methodologies and promoting
energy conservation and sustainability. This approach requires research to create dedicated
databases for benchmarking performance. Jafari et al. [45] proposed a decision-making
framework to calculate the economic benefits of energy retrofitting and determine the
optimum energy retrofitting strategy.

The impact of the energy improvement measures on historical buildings is studied
by Grytli et al. [46], who presented an integrated analysis method that examined different
impacts from various energy efficiency measures on a model building. Many other authors
have focused on integrating renewable and nonrenewable energy systems in retrofitting
historical buildings [47–49]. Few studies tested innovative on-site technologies such as
storage devices [50], while the largest scale of planning interventions has been the master
planning of entire districts [51]. Careful analysis of noneconomic barriers is fundamental
for the feasibility of any intervention [52,53].

Becchio [53] evaluated the economic component for the nZEB design and noted
that it is fundamental to consider both the energy and the economic perspective. In the
application phase of the study, the work by Ciampi et al. [54] is a valuable reference since
the performance and consequent retrofit actions are simulated on an existing historical
public building using the TRNSYS simulation software. Meanwhile, De Santoli et al. used
a MATLAB/Simulink tool to design the refurbishment scenarios [55] and evaluate the
performance of innovative technologies [56]. Synergies among the simulation software are
expected to cover all the energy aspects, as reported in Groppi et al. [57].

The study of historical buildings, the possible efficiency improvements, and the
achievement of the nZEB class find support in Dalla Mora et al. [58] and Sauchelli et al. [59].
The authors offer specific case studies of the energy efficiency improvements on historic
buildings to meet the nZEB requirements and the Italian legislative regulations. Mauri [60]
hypothesised different retrofit scenarios to achieve the nZEB objective with the simulation
on a historical building in the province of Agrigento. The author conducted a cost analysis
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to achieve optimal economic solutions and energy savings. The study can contribute to the
development of specific policies and the adoption of suitable measures to facilitate optimal
design choices for the energy improvement of historical buildings.

A number of studies addressing the transformation of public buildings into nZEB
have been carried out, while the interest in buildings bound for use as energy-intensive
offices is scarce. This observation also derives from the work of the authors of this study,
who have, for years, carried out research on the topic of energy efficiency of the historic
building stock [32,47,61–68].

The present paper highlights technical and economic limitations in transforming
a listed public building into nZEB. The object is to evaluate the limitations of energy
retrofitting aimed at achieving the nZEB objectives based on the Italian regulatory re-
strictions, focusing on historic office buildings in areas with landscape and architectural
constraints. More specifically, the objective is to show that, based on the regulatory require-
ments of the Ministerial Minimum Decree, it is impossible to carry out external insulation
interventions, even on the building’s opaque envelope, together with the energy retrofitting
of the TBS, resulting in the unattainability of the nZEB status. Dynamic numerical analyses
were set up and performed using TRNSYS software based on the data obtained from an
energy analysis conducted on the building envelope and energy systems. In Materials
and Methods, the characteristics of the case study are illustrated. Section 3.1 describes
the numerical model implemented in TRNSYS to evaluate the reachability of the nZEB
objectives described in Section 2.3. In Section 4, the results obtained by comparing the
outcomes of efficiency improvements in a proposed case study of BancoNapoli are reported.
Section 5 contains the diagram of the impacts of the transformations on the Banco Napoli,
highlighting the limits and the potentials for its transformation into nZEB.

2. Case Study

Existing regulatory constraints in the municipality of Rome for building redevelop-
ment activities can be classified into two main categories: architectural and landscape.
“Cultural assets” and their respective architectural constraints are the assets protected
under Part II of the Cultural Heritage Code (Legislative Decree no. 42/2004) [69] and can
be individual buildings, small groups of buildings, historic villas, and others. They are
assets protected because their history, their forms, or their materials are a testimony of
Italian culture, history, and art.

The historic centre of the city of Rome, included in the perimeter of the Aurelian walls,
is classified as UNESCO heritage. The constraints of this qualification overlap those present
in the Municipality of Rome (RMP). The protection of the buildings in this area falls under
the Superintendence of Rome Capital which imposes restrictions on the interventions that
can be carried out on the external envelope of the buildings, especially on the opaque
components, while for transparent components, there is only the obligation of frames that
respect the forms and materials of the existing ones. This allows them to be replaced with
the latest generation high-performance window fixtures.

Whenever an intervention of protected assets is carried out, the operations belong to
the field of restoration, and the priority aims are those of conservation and transmission as
investigated in Jafari et al. [45] and Grytli et al. [46].

The use of historic/listed buildings intended for public use repeats in all its particu-
larity the issue of energy efficiency as a protection tool, not a single regeneration process
in contrast with the conservation requirements. The surveys and analyses conducted dur-
ing the audit were aimed at optimizing consumption related to air-conditioning systems.
Therefore, they analyzed the uses and consumption related to air-conditioning systems
to evaluate the possibility of reaching the nZEB building targets set by Italian legislation,
analyzing the building focusing on the energy generation systems. However, being an asset
of considerable historical interest and subject to various types of constraints, the interven-
tions on energy systems of the entire building—with priority to HVAC systems—must be
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planned in a strategic vision, focusing on the high quality of the building complex, and
ensuring maximum efficiency for energy consumption.

The building object of study, “Banco Napoli”, belongs to the patrimony of the Italian
House of Parliament and is in the historic centre of Rome at an altitude of 20 m above sea
level, at a north latitude of 41◦53′ and an east longitude of 12◦28′. The building is part of
the historical city and has a medieval origin, as defined by the technical standards of the
RMP. These are specific morphologies of implantation of the “Fabrics of medieval origin”
of the Historical City (Figure 1a,b). The technical standards indicate that attention must be
paid to the presence and conservation of the remains of ancient buildings, as stated at the
beginning of this section.
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Figure 1. (a) Rome historic centre and case study building detail; (b) building view.

In the city of Rome, 35% of the buildings are characterised as historic by age and build-
ing techniques and therefore subject to urban planning constraints included in the RMP
and QC (quality chart).It is, therefore, necessary to guarantee the preservation of the walls
and wall textures that testify to the stratification process over time. The transformation of
the TBS of the Banco Napoli building took place over many years with partial interventions
on specific areas such as floors or for intended use such as offices or toilets only.

The characteristics of the envelope and TBS of the “Banco Napoli” building are shown
below. The raw data collected and classified in this section have been reprocessed and
transcribed in Section 3.1 in specific “Types” subsequently implemented in TRNSYS.

2.1. Building Envelope

The current building consists of the union of two building blocks, called A and B-C-D,
as shown in Figure 2 below:
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The rooftop type is not thermally insulated and is differentiated into two types: walk-
able with flooring and nonwalkable (see Figure 2). Regarding the thermal characteristics, a
type of vertical wall was identified as made of uninsulated solid masonry with a thickness
ranging from 130 cm to 80 cm. The transmittance of the perimeter walls has been assumed
to be equal to the average value calculated based on the greater thicknesses on the ground
floor and lesser on the top floor, equal to 1.15 W/m2K.

Regarding the external façade, the building is typical of the late nineteenth-century
housing in Rome’s city centre. A type of floor was identified, and the transmittance is
equal to 1.34 W/m2K, extending for a total surface area of approximately 1007 m2. The
thermal transmittance is 1.51 W/m2K. These data were deducted from the audit process,
and a check-in reference to the technical report UNI/TR 11552:2014 provides the main
thermophysical parameters (thermal transmittance, heat capacity per unit area, and periodic
thermal transmittance) of the most used casing opaque components in existing buildings.

The supporting structure is made of bricks with mixed slabs, iron, and bricks. It
consists of a basement and four floors above ground. It has total gross and net areas of
6676 m2 and 4673 m2, respectively, corresponding to a gross volume of 25,195 m3 and a net
volume of 17,636 m3.

The load-bearing masonry made of solid bricks has a thickness of 130 cm on the first
and second floor, up to 80 cm on the last floor. The internal partitions are made of solid
brick for the load-bearing partitions and 10 cm perforated bricks.

The glazed surfaces consist of windows with double-glazed wooden frames and
Roman blinds, also in wood.

All the windows of the Banco Napoli building have been redeveloped to improve
their energy performance by reducing dispersion.

The windows are made of double glass 4–12–4 wooden frames with thermal break.
From an analysis of the transmittance characteristics of the windows, the simple window
type has a thermal transmittance of 3.74 W/m2K. All classical window surfaces have solar
shutters consisting of Roman blinds. The total area of the glazed elements is 450 m2.

2.2. Technical Building Systems

The systems that have undergone significant transformations are HVAC and electricity
distribution systems. Given the intended use of offices, HVAC systems upgrades are the
most widespread and invasive components of the building. The external surfaces of the
terraces have been almost entirely occupied, were authorized by the Superintendency
offices, with Rooftop HVAC machines.

An energy audit was conducted to determine and classify HVAC by type, power, and
areas served. The layouts have been classified into five macro components and the data
processed to be able to insert them into the TRNSYS type components:

• Heating systems (thermal and cooling);
• Distribution (heat transfer fluid);
• Settings (Heating systems and terminal units);
• Emission (terminals units);
• Water storage (if any).

The generation plant consists of traditional methane-fueled boilers, electric refrigera-
tion units and 4 Air Handling Units, all located on the terrace of the building.

The air-conditioning of spaces is constituted by primary air systems, fresh air, and fan
coil in offices, while in the corridors, toilets, and some common areas, high-temperature
radiators are present.

The building’s air-conditioned rooms are kept at a uniform temperature through
several air-conditioning systems and various centralized and noncentralized technologies:
centralized Air Handling Unit (AHU) or Variant Refrigerant Fluid (VRF). The building
has been divided into four thermal zones, the AHU BANK (Naples bank building), AHU
A, AHU B, and AHU Int, each served by a specific air-conditioning system. The thermal
energy generation system consists of four nominal 263 kW methane boilers that provide
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DHW and heat the radiator circuit. The fan coil systems and the AHU batteries are powered
by two heat pumps and three VRF.

Regarding electricity loads, there are three primary thermal generation systems: two
heat pumps that supply the fan coils, the AHU BANK (Naples bank building), the AHU A
and the AHU B; four natural gas boilers for the radiator circuit; three Variant Refrigerant
Fluid (VRF) with multiple expansion for the AHU in the basement and the air-conditioning
of the first floor.

The heating system was built using traditional gas boilers placed on the roofing level
of the building, which also produces Domestic Hot Water (DHW) with the integration of
solar panels.

There are four traditional boilers (Bongiovanni Bongas 2/14 type) with a capacity of
263.3 kW each, supplied by gas with an efficiency of 90.2%.

The thermal power plant is always in operation as it must guarantee coverage of the
demand for DHW production. DHW production is integrated by a system of 13 solar
collectors placed on the roof of the building. The total area of the collectors is 26 m2, with a
total production of about 4000 kWh per year.

DHW production is centralized in the basement of building A. There are three pumps
with a capacity of 250 L/m and a power of 3 HP each. Accumulation is guaranteed by three
tanks of 1500 L each.

Inside the building, there are several types of user terminals: the four-pipe fan-coil,
radiators, and split units connected to outdoor multiunits serving some offices.

The user terminals, fan-coils, and radiators do not have thermoregulation systems. In
particular, the fan-coils have only a manual on/off regulation system, while the radiators
do not have a thermostatic valve.

The rooms are heated, as reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Operating hours of heating systems.

Winter/Summer Conditioning Heating

Mon–Fri Sat Sun Mon–Fri Sat Sun

Building A 8–19 Off Off 7–13
16–19 7–13 Off

Building B-C-D 7–13
16–22

7–13
16–22

7–13
16–22

In the various buildings, there are three different Air Handling Units (AHU) in addition
to one located in the underground rooms, whose characteristics are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. AHU position and characteristics.

AHU Position Technical Characteristics

AHU Bank Brand: Atisa
17,500 m3/h

AHU Int/Basement Brand: Atisa
6000 m3/h

AHU A Brand: Atisa
12,500 m3/h

AHU B Brand: Atisa
6000 m3/h

Two heat pumps for the thermal power generation system provide refrigeration with
a cooling capacity of 362 kW and a compressor power input of 113 kW and EER of 2.7 each.
The thermoregulation of the central unit operates through a single centralized reading
from the various circuits served. As a result of the decrease in the return temperature,
the refrigeration load delivered by the group will decrease. The distribution subsystem
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is mainly made up of concealed pipes or interspaces, while the emission has four-pipe
fan-coil terminals and metal radiators.

2.3. Lighting Systems and Electric Equipments

To determine the loads due to lighting, the installed power density value (W/m2) was
multiplied by the surface area. A strategy for controlling the ignition of the lighting system
within the thermal zone was selected through TRNSYS. For the Banco di Napoli building,
the following reference values have been set according to UNI EN 12464-1 Standard:
(a) Power density for lighting: 10 W/m2; (b) Power density for electronic equipment:
3.2 W/m2.

The building managers have already made interventions to improve efficiency with
LED lighting systems only in the offices of the building, with presence sensors and elevators
with inverter motors and centralized controls of consumption. In corridors and other spaces,
fluorescent lamps are installed.

3. Materials and Methods

The present energy analysis identifies and defines the main technological, air-conditioning,
and electrical systems and the thermal zones served by them: each area has been character-
ized by surface and volume concerning the number of floors in the buildings.

According to a stringent redevelopment constraint, nothing can be altered on the
outside of the building to reduce winter heat losses due to the protection regulations of
the Italian directives regarding the building analyzed. The solutions were evaluated with
consumption dynamics simulations to achieve the aims of the nZEB Italian legislation,
acting on the climate systems and maximum energy production from photovoltaic systems
installed on the available roof space. Finally, an economic analysis of the interventions is
proposed to assess an acceptable economic return.

3.1. Numerical Model

In the following section, the simulation model used to carry out the energy audit for
the Banco Napoli building will be presented. The energetic diagnosis is carried out through
a dynamic simulation that foresees the use of the TRNSYS software [70].

The TRNSYS is used for dynamic simulations of established phenomena to validate,
in this specific application, a new energy management concept, which can range from
the evaluation of the behaviour of a DHW production system from solar collectors to
the dynamic analysis of the behavior of a “multizone” building. The software gives the
user the possibility to easily develop customized components using the most common
programming languages (C, C++, PASCAL, FORTRAN, etc.).

The implemented building model needs inputs that provide information regarding the
climatic data of the geographical area to which the building belongs and the characteristics
of the building’s air-conditioning system. The climate data used are provided directly
by the software, which contains a library with the climate information of various sites
worldwide coming from the Meteonorm database and information on over 1000 sites in
150 different countries. The climate data included in the model relate to Ciampino (the year
2018), as it represents the location (among the available) geographically closest to the Banco
Napoli headquarters.

The model was built following the directives imposed by the UNI/-ISO 52016-1
and UNI-ISO 52017-1 standard [71] “Energy performance of buildings—Energy needs
for heating and cooling, internal temperatures and sensible and latent heat loads—Part 1:
Calculation procedures”. The legislation defines a building as “consisting of one or more
buildings (building envelopes) or portions of a building, air-conditioned through a single
generation system”.

The model was calibrated and validated with actual consumption, both for the gas
part and for the electricity part. The calibration of the model is presented in Annex A to
make the manuscript more readable.
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This was followed by identifying the thermal zones to be analyzed during the study.
The distribution of the various floors in thermal zones has always been carried out following
the directives imposed by the UNI/TS 11300-1 standard that dictates the conditions for
the subdivision of the building into sub-areas called “Thermal Zones”: “each part of
the building, air-conditioned at a certain temperature with the same regulation mode,
constitutes a thermal zone”. Adhering to this definition, it was possible to divide the whole
building into 63 thermal zones.

The breakdown of the building is shown in Figures 3–7, where the spaces for office
use (blue), hallways and stairs (yellow), and toilets (green) are highlighted:

Once the distribution of the building was defined, each thermal zone was characterized
by determining the indispensable properties for calculating the thermal regime inside
the building, such as dimensions of the thermal zone, the definition of walls bordering
with other thermal zones or with the external environment, thermal characteristics of
opaque and transparent surfaces, the definition of thermal loads inside the thermal zone,
hourly frequency of air changes [34], characteristics of the heating system, characteristics
of the cooling system, characteristics of the ventilation system, and characteristics of
hygrometric air.

Transmittance values of the building envelope were extracted by UNI/TR 11552:2014
Opaque envelope components of buildings—Thermophysical parameters [72]. Table 3
shows the transmittance values of the external envelope.
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Table 3. Transmittance value of the building envelope.

Type Transmittance (W/m2K)

Vertical opaque areas 1.15
Inter-floor slab 1.34
Covering slab 1.51

Slab-on-grade floor 1.08
Windows 3.74

The thermal loads for the Banco Napoli building (occupants, lighting equipment) were
set using the following values taken from the literature (Fasano et al., ENEA) [70,71] as
shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Thermal loads form.

Power Density

People 150 W/people
Illumination 10 W/m2

Electronic devices 3.2 W/m2

To determine the loads due to lighting, the value of installed power density (W/m2)
was multiplied according to the extension of the surface. The software was selected to
control the lighting system ignition within the thermal zone. At present, there is an
absence of control systems and centralized lighting system management in the Banco
Napoli building. For this reason, manual switching was chosen. Currently, lighting
is essentially supplied by LED in offices and fluorescent lamps in corridors and other
spaces, dissipating about 25% of the absorbed energy by radiation towards the surrounding
surfaces. The remaining 50% is dissipated by conduction and by convection. In addition to
the lighting thermal loads, other thermal loads deriving from electrical equipment such as
computers, printers, coffee dispensers, and elevators were implemented. For each of these,
the operating time and the heat output generated based on the occupancy has been defined.

Table 5 are reported the data inserted in TRNSYS Building Model.

Table 5. TRNSYS input model.

Input

Heating set-point temperature: 19 ◦C
Relative humidity percentage indoor before humidification: 38%

Cooling set-point temperature: 26 ◦C
Relative humidity percentage indoor before dehumidification: 52%

External air temperature: variable according to outdoor simulation period
Incident solar radiation each cardinal axis varies according to the simulation period

For each thermal zone, it is possible to set the window opening frequency. The average
value of fresh air flow rate inside the single room was set to 11 m3/h according to current
legislation [72].

The action carried out by the four AHUs present in the building were implemented
by setting the air flows introduced into the environment considering the characteristics of
Table 2. The airflow rate is assumed to be constant during operation as currently, the system
is not equipped with flow regulation systems. Two separate airflow inputs have been
implemented according to the type of distribution organ present inside the environment:
delivery hoses AHU = 250 (m3/h) and diffusers = 150 (m3/h).

3.2. nZEB Targets

The energy performance of a building is determined considering all energy services
(heating, cooling, ventilation, DHW, artificial lighting, and the transport of people or things,
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the latter limited to nonresidential buildings). The calculation of the energy performance
can be carried out with different algorithms and methodologies, depending on the available
data and the required accuracy. It seems clear that as the complexity of the algorithm
increases, the approximation of the results improves. The current legislation (Decree of
the Ministry of Economic Development 26 June 2015) [73] provides a methodology for
the calculation of the energy performance in buildings, including the use of renewable
sources in compliance with national technical standards following the development of
EN standards to support Directive 2010/31/EU [22]. In most cases, the calculation of the
energy requirement is performed to achieve a standardized assessment of the needs and
a certified classification of the building from an energy consumption point of view. It is,
therefore, important that the calculation procedures not only have a recognized scientific
validity but also meet the regulatory requirements of the sector.

For research purposes of reaching more precise assessments of energy needs, according
to the current occupation of the building, it is possible to use more sophisticated simulation
methods that provide dynamic modelling.

The regulatory obligations compare the building to a “reference” building, identical in
geometry, orientation, territorial location, intended use, and surrounding situation, with
different thermal characteristics and pre-established energy parameters. The reference
building is therefore considered to be equipped with the same energy production facilities
as the actual building, assigning a reference average efficiency for both the utilization
subsystems of the reference building and the generation subsystems. Furthermore, the
reference building is considered equipped with generation systems for winter heating
energy services, summer air-conditioning, and DHW production of the same type as those
present in the actual building.

The set of buildings Banco Napoli has a gross area of 6676 m2 and a gross volume
of 25,195 m3 with a form factor S/V equal to 2.6. The parameters to be respected for the
case study were therefore obtained from a table [32] or determined by the calculations of
the reference building, modelled with the mandatory limit values as of 1 January 2019 for
public buildings. These parameters are summarized in Table 6 below.

Table 6. Threshold limit value.

Parameter u.m. Requirements

H’T Average overall heat transfer coefficient for transmission per unit of surface dispersant (W/m2K) ≤0.53
Asol.est/Asup utile Summer equivalent solar area per unit of useful surface (-) ≤0.040

ηH Seasonal average efficiency for domestic hot water production (%) ≥81%
EpH Specific primary energy index for winter heating. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤80.35

EpH.nd Useful thermal performance index for winter heating (kWh/m2) ≤99.19
ηw Seasonal average efficiency for domestic hot water production (%) ≥81%

Epw Specific primary energy index for hot water supply. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤18.45
Epw.nd Useful thermal performance index for hot water supply. (kWh/m2) ≤26.35

ηc
Seasonal average efficiency for air cooling systems (including the possible

humidity control) (%) ≥81%

Epc
Specific primary energy for summer cooling (including the possible humidity

control). (1) (kWh/m2) ≤45.22

Epc.nd Useful thermal performance index for summer cooling (kWh/m2) ≤52.77

Ept
Energy performance index of the service for the transport of people and things (lift

systems and escalators). (2) (kWh/m2) ≤15.46

Epv Energy performance index for ventilation. (1). (kWh/m2) ≤22.47
EpL Energy performance index of the service for lighting. (2) (kWh/m2) ≤21.15
Epgl Index overall energy performance of the building. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤165.17

Pel.ren Photovoltaic power plant (kW) ≥35.20
CFEren.DHW+CLIM Requirements for DWH and air-conditioning due to renewable sources (%) ≥55

CFEren.DHW Requirements for DWH due to renewable sources (%) ≥55

(1) It is expressed in nonrenewable primary energy (“nren” index) or total (“tot” index). (2) This index is not
calculated for category E.1 (residential buildings), except for colleges, convents, dormitories, barracks, as well as
for category E.1.

The analyzed building represents a common type of building of historical importance,
as defined above, on which it is impossible to intervene on the outer shells and living space,
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focusing all the performance improvement on technological systems only. Furthermore,
the Minimum Requirements Decree imposes the highest percentage of energy requirement
coverage with renewable sources on near-zero energy buildings. However, it is noted that
this coverage relates exclusively to the heating, cooling and production needs of DHW,
while the contribution due to lighting is wholly neglected, although it affects the overall
value of global energy performance. Other energy services are also neglected, such as
ventilation and transport of things or people.

4. Results

This section displays the results related to the dynamic simulations of the actual
state of the building under examination and subsequent retrofit interventions. Attention
is focused on calculating the parameters that contribute to the building being defined
as nZEB.

The proposed feasibility intervention will demonstrate its suitability by addressing an
economic analysis covering the time period of 20 years.

4.1. Analysis of the State of the Dynamic Simulations

The following illustrates the results obtained from the dynamic simulations carried
out in TRNSYS relating to the current state of the Banco Napoli building-TBS system. The
study was conducted by analyzing the consumption resulting from the conditioning of
the interior spaces, as shown in Figures 3–7, highlighting the distribution of electricity
consumption and for cooling and heating between the various thermal zones. The results
obtained were then compared with the consumption recorded by the energy audit. As
previously illustrated, the air-conditioning system is a “primary air” system mixed with
four-pipe fan coils placed in each room, except for services. Figures 8 and 9 show the hourly
thermal energy supplied to the building by fan coils during heating and cooling mode.
The HVAC maintenance is managed by a facility management company that receives
directly from the Administration of the House of Parliament an indication of when to turn
off the boilers and turn on the refrigeration groups to make the reversal of the system.
Seasonal transients and conditioning of some areas that require special climatic conditions
managed by some local autonomous air-conditioning systems were not considered in the
simulation as they had a negligible impact on the final consumption. From the graphs in
Figures 8 and 9 (Hours of operation on the abscissa and kWh for the energy generated on
the ordinate), it is possible to notice that the duration of the heating period is higher than
that of the cooling, but on the other hand, the peak of cooling power (about 280 kW) is well
above the peak of thermal power (about 190 kW).
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Figure 9. Fan coil hourly cooling energy trend.

The trends obtained in Figures 8 and 9 reflect the consumption obtained in most
common office buildings types. It can be clearly seen that the cooling trend decreases after
the first half. This corresponds to the period of vacation from work that generally takes
place in Italy. The AHUs are left on, but they work at their lowest power. On the other
hand, the heating period has an approximately constant trend over time. In the spring
season, the plant still works at high speed despite the higher outside temperatures. This is
due to the large volume of the building and, therefore, the longer time to heat it than in a
standard building.

Figures 10 and 11 show the cooling energy and hourly thermal performances provided
by the four AHUs present in the building if all AHUs process their nominal capacity.
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It is evident that the AHU Bank provides a quantity of thermal energy in heating and
cooling, similar to the AHU B, despite a higher nominal airflow. Thus, the AHU B can easily
supply the average needs of the entire structure, but to meet the peak demand, the other
AHUs are also used. It is interesting to note the behaviour of the AHU INT; this machine
must adopt the minimum variations of the temperature inside the room it serves. Being
designed to meet the needs of the basement, considering that the temperature trend of this
environment is minimally affected by changes in the external temperature, its operation is
not adaptive but almost constant.

The values showing the average energy performance (calculated over a year), the
hourly maximum for the AHU and the fan coils are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Supply hourly thermal/cooling energy values.

Plant kWhavg/Heating Hour kWhmax/Heating Hour kWhavg/Cooling Hour KWhmax/Cooling Hour

FAN COILS 52.87 191.87 37.16 287.51
AHU BANK 14.51 59.75 9.09 62.57

AHU B 18.44 72.07 8.88 67.32
AHU A 6.08 19.69 4.16 22.03

AHU INT/Basement 3.98 13.79 1.18 10.89

Once the time thermal profile of the building was defined, it was possible to obtain
the annual thermal and cooling energy. Table 8 and Figure 12 show the values of annual
thermal and cooling energy divided according to the distribution apparatus. All data are
derived from the House of Parliament monitoring data centre.

Table 8. nZEB parameters of the current state.

Parameters u.m. Requirements Current State Data

H’T
Average overall heat transfer coefficient for transmission per unit of

surface dispersant (W/m2K) ≤0.53 0.78

Asol.est/Asup utile Summer equivalent solar area per unit of useful surface (-) ≤0.040 0.035
ηH Seasonal average efficiency for domestic hot water production (%) ≥81% 85%

EpH Specific primary energy index for winter heating. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤80.35 79.10
EpH.nd Useful thermal performance index for winter heating (kWh/m2) ≤99.19 93.06
ηw Seasonal average efficiency for domestic hot water production (%) ≥81% 85%

Epw Specific primary energy index for hot water supply. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤18.45 17.65
Epw.nd Useful thermal performance index for hot water supply. (kWh/m2) ≤26.35 24.85

ηc
Seasonal average efficiency for air cooling systems (including the

possible humidity control) (%) ≥81% 85%

Epc
Specific primary energy for summer cooling (including the possible

humidity control). (1) (kWh/m2) ≤45.22 43.24

Epc.nd Useful thermal performance index for summer cooling (kWh/m2) ≤52.77 52.34

Ept
Energy performance index of the service for the transport of people

and things (lift systems and escalators). (2) (kWh/m2) ≤5.46 3.58

Epv Energy performance index for ventilation. (1). (kWh/m2) ≤22.47 17.45
EpL Energy performance index of the service for lighting. (2) (kWh/m2) ≤21.15 18.65
Epgl Index overall energy performance of the building. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤171.95 168.64

Pel.ren Photovoltaic power plant (kW) ≥35.20 0
CFEren.DHW+CLIM Requirements for DWH and air-conditioning due to renewable sources (%) ≥55 71%

CFEren.DHW Requirements for DWH due to renewable sources (%) ≥55 60%

(1) It is expressed in nonrenewable primary energy (“nren” index) or total (“tot” index). (2) This index is not
calculated for category E.1 (residential buildings), except for colleges, convents, dormitories, barracks, as well as
for category E.1.

The winter thermal loads are quite different from the summer season regarding the
total consumption of the building (Figure 12). A total thermal energy requirement of
around 1140 MWh/year is observed, compared to a cooling energy requirement of about
530 MWh/year.
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The winter thermal load is therefore double the summer one. This result reflects the
trends seen in Figures 10 and 11, where, as mentioned above, in the end part of the summer
period, there is a decrease in the thermal load due to the nonoccupation of the building.
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The main part of the energy is supplied to fan coils and radiators (67% for heating and
61% for cooling), and only 35% is absorbed by AHUs as reported in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Energy distribution: heating (on the left) and cooling (on the right).

It is interesting to note that the radiators cover almost the same percentage of all the
AHUs together during the winter period. During the summer period, the portion relating
to the AHUs always remains the same, and the fan coils cover the portion of energy that
was due to the radiators during the winter.

Figure 14 shows the annual demand for electricity from the distribution network, with
a breakdown between the two generation systems and the electrical consumption of the
VRF and the two heat pumps. The correspondent hourly electric power demand is shown
in Figures 15 and 16.

The trend observable in Figures 15 and 16 reflects all the above considerations. The
electricity consumption, first at maximum during the coldest period, decreases until it
reaches a minimum before the summer period. From here, we notice another peak due
to the cooling phase. The electricity consumption does not remain constant during this
period but decreases until it reaches a minimum due to the nonoccupation of the building
already mentioned above. With the start of the winter period, there is another peak in
consumption again.

Table 8 shows the parameters for calculating nZEB requirements referred to the current
state. The unmet parameters are in bold.
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Figure 16. Hourly absorbed electric power heats pumps.

The table above shows how currently, the building does not fit with some of the
parameter ranges to be classified as nZEB. The energy performance indexes for the individ-
ual energy services in the building are below the threshold values established following
the study of the reference building, as reported in the UNI TS 11,300 standard [74]. The
presence of heat pumps and VRF grants thermal energy (for DHW and DHW with heating
and cooling) from renewable sources above standard thresholds.

As a listed building, it is impossible to consider any kind of intervention that includes
an external opaque envelope. That is why it is difficult to reach the threshold value of 0.53
of the H’T building’s global thermal exchange parameters.

The two parameters not respected in the verification concern the performance of the
external envelope H’T and Pel Ren.
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To achieve the legal requirements on Italian nZEB buildings, an energy efficiency
intervention is proposed by installing a photovoltaic system as described in the following
Section 4.2.

4.2. Retrofit Efficiency Analysis

The Italian legislation requires the use of a significant increase of energy coming
from renewable sources (26 June 2015, “minimum decree” transposition of Directive
2010/31/EU). The proposed intervention aims to reach the threshold value to produce
electric power, which in the case study consists of a value of 35.20 kWp, from renewable
sources. To reach the goal, it is necessary to install a 36 kWp photovoltaic system according
to the available surface of the building roof (about 210 m2). The intervention, therefore,
proposes the installation of about 110 photovoltaic modules of 325 Wp south-east oriented
at 45◦ angle. All the energy produced is supplied to the electricity users of the Banco Napoli
set buildings The chart shows the characteristics of the suggested intervention and the
relative costs of supply and installation, assuming the cost of a single PV module of €315.56
and the installation cost equal to 20% of the supply cost [75] as reported in Table 9.

Table 9. Photovoltaic system characteristics.

Monocrystalline module power (Wp) 325
Module efficiency (%) 20
Modules number (-) 110
Total power plant (kWp) 35.75
Inverter number (-) 1

Auxiliaries efficiency (%) 85
Electric power consumption preintervention (MWh/year) 876
Electric power consumption postintervention (MWh/year) 832

Energy saving (kWh/year) 43,900
PV total cost (€) 11,281
Inverter cost (€) 6000

Additional costs: parallel switchboard, conduits, connections, etc. (€) 2000
Total supply costs (€) 19,281

Cost of labour (€) 3800
Investment (€) 24,001

An energy analysis of the proposed intervention was conducted. Figure 17 shows
energy production during each month of the year.
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The annual energy production is about 43.9 MWh. Therefore, by determining the
annual production of the proposed PV plant, the economic feasibility of the intervention
was analyzed, estimating an intervention lifespan of 20 years, considering an electricity fee
of 0.18 €/kWh.

The present net value (NPV) was calculated as a function of different values of the
interest rate (i), and for easier reading, the results were merged into a single graph. The
following figure shows the NPV according to different values of the interest rate (i) between
0 and 10% and the relative recovery periods of the initial investment as represented in
Figure 18.
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Yields of investments, the NPV and the profit rate based on the interest rate (Profitabil-
ity Index PI) are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Economic indicators intervention.

i In NPV PI
(%) (Years) (€) (€/€)

0 3 130,791.00 5.44
3 3 91,142.66 3.79
5 3 72,448.51 3.02
7 3 57,988.67 2.42
10 4 41,885.98 1.74

According to the economic analysis, the proposed intervention is economically advan-
tageous, generating a positive NPV. The profit index is always above the unit, and it yields
time a range between 3 and 4 years, depending on the interest rate.

In conclusion, this will reduce the network absorbed electric energy consumption
by almost 10%. The proposed intervention exceeds the self-production threshold from
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renewable sources but does not allow, on its own, to reach all the parameters for the
classification of the building as nZEB. Therefore, the values of the NZEB parameters of
the solution with photovoltaics were calculated to verify the achievement of the expected
requirements. These results are shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Italian standard parameters nZEB post retrofit efficiency with 36 kW PV system.

Parameters u.m. Requirements Post Retrofit Data

H’T
Average overall heat transfer coefficient for
transmission per unit of surface dispersant (W/m2K) ≤0.53 0.78

Asol.est/Asup utile Summer equivalent solar area per unit of useful surface (-) ≤0.040 0.035

ηH
Seasonal average efficiency for domestic hot

water production (%) ≥81% 85%

EpH Specific primary energy index for winter heating. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤80.35 79.10
EpH.nd Useful thermal performance index for winter heating (kWh/m2) ≤99.19 93.06

ηw
Seasonal average efficiency for domestic hot

water production (%) ≥81% 85%

Epw Specific primary energy index for hot water supply. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤18.45 17.65

Epw.nd
Useful thermal performance index for hot

water supply. (kWh/m2) ≤26.35 24.85

ηc
Seasonal average efficiency for air cooling systems

(including the possible humidity control) (%) ≥81% 85%

Epc
Specific primary energy for summer cooling (including

the possible humidity control). (1) (kWh/m2) ≤45.22 43.24

Epc.nd Useful thermal performance index for summer cooling (kWh/m2) ≤52.77 52.34

Ept

Energy performance index of the service for the
transport of people and things (lift systems and

escalators). (2)
(kWh/m2) ≤5.46 3.58

Epv Energy performance index for ventilation. (1). (kWh/m2) ≤22.47 17.45
EpL Energy performance index of the service for lighting. (2) (kWh/m2) ≤21.15 18.65
Epgl Index overall energy performance of the building. (1) (kWh/m2) ≤171.95 168.64

Pel.ren Photovoltaic power plant (kW) ≥35.20 36

CFEren.DHW+CLIM
Requirements for DWH and air-conditioning due to

renewable sources (%) ≥55 71%

CFEren.DHW Requirements for DWH due to renewable sources (%) ≥55 60%

(1) It is expressed in nonrenewable primary energy (“nren” index) or total (“tot” index). (2) This index is not
calculated for category E.1 (residential buildings), except for colleges, convents, dormitories, barracks, as well as
for category E.1.

The data in Table 11 show that, even with an energy efficiency intervention with a
new 36 kWp photovoltaic system with power exceeding the legal threshold, the nZEB
requirements for the Italian legislation are not met as the H’T parameter is in any case
not respected.

5. Discussion

The primary purpose of this paper was to evaluate the transformation of an office
LPB into an nZEB in the historic centre of Rome and to highlight its limits and potential.
The design and construction path indicated by the European and Italian regulations on
restricted buildings, as in the case study presented, does not always allow to reach the
regulatory requirements. Installing a photovoltaic system with a higher rated power than
the minimum required on the building roof would eventually reach the minimum value of
self-produced electric power from the building and respect the established criteria.

Despite this intervention, it is not possible to fit all the nZEB parameters due to
the impossibility of acting on the external vertical opaque structure and, therefore, on
the parameter H’T, which is, however, fulfilled for the limit value established for the
reference building.

To overcome the problem in some rooms, internal insulation of walls and ceilings has
been created using a 10 cm thick natural insulation, completed by a 2 cm finish of interior
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plaster. This solution, which would have made it possible to satisfy the HT requirement
fully, was practically impossible to achieve as it involves a series of logistical and functional
problems. The main problem is making the rooms unusable for the occupants for at least
15 days due to the insulating interventions. Moreover, a construction site area inside a
functioning building involves a series of delays in the technical works and disturbance to
the activities of the employees. Finally, the internal insulation of all the perimeter walls
would lead to a reduction from 2% to 5% of the floor area of the building, with evident
negative repercussions from the functional and economic point of view.

The results show that, for listed buildings, if the H’T parameter is not considered, all the
parameters to achieve nZEB status can be obtained by applying adequate efficiency measures.

A graphical summary of what has been discussed in this work is the impact diagram
in Figure 19.
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With a logic of overlap of the effects with pairwise comparisons of the three categories
(LPB, NZEB, TBS), the significant impacts on a historic building such as that of the case
study have been highlighted, from the point of view of the limits and potential for a
transformation in NZEB.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the limits have been highlighted in the transformation of a Listed Public
Building to an office destination in nZEB, taking into account the interventions on TBS.

Based on the data obtained from an energy analysis conducted both on the building
envelope and energy systems, dynamic numerical analyses were set up and performed
using TRNSYS software

This highlighted the potential for improvement through the case study by analysing
and presenting the interactions between the three categories LPB-nZEB and TBS.

The Banco Napoli has a building envelope that does not lend itself energetically.
Although it should be necessary to carry out the redevelopment of the enclosure to reach
the parameters for the nZEB definition, this intervention is not possible because of the
architectural and cultural value of the external walls.

Through the suggested intervention of installing a 36 kWp PV plant (higher than the
required limit value), integrated with the generation of thermal energy through the existing
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VRV systems, the requirements of consumption of thermal energy from renewable sources
and consumption electricity from renewable sources are met.

The proposed intervention allows to exceed the self-production threshold from renew-
able sources but does not allow, on its own, to reach all the parameters for the classification
of the building as nZEB. Therefore, it is not possible to reach the nZEB class even if all the
parameters shown in Table 7 have been respected.

Hence, the only possible interventions for achieving the nZEB class consists of in-
stalling new fixtures with transmittance values in compliance with the new limits estab-
lished by legislation. Such interventions would attain the energy parameters related to the
thermal energy needs for heating but are not compatible with the constraint imposed on
the historic building.

The unattainability of the nZEB class for historic buildings is further emphasized by
the case of the building chosen in this paper since Banco Napoli has an excellent degree of
efficiency not easy to improve.

The cost–benefit analysis showed the suggested intervention as economically advan-
tageous in generating a positive NPV. The profit index is always above the unit, and the
returns range between three and four years, depending on the interest rate. The analysis
also shows an innovative approach that can guarantee the safeguarding and protection
of historic buildings with high energy consumption, such as those intended for offices, is
the energy communities model [76,77]. The aggregation of utilities, for example, entire
buildings, within an energy community allows for the management of overall incoming
and outgoing flows with the availability of energy from renewable sources also produced
externally. The balance between imported and exported energy is assessed on the perime-
ter of the entire energy community or cell [78]. Indeed, what is presented in this paper
represents the first phase of ongoing research that will be extended from the single building
to cells/energy communities in historical urban contexts. This approach can reduce the
impacts on architectural and landscape sensitive historical contexts and buildings.
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Abstract: The present paper deals with an infrastructure digitization policy to optimize maintenance
processes and energy efficiency to transform port areas to ZED (Zero Energy District). The Lazio
Region started the process for all its ports in 2020. The Anzio port started and developed as a pilot
project as it is a particularly representative sample for the Mediterranean Sea reality due to its geo-
morphological conformation. The study aimed to develop energy-saving procedures and strategies
and integrate production systems from Renewable Energy Systems (RESs) for sustainable mobility. In
the article, these strategies are described in detail and energy analysis is carried out, starting from the
current state and demonstrating the potential energy self-sufficiency of the infrastructure. Finally, the
investigation’s potential utilizing a Digital Twin (DT) of the area is highlighted. Furthermore, the BIM
(Building Information Modeling) and GIS (Geographic Information System) combining possibility to
maximize the energy efficiency measures beneficial impact are discussed.

Keywords: Renewable Energy Systems (RESs); Zero Energy District (ZED); Digital Twin (DT);
Building Information Modelling (BIM); Geographic Information System (GIS); Revit software’s

1. Introduction

Increasing energy demand due to human society’s population growth has led to rising
energy prices [1], pollution and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. In this case, energy
costs can be a significant overhead for ports [2]. Reducing GHG emissions and air pollution
directly contributes to ports sustainability and green landscape [3]. Energy efficiency in
ports is mainly related to providing the same services with less energy consumption and
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) and environmentally friendly [4]. Energy efficiency has
a critical role for ports to reduce energy consumption and provide environmentally friendly
services. The weather conditions that can influence port policymakers, sustainability
and adaptation strategies are vital to helping create green ports [5]. Since many of the
ports are located near large cities, they play an essential role in air pollution [6–8]. Ports,
especially container ports, have three functional areas: quayside, yard, and landside [9,10].
Reducing GHG and pollutant emissions directly results from energy efficiency, equipment
electrification, alternative fuels [11] and RESs. Along with increasing operational efficiency,
these aspects can form a large part of the ports concept in the next generation [12].

There is a strong relationship between port operational efficiency and port energy
efficiency. The increased operational efficiency of sources reduces energy consumption and
significantly increases energy efficiency in ports [13]. Energy consumption in ports can be
either electricity or fossil fuel. In recent years, practical steps have been taken to electrify
equipment using electricity generated in ports through RESs, including the increasing
advances in electricity generation, storage, distribution, conversion, and consumption
technologies [14]. Furthermore, those technologies used in ports can significantly increase
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energy efficiency [15]. The significant increase in renewable energy technology, accompa-
nied by the control technologies development and the converter installation, has led to the
development efforts to develop energy in ports considering the existing potential [16].

Today, new technologies can increase energy efficiency and reduce GHG emissions in
ports as solutions. On the other hand, using boats and ships with electricity can prevent
severe marine pollution caused by oil spills. These solutions include the electricity use as
RESs for independent vehicles, energy storage devices, cooling technologies and clean fuels
such as cold-ironing [17], equipment [18,19], reefer containers [19], technologies in lighting.
This technological improvement can dramatically guarantee energy efficiency using the
Light-Emitting Diode (LED) lamps instead of high-pressure sodium lamps in port storage
facilities, management buildings, high lighting towers in the wind space terminal [20]. For
example, the Netherlands Delta terminal uses LED bulbs to save 922 MWh of annual power
consumption, equivalent to € 300,000 [21]. In addition to using LED technology, focusing
on lighting levels and designing armatures in ports can help save energy.

Renewable energies have been evaluated and identified as clean sources, such as
tidal [22] and wave energy [23], geothermal energy [24], wind [25], and solar energy [26,27]
are available due to the geographical location areas for ports. Many studies are addressing
port energy management such as the ports of Singapore [28], Hamburg [29], Rotterdam in
the Netherlands [30], Antwerp [31], Istanbul [32], Lübeck [8], Vancouver [33], La Spezia [34].
Sadek et al. [35] focused on RESs to replace fossil fuels of the Mediterranean ports. The
offshore wind turbines and fuel cell units have been used as two examples of energy sources
in ports. Their research shows that the combined system of wind turbines and fuel cells is
the best choice for the unit cost of electricity generation with 0.101 and 0.107 of Alexandria
port. Furthermore, they state that using fuel cells [36] and offshore wind turbines [37] as
a green power concept will reduce “CO2”, “NOx” and “CO” emissions per year. Finally,
they point to using a combination of renewable energy and green energy supply in the port
of Alexandria, possibly reducing 22.31% of annual electricity costs.

In this regard, maritime transport is under increasing pressure to reduce the harmful ef-
fects of climate and the environment. Maritime transport can be responsible for 10% to 15%
of the annual emissions of sulfur (SOx) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) and also approximately
3% of the global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [38]. In 2018, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) member states set a 50% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
2050 compared to 2008, referred to as the “Paris Agreement on Shipping”. Achieving this
goal in 2050 requires the different sectors’ strenuous installation and development of new
technologies and other political measures by governments to adopt the maritime sector
to zero emissions [39]. Hence, five critical factors in reducing port pollution have been
identified by the World Port Climate Declaration at the international level: (1) reduce CO2
from ships that sail the long and deep sea to ports, (2) evaluate how CO2 is reduced from
port operations, (3) evaluate how CO2 is reduced from inland shipping, (4) study how to
use RESs as an alternative way, and (5) further develop methods for calculating CO2 in
ports [34].

The Digital Twin (DT) system can be proposed essentially based on integration of
softwares that has already been used, such as Building Information Modelling (BIM)
and Geographic Information System (GIS). In addition, sensors aimed at the database
implementing [40] and the functioning Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems optimizing [41]
can be inserted in a sharing platform and powered in real-time by a series of the Internet
of Things (IoT). The simulations can be carried out using specific, compatible tools that
will allow the use of the DT in multiple fields of study, from architecture to engineering
and economics [42]. Implementing a systemic, digital approach applied to industrial
areas and urban systems produces diversified digital city models [43] based on the scale of
analysis [44]. The DT methodology presents the traditional urban basis map’s evolution and
progressive technological transformation and is developed, managed [45], and constantly
monitored in three dimensions through models based on intelligent geo-databases [46].
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In buildings, energy-related parameters can be linked to the DT building portion of the
neighborhood to monitor energy consumption, related costs and optimization [47]. Open-
ing up renewed scenarios such as intelligent and evolutionary cities, and these monitoring
possibilities can find application in the management of individual infrastructures or more
extensive scale of entire commercial and industrial areas. Creating an information model
based on objects, specific properties and attributes to develop an accurate DT model [48],
means configuring a tool for analysing and evaluating possible scenarios supporting the
decision-making process. Information models are powered by a constant flow of data
generated [49] to update the DT model in real-time of the main digital model, i.e., sensors,
cameras and smart grids [50]. The DT model can progressively collect a large number
of data using sensors installed inside the buildings and port infrastructures, returning a
virtual mirror of reality at any time. In particular, the DT thus collects operational and
environmental information in the process components [51], later processed with analytical
techniques and algorithmic simulations.

This study aims to develop energy-saving and increase energy efficiency methods and
strategies using the RESs integration production systems in the energy ports. Firstly, energy-
saving strategies are described in energy analysis detail [52]. Furthermore, the research
potential of DT has been through the integration of BIM and GIS software. Secondly, several
open-source (online and free access) platform-tools have been used to evaluate the Anzio
port’s wind and solar energy potential. Finally, these open-source platform tools are used to
discover, extract, and process RESs data mapping, assessment and modelling to understand
better the port of Anzio with very high time resolution data.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the materials and methods,
Section 3 describes the Anzio port as a case study, the results are provided in Section 4.
Section 5 presents research discussion and Section 6 presents conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

The DT includes a physical model, a virtual model and a connection between the
physical and virtual models. In particular, several online open-platform data such as
“Renewables. Ninja”, “RSE Wind Atlas” platforms and MERRA-2 reanalysis data were
used as input data of three software types such as, BIM, GIS and Revit software were used
for analysis and integrating the model.

2.1. Efficient Strategies Development and DT Model

Firstly, the IoT data is collected through sensors and actuators sharing information to
the DT in the cloud. Furthermore, the DT simulates its operation based on the information
collected and uses these simulations either as a benchmark for comparison with the actual
performance or to modify the operation/setting of the duplicated physical object.

The realisation of the DT model related to the product, system, organisation or activity
process investigated. In the case of DT in the urban context, the idea of “Smart City” is
the focus of this study. The model can be created using BIM software, such as Graphisoft
ArchiCAD and Autodesk Revit (Figure 1).

Furthermore, the efficient strategies developed through the identification of individual
technologies able to reduce consumption (e.g., lighthouse towers equipped with Light-
Emitting Diode (LED) lighting) (Figure 2) and through energy diagnoses on buildings
performances using dedicated software such as MC4 and TerMus. Autodesk’s simulation
engine, Green Building Studio (GBS), has been utilized; it enables the energy analysis
functions in Revit and Insight, the web interface for interacting with the results produced
by GBS.

As an example, the use of the electric multi-scale digital BIM and GIS model allows the
detailed analysis of energy consumption, both through a punctual computation of all local
loads such as lighting fixtures and electric recharging columns for boats and through the
calculation of the actual consumption of public buildings [51] in the area (harbour master’s
office, ticket office, etc.).
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The inclusion of appropriate shared parameters in the BIM model has allowed a
detailed calculation [53], estimate and description of the energy consumption associated
with the various facilities in the port area. For example, the consumption of the lighting
terminals, which is about 67% of the total electrical consumption (see Table 1), is shown
below.
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STF-
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Streetlight 
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H_4m 
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LMP_02: 

H_6m 
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Streetlight 
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H_6m - 

3_Proiettori 
4 3 100 300 1200 10 365 4,380,000 

STF-
A_004.4 

Streetlight 
LMP_04: 

H_3m 
2 1 80 80 160 10 365 584,000 

Figure 1. The main stages of the method developed in the port of Anzio. The software’s used in this
research is shown in green and the software’s that can be used is shown in red.
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Figure 2. The lighting structures under studies.

The consequent efficiency improvement hypothesis by replacing the old energy-
consuming floodlights of the light towers LED lighting structures is shown in Figure 2. The
total load, following the efficiency measures, is therefore equal to:

Cl + Ccr (1)

With CI the consumption of the new lighting system and Ccr that of the charging
stations. Therefore, after the interventions, the overall energy saved is equal to:

EAO − EPO = MWh per Year (2)

where EAO and EPO represent the pre- and post-construction consumption respectively.
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2.2. Wind Energy Potential Assessment

In this context, MERRA-2 reanalysis data has been used to wind speed potential
mapping and time series analysis of the areas of Anzio port over 41 years between 1980 to
2021. The wind speed time-series analysis and mapping can help in decision-making about
the RESs in the Anzio port areas.

Furthermore, the numerical analysis, the MATLAB software “Curve Fitting Toolbox”
tool used to obtain the value of the annual energy produced. With the turbine control, it is
possible to produce:

Nt × Et (kWh) per year (3)

With Nt the number of devices and Et the energy produced in a year by each of them.

2.3. Solar Energy Potential Assessment

MERRA-2 reanalysis data has been used for solar irradiation potential analysis of the
areas of Anzio port over 41 years between 1980 to 2021. The solar energy sources time-series
analysis and mapping can help decision-making and better understand the RESs in the
Anzio port areas.

In this step, two areas for installing solar panels have been investigated, (i) Photovoltaic
(PV) asphalt, (ii) the parking PV shelter.

Finally, the total area of the PV plant was calculated:

S =
Pp

η
= m2 (4)

where Pp is the peak power of the system and η the average yield of the modules. With the
same energy produced with solar asphalt:

Pp =
Eas

E1kw(p)
≈ kW p (5)

With Eas the electricity produced overall by the solar asphalt and E1kWp(pens) produced
by a 1 kWp system mounted on the shelters. Therefore, the number of shelters can be easily
calculated:

Pp

Ppp
= PV (6)

Since each shelter covers an area of 50 m2, the surface occupied by all the infrastructure
is equal to:

Sp × Np = m2 (7)

Corresponding exactly to that of the parking area identified.

2.4. Energy Produced Balance

The total energy produced by the two RESs, it means wind and solar is equal to:

E f + Ee = MWh per year (8)

The goal of transforming the area into a ZED has been achieved. The optimized annual
energy requirement of the port area is fully covered by the on-site production of wind and
photovoltaic systems.

EFER + C = +2.8 MWh per year (9)

With EFER the energy produced from RESs and C the consumption of the port.

2.5. CO2 Emissions Avoided

The energy upgrading of the port area can significantly contribute to the reduction of
CO2 emissions and the reduction of energy absorption from the national electricity grid.
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The calculation of avoided CO2 emissions consists of the electricity generated from RESs
by the average annual CO2 emission factor associated with the electricity grid.

The table with the emission factors, taken from the “Joint Research Center”, shows
the quantity in tons of CO2 emitted per MWh of energy produced by some energy carriers.
Therefore, first of all, it is possible to calculate the CO2 not emitted as a result of the area’s
consumption reduction interventions:

Ca−p × Fre = t Per CO2 (10)

where Ca−p is the difference in pre- and post-construction consumption, and Fre is the
considered emission factor. On the other hand, the share of CO2 emissions not emitted into
the environment following the installation of RESs, is equal to:

EFER × Fre = t Per CO2 (11)

With Ere, the energy produced by RESs. Therefore, the CO2 not released into the
environment compared to the starting situation is:

CO2e + CO2FER = t Per CO2 (12)

To this value, an additional quantity of CO2 not emitted into the environment should
be added, i.e., that of the boats that would use the recharging service through the columns
installed along the quays of the port (whose CO2 emission factors from the electricity
network are in any case lower than those of conventional fuels).

Unfortunately, the estimation of the “carbon footprint” applied to boats parked on
the quay or when approaching/leaving the port is a rather complex operation since the
data relating to the turnout of boats in the harbour are not available. Furthermore, the
environmental benefit of the measures adopted should be extended to the lack of emissions
of pollutants such as PM2.5 and NOx from boats.

3. Case Study

Ports can be considered one of the most well-known places where human activities and
environmental issues are indirect. Many important ports are focused on local and regional
development and have been able to preserve local traditions for a long time because they
are directly related to the development of their immediate city. Ports are therefore publicly
owned in most parts of the world, although they have been privatized in the operational
sector, which is usually required due to the nature, size, and long-term prospects of the
investments required [54]. Hence, energy management plans in ports are highly dependent
on energy management strategies in the nearby city [24]. Therefore, ports are directly
dependent on the national electricity grid as an energy source to meet the needs of domestic
electricity and ships stationed [35].

Anzio (41◦26′52.61” N–12◦37′44.59” E) is a city with 43.43 km2 (16.77 sq mi) and
commune on the coast of the Lazio region of Italy, about 51 km (32 mi) south of Rome, Lazio
(Latium) region, and located on a peninsula jutting into the Tyrrhenian Sea [55] (Figure 3).
Anzio is a fishing port and a departure point well known for its seaside harbour setting for
ferries and hydroplanes to the Pontine islands of Ponza, Palmarola, and Ventotene [56].
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4. Results

In this section, the research results are presented with a new integrated method using
digital and RES models. These results offer practical strategies for evaluating wind and
solar energy sources in ports to study the ZED.

4.1. Integration of DT Models and LEDs

The main objective of the DT framework is proposed to support decision-making
using integrated multi-scale digital data sources, BIM and GIS information containers for
simulation purposes about the implementation of strategies improving energy performance
in the entire port area.

Future developments will integrate multi-scale digital simulations into real-time data.
The digital models are structured to be interconnected to a cloud platform to acquire
valuable data from the models and IoT sensors, configuring the effective DT.

Through Revit software, a series of distinct digital models were created by discipline
(architectural, structural and MEP), each representing a specific “layer” within the overall
digital model of the port area (Figure 4). Each of these models was then populated with
three-dimensional families/objects, relative to the specific discipline under investigation,
used as information containers.

Using the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) file format allows exchanging information
through a standard, open and non-proprietary format. As a result, it is possible to exploit
all the BIM functionalities, generating an energy model of the building/plant system.
Consequently, it is possible to analyse the actual state of different energy loads thanks to
a detailed analysis of heating, hot water and cooling requirements in natural conditions,
identifying and adjusting the most critical parts in the system’s annual energy balance [57].
Once the efficiency of the entire port has been achieved, potential areas for the insertion of
renewable energy production technologies are identified [58].

Similarly, with the interoperability between BIM and GIS, operated through Au-
todesk’s Infra works software, the DT information is enriched with geospatial information
describing the urban environment. This systems cooperation creates a reliable model
where geographic information and design data are integrated to understand different asset
interactions with the surrounding city.
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Among possible applications, GIS information can be exploited in a BIM process to
improve energy savings. In this sense, GIS informs BIM that by exploiting data such as
building heights and footprints, it is possible to identify areas with high energy loads or
those with the highest priority for energy retrofitting [59].

The inclusion of appropriate shared parameters in the BIM model has allowed a
detailed calculation, estimate and description of the energy consumption associated with
the various facilities in the port area. The lighting terminals’ consumption is about 67%
of the total electrical consumption. The consequent efficiency improvement hypothesis is
shown by replacing the old energy-consuming floodlights of the light towers with LED
lighting structures. The results can be summarized as a reduction of about 65% in energy
consumption for lighting than the current state as reported (Table 2).

In addition, some charging devices are installed in the Anzio port area for private
and public boats (Figure 5). These devices are located in different places and divided into
double charging stations and simple interlocked sockets.
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In Table 3 is reported the overall electrical consumption of all the devices.

Table 3. Electrical load for charging systems.

Consumption Estimate—Electrical Device

Data Sheet Description Family and Type Quantity (n) Power (W) Hours of Use (h) Days of Use (n)
Annual

Consumption
(Wh)

STF-A_003.1 Charging station CLL_01_QMC200B:
GW68832W 2 4 10 90 7200

STF-A_003.2 Charging station CLL, 02: 4P 5 4 10 90 18,000

STF-A_003.3 interlocked
socket PRI: 2P, 01 10 4 10 90 36,000

STF-A_003.4 interlocked
socket PRI: 2P, 02 15 4 10 90 54,000

STF-A_003.5 interlocked
socket PRI: 3P 2 4 10 90 7200

STF-A_003.6 interlocked
socket PRI: 4P 2 4 10 90 7200

129,600

The total amount of optimizing electrical loads of the Anzio port area is 90,155 +
129,600 = 219,755 kWh for a year. This is the target of implementing the RESs local grid
production in the same place to reach a ZED (Figure 6).
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4.2. Wind Energy Potential Assessment

More than 40 years of monthly data from the MERRA-2 reanalysis dataset have
been used to understand better the wind speed potential and mapping of port areas and
understand the wind speed (Figures 7 and 8) in the case of micro wind turbines’ installation.

Secondly, two sites have been located as ideal for the placement of the turbines [60].
The locations match the piers at the South and North ends of the harbour (Figure 9) for a
total amount of fifteen turbines.

Ten wind turbines will be located next to the previous breakwater points, and the
remaining five will follow the second breakwater lines.

The micro wind turbine DS3000 model (ETNEO Italia) was chosen to be installed at
Anzio Port. DS3000 model is a 3 kW vertical axis micro-generator, equipped with a Savonius
rotor mounted on the central axis of the turbine, valid for the starting of the rotation with
low winds, and three Darrieus blades to increase the production with medium/strong
winds. The Savonius blades, oriented on the four cardinal points to capture the wind from
any direction, do not require the orientation of the rotor (Figure 10).

The annual average wind speed was calculated using the “Renewables. ninja” plat-
form, which provides an hourly average wind speed [37]. For both Region of Interest (ROI),
the obtained value at the height of 10 m is around 4.75 m/s (data confirmed by the RSE
Wind Atlas platforms and MERRA-2 reanalysis dataset) [60–62]. Regarding calculating the
turbine’s annual energy production, a reference was made to the data estimated by the
supplier ETNEO Italia, as shown in Table 4.
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Figure 7. Surface wind speed (m/s) in the Rome City and Anzio port showed a blue point for 1980 to
2021.
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With the power curve in MATLAB the energy value produced by the calculating
turbine for a vehicle speed of 4.75 m/s is approximately 2420 kWh. Fifteen micro wind
turbines are located in external port areas, as shown in Figure 9 as an example. Therefore,
the obtained value is approximately 2420 kWh per year. Therefore, it is possible to produce
36,300 kWh per year with fifteen turbines located on the outer side of the pier (Figure 9).
Specifically, a spline has been selected as the appropriate interpolation function, as shown
in the curve in Figure 11.
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Table 4. Turbine’s Annual Energy Production (AEP). 

Average Wind Speed (m/s) AEP (kw/h) 
5 2.851 

5.5 3.819 
6 4.877 

6.5 5.975 
7 7.061 

7.5 8.088 
8 8.945 

Figure 10. Turbines BIM Model.
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Table 4. Turbine’s Annual Energy Production (AEP).

Average Wind Speed (m/s) AEP (kWh)

5 2.851

5.5 3.819

6 4.877

6.5 5.975

7 7.061

7.5 8.088

8 8.945
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4.3. Solar Energy Assessment (PV System)

More than 40 years of monthly data from the MERRA-2 reanalysis dataset have been
used to map PV solar irradiation analysis mapping of port areas with exciting potential to
evaluate the solar irradiation potential (Figures 12 and 13) for PV installation.

Secondly, electric power production from a solar source should be performed by
positioning a dedicated PV panel directly on the ground in port areas without signifi-
cant cars. The technology of solar roads rapidly increases its penetration, especially on
infrastructures and installation characterized by wide spaces without buildings and people
presence [63–65].

For installing the photovoltaic modules, the area at the end of the southern pier was
chosen. It’s a large area, characterized by good exposure and without shading (there are no
buildings nearby), as shown in Figure 14, with indicated in the red zone with the arrow.
Let’s consider the latter solution: the parking area identified is shown in the figure. It is an
area of about 800 m2, with parking spaces oriented at 30◦ to the south.

Photovoltaic canopies are car park covers that have the dual purpose of covering
parked vehicles and generating clean energy. They are mainly made of galvanized steel, a
highly resistant material supporting the photovoltaic module system. The photovoltaic
system for electricity production is placed on the sloping roof, which can be connected
to the grid or even to the charging columns of parked electric cars (Figures 14 and 15).
These systems protect cars from prolonged exposure to the sun, transforming a potentially
harmful agent for the car into a source of clean energy.
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Figure 12. Solar irradiation in the Rome City and Anzio port showed a blue point from 1980 to 2020.
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Photovoltaic canopies are car park covers that have the dual purpose of covering 
parked vehicles and generating clean energy. They are mainly made of galvanized steel, 
a highly resistant material supporting the photovoltaic module system. The photovoltaic 
system for electricity production is placed on the sloping roof, which can be connected to 
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Figure 13. Showed a monthly time-series analysis between 2019 to 2020 for the Anzio port.

The structure also offers shelter from precipitation, hail and snow. From the data
collected in the literature, the modules used for solar asphalt have average yields of around
9%. The performance of this technology is lower than standard modules, but it is still worth
studying its application in the port also in the perspective of future technological advances.
To cover the remaining energy requirement, the peak power required to be available is
approximately 150 kWp.

The orientation and inclination have been set to 0◦, and also the “integrated in the
building” option has been chosen as the mounting position. From the calculation performed
with PVGIS, the energy produced is equal to 186,254.63 kWh per year. The results were
obtained from the simulation for the 150 kWp plant.

To estimate the energy production of the PV shelters, the azimuth angle of the car parks
has been inserted as the “tilt” angle of the wall unit’s design. The energy produced per kW
is much greater than in the previous case (1334.22 kWh/kW compared to 1241.69 kWh/kW
of the solar asphalt).

A single shelter with Ppp = 9k the PV system peak power. Taking into account the
rounding up, the shelters produce a total of 192.13 MWh per year, with a total peak power
of 144 kWp.
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4.4. Energy Produced Balance

As shown in the pie chart, the energy contribution of wind turbines is significantly
lower than that of solar asphalt (Figure 16 and Table 5). The goal of transforming the area
into a ZED has been achieved. The optimized annual energy requirement of the port area
is fully covered by the on-site production of wind and photovoltaic systems.
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Figure 16. Comparison of consumption - energy produced by RES (Left), Subdivision of energy
produced by RES (Right).

Table 5. Annual production of energy from RESs.

Annual Energy Production of FER-Anzio

FER Technology kwh/year

PV Asphalt PV 186,254.63

Wind wind turbine 36,300

222,554.63

4.5. CO2 Emissions

The energy upgrading of the port area can significantly contribute to the reduction of
CO2 emissions and the reduction of energy absorption from the national electricity grid.
The calculation of avoided CO2 emissions consists of the electricity generated from RESs
by the average annual CO2 emission factor associated with the electricity grid.

The table with the emission factors, taken from the guidelines of the “Joint Research
Center”, shows the quantity in tons of CO2 emitted per MWh of energy produced by some
energy carriers (Table 6):

Table 6. Emission factors.

CO2 Emission Amount

Gas 0.202

Diesel 0.267

Electric tariffs 0.276

An additional quantity of CO2 not emitted into the environment should be added, i.e.,
that of the boats that would use the recharging service through the columns installed along
the quays of the port (whose CO2 emission factors from the electricity network are in any
case lower than those of conventional fuels) (Figure 17).

Unfortunately, the estimation of the “carbon footprint” applied to boats parked on the
quay or when approaching/leaving the port is a rather complex operation since the data
relating to the turnout of boats in the harbour are not available. Nevertheless, the measures
adopted should be the environmental benefit to the lack of pollutants such as PM2.5 and
NOx from boats.
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4.6. Economic Evaluation

In this paragraph, we will limit ourselves to making an account of the investment
costs relating to installing wind and PV systems. As already explained above, there are
no reliable references in the literature concerning the costs of solar asphalt technology.
Therefore, for the economic analysis, reference will be made to the installation costs of the
photovoltaic shelters. For the latter, the 9 kW model from Kit. Solutions were chosen from
the quotes consulted online. The cost of each cover amounts to € 19,650. Regarding the
micro-wind plant, the price list was provided to us by the supplier company Etneo Italia
Srl. From the quotation of the bidding company (Table 7), it appears:

Table 7. Cost of turbine components.

RES Cost

DS3000 Turbine 9600 €/cad

On grid turbine 2350 €/cad

Huawei inverter 4 kW 1250 €/cad

Total 13,200 €/cad

The calculation of expenses is shown in the Table 8 below:

Table 8. RESs cost.

FER Pn
[kWp] Amount [n] Pp plant

[kWp]
Energy Produced

[kWh/Year]
Energy Produced
Plant [kWh/Year] Cost [€] Total Cost [€]

PV 9 16 144 12,008 192,128 19,650 314,400

Turbine 3 15 45 2420 36,300 13,200 198,000

The overall cost of the infrastructure installed is, therefore, equal to 512,400 euros. This
expense must be added to that relating to installation, which we assume equal to 45% of
the cost of the devices (Table 9):

Table 9. Total investment.

Cost [€] FPO [€] Total Investment [€]

PV Shelters 314,400 141,480 455,880

Turbine 198,000 89,100 287,100

742,980

For micro-wind turbines, there are state incentives that concern the production of
energy and not the installation of the system and are provided by the Energy Services
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Manager (GSE). This means that the return on investment is more significant the more
energy is produced (if the wind turbine is located in a windy area). The two methods of
incentive proposed are the all-inclusive rate and the “exchange on-site”. All-inclusive tariff
involves a gain of EUR0.30 for each kWh fed into the national grid and has a duration of
15 years, after which one can access the free market or the so-called “dedicated collection”.
The “exchange on-site” incentive is more suitable for small plants.

In this case, the gain amounts to EUR0.20 per kWh without time constraints. The
calculation mechanism consists of the difference between the energy produced and the
energy consumed: if the result is negative, it is charged to the bill. If positive, there is an
energy “credit” scalable on future billing. In addition to the GSE incentives just outlined,
for the installation of RES plants, such as wind power, the 2020 Budget Law allows a tax
deduction of 65% (micro-generators) up to a maximum expenditure of EUR100 thousand.
Photovoltaic systems on canopies are always a convenient solution, even without the
incentives of the energy bill. In fact, by exploiting the “Exchange on-site” and sizing the
system concerning actual consumption, thus aiming for self-consumption, it is possible to
reduce the electricity bill significantly.

5. Discussion

Energy efficiency is one of the hot research topics that advances in existing technology
directly affect future research prospects [66]. In this case, innovative approaches, economic
analysis [67], operations optimization, the new technological advances effects [68], and
management analysis will be the most important for future ports research. Economic
and environmental analysis for automated and electric ports are also necessary and in-
evitable [69]. Therefore, integrating independent and electrical equipment with energy
storage devices makes smart meters more potent and straightforward, making the signifi-
cant range possible for further analysis [70]. Next-generation ports will use automation,
electricity and intelligent energy management systems. To this aim, the role of independent
or electric vehicles in the smart grid is unavoidable, which should be further discussed for
future port operations.

Energy management can be considered one of the management tools prominent fea-
tures to move ports towards greater sustainability with the environment and reduce green-
house gases. That is why energy management in ports is more focused on Environmental
Management Systems (EMS). For example, the European Maritime Ports Organization
(ESPO) supports and encourages European ports to develop environmental management
programs [3], but EMS is only approved by half of the European ports. Therefore, interac-
tion with shareholders can be considered basic and essential to implement EMS in ports
better [33].

The ports’ main challenges in the EMS development can be identified in the following
cases; (1) balancing economic and environmental goals in ports and (2) sharing knowledge
and joint production and successful experiences in national and international ports [71]. In
this regard, several ports define specific programs for energy management, which can be
considered with the protection policies of the European Union, including projects for the
renewable energy use to reduce air and environmental pollution [27].

Managing sustainable energy development using RESs is an emerging issue for
ports [12]. In this regard, a conceptual framework for energy management systems, similar
to the model in their construction, can be very effective [72]. Unfortunately, there are no
studies analyzing barriers to energy efficiency in ports. These barriers to energy efficiency
in ports include most technical, economic and regulatory aspects. There are also barriers
to the supply of clean fuels and other technologies [1], so barrier analysis is invaluable to
industry and academia. In the port industry literature, most technical reports explain the
RESs use.

Researchers can focus on intelligent grid analysis and evaluate smart grids operational
and environmental performance using simulation tools. Balancing energy demand and
supply in the smart grid is a complex task [73]. Furthermore, more research in the initial
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step should have high data quality to perform a successful analysis. Assessing and evaluat-
ing aspects of monitoring has benefits for ports, (i) assessing the level of environmental
pollution in ports, (ii) improving the environmental and energy management impacts,
and (iii) helping to reform port strategies and policies, (v) the possibility of evaluating
energy consumption studies and environmental risk management in ports to estimate and
determine practical goals and measures in the future [74,75].

In this regard, to support decision-makers and port managers in selecting and imple-
menting sustainable technologies, the need for actual empirical research and accurate im-
plementation of the tools selection, technologies and operations [76]. Hence, there is a need
to transfer more practical information from the scientific community to decision-makers to
help port decision-makers. Furthermore, this knowledge transfer to port decision-makers
who have more experience in implementation decisions will help them make the final
decision [77].

Furthermore, conducting studies that act as a guide by considering the necessary stan-
dards can be very useful in developing a strategy to reduce GHG emissions in ports [78].
These studies can be used from a technical point of view, availability and cost analysis of
alternative energy technology study with new development, evaluation, and implementa-
tion that increase regulatory regulations in ports [35]. The proposed DT framework aims
to configure a digital integrated and multi-scale database for simulation purposes. It is
intended to be integrated into real-time data from sensors and improve data management.

6. Conclusions

The project proposed presents an Anzio port digital transformation process of the Lazio
Region, starting from their infrastructural centre. The implications of this transformation
directly concern the environmental, economic and social spheres, setting the port area
as the epicentre and extending to the city. The port has potential for public buildings,
water sports schools, boat workshops and association headquarters, not the subject of this
paper, which can be incorporated into the DT. Due to their geometric characteristics and
location, a maximum of two-level buildings is easily transformable into ZEB buildings. A
further implementation of the DT and extending the harbour representation can improve
its environmental and economic management.

The data can be entered into a BIM and GIS environment within a sharing platform
predictive scenario derived, and the urban fabric resilience with the creation and use of
appropriate tools can be estimated. This allows planning in a well conscious way, respecting
environmental sustainability and interventions aimed at economic, commercial and social
activities. Critical from a design and then construction point of view is the cost estimate
accuracy of interventions in such a critical area. Together with the costs, it is fundamental
to estimate and plan the risks related to the execution of works, which will change the
social impact during their implementation.

The “Port of Anzio” DT implementation digitalization area makes it possible to
start from the digital and ecological transformation epicentres and spread throughout the
territory. The exchange flows studying with the surrounding territories, linked to transport
by sea, land, road, and rail. It would also replace electricity production’s economic and
environmental costs for public lighting and electricity supply to moored boats by switching
from carbon to renewable energy sources.

With repercussions in all fields, this digital transformation will open new scenarios
and higher efficiency in managing public finances, especially in the green deal area. There
will be substantial energy and environmental benefits already in the construction phase of
the works. In the planning and design phase, it will be possible to accurately assess various
implications related to the implementation of the work and its territorial, environmental,
and social context. The other important factor is the possibility of minimising the project’s
costs by simulating different scenarios. This means monetary, environmental, and social
costs, not least those due to the construction times uncertainty. This factor scares off
potential private, national, and international investors. That can be predicted by adding
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more future factors such as horizontal transport infrastructure, roads and railways; the
parameters will significantly increase the analytical data volume under study. Therefore,
the data analysis with current methods will be very time consuming and complex. So,
given the data diversity, such studies require a rigorous data management method and
analysis to define a digital structure integration approach

Various ports appear to have attempted to install intelligent energy management sys-
tems. However, it should be borne in mind that the systems effectiveness in different ports
is directly related to the port’s geographical location. This relationship varies according
to the RESs availability and their type for efficiency in ports. On the other hand, various
studies show that evaluating new measures and technologies with a high potential for
intelligent energy management systems concerning sustainable and long-term goals is very
effective.

In this regard, it can be said that the lack of cooperation between stakeholders and
decision-makers is the main reason for stopping various projects in ports. In addition,
despite the increase in academic studies on port sustainability, the exploitation of real-world
research results in port infrastructure has not yet been well implemented. The main reason
for this can be the lack of case studies with regional diversity in small ports. The central gap
that should be considered in future studies is the energy efficiency report of a technology
or techniques studied in ports. This may indicate the need to combine existing and new
measures and technologies to promote the ZEDs concept design in leading studies.
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BIM Building Information Modelling
GIS Geographic Information System
RESs Renewable Energy Systems
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
MWh Mega Watt Hour
GBS Green Building Studio
ROI Region of Interest
EC European Community
IoT Internet of Things
DT Digital Twin
ZED Zero Energy District
DTM Digital Twin Model
PVs Photovoltaics
LED Light-Emitting Diode
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CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
IFC International Foundation Class
AI Artificial Intelligence
GHG Greenhouse Gas
MERRA-2 Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2
GSE Energy Services Manager
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Abstract: In recent years, induction heating applications assisted by electronic power control have
been very appealing. For melting applications, induction heating is widely used as it seems to be
appropriate and provides higher efficiency, zero pollutants, non-contamination of material, etc. in
comparison with conventional heating. The conventional variable frequency control scheme is not
sufficient for melting applications because of its high switching loss, low efficiency, and lower heat
rate. A superlative control technique is required to control the output power smoothly, for a high
heating rate with minimum power loss, and to lower the number of components. In this paper, a
capacitorless self-resonating bifilar coil is proposed for induction surface melting applications. The
performance of the system in terms of modular losses, heat rate, and efficiency is analyzed for various
power methods such as pulse duty cycle control, phase shift control, pulse density modulation
control, and asymmetric duty cycle control. An experimental validation is performed for the 1 kW
prototype, and the heating rate, efficiency, and modular losses are calculated. The control technique
is digitally validated using a PIC16F877A microcontroller with 30 kHz switching frequency. The
temperature distribution is analyzed using a FLIR thermal imager. Among the tested methods, pulse
density modulation-based control provides smooth and varied power control from 0% to 100% with
minimum modular losses. The efficiency of the system is 89% at a rated output power and is greater
than 85% for pulse density modulation control with a fast heating rate.

Keywords: asymmetric duty cycle control; bifilar coil; pulse duty cycle control; induction heating;
metal melting; phase shift control; pulse density modulation; series resonant inverter; variable
frequency control

1. Introduction

Induction heating (IH) is commonly used in residential, industrial, and medical appli-
cations because it has features such as being hygienic; using non-contact heating; providing
protection; and having higher competence, higher power density, and specific power con-
trol characteristics [1]. The electromagnetic induction principle is used to heat the object
directly via the eddy current developed on the load due to I2R loss [2]. The heat depth
of penetration of the load depends on the material’s skin depth [3] and the magnitude
of the heat depends directly on the frequency of the supply. Therefore, for any real-time
applications, the selection of an appropriate operating frequency affects the heating capacity.
The switching frequency generally varies from 5 kHz to 1000 kHz, with a load handling
capacity of 500 kW [4].
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In the recent past, high-frequency resonant inverters with minimum switching losses
have enticed researchers to study IH applications. The inverter switches are operated either
in zero voltage switching (ZVS) or zero current switching (ZCS) with higher power density,
higher efficiency, and light weight [5,6]. Based on the arrangement of the resonant capacitor
with respect to the IH load, the inverters are termed as either series-resonant or parallel-
resonant inverters. The series-resonant inverter with the voltage source inverter offers
better overall performance than the parallel-resonant inverter [7]. Generally, a voltage-
source full-bridge series-resonant inverter is preferred for medium-power applications,
ranging from 1 kW to 5 kW [8].

Single-switch resonant inverters are used in IH systems where the power requirement
is less than 2 kW. Shenkman et al. used a single-switch parallel-resonant AC–AC converter
for IH applications [9]. High-frequency ac (HFAC) supply was generated with the single
switch connected in series with the supply voltage. The source power factor was improved
by an LC filter. The variable frequency power control scheme increased the switching
losses. This problem was overcome by using a multi-cycle modulation control technique
with a fixed frequency [10]. Two bidirectional semi-conductor SiC junction gate field effect
transistor devices were used to convert 50 Hz AC to HFAC. Both switches were operated
in soft switching mode to reduce the switching losses.

A half-bridge (HB) series-resonant inverter (SRI) is preferred for applications in which
the power ratings range from 2 kW to 4 kW. Ahmed et al. developed a boost HB inverter
with an LC branch at the source side [11]. This branch reduces the DC and high-frequency
components on the input side, resulting in a higher efficiency. An additional LC network
increases the system time constant. Forest et al. developed a multi-winding induction
coil-fed IH system to handle irregular shapes of the load [12]. In this system, square and
rectangular coils were used and power control was carried out by adjusting the inverter
switching frequency. Lucia et al. developed a control algorithm for estimating the load
parameters under dynamic variations [13]. The inverter switches were operated with a
switching frequency from 20 to 100 kHz, and a control scheme was implemented using a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) controller. Load inductance and resistance were
measured for various switching frequencies. Lucia et al. developed a multiple coil-based
induction cooking system to deliver power to many loads [14]. The output power was
controlled using the PDM technique with minimum switching losses. Lucia et al. developed
a multi-inverter operated in discontinuous conduction mode for better efficiency during
light load conditions [15].

Power control plays an important role in IH systems. For metal melting applications,
mainly pulse width modulation (PWM), pulse density modulation (PDM), asymmetric
duty cycle control (ADC), phase shift control (PSC), and variable frequency (VF) control are
employed to meet the requirements. A simple DC link PWM control using a thyristor-based
rectifier with an input inductor and a DC link capacitor were used to regulate the output
voltage [16]. The bulky DC link capacitor increases the overall size of the module. In
general, the VF control was used to control the output power for a fixed load [17]. However,
ZVS is not feasible if the inverter is operated below the resonant frequency. For constant
load operation, pulse width modulation is preferred to regulate the output power based on
duty cycle control. This results in a smaller range of soft switching [18]. The efficiency of a
PSC-fed inverter was found to be high at a duty cycle greater than 90% [19]. In addition,
PDM and AVC control techniques provide better soft-switching ranges. PDM achieves
greater efficiency, a wide range of set power control, and soft switching among the above
control techniques [20].

In wireless power transfer applications, the self-resonating coil is often used, and its
preference depends on the dimensions, frequency, and choice of applications [21]. The
virtual capacitance of the coil results in either a series or a parallel resonance depending
on the coil structure. In parallel resonance, the magnitude of the impedance seen from the
source side is higher, which results in less current being drawn from the supply. Thus, the
magnetic field stored in the coil reduces, which results in less heat generation. This problem
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is overcome by a current source inverter (CSI) [22], but it draws more reactive power on
the secondary side of the coil. These issues are mitigated in series resonance-based bifilar
coil [23]. Hence, for real-time heating applications, an RLC series resonance-based bifilar
coil is preferred [24]. A capacitorless IH system is proposed in [25], with an RLC series
resonance-based bifilar coil.

The main purpose of this work is to perform power control with various modulation
techniques such as duty cycle control, VF, PDM, AD,C and PSC to enhance the performance
of the bifilar coil-based IH system developed in [25]. Additionally, well-suited modulation
techniques are needed for IH systems with less switching loss, a wide range of power
control, and a fast heat rate. The developed system decreases the number of resonating
components, which reduces the total system size, and uses a suitable control technique for
smooth variation with less switching losses.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the circuit de-
scription of a bifilar coil-based IH system. Various power control strategies are summa-
rized in Section 3. An experimental validation of various control techniques is performed
in Section 4. A summary of the discussions on the experimental results is provided in
Section 5. The conclusions of this paper are presented in Section 6.

2. Circuit Description

The circuit of a full-bridge series-resonant inverter is shown in Figure 1. The equivalent
DC source is represented in the circuit diagram. Four IGBTs (S1, S2, S3, S4) with anti-parallel
diodes are used to convert the pure DC into high-frequency AC (HFAC). The output of
the system is connected to a bifilar coil-fed IH load, where the bifilar coil consists of the
equivalent resistance (Req) and inductance (Leq) [26,27].

Figure 1. Circuit diagram of a full-bridge series-resonant inverter.

3. Power Control Strategies

In an induction-based melting applications, various temperature profiles are to be
considered. As it is required to meet the aforesaid profile, various control techniques are
needed to investigate the performance of the system.

3.1. Duty Cycle Control

Duty cycle control is the technique most commonly used to regulate the output power
by controlling the duty cycle (D). In this method, the output power is varied by adjusting
the on time of the duty cycle. The pulse width is varied in a symmetrical manner in both
half cycles to avoid zero sequence components in the output voltage (V0). During the off
period of the IGBTs, the load current freewheels through anti-diodes. Hence, the output
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power of the inverter can be varied from 0% to 100% of the rated power by controlling the
duty cycle. Typical waveforms of duty cycle control are shown in Figure 2. The resonance
condition is not maintained when duty cycle is varied, which results in a lower efficiency.
The expression that relates the output power with duty cycle is given by [26]

P0 =
16DV2

in cos2 Φ
π2Req

(1)

Figure 2. Typical waveforms of duty cycle control.

3.2. Variable Frequency Control

The output power supplied to the work coil can be varied by tuning the switching
pulses of the inverter. The frequency of the inverter is decided based on the natural
resonance frequency of the resonant tank, which yields maximum output power. If the
operating point is moved away from the resonant frequency, the impedance of the system
varies, which in turn varies the output power, increases the switching loss, and decreases
the efficiency. The output power expression governing the variable frequency is given
by [17]

P0 =
1

1 + ( 1− fn
2ξ fn

)2
Pmax (2)

ξ =
Req

2

√
Leq

Cr
(3)

where ξ is the damping coefficient and fn is the normalized switching frequency.

3.3. Phase Shift Control

Typical waveforms of the phase shift control are shown in Figure 3. In this control
scheme, the power variation is achieved by shifting the position of the switching pulses
between adjacent inverter legs. As the phase angle of switching pulses is shifted from 0◦ to
180◦, the power can be controlled from 0% to 100% of the rated power. The expressions
governing the PSC are given by [17]

i0 =
4V2

in cos2( φ
2 )

πReq
(4)
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P0 =
8V2

in cos2( φ
2 )

π2Req
(5)

For a lower value of φ (for 0◦), P0 is maximum as cos 0◦ = 1, whereas for an increase
in φ, the output power decreases. In this method, I0 decreases for an increase in φ, which
results in a square-shaped source current. This causes a lower input power factor.

Figure 3. Typical waveforms of phase shift control.

3.4. Asymmetric Duty Cycle Control

For soft switching and power control, asymmetrical duty cycle control is used [28,29].
In this control scheme, the output voltage waveform is made asymmetric, which results
in a large dead band for zero crossing of the current. Additionally, the output power is
controlled by varying the rms value of the output voltage. Typical waveforms of asymmetric
duty cycle control are shown in Figure 4. Because of the asymmetrical voltage waveform,
even harmonics will be produced. The expression governing the AVC is given by [29]

V0 =
4Vin cos( α

2 )

π
(6)

P0 =
8V2

in cos2( α
2 )

π2Req
(7)

3.5. Pulse Density Modulation Control

Pulse density modulation is one of the most commonly used techniques for control-
ling the output power without changing the switching frequency. A constant resonance
frequency is maintained throughout the entire switching operation. The density of the
switching pulses is varied in order to control the output power by contrasting the high-
frequency switching pulses with the low-frequency pulses in compliance with the load
specifications. The typical waveforms of pulse density modulation control are shown in
Figure 5. The output power expression is given by [30]

DPDM =
TD,on

TDPDM
(8)

P0 = DPDM
8V2

in cos2 Φ
π2Req

(9)
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where DPDM is the duty cycle of the PDM signal.

Figure 4. Typical waveforms of asymmetric duty cycle control.

Figure 5. Typical waveforms of pulse density modulation control.

4. Experimental Results

The experimental validation of a bifilar coil-based IH system was performed using an
FB inverter with four H20R1203 IGBT power switches. Various control techniques were
implemented using PIC16F877A micro controller to obtain HFAC at the load terminal. The
TLP250 driver IC amplifies the switching pulses, the SIGLENT CP4060 current probe is
used to measure the current, and the digital oscilloscope MDO3024 was used to record the
waveform. The advanced FLIR E75 24◦ thermal imager was used to record the thermal
distribution of the load.

The work coil is made with 60 turns of 17 AWG single-layer enamelled-copper wire.
The work-piece consists of a metal bar with 25 cm height and 2.5 cm radius. A thermal
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insulator was placed between the work coil and the work-piece. The design specifications
are listed in Table 1. Figure 6 illustrates the experimental setup for the bifilar coil-based
IH system. The experiment was performed to analyze the performance of the IH system
in terms of efficiency, power control, and heat transfer rate (16.5 ◦C/min) for various
control techniques.

Table 1. Specifications of the bifilar coil configuration.

Parameters Values

Vin 80 V
Leq 0.02 mH
Req 10 Ω
fr 29.5 kHz
fsw 30 kHz
Pmax 1000 W

Figure 6. Test setup of the bifilar coil-based IH system.

4.1. Pulse Duty Cycle Control

The experimental results of the IH system with pulse duty cycle control are shown in
Figure 7. The switching pulses and output voltage (V0) and current (I0) waveforms for 50%
pulse duty cycle are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. The output voltage and current
waveforms for 10% pulse duty cycle is shown in Figure 7c. The pulse width variation
reduces V0 and I0. At 50% pulse duty cycle and 30 kHz switching frequency, the rms
value of the output voltage is 70.71 V and the current is 7.07 A. The output power P0
is 7.072 × 10 = 500 W for 10 Ω equivalent resistance. The input power is calculated as
Pin = Vin(dc) ∗ Iavg(dc) = 80 × 6.97 = 558 W. The efficiency for 500 W is 89.6%, and for other
pulse duty cycle, it is given in Table 2. As it draws more current from the supply, for lower
values of duty cycle, the efficiency of the system decreases. The switch (S1) voltage and
current waveforms for 50% pulse duty cycle are shown in Figure 7d. It is inferred that soft
switching exists during the on and off periods, which reduces the switching losses. The
variation in the temperature with respect to time for 500 W output power is illustrated in
Figure 7e. A temperature rise is noted for various duty cycle with the time interval of 5 min,
and the heat rate is calculated. The heat rate for various duty cycles is shown in Figure 7f.
It is noted that the heat increases and attains 82.5 ◦C at 50% duty cycle for a period of 5 min.
The thermal image for various pulse duty cycle is illustrated in Figure 7g. It is inferred
that the heat increases with an increase in pulse duty cycle. The pulse duty ratio with 50%
denotes a 50% positive half cycle and a 50% negative half cycle for the 180◦ conduction
mode in which the corresponding load voltage duty ratio is 100%.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Cont.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7. Cont.
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(g)

Figure 7. Pulse duty cycle control with 30 kHz frequency. (a) Switching pulses for 50% pulse duty
cycle. (b) Output voltage and current waveforms for 50% pulse duty cycle. (c) Output voltage and
current waveforms for 10% pulse duty cycle. (d) Switch voltage and current waveforms. (e) Tempera-
ture variation. (f) Heat rate for various pulse duty cycles. (g) FLIR thermal image for various pulse
duty cycles at t = 5 min.

Table 2. Efficiency of pulse duty cycle control.

S. No Pulse Duty
Cycle (%)

Input
Voltage (V)

Input
Current

(A)

Input
Power (W)

RMS
Value of
Output

Voltage (V)

RMS Value
of Output

Current (A)

Output
Power (W)

Efficiency
(%)

1 10 80 1.79 143 31.59 3.16 99.8 69.8
2 20 80 3.42 273.6 44.7 4.47 199.8 73
3 30 80 4.87 389.6 54.77 5.48 300 77
4 40 80 6.1 488 63.24 6.32 399.9 81.9
5 50 80 6.97 558 70.71 7.07 500 89.6

4.2. Variable Frequency Control

The experimental results of variable frequency control are shown in Figure 8. The
resonance frequency is 29.5 kHz, and the switching frequency is varied from 13 kHz to
66 kHz to control the output power. The output voltage and the current observed at 15 kHz
switching frequency is shown in Figure 8a. The output voltage and current waveforms
for 30 kHz and 66 kHz are shown in Figure 8b,c, respectively. For a 66 kHz switching
frequency, according to Equation (2), P0 = 0.82 × 500 = 410 W. The rms value of the current
at 66 kHz switching frequency is 6.4 A and P0 is 6.42 × 10 = 410 W. The input power
(Pin) is 80 × 6.4 = 512 W. The efficiency for 66 kHz is 80.1%, and it is presented for other
switching frequencies in Table 3. It is observed that efficiency is maximum for the resonance
condition, and the efficiency is reduced both below and above the resonance frequency
due to switching losses. The switch (S1) voltage and current waveforms for 15 kHz are
shown in Figure 8d. It is observed that hard switching is realized as switching frequency is
far from the resonance frequency. As the switch is operated in hard switching mode, there
exists a ringing effect on the output voltage waveform, which results in more switching
loss and stress. Hence, it advisable to operate the inverter switch in resonant operating
mode to reduce switching loss and stress. The temperature variation with respect to
time is shown in Figure 8e. The heat rate for various switching frequencies are shown in
Figure 8f and FLIR thermal image for various switching frequencies for a fixed time period
(5 min) is illustrated in Figure 8g. The temperature varies with respect to the switching
frequencies.As the switching frequency is varied, the inverter is operated in hard switching
mode, which results in more switching loss. In addition, the frequency ringing effect, heat
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conversion losses, experimental coil design constraints, and capacitor selection restrict the
efficiency to 86.9% in real-time implementation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Cont.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8. Cont.
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(g)

Figure 8. Variable frequency control: output voltage and current waveforms for (a) 15 kHz, (b) 30 kHz,
and (c) 66 kHz switching frequency. (d) Switch voltage and current waveforms for 15 kHz switching
frequency. (e) Temperature variation. (f) Heat rate for various switching frequencies. (g) FLIR thermal
image for various switching frequencies at t = 5 min.

Table 3. Efficiency of variable frequency control.

S. No
Switching
Frequency

(kHz)

Input
Voltage (V)

Input
Current

(A)

Input
Power (W)

RMS
Value of
Output

Voltage (V)

RMS Value
of Output

Current (A)

Output
Power (W)

Efficiency
(%)

1 13 80 7.29 583 69.21 6.92 479 82.2
2 15 80 7.27 581.6 69.57 6.96 484 83.2
3 30 80 6.97 558 70.71 7.07 500 89.6
4 45 80 7.27 581.6 69.57 6.96 484 83.2
5 66 80 6.4 512 64.03 6.4 410 80.1

4.3. Phase Shift Control

In phase shift control, the switching pulses are shifted with respect to the adjacent
leg of the inverter. The variation in rms values of the output voltage and current changes
the output power. The experimental results of PSC are shown in Figure 9. The switching
pulses, and output voltage and current waveforms for φ = 20◦ are shown in Figure 9a,b,
respectively. For φ = 20◦, according to Equation (5), P0 is 500 ∗ cos2(20/2) = 485 W. The
rms value of the output current is 6.96 A and P0 = 6.962 × 10 = 484 W. The input power is
80 × 6.96 = 557 W. The efficiency for various phase angle is given in Table 4. The output
voltage and current waveforms for φ = 60◦ is represented in Figure 9c. The soft-switching
range for phase shift control is shown in Figure 9d. It is inferred that inverter switches
operate in soft switching for φ ranging from 0◦ to 168◦. The switch (S1) voltage and current
waveforms for φ = 170◦ are shown in Figure 9e, where the switch is operated in hard
switching mode. The temperature variation with respect to time is shown in Figure 9f.
The heat rate for various phase angles are shown in Figure 9g and FLIR thermal image for
various phase angles for a fixed time period (5 min) is illustrated in Figure 9h. As the rms
value of output voltage varies, the temperature decreases for an increase in phase angle.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Cont.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9. Cont.
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(g)

(h)

Figure 9. Phase shift control. (a) Switching pulses for φ = 20◦. (b) Output voltage and current
waveforms for φ = 20◦. (c) Output voltage and current waveforms for φ = 60◦. (d) Soft switching
range. (e) Switch voltage and current waveforms for φ = 170◦. (f) Temperature variation. (g) Heat
rate for various phases angles. (h) FLIR thermal image for various phase angles at t = 5 min.

Table 4. Efficiency of phase shift control.

S. No Phase
Angle (◦)

Input
Voltage (V)

Input
Current

(A)

Input
Power (W)

RMS
Value of
Output

Voltage (V)

RMS Value
of Output

Current (A)

Output
Power (W)

Efficiency
(%)

1 0 80 6.97 557.6 70.71 7.07 500 89.6
2 20 80 6.96 557 69.57 6.96 484 87
3 90 80 3.77 301.6 50 5 250 83
4 135 80 1.12 89.6 27.09 2.71 73.4 82
5 160 80 0.23 18.4 12.25 1.22 15 81.5

4.4. Asymmetric Duty Cycle Control

The experimental waveforms corresponding to ADC for 30 kHz switching frequency
is shown in Figure 10. The switching pulses and output voltage and current waveforms
for α = 30◦ are shown in Figure 10a,b. respectively. For α = 30◦, according to Equation (7),
P0 = 500 ∗ cos2(30/2) = 466.5 W. The rms value of the output current is 6.8 A and P0 is
6.82 × 10 = 462.4 W. The input power is 80 × 6.7 = 536 W. The efficiency for various control
angles is given in Table 5. The output voltage and current waveforms for α = 140◦ are
shown in Figure 10c. As there is a dead band for zero crossing of current, the switching
losses are reduced by making the inverter operate in soft switching mode. The switch (S1)
voltage and current waveforms for α = 30◦ are shown in Figure 10d, where the switch is
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operated in soft switching mode. The output voltage is controlled for α ranging from 0◦

to 165◦. The harmonic spectrum for α = 140◦ is shown in Figure 10e. It is inferred that
there exist even harmonics due to the asymmetric voltage waveform. The variation in
temperature with respect to time is shown in Figure 10f. The heat rate for various control
angles is shown in Figure 10g, and an FLIR thermal image for various phase angles for a
fixed time period (5 min) is illustrated in Figure 10h. As the rms value of the output voltage
varies, the temperature decreases with an increase in control angle. The ADC technique
holds for a rated power operation and variation in the α results in even harmonics in the
output voltage due to asymmetric voltage on either half cycle. This results in a reduction in
the efficiency.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Cont.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10. Cont.
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(g)

(h)

Figure 10. Asymmetrical duty control. (a) Switching pulses for α = 30◦. (b) Output voltage and
current waveforms for α = 30◦. (c) Output voltage and current waveforms for α = 140◦. (d) Switch
voltage and current waveforms for α = 30◦. (e) Harmonics spectrum for α = 140◦. (f) Temperature
variation. (g) Heat rate for various control angles. (h) FLIR thermal image for various control angles
at t = 5 min.

Table 5. Efficiency of asymmetrical duty control.

S. No Control
Angle (◦)

Input
Voltage (V)

Input
Current

(A)

Input
Power (W)

RMS
Value of
Output

Voltage (V)

RMS Value
of Output

Current (A)

Output
Power (W)

Efficiency
(%)

1 0 80 6.97 557.6 70.71 7.07 500 89.6
2 30 80 6.7 536 68 6.8 462.4 86.2
3 80 80 4.26 341 54.1 5.41 292.6 86
4 140 80 0.87 70 24.2 2.42 58.5 84
5 160 80 0.23 18.4 12.25 1.22 15 81.5

4.5. Pulse Density Modulation Control

One of the most efficient control techniques is the pulse density modulation. In this
technique, as the switching frequency and its duty cycle are not varied, the soft-switching
operation is retained for the entire power variation. In this technique, a low-frequency
signal (20 Hz) is compared with high-frequency switching pulses (30 kHz) to produce
the pulse pattern in a manner such that, during the on period of a low-frequency signal,
high-frequency pulses are applied to the inverter for powering the load. By controlling the
density of high-frequency pulses, the output power is controlled.
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The experimental waveforms for PDM-based control is shown in Figure 11. The switch-
ing pulses and output voltage and the current for DPDM = 60% are shown in Figure 11a,b,
respectively. For 60% DPDM, according to Equation (9), the calculated P0 = 500 × 0.6 = 300 W.
The rms value of the output current is 5.48 A, and P0 is 5.482 × 10 = 300 W. The input power is
80 × 4.36 = 348.8 W. The efficiency for various DPDM is given in Table 6. The output voltage
and current waveforms for DPDM = 90% are shown in Figure 11c. As switching frequency
is not varied, resonance is maintained for the entire range of operation. The output power
is controlled for the DPDM ranging from 0% to 100%. The variation of temperature is
shown in Figure 11d. The heat rate for various DPDM is shown in Figure 11e and FLIR
thermal image for various DPDM for a fixed time period (5 min) is shown in Figure 11f. The
temperature varies with respect to DPDM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Cont.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11. Pulse density modulation control. (a) Switching pulses for DPDM = 60%. (b) Output
voltage and current waveforms for DPDM = 60%. (c) output voltage and current waveforms for
DPDM = 90%. (d) Temperature variation. (e) Heat rate for various DPDM. (f) FLIR thermal image for
various DPDM at t = 5 min.
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Table 6. Efficiency of pulse density modulation control.

S. No DPDM (%) Input
Voltage (V)

Input
Current

(A)

Input
Power (W)

RMS
Value of
Output

Voltage (V)

RMS Value
of Output

Current (A)

Output
Power (W)

Efficiency
(%)

1 10 80 0.75 60 22.36 2.24 50 83
2 40 80 2.94 235 44.72 4.47 200 85
3 60 80 4.36 339 54.77 5.48 300 86
4 80 80 5.71 457 63.25 6.32 400 87.5
5 100 80 6.97 557.6 70.71 7.07 500 89.6

5. Summary of Discussions on the Experimental Results

In this paper, the various power control techniques used for bifilar coil-based IH
systems are discussed. The modular losses are calculated using the formula given in [19].
The modular losses (conduction and switching losses) are calculated to evaluate the best
control technique. Figure 12 shows the comparison of total modular power loss with respect
to output power. It is inferred that the losses are the same at the rated operating power
(500 W) for various control methods. In the PDM control technique, the amount of input
power drawn from the supply is at a minimum, which results in a minimum total modular
loss as compared with other techniques for the same output power. Similarly, the variation
in efficiency with respect to the output power is illustrated in Figure 13. The efficiency of
the bifilar coil-based IH system varies between 60% to 89.6% for output power variation.
Among the tested control techniques, the PDM control scheme yields higher efficiency (84%
to 89.6%) with linear variations in the output power (0% to 100% of rated power).

Figure 12. Total modular power loss.
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Figure 13. Efficiency of various control techniques.

6. Conclusions

In this work, various control techniques used for IH systems are investigated for
bifilar coil-based IH systems used for melting applications. The performance of the system
is examined using a full-bridge series-resonant inverter at 500 W output power. The
contributions are summarized as follows.

• The pulse density modulation-based control scheme shows optimal performance with
respect to heat rate, output variation, and efficiency (maximum of 89.6%). This trend is
similar to that of the work published for cooking applications [17,19,31–33].

• Asymmetric duty cycle control can be applied to a system where a wide range of ZVS
operations are required. The system possesses even harmonics for various values of α.

• Phase shift control can be deployed for an IH system where power control needs to be
varied from 0% to 100% of the rated power. The resonance operation is maintained for
φ, ranging from 0◦ to 165◦.

• Frequency control is suitable for induction melting applications, since it requires
differential heating over the surface and depth of the material.

• A pulse duty cycle-based control scheme is preferred when delivering power for a
rated load.

All modulation techniques were implemented using a single PIC 16F877A micro
controller, providing a cost effective solution for the prototype developed.
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Abstract: The operation and maintenance (O&M) of buildings and infrastructure represent a strategic
activity to ensure they perform as expected over time and to reduce energy consumption and
maintenance costs at the urban and building scale. With the increasing diffusion of BIM, IoT devices,
and AI, the future of O&M is represented by digital twin technology. To effectively take advantage
of this digital revolution, thus enabling data-driven energy control, proactive maintenance, and
predictive daily operations, it is vital that smart building management exploits the opportunities
offered by the extended reality (XR) technologies. Nevertheless, in consideration of the novelty of XR
in the AECO sector and its rapid and ongoing evolution, knowledge of the specific possibilities and
the methods of integration into the building process workflow is still piecemeal and sparse. With
the goal to bridge this gap, the article presents a thorough review of virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) technologies and applications for smart building operation and
maintenance. After defining VR, AR, and MR, the article provides a detailed review that analyzes,
categorizes, and summarizes state-of-the-art XR technologies and their possible applications for
building O&M along with their relative advantages and disadvantages. The article concludes that
the application of XR in building and city management is showing promising results in enhancing
human performance in technical O&M tasks, in understanding and controlling the energy efficiency,
comfort, and safety of building and infrastructures, and in supporting strategic decision making for
the future smart city.

Keywords: building operation and maintenance; extended reality; virtual reality; augmented reality;
mixed reality; immersive technologies; digital twins; metaverse

1. Introduction

In the last five years, a more widespread adoption of digitalization and innovative
technologies and systems has started making the digital and physical worlds become more
deeply interconnected and interrelated, thus transforming the way that buildings and
infrastructure are managed with the goal to provide a more energy efficient, comfortable,
sustainable, and profitable built environment [1–3].

This transformation is enabling buildings to exchange, process, and exploit data and
information, communicate with users, and share their assets with those of cities. Un-
precedented possibilities are coming from the spread of key technologies such as building
information modeling (BIM), artificial intelligence (AI), big data, and the Internet of Things
(IoT), which are making the built environment become smarter, allowing building perfor-
mance and user experiences to be greatly improved [4–10]. At the urban level, in particular,
the integration of intelligent building systems with those of the city can allow for smart
energy management capable of taking into account power demand and availability in
real time [11–13].

At the center of this revolution is the possibility of overlapping (combining, mirroring)
the life cycle of the building with a “digital twin building life cycle” able to interact
bidirectionally with the physical world [1]. The integration of sensing technologies into the
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real world can generate a detailed and continuous flux of data that can power realistic and
accurate digital replicas of the physical objects (digital twins) that can be freely analyzed
and configured, knowing that every informed decision made in the digital world will be
valid, and automatically implemented, in the physical world in turn [14,15]. In this way,
the huge amount of data collected in both the construction and management phase of the
building can be easily analyzed by artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms
to identify patterns and to create a data model to make predictions and support decision
making along the entire value chain (resource optimization, cost prediction, risk analyses,
predictive maintenance, etc.) [16].

The transition towards this digital ecosystem has accentuated the need for a more
effective visualization of such a wealth of information, highlighting the limitations of
traditional visual techniques throughout the life cycle of the building and requiring more
dynamic tools capable of creating immersive virtual experiences of the real world, and thus
allowing a greater understanding of the built environment. As real spaces are becoming
more and more connected and sensor enabled, the demand is to combine real-time 3D
digital representations with information from heterogeneous data sources, including BIM
models and IoT sensors, and to improve the user experience with human interfaces with
clear information dashboards and intuitive controls such as vocal and gesture commands.

In this picture, the extended reality (XR) technology, encompassing virtual, aug-
mented, and mixed reality, is proving revolutionary in supporting building operation and
maintenance, providing users with enhanced visualization thanks to the ability to show
superimposed instructions, technical schemes, or sensor data right in their field of view, as
well as allowing remote control and hands-free communication [17].

XR is the tool that sits between the digital twin and real-world information, essentially
helping people to complete the marriage of the virtual and physical worlds and improve
both. The application of XR technology shows promising results in enhancing human
performance in carrying out operational tasks, as well as improving maintenance activities
and supporting strategic decision making [18]. Furthermore, in a world situation where
remote work has become the standard for companies in every industry (with over 1 in 4
Americans continuing to work remotely in 2022 [19]), integrated cooperation platforms
enable remote connected colleagues and experts to see the live, first-person view captured
by the XR viewer and collaborate proactively with the person on field.

Currently, the literature about XR technologies in the AECO sector and their applica-
tions in O&M is growing but is still limited in scope and lacking in more operative aspects.
In particular, Alizadehsalehi et al. [20] presented a review of the most recent VR, AR, and
MR technologies in the design and construction industry and an introduction to the most
commonly used wearable XRs on the market. Khan et al. [21] presented a study of 64 papers
on the integration level of XR immersive technologies with BIM in the AECO industry, di-
vided into eight domains: client/stakeholder, design exploration, design analysis, construc-
tion planning, construction monitoring, construction health/safety, facility/management,
and education/training. Sidani et al. [22] presented a review of 24 selected papers on the
tools and techniques of BIM-based augmented reality in the AECO sector exploring 6 main
application fields: collaboration, construction design, construction management, construc-
tion safety, facility management, and worker performance. Delgado et al. [17] presented a
study on the usage landscape of AR and VR in the AEC sectors and proposed a research
agenda to address the existing gaps in the required capabilities. Cheng et al. [23] presented
a state-of-the-art review on MR applications in the AECO industry where 87 journal papers
on MR applications were identified and classified into four categories: architecture and
engineering, construction, operation, and applications in multiple stages. Delgado et al. [24]
presented a systematic study of the factors that limit and drive the adoption of AR and VR in
a construction sector-specific context. Albahbah, et al. [25] reviewed seven applications of
AR that may benefit the construction industry, namely, safety management, communication
and data acquisition, visualization, construction management education, progress tracking,
quality management, and facility management. Zhu et al. [26] presented a state-of-the-art
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review of the application of virtual and augmented reality technologies for emergency
management in built environments, while Li et al. [27] reviewed VR and AR applications in
construction safety. Coupry et al. [28] presented a study on how XR technologies combined
with digital twin technology can improve the maintenance operations in smart buildings.
Noghabaei et al. [29] investigated the trends in AR/VR technology adoption in the AEC
industry by conducting two user surveys in 2017 and 2018 involving 158 industrial experts.
The results showed the potential for a solid growth of AR/VR technologies in the AEC
industry in the following 5 to 10 years. The survey also highlighted some limitations of
adopting AR/VR in the AEC industry such as “lack of budget,” “upper management’s
lack of understanding of these technologies,” and “design teams’ lack of knowledge”.
Prabhakaran et al. [30] carried out a systematic review of scientific publications between
the years 2010 and 2019 to understand the state-of-the-art immersive technology applica-
tions in AEC, revealing the following nine critical challenges: infrastructure, algorithm
development, interoperability, general health and safety, virtual content modelling, cost,
skills availability, multi-sensory limitations, and ethical issues.

In consideration of the speed with which this technology has appeared in the AECO
sector and the equally rapid technological and application developments, in turn linked
to the diffusion of other digital technologies (BIM, IoT, 3D mapping), knowledge of the
specific possibilities offered by XR technology and on the methods of integration into the
building process workflow is still piecemeal and sparse. Currently, there is no granular
study that analyzes how and for what purposes O&M companies are using XR technologies.
In particular, the differences between VR, AR, and MR are not yet clear to industry insiders,
and there is still insufficient information on which devices are most appropriate to employ
and which skills are necessary for their effective use. The study presented in this paper
seeks to fill these gaps.

Overall, this article presents a thorough review of virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) technologies and applications for smart building
operation and maintenance. After defining VR, AR, and MR, the article provides a detailed
review that analyzes, categorizes, and summarizes the state-of-the-art XR technologies
and their possible applications for building O&M along with their relative advantages and
disadvantages.

The paper is structured in six sections. After the introduction, Section 2 describes the
research method used. Section 3 is dedicated to the definition of extended reality (XR)
technology, illustrating the main differences between virtual (VR), augmented (AR), and
mixed reality (MR), and presenting an overview of the most recent applications of XR
in the AEC industry. Section 4 describes XR technologies and the most commonly used
wearable XR on the market in terms of features, ease of use, and specifications. Section 5
highlights and illustrates the main possible applications of XR in buildings’ O&M showing
the potential benefits in terms of time and cost reductions and performance improvement.
Finally, the conclusions are expounded in Section 6.

2. Research Method

This review is based on the following main sources of knowledge:

(i) bibliographic research of articles retrieved from renowned academic journals within
the domain of the AECO sector;

(ii) market research of XR hardware and software products available and in development.

2.1. Academic Articles Review

Literature review was conducted on articles retrieved from well-acknowledged aca-
demic journals within the domain of the AECO industry to reflect the recent development
trend and current situation of XR applications in the building sector.

Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar were used as database search engines.
The selected search period ranged from January 2018 up to the end of April 2022. This
interval was chosen because of the breakthrough innovations that took place in the last
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five years on immersive technologies, along with the widespread adoption of BIM and
digital Twin in the AECO sector and in O&M in particular. Document and source type was
restricted to conference papers, research, and review articles in English language. Subject
area was limited to engineering, computer science, environmental science, and energy.

Research method followed two steps. As a first step, articles were selected from
the aforementioned databases using in the title, keywords, and in the abstract sections,
different combinations of the following keywords: extended reality, virtual reality, aug-
mented virtuality, augmented reality, mixed reality, immersive technologies, digital twin,
building, architecture, engineering, design, construction, operation, maintenance, building
information modeling (BIM), civil engineering, and facility management (FM).

Based on the findings of the first search round, a second search round was conducted
by manually filtering the papers related to XR applications in the AECO industry to
remove irrelevant papers. The abstract of each paper was read by the author to ensure
that the application of the paper was within the AECO industry. For example, several
papers obtained from the first round of searching were about design in manufacturing or
engineering in mechanics. Additionally, other papers were removed as they were repeats
or duplicates. After two rounds of filtering, 72 articles were selected from 43 journals and 4
proceedings and classified into three application categories, namely: (i) architecture and
engineering design, (ii) building construction, (iii) building operation and management.

In order to track down the evolution of XR throughout past years, additional papers
before 2018 were considered and examined, and 14 articles were added to the list for a total
of 86 (see Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1. Selected literature for review.

XR Application Field Selected Articles

Architecture and engineering design [17,21,23,29–46]

Building construction [17,20–25,27,29–31,47–56]

Building operation and management [17,18,21,23,26,28,54,57–104]

Table 2. Number of selected articles by journal and year of publication.

Academic Journals B. 2018 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Total

Advanced Engineering Informatics 1 1 1 2 5
Applied Ergonomics 1 1
Applied Sciences 2 3 6 11
Architectural Science Review 1 1
Automation in construction 3 7 4 6 3 1 24
BIO Web of Conferences 1 1
Building and Environment 1 1
Buildings 1 1 2 4
Business Horizons 1 1
Computers in Industry 1 1 2
Data 1 1
Digital Applications in Archaeology and Cultural Heritage 1 1
Energies 2 2
IEEE Transactions of Haptics 1 1
Information and Software Technology 1 1
International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction 1 1
Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering 1 1 2
Journal of Construction Engineering 1 1
Journal of Construction Engineering and Management 2 2
Journal of Building Engineering 1 1
Journal of Computational Design and Engineering 1 1
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Table 2. Cont.

Academic Journals B. 2018 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Total

Journal of Destination Marketing & Management 1 1
Journal of Industrial Information Integration 1 1
Journal of Information Technology in Construction 1 1
Journal of Manufacturing Systems 1 1
Journal of safety science and resilience 1 1
Multimodal Technol. Interact. 1 1
Procedia CIRP 1 2 3
Procedia Engineering 1 1
Proceedings 1 2 1 4
Robotics and Autonomous Systems 1 1
Robotics and Computer Integrated Manufacturing 1 1
Safety Science 1 1
Sustainable Cities and Society 1 1
Teknik Dergi 1 1
Virtual Reality & Intelligent Hardware 1 1
Visualization in Engineering 1 1
Total 14 13 15 22 15 7 86

Selected articles concerning XR application in building operation and management
were further divided into VR and AR/MR categories, each articulated in different domains
according to their possible use in building facility management as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Domains of O&M application of selected papers.

XR Technology Domains of O&M applications Selected Papers

VR

• Maintainability design [61–64]
• Immersive building visualization and monitoring [65–68]
• Human-centered building management [69–78]
• Personnel training [26,63,79–81]
• Vehicles and robot’s teleoperation [82]

AR and MR

• Building monitoring and management [83–90,96]
• Maintenance and repair operations [18,23,28,54,57–60,84,91,92,97–101]
• Renovations and retrofit works [17,102]
• Personnel training and workplace safety [26,93–95,103,104]

2.2. XR Hardware and Software Research

Along with academic articles review, a thorough analysis of XR hardware and software
technology on the market was carried out in order to understand the state-of-the-art tech-
nology of the industry in terms of performance, availability, and accessibility of products
as well as the trends shown by in-development prototypes and proofs of concept.

VR and AR devices database such as VRcompare [105] and infinite.cz [106] were used
to conduct a wide view research of the market offering, which identified 70 different VR
headsets and 34 AR/MR headsets released in the period 2018–2022 (see Table 4).

Table 4. XR headsets released on the market in the period (2018–2022).

XR Headsets VR AR/MR

Number of brands 32 24
Number of models 70 34

All XR devices were then investigated by examining the technical sheets and docu-
mentation available from the manufacturers themselves, with particular focus on display
characteristics and virtual space fruition. In particular, relevant characteristics considered
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included typology of the device (head-mounted, smartphone, or tablet based), type of 3D
tracking, degrees of freedom (DoF), screen resolution, field of view (FoV), and, in the case
of VR, whether the device was tethered to a PC or self-contained. Such information allowed
the most relevant products to be identified to compare and present to the reader in the VR,
AR, and MR chapters of the article.

Likewise, starting from online databases such as Sourceforge [107] and Capterra [108],
software on the market to develop and use XR contents were investigated, studying
the different possible applications in the building process. In addition to commercial
ready-to-use XR software investigated in the following sections of this article, most used
development toolkits for AR, VR, and MR were examined to better contextualize limits,
requirements, and opportunities of current and future applications in the building process.

In particular, resources from main AR software development kits (SDK) for smart-
phones application, such as AR Core by Google (Mountain View, CA, USA), ARKit by
Apple (Cupertino, CA, USA), Vuforia (PTC, Boston, MA, USA), and Wikitude (Salzburg,
Austria) were consulted to understand the means of AR visualization and interaction
(environment understanding and motion tracking). Web-based AR tools such as AR.js and
A-Frame were also considered.

Concerning VR, research covered both 3D and BIM model creation tools (Autodesk
Revit and 3ds Max, Graphisoft Archicad, SketchUp Pro, Cinema 4D, Rhinoceros) as well
as the main graphic engines supporting VR visualization and interaction (Unity Reflect,
Unreal Engine 4, Enscape, CryEngine). These engines are compatible with the majority of
VR devices on the market: Meta Quest (Meta, Cambridge, MA, USA), Valve Index (Valve
Corporation, Bellevue, WA, USA), HTC Vive (HTC, Taoyuan, Taiwan), PlayStation VR
(Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc., San Mateo, CA, USA), etc.) out of the box, i.e., they
can read input from sensors and controllers, process this data, and produce the correct
instructions for visualization. Additional functions allowed by SDKs provided by the
manufacturers of VR headsets were considered.

Regarding MR, the main resource tool for importing 3D models and integrating MR
functionalities investigated was Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK, Redmond, WA,
USA) available both for Unity and for Unreal Engine 4 graphical engines, which can be
further customized using the OpenXR standard.

3. Extended Reality

The terms extended reality, “X-reality”, or XR, refer to the use of different technologies
to create immersive digital experiences, and include various combinations of computer-
generated content and reality, including virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and
mixed reality (MR) [109]. XR is used as an umbrella category that encompasses all real–
virtual combined environments as well as man–machine interactions through computer
technology and wearables [20,21].

These different technologies within the XR domain are set apart according to their
immersivity in the virtual environment, to the level of interaction between the real and
virtual worlds, and to which hardware is required for fruition (see Figure 1).
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Virtual reality (VR) includes all immersive content that is completely digital and
computer-generated (CG) and experienced through a VR headset or head-mounted display
(HMD). In VR, the user is isolated from the real world and its surroundings as the current
reality is replaced aurally and visually with a new 3D digital environment.
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Augmented reality (AR) instead superimposes CG content over the real world, which
remains tangible. This CG overlay can also superficially interact with the environment
in real time. AR is primarily experienced through wearable goggles or HMDs or via
smartphone and tablet screens.

Finally, mixed reality (MR), also known as immersive media, hybrid reality, or spatial
computing, produces a CG overlay in which virtual 3D elements can integrate, enrich,
and interact with the real-world environment beneath. MR wearable devices combine
several technologies and commonly feature transparent lenses to allow CG overlay. The
definition of MR often includes the concept of augmented virtuality, another take of XR in
which the scenario is a virtual world to which real contents are added, as in the case of a
virtual classroom where the lesson from a teacher in the flesh can be attended, compared
to conventional AR in which the context is the physical world to which digital contents
are overlaid.

The diffusion of all XR technologies is on the rise with an expected market of USD
60.55 billion by 2023 [22] and an expected CAGR of 57.91% over the forecast period 2022–
2027 [111]. At the same time, the worldwide market for AR and VR headsets grew 92.1%
year over year in 2021, with global shipments reaching 11.2 million units [112].

After being considered in the top 10 Gartner strategic technology trends for 2019 [113],
since 2020, XR has been rapidly approaching a much more mature state and becoming
more integral to business and IT. Several companies are currently developing supporting
technologies that may help commercialize XR technologies globally, and MR-based ap-
plications were one of the top 10 ranked ICT technologies in 2020 [114]. The increasingly
pervasive adoption of geo-localized apps, supported by an extended network and mas-
sive digitization that involves both the built environment and processes, along with the
intersection with data mining, deep learning, and machine learning, is creating an ever-
growing fertile ground for XR development and experimentation. Finally, the increasing
adoption of gesture-based computing is also aiding the market growth by opening up
several applications and opportunities.

Currently, XR technology represents one of the most promising innovations within
the digitalization process of the construction industry, showing remarkable potential in
increasing quality, efficiency, productivity, and profitability in all phases of the AECO
process—design, construction, operation, maintenance, and real estate management.

XR can support designers, facility managers, and technicians by enhancing their
physical realities with digital data and making the combined content readily shareable,
allowing them to improve the quality and efficiency of work, to take better decisions
faster, as well as to collaborate and communicate in a much more effective way. Using
XR, they can visualize, explore, and comprehend blueprints, models, and site conditions
more conveniently, greatly improving workflows throughout the lifecycle of buildings and
infrastructure (see Table 5). Overall, the principal uses of XR in AECO activities include
stakeholder engagement, design support and review, construction planning, progress
monitoring, construction safety, operative support, operation and management, as well as
workmen training [1].

3.1. Virtual Reality

Virtual reality (VR) refers to the use of computer hardware and software to generate
realistic aural, visual, and other sensations, creating an immersive environment and simulating
the user’s physical presence in it by enabling real-time interactions via sensorimotor channels.

As a concept, VR first became mainstream in the 1990s as several industries were
influenced by videogames and by the first immersive human–computer interaction pro-
totype, the “Man-Machine Graphical Communication System”. A second wave of VR
emerged after 2005 and saw more effective applications in different fields, including engi-
neering, design, architecture, construction, medicine, mental health, military, education
and training, fine arts, entertainment, business, communication and marketing, and travel.
Today, research and development on VR devices, hardware and software products, and
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user interfaces is progressing rapidly, and technology adoption is quickly reaching many
leading players in manufacturing, including several in the AECO industry.

Table 5. Main XR applications in AECO sector.

XR Design Construction Operation

VR

• Design interpretation and
visualization

• Design collaboration
• Design maquettes development
• User-centered design
• Human behavior investigation
• Education
• Communication and client

engagement

• Site planning
• Virtual construction

interpretation and visualization
• Safety planning
• Personnel training
• Vehicles and robot’s

teleoperation

• Maintainability design
• Immersive building

visualization and monitoring
• Human-centered building

management
• Personnel training
• Vehicles and robot’s

teleoperation

AR

• On-site superimposed 3D
models for building renovation
interventions

• 1:1 preview of furniture and
interior decorations

• Virtual tours and in situ
walkthroughs

• On-site measurement and floor
plan creation

• Superimposed data
visualization

• Remote collaboration and
assistance

• Contextualization of 3D models
at actual scale

• On-site measurement and floor
plan creation

• Safety on the worksite

• Augmented building
monitoring and management

• Augmented maintenance and
repair operations

• Augmented renovations and
retrofit works

• Personnel training and
workplace safety

MR

• Design collaboration
• Tabletop interactive virtual 3D

models
• Interactive virtual tours and in

situ walkthroughs
• On-site measurement and 3D

model creation

• Superimposed data
visualization

• Remote collaboration and
assistance

• Contextualization of 3D models
at actual scale

• On-site measurement and 3D
model update

• Safety on the worksite

• Collaborative augmented
building monitoring and
management

• Collaborative augmented
maintenance and repair
operations

• Collaborative augmented
renovations and retrofit works

• Personnel training and
workplace safety

To provide users with effective and productive VR experiences, VR content creators
carefully design and translate 3D models, 2D images, and spatial sounds into a machine-
operable format that considers the intended final use, the VR device employed, and the
degree of interaction expected. Specifically, VR experiences can be either static (i.e., limited
to the immersive visualization of a 360◦ spherical image or video from a predetermined
point of view, with no possibility of free movement) or dynamic (allowing the user freedom
of movement and interaction within the VR environment).

Dynamic VR grants much more freedom to the viewer compared to static VR, allowing
them to wander unrestricted inside the CG environments, interact with reproduced objects,
and even alter the scene directly from within the virtual dimension. Static images are
not a viable solution for dynamic VR, in fact all content must be generated continuously
according to the user’s input and movements using Real Time 3D (RT3D) rendering tools.
However, rendering time must be fast enough to be imperceptible by the viewer, to ensure
that the virtual reproduction of reality is as authentic as their analog experience and to
provide them with precise control and feedback over their movement and interaction. Such
level of performance cannot be achieved by conventional 3D and BIM rendering software,
hence VR usually employs specific optimized graphic engines that often borrow their
technology from the videogame industry. These can be integrated with user–environment
interactions using their own libraries and VR platform software development kits (SDKs).
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With its advanced capabilities of immersive and interactive visualization, VR has been
advocated to facilitate design, engineering, construction, and management for the built
environment [17,31,115].

As VR provides a fully immersive experience, it can prove a particularly effective tool
for designers, contractors, and owners to review plans and fully comprehend operation sites
before projects are put into motion. The VR application controls the entire environment that
the user sees, creating a uniquely detailed and dynamic individual experience. VR can also
improve collaboration among stakeholders [32], enable a better understanding of complex
designs [33], help identify design issues [34], support outdoor [35] and indoor [36] lighting
design, realistically recreate building geometry so that users can fully comprehend the
project and reach a better design decision [37], and aid collaborative decision making [38].
Regarding the construction phase, evidence suggests that VR technologies can be effectively
deployed to support construction safety training [47], project schedule control [48], and
optimization of the construction site layout [49].

3.2. Augmented Reality

Augmented reality (AR) can be defined as the technology that combines the physical
and digital worlds by superimposing CG content—text, images, and interactive graphics—
onto real-world objects. It is experienced through HMDs, smartphones, or tablets able to
provide users with both the CG video feed and the direct view of the real world. Superim-
posed information can be either constructive (i.e., additive to the natural environment) or
destructive (i.e., masking the natural environment). Differently from VR, therefore, AR is
neither immersive, as the viewer continues to see the real world around them without any
feeling of being elsewhere, nor exclusive, as the user maintains their capacity of interaction
with objects and people around them. As such, the main benefit of AR consists in the
possibility of providing content or information associated with the context in which users
actually are, for instance, integrating in the real environment objects that are not present
in reality, greatly facilitating the transfer of information from abstract representations to
the physical world. AR can provide relevant information right in the context where it is
needed, proving enormous potential in facilitating manual tasks, enabling time saving, and
improving quality and efficiency, as already shown by evaluations in numerous projects.

AR systems commonly determine the positioning of the CG content in space using ge-
olocation (GNSS, Wi-Fi triangulation, beacons, etc.) in situations where the approximation
can be large, or, when higher precision is required, via using tags, markers, or anchors in
the real world, usually consisting of 2D prints similar to QR codes, which can be recognized
by the camera acting as a trigger for displaying the CG content as well as a reference point
to define its position, size, and perspective.

Nonetheless, in all the aforementioned cases, the CG content cannot recognize any
physical objects within the real-world environment, meaning that CG and real-world
content are not able to respond to one another. Even when the 3D virtual object is correctly
placed, scaled, and rotated in the space environment, it is solely anchored to the camera
view and is always displayed in the foreground with respect to the real objects in the
environment. For instance, when the user sees a CG image of a chair on the floor in front of
them, the latter appears in the foreground even if a real object is introduced in between,
disrupting the illusion. Indeed, AR does not allow digital objects to be occluded behind
real objects, thus preventing true interaction between the two worlds: the information of
objects overlaid onto the real environment cannot be interacted with, and that is where
mixed reality comes into play.

Researchers have proposed several ways to use AR for architecture, engineering and
construction, and facility management (AEC/FM) projects that can yield many advantages
for enhancing and improving representation techniques on a job site [50,51].

Thanks to their ability to precisely overlay CG objects and information on the real
world, in the AECO industry, AR and MR certainly show their most effective deployment
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in the phases of construction and maintenance of buildings, where they act as true human
augmentation tools [52–54].

Nevertheless, AR and MR, the latter in particular, are finding numerous and promising
applications in the design phase as well [17,39,40], concerning, in particular, building reno-
vations, infrastructure design, urban planning [17], digital fabrication in architecture [41],
virtual tours, and in situ walkthroughs (for instance overlaying virtual reconstruction on
heritage sites to enrich cultural tours) [42–44], or for an augmented user experience in
art and architecture exhibitions (such as for example the Exploring SongEun Art Space
exhibition in Seoul by Herzog and de Meuron of November 2021), engaging attendees in a
combination of physical and virtual worlds in which virtual agents can be interacted with
as one would with real world counterparts [45].

3.3. Mixed Reality

Mixed reality can be described as an upgrade of AR that further bridges the virtual
and real world together, providing a more connected experience where both virtual and
real elements can fully interact with each other. As a term, “mixed reality” was first defined
in 1994 by Paul Milgram and Fumio Kishino as “anywhere between the extrema of the
virtuality continuum”, with the virtuality continuum extending from the completely virtual
throughout to the completely real environments [110].

Mixed reality can effectively remove the boundaries between real world and virtual
content by properly implementing occlusion: CG objects can be correctly obscured from
the user’s point of view by objects in the physical environment, effectively becoming part
of the real world. A CG ball will bounce off real tables and walls, or disappear under a real
couch. MR allows users to manipulate virtual elements as they would in the real world,
with the digital content behaving and reacting accordingly. For instance, one could turn a
virtual object around using physical gestures to inspect it from all angles.

Mixed reality can be achieved either by integrating CG content into the real world or
by adding elements from the real world into the virtual environment (such as streaming
video from physical spaces, as through a webcam). Therefore, MR must be experienced
through semi-transparent lenses or MR headsets equipped with a camera in order to film
and display the user’s environment. During their operation, MR devices continuously
scan the surrounding environment to update the associated 3D model: this allows digital
content to be placed over the real world and enables users to interact with it seamlessly,
thus enabling the mixed reality experience [114].

In the design phase, in addition to the possibilities offered by AR, MR can provide
virtual collaborative environments in which several users from different places in the world
can meet to inspect and interact with a CG maquette as they would with a physical one
actually present in the room, communicating the design intent to stakeholders without
needing expensive real models. For instance, SketchUp Viewer is an MR application
designed for multiple platforms, the main features of which are a tabletop display of a 3D
model and of a 1:1 scaled version of the model itself, as well as a user interface (UI) to edit
or view information on the tabletop model and a navigation interface for the 1:1 model.

Carrasco et al. [46] assessed the effectiveness of design review using MR compared to
traditional 2D methods. The results showed that MR-based design review can effectively
communicate 85% of the information to the client instead of 70% provided by 2D media.
At the same time, it showed the potential to enhance the client’s comprehension of the
aesthetic characteristics of materials, giving the possibility to replace physical samples or
mockups during the finishing stage of construction.

Through MR, clients can see what is being constructed, where before the physical
elements would have been uncertain, acquiring a level of confidence in the end product that
they would not traditionally have. Using programs such as Holoview MR, stakeholders can
view a building as if completed in its actual location, accurately interpreting plans and their
spatial relationship to the surrounding physical environment. BIM/CAD models overlay
real world construction environments for when works have already started. Contractors
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can easily see how their upcoming activities are impacted by existing works. As the model
overlay is extremely accurate (to 1 cm), engineers and contractors can confidently identify
design mistakes and resolve clashes and constructability issues early. The new design
scope can be projected into the construction environment so that all stakeholders can
assess the impact that changes would have on current and future works. Furthermore, MR
allows plans to be reviewed and issues to be corrected, to remotely undertake progress
walkthroughs, and to undertake code compliance inspections for all elements included in
the design model.

4. XR Technologies

XR can be visualized through portable devices such as smartphones and tablets, or
through HMDs that can be worn on the head or integrated into helmets (akin to helmet-
mounted displays for aviation pilots). HMDs contain a display and lens assembly in front
of either one (monocular HMD) or both eyes (binocular HMD). The employed display
technologies include liquid-crystal displays (LCDs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLED),
liquid crystal on silicon (LCos), or multiple micro-displays to increase total resolution and
field of view.

Virtual reality HMDs can only display computer-generated imagery (CGI) and feature
an electronic inertial measurement unit (IMU) that uses a combination of accelerometers,
gyroscopes, and sometimes magnetometers to keep track of their specific acceleration,
angular rate, and orientation.

AR and MR headsets, instead, must overlay CGI onto the view of the real world;
therefore, they feature optical head-mounted displays (OHMDs). OHMDs employ optical
mixers, which consist of partly silvered mirrors that let the user look through the lens while
reflecting artificial imagery produced by the device.

Currently, portable XR devices still have limited capacity in terms of the size and
complexity of displayed files because the performance required for continuous 3D render-
ing in terms of CPU, RAM, and storage is ill-suited for miniaturization and low battery
consumption without resorting to an external computing unit such as a high-end PC. The
current limitations of XR technology, namely the compromise between desktop or portable
solutions in terms of performance, fidelity, and mobility, can be effectively addressed by
resorting to cloud computing, meaning that a key role will be played by the progress in
wireless communication, in both local (802.11ax or Wi-Fi 6) and mobile networks (5G).

4.1. VR Technologies

VR systems normally include more than one hardware device to allow full operation.
Generally speaking, the hardware components of any VR system can be classified into three
categories according to their function, namely, display, controllers, and motion capture
(mocap) devices. The display outputs stereoscopic images to users and is an essential
element of the VR system. Commonly used display types include HMDs, mobile devices,
and display walls. A typical VR platform can generally be classified into three categories,
namely head-based, stationary, and hand-based operation.

Head-based VR devices consist of helmets or HMDs in which CGI is displayed on the
internal screen or pair of screens, one for each eye, with an embedded position-tracking
sensor that keeps track of where the user is looking (see Figure 2). Conversely, stationary
VR platforms are usually fixed in place and employ projectors and/or large screens to
display CGI to viewers. Lastly, hand-based VR devices are held by the viewers up to their
eyes with their own hands and include smartphones or tablets.

Concerning head-mounted systems, three types of VR headsets on the market are
suitable for the AECO sector (see Table 6): tethered VR (also known as desktop VR or PC
VR), standalone VR (also known as wireless VR or all-in-one VR), and smartphone VR
headsets (also known as mobile VR or VR viewers).
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Table 6. Main VR tethered and standalone headsets on the market.

Brand Type Display FOV
(Horizontal)

Resolution
per Eye Refresh Rate Release

Date

HTC Vive Focus 3 standalone 2 × LCD binocular 116◦ 2448 × 2448 90 Hz 2021

Meta Quest 2 standalone Single Fast switch
LCD binocular 97◦ 1832 × 1920 120 Hz 2020

Pico Neo 3 Pro standalone Single LCD binocular 98◦ 1832 × 1920 90 Hz 2021

Lenovo Mirage VR S3 standalone Single LCD binocular 101◦ 1920 × 2160 75 Hz 2020

HP Reverb G2 tethered 2 × LCD binocular 98◦ 2160 × 2160 90 Hz 2020

HTC VIVE Pro 2 tethered 2 × LCD binocular 116◦ 2448 × 2448 120 Hz 2021

Valve Index tethered 2 × LCD binocular 108◦ 1440 × 1600 144 Hz 2019

Varjo Aero tethered 2 × Mini LED
binocular 102◦ 2880 × 2720 90 Hz 2022

Tethered VR headsets (HTC VIVE Pro 2, HP Reverb G2 (HP, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and
Varjo AERO (Varjo Technologies Oy, Helsinki, Finland)) are designed to be connected to the
PC, with or without wires, to exploit the resources inside them. They need compatibility
with operating systems and specific hardware requirements. Standalone VR headsets (Meta
Quest 2 (Meta, Cambridge, MA, USA), HTC VIVE Focus 3/Plus (HTC, Taoyuan, Taiwan),
and Pico Neo 3 Pro (VR Expert, Utrecht, The Netherlands)) are completely independent
viewers designed to operate without the need for other peripherals and without wires. They
are equipped with internal memory and integrate all functions. Bluetooth or a smartphone
connection may be required for configuration. Smartphone VR headsets are designed to be
connected to the smartphone, which can be physically inserted into the viewer or connected
via Bluetooth. In this regard, we have viewers designed exclusively for a smartphone
brand or universal VR viewers that adapt to multiple models and operating systems
(BNEXT VR PRO, https://www.aniwaa.com/product/vr-ar/bnext-vr-pro/ (accessed on
15 March 2022)).

Notwithstanding the type of headset, the immersivity level that can be achieved
depends on different characteristics of the device, which include the field of view (FoV) and
the quality of the display (pixel density, color accuracy, dynamic range, and brightness),
the refresh rate (or frame rate) of the CGI, the number of movements allowed to the user
(degree of freedom, DoF), the accuracy tracking system, the presence of controllers, and
the audio system. Generally speaking, a satisfactory immersive experience requires a FoV
of a minimum of 100 degrees (for reference, the human eye has about 220 degrees FoV), a
refresh rate between 90 Hz and 120 Hz, six degrees of freedom (3DoF rotational freedom to
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360 degrees head rotation and 3DoF positional freedom to allow up/down, left/right, and
forward/backward movement), as well as an accurate motion tracking system.

Wide FoV displays enable viewers to experience the virtual environment in a more
lifelike way, i.e., focusing on what is in front of them while also perceiving peripheric
objects. Higher refresh rates and low latency are instead recommended to avoid motion
sickness symptoms (so-called cybersickness). 6DoF controllers allow for more advanced
interactions compared to less sophisticated point-and-click controllers (limited to 3DoF).

Motion tracking is a crucial function in the VR system because it ensures user move-
ments and orientation are effectively replicated on screen, in turn enabling a satisfactory
interaction with the immersive VR environment [116]. VR Mocap systems continuously
capture and process real-world motions of the user in order to track their current view
and provide positioning for interaction with the virtual environment. A more precise
motion tracking translates to a more seamless and lifelike immersion in VR. Likewise, any
perceived gap or lag between the user’s actions in real life and their reproduction in VR
may greatly disrupt the immersive experience. Positional tracking can be either external
or internal.

External tracking (also known as outside-in tracking) employs external sensors and/or
cameras to keep track of the VR headset’s position and orientation within a user’s defined
space (room-scaling). For full room scale, more than two sensors are installed to avoid
any occlusion. Internal tracking (also known as inside-out tracking) uses one or more
front-facing cameras embedded into the VR headset to detect its position and may function
with the support of external markers. Internal tracking generally has poorer performance
and is less accurate than external tracking; however, it is much more convenient to set up.

Mocap technology commonly employs optical, inertial, mechanical, and magnetic
sensors. In portable VR systems, sensors are usually embedded in the headset itself and
their data feed is processed by algorithms to provide motion tracking. Other solutions may
rely on more complex systems including volumetric capture (MS Azure Kinect, Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA), hand tracking and haptics (Ultraleap, Leap Motion, San Francisco,
CA, USA), eye tracking, or even full body tracking thanks to special suits.

Finally, interactive controllers (joysticks or wands, data gloves, and haptic devices)
are an equally important media for enhancing the reality of VR environments as they are
responsible for how users interact with objects in the virtual environment and for which
sensory feedback they receive, including haptic and auditory feelings.

4.2. AR and MR Technologies

Similarly to VR, hardware components required for augmented and mixed reality fruition
include processing units, displays, several sensors, and dedicated input devices [54].

On the other hand, both AR and MR technologies are context-aware instead of immer-
sive: their key characteristic is the capacity to combine the reality that users see with their
own eyes with CG objects that are seamlessly overlaid in their specific position, differently
from VR in which users are completely isolated from the real world upon entering the
virtual environment. Therefore, a crucial function of context-aware technologies is geoloca-
tion, that is, ensuring the correct alignment of the virtual environment onto the real world
in order for the device to properly display the virtual content in its expected position.

In particular, AR and MR devices can calculate the coordinates of their actual 3D
position in the real world by processing the spatial relationship between themselves,
external markers, and key points through the method of Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM). As soon as the AR/MR device turns on, its sensor equipment (cameras,
gyroscope, and accelerometer) scan the surroundings and feed their data to an algorithm
able to reconstruct a 3D model of the real-world environment and then position itself
within it. Following this process, the system understands its environment well enough
to be able to display CG objects that are realistically placed, oriented, and illuminated
to feel part of the real world, with the viewer able to move close and inspect them from
multiple directions. Differently from AR, after the SLAM process is complete and the CG
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content is properly positioned in the real space, MR additionally allows the virtual objects
to be occluded from the view when they would be obscured by real ones (such as walls,
floors, and columns that stand between the viewer and their expected position). MR also
allows this occlusion to be controlled to display, for example, the pipes beneath a floor or
wall surface as an X-ray view by regulating the transparency of the related shaders in the
graphical engine.

In particular, there are several methods to display concealed utilities in AR/MR, which
mainly differ in how they provide the perception of depth of the virtual object in relation
to the viewer, and therefore in how accurate and intuitive the AR/MR scene is to the user.
Muthalif et al. [57] focused on the AR/MR visualization of underground pipe utilities and
investigated six main display techniques, namely X-ray view, topographic view, shadow
view, image rendering, transparent view, and cross-sectional view.

Among these, the X-ray view, which superimposes a cutout of the ground—a virtual
“excavation box”—in which utilities are shown in their correct depth and position, was
found to be the most accurate and intuitive for the viewer, allowing them to distinguish
even multiple utilities in the same view. However, this method requires an accurate and
detailed 3D model (a BIM file or even a 3D point cloud of a previous excavation), as well as
pre-captured data to operate at best, and the virtual excavation box may end up covering a
large part of the real-world view, which may pose hazards in working conditions.

The topographic view instead superimposes a 2D map of underground utilities directly
on the ground akin to traditional paint markings on street and paved surfaces. Such a
technique is very intuitive, leaves most of the real-world view non-occluded, and does not
require any 3D model; however, it lacks any information on depth and may prove confusing
if more utilities are shown at once. The shadow view integrates depth information into the
topographic view by means of shadow lines and projections on the surface, but this adds
complexity to the scene.

Image rendering improves the 3D visualization of objects in space by integrating
additional reference points in context, e.g., adding virtual edges to the real world and
masking virtual objects beneath real ones (occlusion). This improves the understanding of
the scene at the expense of additional computing power and 3D model accuracy needed
for localization. Lastly, the transparency view and cross-sectional view see little application
in the field.

Table 7 shows the different static and dynamic methods with which virtual content
can be superimposed to the real-world view.

Table 7. Static and dynamic methods to overlay CGI to the physical world.

CG Content Overlay Mode Description

Screen-fixed, static CG overlay
CG content is always fixed to the same position on the screen: recommended for
elements that should always be visible, e.g., menus or return prompts, or the
cockpit of a vehicle.

World-fixed, static CG overlay CG content is locked in its expected position in the real world: recommended for
labels or graphics that complement a specific object or marker in space.

Screen-flexible, dynamic CG overlay CG content can be moved on the screen, allowing users to place elements in
specific areas: recommended for target-based or drag and drop assets.

World flexible, dynamic 3D CG content CG content can be freely moved in the real world: recommended for educational
purposes or to fully understand 3D models and break down their components.

World proportionate, dynamic 3D CG content CG content is realistically placed in its real world position with actual lighting and
measurements taken into account.

In order to support human activities effectively, AR and MR devices should be, prefer-
ably, head mounted, as this allows to hands-on interaction to be eliminated with the device,
should be equipped with semi-transparent lenses or optical displays, to allow CGI to be
superimposed on the real-world view, and should feature cameras and sensors to scan the
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real environment continuously and allow mixed reality experiences. AR MR headsets can
also be equipped with directional speakers and active noise reduction microphones, with
more advanced products allowing vocal control by virtual assistants.

Multiple models of AR and MR devices are currently on the market [55], designed to
meet different needs (see Table 8).

Table 8. Main AR and MR devices on the market.

Brand Category Type FOV Resolution
per Eye Release Date

Epson Moverio BT-40 AR Tethered 34◦ diagonal 1920 × 1080 2020

Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2 AR Standalone 80◦ horizontal 640 × 360 2019

Magic Leap 1 MR Standalone 40◦ horizontal 1280 × 960 2018

Magic Leap 2 MR Tethered 44◦ horizontal 1536 × 1856 Announced 2021

Microsoft HoloLens 2 MR Standalone 43◦ horizontal 1440 × 936 2019

Varjo XR-3 VR/MR Tethered 115◦ horizontal 2880 × 2720 2021

Vuzix M4000 AR Standalone 28◦ diagonal 854 × 480 2020

Overall, AR can be implemented according to four methods: optical see-through,
video see-through, eye multiplexed, and projection based. The former two are the most
widely adopted in AR headsets available on the market [56]. In optical see-through systems,
AR is achieved by superimposing virtual images over the direct view of the real world,
commonly by projecting CG content through half mirrors or prisms. With this method, the
real-time view of the world is maintained while seeing AR content. In video see-through
systems, on the other hand, the camera of the AR device continuously captures the real
world in front of it, processes each frame by adding CG content, and finally displays the
AR image to the viewer on the device’s screen. Concerning the types of display featured
in AR devices, there are three main solutions: monocular (a screen in front of one eye),
binocular (the same screen in front of both eyes), or dichoptic (a different screen in front of
each eye, to enable depth perception).

Regarding AR HMDs, Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2 (see Figure 3) is among the
most diffused optical see-through devices in the industry. It is used to access documents
on the go, which may include texts, images annotated with detailed instructions, training
videos, or quality assurance checklists. It can also connect with other AR devices to
communicate, for instance livestreaming one’s view to enable real-time collaboration
and remote assistance. Control methods include voice commands to launch applications
allowing full hands-free operation.
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Moverio BT-300FPV AR glasses by Epson (Suwa City, Japan) are optimized for drone
flying: the video feed from the aircraft is displayed in first-person view (FPV) on a trans-
parent screen, which allows the viewer to pilot the UAV, monitor its flight statistics, and
keep the UAV always in sight (see Figure 3). In 2022, XYZ (London, UK) released The
Atom, a next-generation engineering-grade AR headset for construction. Combining a
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safety-certified hard hat, augmented reality displays, and the in-built computing power
of the platform HoloSite, the device can position holograms of BIM models on-site to
millimeter accuracy.

In addition to headsets, smartphones or tablets can provide handheld AR experi-
ences: the user directs the device’s camera at the real-world environment and the AR
app installed superimposes content such as an image, animation, or data on the main
screen. Indeed, most mobile devices on the market feature high resolution cameras as
well as accelerometers, a GNSS receiver, solid state compass, and even LiDAR (Mea-
sure Australia, Surry Hills, Australia), making them fully equipped for AR operation.
AR applications and software development kits (SDKs) are already available from the
largest consumer tech companies such as Apple, Facebook, Google, and others, and some
AR headsets are explicitly designed to mount smartphones (Mira Prism, Vuzix M300,
https://www.aniwaa.com/product/vr-ar/vuzix-m300/, accessed on 15 March 2022).

On the other hand, the market for MR devices is still smaller than AR, and currently
consists of Microsoft HoloLens and Magic Leap (West Sunrise Boulevard Plantation, FL,
USA) with the recent introduction of Varjo XR-3 (see Figure 4). Indeed, MR goggles are
high-performing HMDs, which must include sensors such as gyroscopes, accelerometers,
Wi-Fi antennas, digital compasses, GNSS, and conventional and depth sensing cameras [1,2]
in order to scan and capture the surroundings and integrate them with fully interactive
CG content.
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The flagship MR device on the market is arguably MS HoloLens, currently in its
second iteration, which takes advantage of eye and hand movement tracking to support the
positioning of virtual content and a user interface that does not rely on external controllers.
Users can also log into HoloLens seamlessly using eye recognition. Moreover, HoloLens
features smart microphones and natural language speech processing algorithms to en-
sure vocal controls work properly even in noisy industrial environments. Park et al. [58]
conducted a literature review to investigate the current status and trends in HoloLens
studies published over the past five years (2016–2020), showing a growing use of MS
HoloLens multiple fields, from medical and surgical aids and systems, and medical edu-
cation and simulation, to industrial engineering, architecture, and civil engineering, and
other engineering fields.

A recent example of a video pass-through MR headset is represented by Varjo XR3, a
tethered HMD that claims the industry’s highest resolution (2880 × 2720) and the widest
field of view (115◦), and provides depth awareness powered by LiDAR for pixel-perfect
real-time occlusion and 3D world reconstruction. The device allows, in addition, a full
VR experience.

Apart from standalone MR headsets, several smartphone-based MR headsets are
already available or about to enter the market, including Tesseract Holoboard Enterprise
Edition, Occipital Bridge (https://www.aniwaa.com/product/vr-ar/occipital-bridge/,
accessed on 15 March 2022), and Zappar ZapBox (https://www.aniwaa.com/product/vr-
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ar/zappar-zapbox/, accessed on 15 March 2022). These can provide MR experiences using
the camera and display of the smartphone or semi-transparent mirrors to overlay the CG
content to the real world.

5. XR Applications in Building O&M

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) represents a strategic activity in building and
infrastructure management and includes a diverse range of services, skills, methods, and
tools to ensure that they maintain the expected performance over their lifetime and to re-
duce energy consumption and upkeep costs at the urban and building scale [117]. Common
O&M activities include the maintenance, repair, and replacement of components, energy
management of the built asset, management of emergencies, management of changes or
relocations of services and uses, security, management of hazardous and non-hazardous
waste, ICT, and others [118,119]. Operational costs, energy consumption, indoor comfort,
and emissions are some of the aspects that can be significantly affected by suboptimal
efficiency and effectiveness of O&M. In particular, optimal planning of maintenance work
is paramount to improve the efficiency of building management and minimize O&M costs,
thus requiring the extensive adoption of advanced management tools, including building
automation systems (BAS) and BIM-integrated facilities management software [59]. BIM
has, in fact, numerous potential applications in O&M, both as a central part of an integrated
facility management system or as a relevant data repository for the latter [120]. BIM allows
facility managers to store, maintain, and access building information, including spatial,
technical, warranty, maintenance, and spare parts data, and thereby to conduct their com-
missioning and O&M activities more efficiently [121,122]. The planning of major repairs,
retrofits, and expansions greatly benefits from an up-to-date BIM model. BIM integration
can be even more effective when paired with real-time data provided by building sensors,
systems, and service robots that can offer detailed information on the asset’s condition. In
fact, BIM is the foundation for the digital building twin, that is, the digital replica of the
built asset that is continuously updated by live data provided by sensors and systems in the
real structure replicate, a breakthrough instrument with unprecedented potential in O&M
improvement and optimization [14,123,124]. AI- and ML-powered analytics hosted in the
cloud can extract meaningful knowledge from data streams provided by the digital twin,
and results can be fed back into the system to allow self-learning and optimization [125].
The spread of BIM and digital twins has also paved the way for other technologies such as
reality capture (3D laser scanning, point clouds, etc.) and new XR tools [60,126].

In particular, the application of VR, AR, and MR technology in building management
is showing promising results in enhancing human performance in building O&M tasks, in
improving maintenance operations, and in supporting strategic decision making [18]. Due
to the possibility of benefiting from an immersive and collaborative environment and of
superimposing a digital model, real environment, data, and information in an integrated
way, XR allows, at best, the functioning of the digital twins of buildings and infrastructures,
to be exploited.

5.1. VR Applications

Thanks to its advanced capabilities of immersive and interactive visualization, VR can
facilitate several building O&M activities. VR applications concern the following main areas:

• design of the building’s maintainability, improving its effectiveness by allowing mul-
tidisciplinary experts better understanding of the final product and thus reducing
reworks down the line;

• immersive building visualization and monitoring, enabling facility managers to interact
with any asset at a more immersive and intuitive level than with RT3D visualization;

• human-centered building management, providing a realistic, safe, and fully customiz-
able virtual environment to observe human–building interaction in different situations;

• training for maintenance technicians and managers, supporting or replacing altogether
traditional image- and text-based learning methods;
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• teleoperated maintenance, allowing effective interventions with robots even in dan-
gerous or difficult to reach locations.

5.1.1. Maintainability Design

Regarding the design of maintainability, VR allows maintenance operations of any
equipment or product to be realistically simulated in a fully replicated environment, en-
abling effective design reviews and identifying potential maintenance-related design flaws
preemptively. Design teams can involve facility managers, technicians, and maintenance
engineers in a VR simulation, allowing them to enter the project, replicate conventional
operations, then return valuable feedback in the early stages of design. Such interaction
with the virtual prototypes in the immersive environment enables a more complete and
tactile understanding of the practical maintenance operations of any product well before it
is commissioned [61].

Data observed during VR interactive simulations can in turn be collected and analyzed
by embedded algorithms to allow qualitative and quantitative evaluation of maintainability.
VR simulations have already proven effective in maintainability design, supporting the eval-
uation of ergonomics, accessibility of components, environment factors such as heat or ra-
diation, workers’ fatigue, and other human factors [62,63]. For instance, Akanmu et al. [64]
presented an automated system that integrated BIM models, Microsoft Azure, and VR
to engage facility managers in the design phase regarding the accessibility of building
components for maintenance. The system provided a platform for mining and extract-
ing knowledge from feedback provided by facility managers to improve building design
tools. The functionality and usability of the system were presented with an example of the
lighting and air-conditioning systems.

5.1.2. Immersive Building Visualization and Monitoring

VR technology transforms 2D or 3D models into immersive, fully manipulable virtual
environments, enabling facility managers to interact with their assets to a much more tactile
level than what is allowed by RT3D visualization. Several plug-ins for BIM authoring
software (Revit, BIM 360, Archicad, etc.) such as Arkio, The Wild, Prospect, Sentio VR,
Unity Reflect, or dedicated software (Twinmotion, Enscape, Fuzor, BIMx, VRcollab, Lumion,
VRex, Resolve, Techviz) are today available on the market allowing 3D models to be brought
into VR with a single click, and also importing data (so users can easily access BIM metadata
and layer visibility) and enabling remote collaboration.

Differently from RT3D, in fact, VR visualization provides a realistic perception of
spatial depth, enabling any project to be explored on an actual 1:1 scale. Although con-
ventional 2D renderings and 3D digital models can allow an abstract understanding of the
environment, the full experience of interaction with a physical space cannot be replicated
with only a computer screen or sheet of paper. In urban planning, for instance, VR visual-
ization allows the user to realistically experience how a new structure will fit in and relate
with the surrounding buildings and environment.

Exploiting digital building twin (DBT) technology, VR can augment both the visualiza-
tion of the digital model and the operation, management, and maintenance of the actual
building [127]. In fact, a digital twin consists of an accurate and continuously updated
model a given physical entity, which may be a single building component, e.g., an HVAC
element, or an entire building, or even whole cities or districts. It allows users to keep track
of the current status of its related physical twin, to simulate alternative scenarios, identify
internal and external complexities, discover unusual patterns, monitor performance, and
accurately predict ongoing trends to optimize operation [1,65]. The digital twin enables
predictions and simulations of what-if scenarios, allowing to test adjustments and vari-
ations that would be inconvenient to try out in the real world, providing a larger space
for experimentation and trial and error. Finally, AI and machine learning analytics can
be integrated into digital twins to make them more intelligent and improve autonomous
decision making.
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Shahinmoghadam et al. [66] presented a method to monitor in real time the thermal
comfort conditions of the digital twins of a building’s closures, based on the integration
of BIM and live IoT data into a game engine environment. The proposed system would
allow facility operators and experts to intuitively monitor the complex and dynamic
data associated with actual thermal comfort conditions. Users could navigate the virtual
environment remotely and observe actual thermal sensations in real time in every place.
Parameters could be changed via the user interface to implement different what-if scenarios
and observe the outcomes based on the live monitoring data streaming from the IoT nodes
installed within the building. A proposed application is in interior layout planning, in
which designers can keep track of any spot that is flagged with discomfort signs.

At the city and district level, smart city digital twins can collect information from
different sources on the territory in real time and transfer it to administrators, policymakers,
and citizens, putting actual data at the base of more informed and participated-in decisions
and enabling a truly knowledge-driven city management [67,128]. Acoustic engineering
can take advantage of VR as well to realistically simulate sound sensory input, allowing
the creation of urban and building spaces with a lower noise exposure and better acoustic
comfort. Sound designers can import the BIM model into a VR engine to simulate the
physics of acoustic waves passing through a structure and reflecting on different materials.
With VR, users may distinguish how the sound bounces off a tree or a stone surface, or
hear the difference between an open window and a closed one.

Regarding augmented visualization, VR enables exploration of the DBT even remotely,
including first-person movement, the measurement of distances and angles, the interroga-
tion of single components, querying any element by category, the clustering of objects, and
the retrieval of documents (e.g., drawings, data sheets), as well as the direct modification of
assets that are synced with the building BIM model. From inside the VR environment, the
viewer may replace objects, track steps, take pictures, or sketch three-dimensional notes.
Augmented visualization with VR can also be used for computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation, providing a more intuitive representation method to comprehend the airflow
in a given space [68].

Concerning building management and maintenance, VR allows free navigation inside
any environment and full interaction with its components. VR can therefore be used to
interrogate single components of the DBT by exploring the 3D scene, facilitating monitoring
of various internal and external parameters of the building (e.g., temperature, illumination,
air quality), and tracking the condition of systems (e.g., on/off, consumption/production,
or open/closed status, power levels, operating time). Additional uses include the remote
control of systems, devices, and actuated components (e.g., windows, blinds), and the
simulation of energy consumption and internal comfort in different scenarios to apply to
the real building according to climate conditions, thermostat settings, operating times of
the equipment, etc.

With VR, virtual meeting rooms can be set up to allow different members of the
building management team to gather in the same place and time as 3D anthropomorphic
avatars, even if they are physically remote. In the virtual space, issues can be discussed and
solutions proposed as in any typical problem-solving meeting, with the added possibility
for participants immersed in the synchronized environment to jointly manipulate and eval-
uate the emergence of creative solutions in real time. Compared to other forms of remote
collaboration, VR co-presence was found to strengthen the sense of collaboration among
team members, especially in terms of social aspects such as dependencies, encouragement,
and mutual learning.

5.1.3. Human-Centered Building Management

A VR space can be used as a realistic, safe, and fully manipulable testing environment
to observe how users would interact with the building in different scenarios and how any
variation may affect the human state of mind and corresponding reactions, promoting a
more user-centered building management [69]. Interactions with the virtual environment
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provide valuable insights to inform decision making [70]. In particular, occupant behavior
was found to have a significant impact on the building’s performance and energy consump-
tion, and has therefore become a major research area in the human–building interaction
field. Human–building interactions that have energy efficiency consequences, i.e., indoor
lighting preferences, space layout, daylighting (operational blinds), or the use of appliances,
shall be fully comprehended. In this picture, researchers can take advantage of the VR
environment to collect behavioral data to analyze the human–building interaction and to
assess how human experience and behaviors affect the building’s energy performance [70].

Furthermore, VR is an effective tool for behavior investigation and training in emer-
gency situations, especially those concerning fire or earthquake occurrences [71,72]. In
particular, VR allows users to construct a stressful environment in emergency evacuation
simulations without any short-term or long-term harm to the participants, providing the
virtual stimuli to evoke mental and behavioral responses similar to those experienced
in real-life situations [73]. Lorusso et al. [74] proposed a VR platform integrated with
numerical simulation tools to reproduce an evolutionary fire emergency scenario for an
existing school building, including real-time simulation of the crowd dynamic during the
evacuation process. The results showed that the proposed VR-based system can be used to
help decision makers determine emergency plans and to help firefighters as a training tool
to simulate emergency evacuation actions.

Quantitative measure metrics, i.e., movement speed and directions, can also be in-
corporated in VR-based human–building interaction studies, as well as biometric sensors
such as EEG (electroencephalogram), GSR (the galvanic skin response), and PPG (facial- or
vision-based electromyography), to assist researchers in gaining insights into how human
body functions work and react in the case of different built environment settings, such as
spatial cognition, with a more conclusive and complementary measurement result [75,76].

Risk situations and the safety of workers can be effectively assessed with VR, allowing
the feasibility and convenience of different design alternatives to be gauged. Specific
aspects that imperil the virtual labor can be easily identified during the VR experience and
adjusted accordingly, avoiding unnecessary reworks down the line.

Finally, recent global sanitary emergencies have clearly shown that not only the quality
and characteristics of spaces, but also the way in which people experience these spaces
and interact with each other, can have a direct influence on people’s health. The problem
of movement and the interaction of people within both closed and open spaces has now
become a critical issue for safety linked to the transmission of diseases, equal in importance
to established concepts such as systems safety and fire protection and evacuation. There-
fore, understanding how to arrange spaces and how to organize the movement of people
has now become a central theme of planning at the building and district scale, aimed
at minimizing health risks by maximizing well-being and productivity. Spaces where
people congregate—offices, construction sites, schools, retail spaces, warehouses—must
be designed to reduce the risk of disease transmission. Such planning requires an under-
standing of mathematics, biomechanics, data science, design, demography, psychology,
local regulations, sociology, and geography, among other disciplines, which today can
find support in VR technology as well as simulation software and artificial intelligence. In
this sense, a study by Pavon et al. [77] utilized BIM possibilities to reduce crowding and
facilitate social distancing as a COVID-19 measure in a public building. More recently
Mukhopadhyay et al. [78] presented a VR-based DT implementation of a physical office
space with the goal of using it as an automatic social distancing measurement system.
The VR environment was enhanced with an interactive dashboard showing information
collected from physical sensors and the latest statistics on COVID-19.

5.1.4. Personnel Training

VR tools are finding widespread application in personnel training, particularly for
larger contractors, as these show numerous benefits compared to conventional training
methods concerning the speed and effectiveness of learning, schedule flexibility and better
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compatibility with work activities, lower travel expenses, lower overall costs, and greater
safety for both learners and equipment.

Such advantages are especially meaningful in the O&M sector, in which continuous
training and skills certification is required for labor, and several environments and situations
may pose a high risk for workers’ safety.

In VR, multiple scenarios can be simulated, including extremely dangerous events, al-
lowing learners to “learn by doing”—with the optional support of text or audio information—
without any risk for their safety or damage to the equipment. In addition to the end results
and decision-making skills, VR-assisted learning allows other aspects to be evaluated such
as response times, the precision of movements, and other specific variables, providing a
more comprehensive insight on the level of training and competence acquired. Further-
more, VR can considerably reduce training costs for companies and learners, as it does not
require real equipment to be rented—especially of large dimensions (cranes, etc.)—nor to
replicate dangerous scenarios, while allowing training activities to be carried out on an
individual level without affecting working hours or interrupting company activities (as it
happens instead of group courses) [79]. The VR immersive environment is demonstrated
to allow procedures and operations in a more involved and distraction-free way, with
cognitive benefits including both working memory development (information encoding)
and subsequent retrieval (information recalling). VR-trained subjects were observed to
outperform those trained with conventional 2D and text instructions in both the rapid-
ity and accuracy of maintenance operations [80]. In particular, haptic feedback from VR
systems has proven to increase users’ situational awareness and overall performance for
maintenance applications. Indeed, although VR studies mostly focus on the pursuit of
realistic visual effects, as vision accounts for 80% of external information processed by the
brain, the possibility to accurately simulate the haptic feedback of the real maintenance
process in VR is also very important, as the human–machine interaction in maintenance is
mostly carried out by hand [63]. Compared to visual feedback, haptic feedback was found
to be more effective in improving the performance of maintenance workers and particularly
helpful in increasing situational awareness during telemanipulation tasks, in which the
completion time was reduced and the quality of operation improved [81].

5.1.5. Vehicles and Robot’s Teleoperation

VR can be successfully employed to enhance teleoperated maintenance operations,
including those in hazardous or hard to reach environments such as nuclear plants, un-
derwater facilities, offshore platforms, or emergency situations. Teleoperated vehicles
include UAVs and robots equipped with articulated arms and manipulators characterized
by impressive dexterity and precision of movement [82].

In VR-assisted teleoperation, drivers and operators wear headsets that display a full
view of the working area and reproduce any sounds on-site as well as audible warnings.
VR controllers perfectly mimic those on the real machine, providing an experience equal to
sitting in the machine’s cab, even if it is kilometers away. Verbal-, thought-, and eye-based
control inputs are also employed. VR teleoperation also allows users to rotate operators in
working shifts (even in different time zones), enabling 24/7 uptime. VR can completely
immerse the robot operator in the task at hand, displaying stereoscopic video feed from the
machine’s cameras and faithfully reproducing commands imparted by VR controllers.

In its most advanced application, VR teleoperation involves biomorphic robots con-
trolled using full-body suits: called VR exoskeletons, these robotic systems allow a machine
placed in a separate location to perfectly synch with the movements of an operator as
detected by a sensors-equipped exoskeleton [1]. Hand controllers, gloves, and similar allow
objects of any size and weight to be manipulated with remarkable dexterity and accuracy.
An example of a virtual exoskeleton is the Guardian GT system by Sarcos, consisting of a
robotic system with one or two highly mobile arms mounted on a track or wheeled base,
controlled by a body suit that allows various tasks (heavy lifting, intricate processes such
as welding and joining, or even operating switches and levers) to be performed remotely.
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5.2. AR Applications

Augmented reality (AR) is the application of XR technology in real-world scenarios,
and has found considerable utilization in building management activities, allowing techni-
cians to superimpose data to the real-world view while on site by using wearable HMDs or
a camera-equipped mobile device [52,53].

With the ability to provide real-time information, AR is being used within the industry
to increase efficiency, improve safety, streamline collaboration, manage costs, and boost
overall project confidence, proving effective in the following building O&M applications:
building monitoring and management, maintenance and repair operations, renovations
and retrofit works, personnel training, and workplace safety.

AR combines both physical and digital content into one coherent environment by
overlaying CGI over the user’s view through a mobile device or HMD. AR systems can
determine their position using GNSS positioning and cameras, then present the user with
real-time context-related data, continuously updating and displaying the necessary infor-
mation as they move throughout space. Information and documents such as operational
status, plans and drawings, and schedules are easily accessible, allowing fully informed
decision making in the field. AR solutions can be implemented with either head-mounted
displays (HMDs) such as smart goggles or handheld displays (HHS) such as tablets, smart-
phones, or dedicated devices. AR apps for smartphones or tablets, such as XMReality,
Reflekt Remote, or XOi, can be easy installed, do not require any dedicated hardware,
and directly overlay graphics and text on the video feed of the devices’ cameras. How-
ever, these handheld devices are not particularly suitable for supporting manual work as
the operator has to interrupt the activities to consult the device, and remote support is
equally suboptimal.

Conversely, AR systems that employ HMDs such as Epson Moverio, Google Glass, or
Vuzix M-Series, which can also be integrated in PPEs, e.g., helmets (XYZ Atom), allow the
operator to retrieve information and to collaborate remotely while keeping their hands on
the tools and their attention on the task. Both HHS and HMD AR devices are autonomous
and self-packaged, granting sufficient mobility for training, service, and maintenance
operations on-site.

Several programs that are available allow AR functions to be created and provided
(UpSkill Skylight, ScopeAR Worklink), with visualization methods ranging from displaying
text bullet points to interactive 3D animations. The simplest AR interfaces superimpose
virtual arrows and text onto the real-world view. Plain text contents are quick to create or
update and their overlay does not occlude the view of the user; however, such solutions
are less intuitive and thus indicated more for supporting already skilled maintenance
workers. Support data can be presented as static 2D images and 3D models as well,
overlaying relevant information on the screen to enhance inspections or other interventions.
CG content can be animated to display specific processes at each stage more intuitively.
Depending on the worker’s skills, AR support can guide their actions step by step or just
present top-level information. Another function of AR headsets is remote conferencing
with coworkers and technicians, allowing colleagues off-site a precise glance on the field;
much more effective than traditional vocal communication and picture sharing.

Additionally, AR allows users to erect 3D models over 2D floor or site plans, enabling
more intuitive and accurate previews of the work on the field. Mobile AR programs such
as GAMMA AR and Trimble’s SiteVision (see Figure 5) capture the scene ahead on a
smartphone or tablet and overlay it with 3D models, allowing on-site preview of utilities,
buildings, and infrastructures presented with cm accuracy.

In particular, Trimble SiteVision is an X-ray view AR tool consisting of a lightweight,
handheld, field controller equipped with an integrated GNSS positioning system. The
system combines satellite data, to correctly position itself, and measurements from the
on-board rangefinder, to determine the position of target points relative to the 3D model.
The user is presented with a CG model accurately superimposed on the real-world context
scene captured by the camera, and can comprehend intuitively how the 3D model interacts
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with the environment. As the viewer moves and shifts their point of view, the device
continuously adjusts the 3D model on the display to match what the camera is seeing.
By previewing the 3D model on the field in its expected position, potential issues can be
detected beforehand to enact corrections timely and avoid clashes and unnecessary reworks
down the line. In addition, the device allows users to capture photos, take measurements,
and attach notes, then directly create and assign tasks to coworkers to ensure productive
follow-up. Updates from the job site are transmitted from and archived in the office,
allowing to better sync workers, activities, and information.
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5.2.1. Augmented Building Monitoring and Management

AR allows facility managers to enhance information retrieval and visualization by
presenting relevant content right in its real-world context, such as, for instance, displaying
real-time sensor readings, process telemetry, or aggregated performance, thus improving
the monitoring and control of whole building systems. This can be particularly effective for
planning maintenance interventions, using virtual performance panels and dashboards to
access real-time data for monitoring and control, and analytics purposes.

AR-enhanced visualization of non-visual data can be a useful cognitive aid for iden-
tifying the information needed for decision making in FM, and can highly improve the
usability and accessibility of BIM data [83]. Chung et al. [84] presented a study in which
AR-based smart FM systems demonstrated faster and easier access to information com-
pared with existing 2D blueprint-based FM systems, with information obtained through
AR allowing immediate, more visual, and easier means to express the information when
integrated with actual objects. A study by Abramovici et al. [85] proposed an AR-based
support system for collaboration among working-level stakeholders involved in the FM
process, whereby AR was used not only as a tool for the visualization of maintenance
data, but also for communication and alerts, or for displaying other coordination-related
aspects for the whole team. Another study by Chu et al. [86] developed, tested, and evalu-
ated mobile systems (Artifact) with cloud-based storage capabilities aimed at integrating
BIM and AR to improve information-retrieving processes as well as operational efficiency
during construction.

Alonso-Rosa et al. [87] presented a monitoring energy system based on mobile aug-
mented reality (MAR) to visualize in real time the power quality parameters and the energy
consumption of home appliances. Tests showed that by simply focusing the smartphone on
the home appliance, the system could detect the image targets with a negligible response
time to overlap the energy information on the captured frame.

AR systems can also overlay the results of building thermal or fluid dynamics sim-
ulations on the virtual model, or project those on the real environment [112,113]. Indeed,
the integration of AR with numerical simulations can improve the solution of practical
problems, reducing the misinterpretation in spatial and logical aspects by superimposing
engineering analysis and simulation results directly on real-world objects [90].
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5.2.2. Augmented Maintenance and Repair Operations

During actual interventions, technicians can use AR to augment their view of the
physical world with overlaid digital content, which may consist of real-time data related
to the task or asset of interest or even guidance on each step to replace a component.
Differently from traditional instructions based on static text and images, AR presents
information in a context-aware and more comprehensible manner, allowing more effective
operations and greater flexibility in workers’ deployment. Therefore, AR is especially
indicated to support maintenance operations and training in buildings and infrastructure
since it enables quick access to contextual information and seamless integration of data right
into the operation, in addition to allowing remote support and assistance by colleagues
and experts to improve problem solving and decision making in the field [84]. Moreover,
machine vision and object recognition algorithms can be integrated in the AR experience
to provide real-time feedback on the task: cameras can determine the actual position and
orientation of the components, check those against the targets and show alerts to correct
the procedure on the go, and prevent mistakes or reworks down the line. Traditional text
and picture manuals can be transformed into digital multimedia content and seamlessly
integrated into the workflow using AR headsets, allowing operators to completely focus
on the task without diverting their attention. As such, AR helps to reduce unnecessary eye
and head movements, improve spatial perception, and increase overall productivity [18].
Moreover, today, systems and equipment are growing in complexity and commonly embed
several sensors to monitor operations and perform initial diagnosis. AR can retrieve and
display valuable data and diagnostic results right beside the object to be maintained, instead
of accessing this information with a separate computer.

Manuri et al. [91] proposed an AR-based system to help the user in detecting and
avoiding errors during the maintenance process, which consisted of a computer vision
algorithm able to evaluate, at each step of a maintenance procedure, if the user had correctly
completed the assigned task or not. Validation occurred by comparing the image of the
final status of the machinery, after the user had performed the task, and a virtual 3D
representation of the expected result. In order to avoid false positives, the system could
also identify both motions in the scene and changes in the camera’s zoom and/or position,
thus enhancing the robustness of the validation phase.

One of the most common applications of AR is certainly that of remote maintenance,
also known as “collaborative maintenance” or “remote assistance”, which consists of the
cooperation of an expert and a technician who are actually in physically different locations.
Especially in consideration of the growing technological complexity of building systems,
the conventional remote assistance carried out over the telephone is no longer an effective
solution. Programs for AR-based collaboration such as VSight or Virtualist, on the other
hand, allow the transfer of information and knowledge between the expert and maintainer
in real time in a remote “see-what-I-see” collaboration. Colleagues and experts can see the
direct view captured by the operator’s AR device on-site and send back voice instructions,
documents, or superimpose their annotations directly on the technician’s display. This
enables even unskilled operators to carry out complex tasks on their own, allowing waiting
times to be reduced for more experienced teams and overall system downtime [32,92].

Finally, AR solutions can support quality assurance by allowing users to compare the
resulting configuration directly with the design model, which is overlaid in the correct loca-
tion, highlighting inspection-relevant features and deviations right on the single element.
Using AR programs such as GAMMA AR, available for Android or iOS, contractors can
validate what has been built correctly with the BIM model and stick photos or add virtual
notes to specific built or designed elements. Components of the model can be hidden,
isolated, and annotated with text, pictures, or voice notes. With AR tools such as VisualLive,
it is possible to vary the transparency of 3D models to allow X-ray views. Users must
place QR codes on flat or vertical surfaces, then scan them to import and properly align the
virtual models.
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5.2.3. Augmented Renovations and Retrofit Works

The ability to merge virtual objects with the physical environment makes augmented
reality particularly suited for previewing renovations and retrofit interventions. With
AR, the user can use the screen of a smartphone or tablet to project a “digital window”
that overlays the BIM model of an object, a building, or a road onto the real-world scene,
helping the visualization of the positioning of entire structures, as well as specific design
features, elements, or equipment. Using AR, a client can enter the construction site before
the renovation works begin, walk around, and view the end result in a simulated built
view, as the final 3D model is superimposed on the real images.

In building renovations, mobile AR apps such as AirMeasure and MeasureKit enable
direct measurement of the height, length, and dimensions of objects directly on the screen
of the device. Some programs (Magic Plan, Room Scan and Floor Plan Creator) allow
the creation of 2D and 3D floor plans by pointing the device’s cameras at the corners of
the room and snapping pictures while turning around. AR solutions can also support
the scheduling and planning of building renovations, allowing users to preview and
virtually test alternative process sequences, such as crane trajectories or vehicle movements,
in a spatial context, or evaluate manual activities such as assembly/disassembly in a
realistic manner.

5.2.4. Workplace Safety

AR solutions can be effectively integrated in workplace safety procedures by using
HMDs or mobile devices to scan tags or labels placed in specific areas or objects. These labels
can then bring up text or 3D models to communicate specific safety or hazard information.

Hurtado et al. [93] proposed a method to support the collective protective equipment
inspection process by equipping the safety advisor with an AR-based 3D viewer with
an intuitive interface. Authors also provided the background for the use of AR in safety
inspection processes on construction sites and in offering methodological recommendations
for the development and evaluation of these applications.

Chen et al. [94] explored the use of AR technology to facilitate fire safety equipment
inspection and maintenance using mobile devices, overcoming the constraints imposed
by paper files on these tasks. The demonstration and validation results showed that the
proposed AR-based system provided highly comprehensive, mobile, and effective access
to fire safety equipment information, facilitating the presentation of information in an
immediate, visual, and convenient manner.

Codina et al. [95] presented an implementation of AR for emergency situations in
smart buildings by means of indoor localization using sub-GHz beacons. The system
should help emergency services that need to move quickly to rescue trapped people in
situations where there is no visibility, or in large buildings such as hospitals, by generating
a three-dimensional model of the building and facilitating navigation through it.

5.3. MR Applications

Mixed reality (MR) extends AR technology by enabling more direct interaction be-
tween reality and virtuality, allowing the user to manipulate virtual elements as they would
in the real world with 3D digital content responding and reacting accordingly [129].

Microsoft HoloLens headsets are the most used MR devices in the construction sector
as they are already certified as basic protection goggles (see Figure 6) and are available
integrated into hard hats such as Trimble XR10 for personnel working in dirty, noisy, and
safety-controlled environments. Trimble XR10 are also available with the Trimble HoloTint
accessory visor, which is equipped with photochromic lenses for use outdoors or in brightly
lit environments.

MR devices allow workers to visualize building plans, to make measurements on
the field, to create 3D models from surrounding site scans, and enable technicians and
designers to make modifications while on-site, proving effective in the following building
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O&M applications: collaborative building management, maintenance and repair operations,
renovations and retrofit works, personnel training, and workplace safety.
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5.3.1. Collaborative Augmented Building Monitoring and Management

As for AR, MR allows facility managers to enhance data visualization by displaying
information right on field, including, for example, the visualization of real-time data
from sensors, process parameters, or aggregated performance, therefore improving the
monitoring, control, and maintenance of the whole building’s components. The improved
spatial awareness of MR allows the device to estimate the location and orientation of the
user within the 3D BIM model or DT of the building, enabling first-person navigation
aids (arrows, directions) inside the real-scale model with the possibility of displaying or
interrogating all relevant data, including MEP systems, building components, and data
from sensors and IoT devices.

Localization is performed via GNSS positioning and/or by comparing the user’s
perspective to BIM based on deep learning computation, commonly stream-processed in
graphics processing unit (GPU)-enabled servers via transmission control protocol/Internet
protocol (TCP/IP). Once the viewer is correctly positioned and oriented in the virtual space,
spatial mapping visually fits the object of interest (superimposed text, elements-to-build,
concealed pipes) onto the MR image [96]. MR navigation is also particularly useful to locate
the target for maintenance and repair operations (electrical cabinets, air handling units,
pipes manifolds) and guide the technician to the location even if they are unfamiliar with
the premises.

A recent example of the application of MR in residential buildings is that of the
Restart4Smart project by Sapienza University of Rome, which participated in the Solar
Decathlon Middle East 2018, in which a digital twin of the building was created, and
MS HoloLens was used on public tours to show visitors the structure and systems of the
house, highlighting specific components such as pipes, tensioning cables, and technical
devices [130].

Furthermore, MR wearable devices can enable a collaborative workspace between
different professionals: as managing more complex buildings and infrastructure requires
a great deal of collaboration between multiple teams, including designers, managers,
contractors, users, tenants, supervisors, etc., a successful collaboration is needed at all times
even if all the figures involved in a project are not always present at the workplace. MR
allows the creation of collaborative environments where several people, who may even be
in different places, can literally walk around and at the same time interact with a virtual 3D
model as with a physical one actually present in the room, and show the design intent to
stakeholders without needing an actual maquette (see Figure 7). Instead of waiting for all
parties involved to assemble and review blueprints to make any changes, MR allows users
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to take notes and share video views of any suspected issues and send the information to
remote teams in real time. On-site and remote team members are able to consult with each
other and work with the information needed, greatly lowering the time and costs needed to
make a decision among teams. MR collaborative environments such as WearCom further
increase spatial faithfulness by using spatial cues such as virtual avatars to locate every
observer speaking with each other in a conference.
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5.3.2. Collaborative Augmented Maintenance and Repair Operations

Thanks to the full integration between the virtual and real world, MR represents the
best suited technology to support maintenance and repair operations in the building and
infrastructure sector. Naticchia et al. [97] merged information from a BIM model with an
MR environment to reflect the maintenance workers’ benefits. Another MR case study was
investigated by Ammari and Hammad [98], who proposed a framework to coordinate BIM
and MR for supporting field tasks in the facility management domain.

MR can perform all activities that require AR integration and have been described
above, including remote collaboration, with much improved precision and contextual
interaction. In addition to visualizing maintenance-related data such as service requests,
work order information, real-time IoT readings of the asset being serviced, documentation,
or knowledge base items, MR can highlight parts and operations in their correct order
(screws, switches, levers, valves, etc.) and virtually expand or explode the 3D image of the
machine to visualize how it is built and all its components.

In particular, MR 3D models have been observed to be easier to understand than
conventional paper documents, allowing for faster assembly and fewer errors made during
construction. Furthermore, MR-assisted construction showed that participants with no
previous assembly experience achieved the best times using MR, and they were also faster
than the most experienced participants who used traditional paper plans [99], confirming
the potential of MR to address the current shortage of experienced or skilled labor in the
construction industry.

By using an MR integrated cooperation platform such as Microsoft Dynamics 365
Remote Assist, a remotely connected expert can see the live, first-person view taken by the
HMD, freeze any scene of this video feed, and create annotations and 3D holograms, which
are then integrated into the real-world view of the person wearing the device, anchored to
their position irrespective of head movements [100].

By far, the most promising feature of MR is the ability to combine all digital data
and documentation with one’s physical view. Information, including actual or expected
locations of walls, pipes, outlets, switches, and ventilation, is accessible directly on the site
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in levels that can be easily turned on and off. Having the precisely placed MEP overlays
superimposed on the actual construction site can lead to subsequent work being completed
with great precision. For example, contractors have been using robotic total stations and
HoloLens to visualize a planned underground piping grid and mark the layout of required
excavations accordingly directly on-site, thus minimizing unnecessary earth movements.
Software such as BIM Holoview visualize infrastructure components where they will be
constructed to evaluate and verify their correct positioning and can also be used as a
post-construction tool to view existing infrastructure behind walls. The MR device can also
overlay information on the work in progress, highlighting necessary tools and components,
or overlaying visual guidelines for masonry or electrical installations [101], up to entire
step-by-step assembly instructions.

The ability to accurately overlay BIM model data that would otherwise be hidden,
such as built-in wall ducts or overhead ducts, allows spot interventions without wasting
time and resources on probing. This is particularly useful for underground infrastruc-
tures, where excavation operations often present a high risk of inadvertently damaging
the existing subsurface utilities, causing financial loss or even accidental injury [18]. A
workflow proposed by Bentley Systems with the ContextCapture tool leverages real-world
photographic reconstruction to generate a 3Dmesh in which 2D pipe maps are projected
and aligned based on visible surface features such as manholes, valve access covers, and
drains. On site, the pipe-augmented 3D mesh is geolocated with the physical world by
selecting common control points (doors, lampposts), then turned off to show only the
pipe augmentations in the aligned position. This way, it is possible to identify pipes and
manholes to service and to trace precise excavation markers minimizing impact on the
surrounding environment. At the same time, the user can visually identify discrepancies
between the augmentation and the actual location of surface assets and propose changes to
the pipe database by adjusting the virtual pipe’s position directly on-site.

Regarding building maintenance with MR, ThyssenKrupp developed a HoloLens-
based solution for elevator maintenance [131]. The application provides maintenance
workers with an interactive UI and 3D holograms of the objects in need of fixing and offers
live Skype calls for assistance (see Figure 8): the responder can visualize what the caller is
seeing, making it possible to verify or assist the repair work in real time.
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In renovation planning, MR can be used to improve information retrieval from BIM
models and thus reduce time and errors in related tasks. Indeed, most issues originate nor-
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mally from poor coordination, incomplete or poor understanding by contractors, inability
to detect errors or omissions early, or disconnect between stakeholders and construction
teams. MR can mitigate all these problems greatly increasing overall productivity.

Using MR glasses, project team members can walk to the site of the future intervention
and digitally mark problems they encounter, such as cracks or misplaced elements. Each
“tag” is linked to a 3D model of the space and comes complete with built-in links to
requests for information (RFIs), drawing details, additional images, vocal notes, or preset
tags, allowing workers to use the same MR headset in a second moment to locate, identify,
diagnose, track, and ultimately fix issues.

Furthermore, MR can be used to measure the physical properties of a space, i.e.,
width, length, and height. Contractors can integrate this information into 3D models of
the building, allowing them to generate even more accurate structures and have a more
comprehensive view of how the project is being built. Using MR headsets, workers will
be able to automatically take measurements of the built components and compare them
against the dimensions specified in the as-designed models to identify any inconsistencies
in the structures and quickly resolve them to prevent delays or higher costs (see Figure 9).
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Thanks to the interoperability between different MR and BIM systems, it is possible to
automatically update BIM models and construction schedules from the MR device itself [17].
Workers can easily display interior and exterior views of a facility and make changes to
virtual floor plans while keeping one view intact, such as removing or repositioning walls
or components, or modifying the layout on their headset or mobile MR devices. This allows
experts to resolve any errors in a virtual view before applying changes to the physical
structure. As this digital data is continuously updated, it takes the guesswork out of any
design changes while improving the workflow and preventing material waste. Retrieving
BIM information also allows field workers to effectively monitor a project against its con-
struction plan and ensure its successful completion. In addition to this useful information
database, MR can allow users to virtually see the building’s progress against its schedule,
providing an additional level of project management. A Progress monitoring interface can
provide color-coded overlays to easily identify sections of the construction site that are
ahead or behind schedule [102]. Platforms such Fologram allow users to create interactive
models that guide step-by-step construction in real-world environments. Fologram can
also use QR codes or ArUco markers to manipulate models in space. For example, with
wireframe models, these guides specify how to trace out the dimensions for molds to create
building elements and where to place each brick in a wall with millimeter accuracy.
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MR can also be used to build mockups that combine digital and physical elements by
inserting the digital model over the real one. This is particularly useful in the case of inter-
ventions on an urban scale. For example, the City Planning application by HoloPundits can
help to graphically visualize a blueprint as a completed project, enabling 3D walkthroughs,
to adjust building spaces, to drag and drop props, and to replace the virtual buildings.
Taqtile’s HoloMaps is a VR/AR app used to navigate through a geographical holographic
model by superimposing real-time data, integrating Microsoft Bing 3D with over 250 cities
and landmarks as a 3D model of any size. Data source integration provides contextu-
ally relevant information (weather, real-time traffic, and Twitter feeds) that can be shared
with team members or stakeholders locally or remotely, synchronously or asynchronously,
alongside voice and text annotations, and MR photo and video screenshots.

5.3.4. Personnel Training

In O&M training, MR presents the great advantage of allowing the trainee to interact
with real-world objects (also having tactile feedback) and to access virtual information
at the same time, easily making the mapping between the real task and the instructions
without the need to use separate external training materials such as user guides or manuals.
According to Fitts’ skill acquisition model, MR enables the trainee to learn the basics of
the task by observing augmented instructions and to develop behavioral and movement
patterns during repeated execution of the instructed tasks, increasing their skills right from
initial rehearsals [103].

5.3.5. Workplace Safety

In addition to supporting education and training, MR device applications are also
about their ability to boost hazard identification for field safety, improve risk recognition,
and enhance real-time communication between managers and workers. The communi-
cation of safety information with MR can be enhanced by sharing video feeds between
the on-site MR device and off-site PCs or tablets, enabling bi-directional communication
between workers and safety coordinators regarding potential hazards, violations, and tips
on site, and verbalized annotations and comments that can be tagged and georeferenced on
their actual digital location [104]. As MR glasses such as HoloLens 2 continually create and
update the 3D map of the environment, it is also possible to provide orientation and navi-
gation of premises in a building or construction site with overlapping arrows, indicators,
and information panels that can accurately align to rooms, doors, and equipment.

6. Conclusions

Numerous studies and fieldworks are demonstrating how XR technologies represent
a very important tool to best exploit the possibilities offered by the digital transition of
the AECO sector. Indeed, the AECO industry is faced with a confluence of trends and
technologies that brings the virtual and physical worlds together to create a truly networked
world in which intelligent objects communicate and interact with each other.

XR technologies, including VR, AR, and MR, allow immersive digital experiences to
be created that permit users to easily visualize, explore, and understand designs, models,
and site conditions with many benefits in terms of stakeholder engagement, design support
and review, construction planning, progress monitoring, construction safety, and support
to operations and management, as well as personnel training.

After providing a detailed review that analyzed, categorized, and summarized state-
of-the-art XR technologies and their possible applications for building O&M along with
their relative advantages and disadvantages, the article shows that XR can greatly improve
building management and maintenance, allowing the optimization of building perfor-
mance, cost-effectiveness, employee satisfaction, and productivity. VR, AR, and MR can be
revolutionary in supporting designers, technicians, and facility managers in their activities
thanks to the ability to provide immersive visualization of the asset and to superimpose
instructions, sensor data, or technical schemes right in their field of view as well as allow-
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ing hands-free communication. Furthermore, integrated cooperation platforms can allow
remote connected colleagues and experts to see the live, first-person view taken by the XR
headset and collaborate actively with the users.

VR can provide a way to operate the facility remotely in an immersive environment
and can be used to simulate alternative scenarios. AR has great potential to support
building operation and management because it can provide useful information in context
to site workers that operate and maintain the facilities. A combination of both technologies
can support field and remote office workers at the same time and improve collaboration.

In particular, VR can support O&M activities through maintainability design, im-
mersive building visualization and monitoring, human-centered building management,
personnel training, and vehicles or robots’ teleoperation. AR and MR can improve building
performance and maintenance activities by enabling collaborative augmented building
monitoring and management, collaborative augmented maintenance and repair opera-
tions, collaborative augmented renovations and retrofit works, personnel training, and
workplace safety.

The main challenges facing the use of both AR and VR for facility management are the
lack of integration with other facility management systems, the low accuracy and speed
for updating information across several systems, and the difficulty to archive and revisit
AR and VR experiences. Furthermore, XR headsets need to become less constrained by
battery life, image rendering speeds need to improve, and siloed software platforms need
the privacy controls and infrastructure support to integrate more seamlessly in the cloud.
Interactions with the virtual space will become more intuitive, supporting gestures and eye-
gaze to aid in sketching, prototyping, and animation. Geospatial tags that sync real-world
location data with building models will be automated and achieve greater precision.

Today’s market trends relating to the diffusion of XR, and the convergence with other
sectors such as gaming and video entertainment, suggest a rapid resolution of the present
barriers to the application of these technologies to O&M, currently represented by the still
high costs of the devices (MR in particular), the level of digital alphabetization required,
and the sparse adoption of BIM 7D systems in facility management. On the other hand,
the type of technology and the required digital literacy could attract and develop new
and more skilled and qualified talents, addressing the labor shortage problems typical of
the sector.

Finally, given the novelty of the subject, this study allowed the identification of a lack
of scientific literature on the measured costs and benefits deriving from the application of
XR technologies in the field of O&M, thus identifying this limitation as a need for further
development in this area of research and for a larger diffusion of immersive technologies in
the AECO sector.
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Abstract: Planning the required energy infrastructure for the energy transition is a crucial task for
various neighbourhood concepts, such as positive energy districts. However, energy planning often
comes with the challenges of data shortages and a lack of comparability among solutions for different
districts. This work aims to enable this comparability by introducing an approach for categorising
districts according to parameters that are relevant for the planning of neighbourhood energy in-
frastructures. Four parameters (climate, floor space index, heating demand and share of residential
buildings) and their respective ranges (bands) were derived from the literature. Additionally, this
work visualised the combination of all parameter bands across Europe to conveniently showcase
districts that are comparable according to the selected parameters. This approach and its visualisation
could be used in urban planning to share knowledge from existing energy district projects with those
planned in comparable districts.

Keywords: positive energy district; district energy infrastructure; decarbonisation of neighbourhoods;
GIS; energy transition

1. Introduction

Cities are responsible for about 70% of global CO2 emissions, to which the largest
contributor is the use of fossil fuels for buildings and transportation [1]. The concept of
positive energy districts (PEDs), which are districts or neighbourhoods that have net-zero
carbon emissions and positive annual energy balances, was proposed by the Strategic
Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) Action 3.2 in 2018 as a cornerstone for the creation
of carbon-neutral cities in Europe [2]. This action plan has led to various other initiatives
across Europe (e.g., Making City [3], +cityXchange [4], IEA EBC Annex 83 (International
Energy Agency’s Energy in Buildings and Communities programme) [5] and Pocityf [6]). In
academia, PED-based research has also been increasing [7–9]. PEDs have been developed
using different approaches and techniques from different actors. According to the Joint
Programming Initiative (JPI) Urban Europe [10], there were two operating PEDs at the
beginning of 2020, with 19 others in the implementation stage and 8 in the planning stage.
Furthermore, 32 other projects have not declared ambitions to become PEDs but present
characteristics of interest for PED development [10]. These projects span across Europe and
provide cases for a wide variety of climates, political contexts, social contexts and national
and local energy production mixes and infrastructure. These cases generate plenty of data
that other local planners could potentially use for initial assessments and replications. In
this context, comparability and replicability are crucial.
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The transition towards positive energy districts needs appropriate infrastructure, as
defined in Section 2. However, the kind of infrastructure and its capacity in terms of
electricity or heating and cooling depend on characteristics that vary across Europe. For ex-
ample, climate attributes, such as solar irradiation and temperature, affect the potential for
photovoltaic (PV) generation, as well as heating and cooling systems. Many district energy
system transformation projects rely on case studies for data specific to their locations [3–6].
However, it is not easy to know whether an analysis made for one area would apply to
another area within the EU. Therefore, our work aimed to develop a methodology for
classifying European districts based on parameters that are helpful in the initial evaluation
and planning phase of energy infrastructures that could lead to PEDs.

The method developed in this study clusters existing neighbourhoods within Europe
according to key categorisation parameters. This approach can provide benefits for both
practice and theory. For example, categorising districts according to their energy infrastruc-
ture requirements is of practical use for regional decision-making in the initial stages of
planning district energy infrastructures. It simplifies comparing solutions and approaches
from other districts that fall into the same district category. The categorisation also supports
learning from challenges and opportunities that arose from existing or studied areas, for
example, in the planning stage. Furthermore, this categorisation could be of particular
interest to academia within the field of energy modelling. The accessibility of data can
be a significant burden for energy modelling-related research. Using the presented cate-
gorisation approach could justify using data relevant to the infrastructure requirements of
another district with similar characteristics.

The remainder of the article begins by narrowing down the scope of the categorisation
and introducing important background information in Section 2. Subsequently, Section 3
introduces the overall methodology of the work. The results are presented in Section 4,
which also shows the procedure for identifying the relevant parameters for the district
categorisation for infrastructure comparability, as well as their ranges (Section 4.1). This is
followed by the application of this method to the creation of comparable districts using
visualisation maps of different parameter combinations (Section 5). The work is finalised
by an elaboration on the application, limitations and prospects of this method in Section 6.

2. Theoretical Background

The positive energy goal, i.e., positive renewable annual energy balance, is barely
achievable without the district energy infrastructures undergoing a major transforma-
tion [11]. Building on the works of Fulmer et al. [12] and Brozovsky et al. [13], this study
defined a district energy infrastructure as the physical components of building and energy
infrastructure systems (i.e., heating networks, electricity grids, generation, etc.) that provide
commodities and services (e.g., hot water, electricity, etc.) that are essential for enabling,
sustaining and enhancing societal living conditions.

According to JPI Urban Europe [2], each PED is supposed to find its own optimal
balance between three main elements: the energy efficiency of the infrastructure, local
renewable energy production and energy flexibility within the district (see Figure 1). These
three elements are relevant to different parts of a district’s energy infrastructure, e.g.,
energy efficiency primarily relates to building envelopes and heating and cooling systems.
Thermal insulation, more efficient decentralised boilers and district heating systems are
crucial in colder climates. Buildings in warmer climates require insulation and ventilation
to reduce cooling demands during hot summer periods. Once the energy efficiency limit
is achieved, local energy supply from renewable sources, such as PV or wind power, is
deployed to cover the local energy demands. Finally, the flexibility of an energy system
can be provided by storage technologies and emerging services, such as dynamic charging
for battery electric vehicles (BEV). Although this example has advanced and grown in
importance over recent years, this work did not focus on BEVs and their charging. Smart
charging and vehicle-to-grid technology are not yet widely implemented. Furthermore,
readers can infer relevant information regarding mobility from some of the parameters
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selected for the classification efforts (Section 4), i.e., the residential share of the total gross
floor area and the floor space index. Hence, necessary transformations are the measures
(and their ambitions) that need to be implemented to achieve each “sub-goal” (i.e., element).
For example, the “transformation” of a building envelope (e.g., insulating walls) or heating
system (e.g., installing heat pumps) is necessary for energy efficiency, as energy efficiency
is defined by the conditions or characteristics of those infrastructures.

Figure 1. The key concepts/elements of positive energy districts (adapted from [2]).

Hence, for the purpose of this study, a PED infrastructure encompasses the following
technology: renewable energy generation, energy storage, charging technology, building
envelopes and heating and cooling systems. Each technology also has parametric and
installed capacity requirements. Parametric requirements refer to, for example, the supply
temperature needed for space heating. Finally, the installed capacity indicates the size of
each system, e.g., the installed capacity of renewable generation technologies or the neces-
sary capacity of district heating generation. Such parametric and capacity requirements are
usually estimated using energy models [14].

Previously, several studies have attempted to analyse infrastructure requirements by
creating district typologies. A German study presented a method for estimating infrastruc-
ture costs (for regional spatial planning) based on the structural type of the settlement [15].
Such typology-based approaches are based on the assumption that urban areas with similar
building typologies and urban structures are similar in terms of infrastructure configu-
rations and demands. Another approach for creating a district typology was proposed
by [16] for estimating heat demands and thermal gains (and losses) within a district. The
classification of districts was based on the building typologies and urban forms; thus, pa-
rameters such as building shape, district density and building age were used to categorise
the districts. Other studies have not created archetypes but have instead analysed the urban
characteristics of districts that could help create a sustainable neighbourhood [17,18]. As
observed, district categorisation is highly dependent on the location; hence, it is usually
not meant to be applied outside its original scope and region.

3. Methodology

This section presents the approach taken in this work to develop the district categori-
sation method, which was based on infrastructure requirements. This work incorporated
three stages, as shown in Figure 2.

First, based on a critical review of the background literature, this work selected district-
level energy models and identified the commonly used input parameters from those
selected models. Appendix A shows the list of selected models, and information relevant to
this study. The models covered the analysis and planning of the energy infrastructures, as
discussed in Section 2. The next step was synthesising the findings to define the parameters
for district categorisation according to energy infrastructures. Defining the approximate
ranges of the values for each parameter was based on the relevant literature. Furthermore,
this study showed that this conceptual method could be realised and applied in practice by
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extracting the raster layers of the defined parameters from Hotmaps, which is a validated
open-source application for heating and cooling planning at various spatial levels [19–21].
These raster files of the parameters, which are essential for strategic heat planning, are
estimated data. Hence, the limitations of these data should be taken into account (discussed
further in Section 5). The Hotmaps data focus on residential buildings; therefore, using
these data in non-residential areas must be performed with care. However, since PEDs are
a highly residential concept, this limitation was justifiable. The Hotmaps data were further
manipulated using the QGIS software. As a result, this study demonstrates similar districts
across Europe that are likely comparable regarding infrastructure requirements. Figure 2
illustrates the overall methodology of our work.

Figure 2. Our methodological approach to classifying districts from an energy modelling point
of view.

The first stage of this work (Section 4.1) looked at the existing review papers that
deal with models and tools that are used within the energy system modelling domain for
various purposes. The article by [14] served as a starting point. The authors listed previous
review articles that categorised or analysed energy system models and tools. Many review
articles have focused on models that are suitable for analysing local-, community-, district-
and neighbourhood-scale energy systems [22–28]. Hence, from the known models, we
selected several models that comply with the following criteria, which we extrapolated
from our energy infrastructure definition in Section 2:

(a) A district or neighbourhood geographical scale (or any cluster of buildings);
(b) A time resolution from hourly to seasonal;
(c) An infrastructure that was within the scope of this work, i.e., renewable energy

generation technology, energy storage and EV charging technology, heating and
cooling systems and building envelopes;

(d) Aims that are relevant for energy planning (i.e., not frequency regulation or power
sector specifics).

The next step after model selection was to summarise the information that was used
as the inputs and outputs of the models, as well as the modelling approach (i.e., method),
spatial and temporal scales and the covered infrastructure types. Then, we analysed and
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generalised the input parameters (along with the other information that was collected) to
derive the parameters for our district categorisation (Section 4.1). As specific and granular
data are not always available, using generalised district parameters could help with the
research for and planning of PEDs (or other related district energy concepts). The extracted
district categorisation matrix is illustrated in Section 5, which shows the district typologies
that are present in Europe. The cities of Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Torres Vedras, along
with selected districts, were used to showcase the use of the final parameter map. These
cities were selected in line with the case study cities of the PED-focused “Smart-BEEjS”
project. Furthermore, to adequately showcase the comparison map, two cities/districts
within the same climate zone were needed (Frankfurt and Amsterdam).

4. Model Details
4.1. Input Parameters for District Categorisation

This study revised several district energy models with the aim of identifying their input
requirements. The results of the review are presented in Table A1. These comprehensive
and detailed input requirements were grouped into smaller sets of representative and
comparable parameters that could be used to classify European neighbourhoods (Table 1).
To achieve a feasible categorisation, four parameters that represent the most important
input requirements were chosen. The summarised results of the energy modelling review,
which are shown in Table 1, were in line with the literature research that was carried out
by [29,30].

Table 1. The synthesis of parameters for the district categorisation.

Matching Data Requirements Representative Parameters

Meteorological data, renewable energy supplies, weather data and climatic
characteristics −→ Climate Zone

Demand profiles, building envelopes, U-values, insulation and household
equipment −→ Heating Demand

Available area, building type, building height, building archetype and building
geometry −→ Floor Space Index

Occupancy behaviour, time of use, net energy demands and PV production −→ Share of Residential Buildings

The “climate zone” parameter in Table 1 refers to meteorological and weather- and
climate-related data. This input influences heat demands and renewable energy supplies
and, therefore, is crucial for the selection of local energy infrastructures. The most widely
used climate classification is the Köppen–Geiger (KG) classification [31], which divides the
world into five regions and 30 sub-regions according to the threshold values and seasonality
of monthly air temperature and precipitation [32]. This classification scheme has been used
in the PV community to analyse regions of interest easily [33]. For example, the European
project PVSites applied the Köppen–Geiger classification, together with the parameters of
the European heat index and European cooling index, to create a zoning map for nearly
zero energy buildings (nZEBs) [34].

The “heating demand” parameter indicates the levels of demand for space heating
in buildings, which mainly depends on the climate and the energy efficiency state of the
buildings. The values and ranges for the annual heat demand were identified from the
available data, as explained further in Section 5. This parameter mainly influences the
building envelopes and heating and cooling systems.

The “floor space index” parameter (FSI) can also be an indication of the space that is
available for renewable energy generation in relation to the number of people living and
consuming energy in that specific area, as described by [35]. The FSI (also called the floor
area ratio) is defined by Equation (1) [36]:

FSI =
gross f loor area

plot area
(1)
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The FSI ranges indicate the type of the settlements within a neighbourhood: very rural
settlements (<0.25), single-family houses (0.25–1), row housing (1–2) and block housing to
very dense urban settlements (>2) [35]. A lower FSI could indicate that a larger area (roofs)
is available for renewable energy generation, while the overall energy demand density stays
low. Thus, a low FSI indicates the increased technical ease of achieving the PED energy
balance requirements. However, it does not indicate anything about economic aspects.

The “share of residential buildings” parameter is an indication of the type of energy
consumer that is present in a neighbourhood. The type of consumer affects the final
net energy consumption of building operations and the load distribution over time [37].
More specifically, the ratio of residential to commercial consumers influences the final
net consumption of buildings, as commercial buildings have higher energy requirements
(especially supermarkets) [37]. In addition, the electric load distribution of residential
buildings is significantly different from that of non-residential buildings, with the resi-
dential load being higher during morning and evening hours [38]. Additionally, potential
EV charging schedules also depend on the residential share of buildings, as cars are usu-
ally available for charging at night in residential districts and during working hours in
non-residential districts.

All parameters are shown with their respective ranges in Figure 3. The ranges of the
parameters were derived based on the available data, as described in Section 5.

Figure 3. The district categorisation matrix.

The procedure for visualising of district types across Europe is illustrated in Figure 4.
First, a raster file of each selected parameter (except for the climate zone parameter) was
extracted from the Hotmaps library [20]. The raster layers had a resolution of one hectare;
therefore, each hectare equalled one pixel of the raster layer and was associated with one
relevant parameter value (e.g., heating demand). To limit the combination of possibilities,
this study reduced the available values of the raster layers to our predefined ranges,
according to Figure 3. The multiplication of all the Hotmaps-derived raster files resulted
in one raster layer with a maximum number of nx possible district typologies, where n
is the number of parameters and x is the number of values that each parameter could
obtain. Furthermore, we imported a Köppen–Geiger climate raster file [32] of Europe
and overlaid it on the output file (i.e., the district typology map). The climate layer was
not multiplied with the remaining parameter layers as it would significantly increase
the number of possible combinations that were available. Therefore, the climate layer
functioned as an initial filter to find districts within the same climate zone before advancing
with the remaining layers. The final two-layer map showed all available combinations of
the heat demand, FSI and residential share parameters (as defined in Section 4) on one
layer and the climate zone parameter on another layer. Therefore, the map enabled the easy
comparison of different districts according to the predefined parameters.
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Figure 4. Our methodological approach for the visualisation of the selected parameter combinations
on a map.

Defining the parameter value ranges was essential to the categorisation effort. The
number of bands had to be kept low to decrease the possible combinations of the values
but high enough to guarantee sufficient detail. As the FSI was unavailable as a raster file,
this study approximated it using the gross floor area per hectare. The heating demand and
the FSI value distributions followed an F-distribution. Furthermore, the heating demand
distribution was strictly related to the FSI; thus, the quantiles of the FSI thresholds were
transferred to the heat demand values, as defined in Section 4.1, to generate the thresholds
that are shown in Figure 3. The residential share distribution showed two peaks on the left-
and right-hand sides of the graph, with a valley in the middle. This distribution showed that
the most common districts had either a low or high residential share of the gross floor area.
Nonetheless, many districts still had a residential share between these two peaks. Applying
the exact quantiles used for the FSI and heat demand parameters meant considering a
large proportion of the districts to be highly residential, which distorted the categorisation
efforts. Consequently, this work divided the residential share values into four equidistant
bands. For the first three parameters in Figure 3 (heat demand, FSI and residential share),
the letters A to D were used to classify the bands, with A being the lowest and D being the
highest value. All of the prevalent climate zones in Europe, according to [32] were used.
This work only included heating demand instead of additionally including the cooling
demand. Arguably, across one climate zone and one FSI category, the heating demand and
cooling demand would be negatively correlated, meaning that heating demand band A
would correlate to cooling demand D and vice versa. Thus, adding this additional layer
would have increased complexity without adding much additional value. The final district
categorisation matrix with the selected parameters and their relevant bands is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Figure 5 shows the general application process of the final district typology map
(openly accessible). Firstly, two or more districts located in the same KG climate zone need
to be chosen for the analysis. After using this climate filter, the climate map can then be
disabled to only visualise the districts’ typology created by the heat demand density, the FSI
and the residential share. The analysis of this can be visual or statistical by extracting the
values of the raster layers belonging to each district. If the districts have similar typologies,
a high potential for a similar approach towards energy infrastructure requirements can be
deducted. Thus, districts that are very similar according to the defined parameters and fall
into the same climate zone can initiate knowledge exchange within the planning teams.
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On the other hand, if the district typologies vary significantly, the potential for a similar
approach is lower.

Figure 5. The application process of the final district visualisation map.

5. Visualisation of Results

This section shows the application of the approach presented in Section 3 to three
European districts. Figure 6 shows a map of the different climate zones according to
the Köppen–Geiger classification across Europe, which was used to filter out districts of
interest located in the same climate zone. For further discussion, three partner cities of the
"Smart-BEEjS" project for PEDs were selected [39]. Amsterdam and Frankfurt are located in
the same climate zone of Cfb (temperate oceanic climate). In contrast, Torres Vedras in the
south of Europe is characterised by the Csb climate zone (warm-summer Mediterranean
climate). Thus, according to the first layer of diversification, districts in Amsterdam and
Frankfurt could be used for comparison. The different climate in Torres Vedras might
already have different implications for the energy infrastructures of potential districts;
therefore, Torres Vedras could not be compared to the two other cities.

Figure 7 zooms into the three cities of Frankfurt, Amsterdam and Torres Vedras to
visualise their district typologies in further detail. Areas that are presented in purple, red
or even light orange have increasingly dense heat demands, higher floor space indices
and larger shares of residential building usage. Conversely, green areas are less dense and
indicate mixed-use or even low residential districts. As this map aimed to compare (but
not rank) districts, the order of district combinations in the legend is of little importance. It
is simply the result of the prime number approach described in Appendix B. The prime
numbers were back-calculated to the respective alphabetical code. The colour code just
provides an indication of the density. Additionally, not all of the 64 theoretically possible
combinations appear in Europe.

Frankfurt and Amsterdam are similar in size and also show a comparable picture in
terms of the district typologies that are present. Both cities show a highly dense centre
that is shaded in red/violet, but the central area in Amsterdam is larger and denser. The
dense, red-shaded areas are surrounded by blue and then green zones. Frankfurt appears
to have multiple smaller settlements around the core city, while Amsterdam seems to be
more connected. At the edges of the city and in the canal zones, Amsterdam is mainly
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shaded in light green. This most likely shows highly industrial areas and ports. Torres
Vedras, on the other hand, is predominantly shaded in green and only peaks at light blues
in the city centre. This, combined with the warmer climate zone, suggests advantages in
terms of the required energy infrastructure for a PED as the heating demand is lower, the
potential solar gains are higher, and the available space for local energy generation is larger.

These observations were supported by histograms of the district typologies of the
cities. Figure 8 shows the size of each of the ten most common district typologies (in
hectares) across the whole cities (Torres Vedras only has seven). The three most common
typologies in Frankfurt and Amsterdam are very similar. Both show medium-low heat
demands and floor space indices. Amsterdam, however, seems to be slightly less residential
and has more highly dense areas within the ten most common categories, such as CCB.
Torres Vedras, on the other hand, shows an entirely different picture. The city has a low
heat demand thanks to its climate and also a very low floor space index in most areas. The
town is very residential but has highly non-residential zones surrounding it, which are
most likely industrial or commercial areas.

Figure 6. A map of Central Europe, with climate zones according to the Köppen–Geiger
classification [32]. Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Torres Vedras are marked on the map.
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Figure 7. The visualisation of the district typologies in Frankfurt am Main (a), Amsterdam (b)
and Torres Vedras (c): FHDD, final heat demand density; FSI, floor space index; %Rdt., share of
residential buildings.

Torres Vedras is not located within the same climate zone as Frankfurt and Amsterdam
(Figure 6) and, therefore, was filtered out by the climate layer as it could not be compared
to the other two cities. As Amsterdam and Frankfurt are located within the same climate
zone, two example districts were selected to compare according to their district typologies.
A PED project called Atelier is located in the south of Buiksloterham in Amsterdam [40]. In
Frankfurt, the Griesheim-Mitte district also has major renovation ambitions [41]. Figure 9
shows the distributions of the available district typologies in Frankfurt (Griesheim-Mitte)
and Amsterdam (southern Buiksloterham). First of all, Griesheim-Mitte is significantly
larger than southern Buiksloterham. Secondly, both districts have predominantly low to
medium heating demands and FSI values. However, buildings in Griesheim-Mitte have
higher levels of residential usage than those in southern Buiksloterham. Furthermore,
southern Buiksloterham shows many areas with low heating demands and FSI values,
with AAB, AAA and AAC being among the five most common areas within the district.
On the contrary, Griesheim-Mitte has few areas with higher heating demands and FSI
values, with CCC and CCB being in the top five categories. As southern Buiksloterham
has, on average, lower heating demands and FSI values, there is more available space for
energy generation, in the form of solar PV or solar thermal panels, in relation to the energy
demand. Furthermore, the lower share of residential buildings could be beneficial for the
self-supply of the district as commercial energy demands may be more aligned with sun
hours and, thus, with renewable energy generation. The comparison indicated a relatively
low similarity between the districts and, therefore, limited potential for knowledge transfer
among the districts.
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Figure 8. A comparison of the frequency of the district categories in Frankfurt am Main, Amsterdam
and Torres Vedras.

Figure 9. A comparison of the frequency of the district categories in Frankfurt - Griesheim-Mitte am
Main and Amsterdam - Buiksloterham-South.

Figures 10 and 11 show aerial views of Griesheim-Mitte and the considered part of
Buiksloterham, respectively. The figures support our analysis of the district histograms
well and, therefore, also act as validation for the created map. First of all, the size difference
between the two districts is evident. Moreover, a large share of the BBC areas in Griesheim-
Mitte is seen towards the mid-right of the district in Figure 10, which are predominantly
made up of residential buildings. On the other hand, southern Buiksloterham has a small
residential area in the lower-left corner with more prominent areas of non-residential
buildings, according to the aerial view. Finally, the floor space index appears to be lower at
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first glance. These observations were consistent with the previously discussed histograms
in Figure 9.

Figure 10. An aerial view of Griesheim-Mitte [42].

Figure 11. An aerial view of southern Buiksloterham [43].

6. Conclusions

In light of the energy transition process that is partly facilitated by positive energy
districts across Europe, methods that enable comparability of such district projects and
thus encourage learning among them is becoming vital. One of the important aspects of
creating PEDs is the physical energy infrastructure that is necessary for an existing district
to transform into a PED. This article presented a method to facilitate district comparison
regarding their energy infrastructure requirements. This work derived four indicators from
the literature on energy system modelling: climate, heating demands, floor space index
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and the share of residential buildings. Furthermore, this study applied the developed
methodology using QGIS and data that were openly available from the Hotmaps project,
which led to a direct visualisation of each hectare of the cities and districts within Europe,
thereby enabling an easy and direct comparison of the different areas. This clustering
approach could facilitate the comparison of districts that are very similar according to
the developed indicator values. The clustering methodology could also help districts to
learn from the successes and challenges that arose in previous energy renovation projects
that occurred in similar district categories. The example application using the districts of
Griesheim-Mitte in Frankfurt and southern Buiksloterham in Amsterdam indicated the
potential of this method for comparing districts.

Beyond this, the map also indicated which zones would be more challenging to convert
into PEDs and could therefore work complementarily with the method of [9], which also
shows which zones would be the most and least suitable for PEDs using a GIS-based
approach. In our map, zones that are coloured in orange or red have high heat demands,
high floor space indices and high shares of residential buildings. Those attributes increase
the difficulty of achieving PED status as energy loads are less distributed and less space is
available for energy generation in relation to the higher energy demands. On the contrary,
green zones will likely be easier to convert into PEDs. This information could be vital in
district-level renovation projects. It could allow for the differentiation of the areas within
a district that require the most attention from a technical standpoint from the areas that
could provide the energy generation surplus that is needed to achieve a positive balance
overall. Based on the same information, would also be possible to evaluate whether a
district needs renewable energy production outside of the district’s boundaries to offset
its consumption. This analysis could estimate to what extent building stocks need to be
improved or how much PV production would be required. Assuming that some energy
production would need to be positioned outside of a district, this method could also suggest
whether regional electrical infrastructures require further improvement. As of now, the aim
of the visualisation map is only to compare districts and potentially transfer knowledge
among similar projects. These further applications would require more PED (or PED-like)
projects in existing areas and, subsequently, validation.

As stated in Section 1, there are currently only two PEDs operating in Europe, which
limits the amount of information that is available regarding the implemented infrastructures.
Furthermore, these two PEDs are newly built and are not renovation projects. As the
number of implemented PEDs increases in the near future, the addition of more marked
areas on the map will become possible. As the map shows data from 2015, it shows
district typologies from before any renovations. These future additions would allow local
policymakers and administrations to locate implemented PED projects that match their
district typology and learn from those already existing projects. The two-layer visualisation
map could also be used as an initial step for tracking existing PED projects over time
and pinpointing them on the map as a working document. Readers should note that this
categorisation comprises only four parameters. District renovations often require a holistic
approach that also includes the social fabric of the area in question. Although a solution
that was derived from another similar project may be technically feasible in a local context,
it may be not socially accepted. This issue, combined with the estimated nature of the data
that were used to develop the district typology map, should remind readers that this tool is
intended for initial planning and policymaking based on findings from other projects. Thus,
the map could be used as the first tool for PED planning to identify projects in similarly
structured districts for knowledge transfer.

Further detailed research and calculations are necessary for specific districts as there
may be other aspects that need to be considered, e.g., the availability of waste heat. Future
research should focus on further verifying whether this method leads to two different
districts within the same classification having similar infrastructures to achieve PED status.
In addition, it is possible to create other typology and raster maps for different aims and
visualisations. Other future work, still revolving around the necessary infrastructures,
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should focus on whether there is enough energy generation potential in relation to demand
at a hectare level. It could be possible to compare the solar PV yearly potential raster to
the yearly heat demand and obtain a rough estimate of the energy balance. Overall, this
would be an initial step towards creating comparability in terms of buildings and energy
infrastructures among European districts.

The limitations of our approach were closely related to the limitations of the Hotmaps
data. The gross floor area was calculated using the average gross floor area per dwelling
and the average persons per household, based on the available statistical data at the
NUTS3 level (e.g., “Landkreise” in Germany). While this approach provided a reasonable
estimation for residential building stocks at a hectare level, the non-residential gross floor
area calculation was less robust [20]. The heat demand data were calculated at the NUTS0
level (country level) from the statistical data on energy consumption, as well as the national
building stock characteristics. The grid cell-specific energy demand per floor area data were
derived from the surface to volume ratios of buildings from the OpenStreetMap database,
the shares per construction period and the heating and cooling degree days [20]. Each of
these indicators were estimations in themselves and thus, were limited in their accuracy.
Furthermore, the validation of the model was only based on aerial views of the studied
districts. While this provided an initial indication of the model’s validity, further studies
still need to prove this.
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Appendix B

This section explains how we developed the map that categorises the districts and
areas in Europe. The reasons for the selection of each parameter and their related thresholds
are not subjected to further analysis here but rather the process itself for replication. The
analysis that was conducted in Section 3 led to the selection of the relevant raster files from
the Hotmaps repository. These raster files were:

• Total gross floor area;
• Residential gross floor area;
• Final heat demand density.

The first two rasters were relevant for producing the floor space index and the resi-
dential gross floor area percentage. To generate the latter, we utilised the raster calculator
function in QGIS. We divided the residential gross floor area by the total gross floor area.
Using a similar process, the total gross floor area was converted into an approximation of
the FSI by simply dividing the raster by 10,000, as each pixel equalled one hectare and
the pixel’s value was expressed in square meters. Section 3 already explained the reasons
behind the selection of each threshold; hence, it is not part of this section. This section
explains how the rasters were changed to show the thresholds rather than the values.
Again, the raster calculator included in QGIS was the tool that was used to generate the
typologies of these rasters. Four bands were generated by setting the following conditions
on each raster file:

((”Rx” > 0)AND(”Rx” ≤ t1)) ∗ p1.x + ((”Rx” > t1)AND(”Rx” ≤ t2)) ∗ p2.x + ((”Rx” > t2)AND
(”Rx” ≤ t3)) ∗ p3.x + (”Rx” > t3) ∗ p4.x

(A1)

where Rasterx is the raster subject to be transformed, t1 to t3 are the set thresholds and p1.x
to p4.x indicate the prime numbers that were applied to the first to fourth bands of the xth

layer. Each threshold was defined by a prime number rather than a letter as QGIS does
not support strings as a data type. The use of prime numbers allowed for the creation of
the final visualisation map. The final visualisation map raster condensed the information
from each pixel in the three rasters (i.e., total gross floor area, share of residential gross floor
area and final heat demand density) into one raster, as shown in Figure A1. QGIS does not
allow the multiplication or addition characters; hence, we used prime numbers to track the
original values.

Figure A1. The process for blending the three original layers into the visualisation map. The subscript
y indicates the band to which pixel belongs.

The prime numbers allowed us to retain the information from all of the layers that
made up the map. The product of three prime numbers could only be obtained by multiply-
ing those exact prime numbers. It is important to note that each threshold had a different
prime number related to it, as indicated in Table A2.
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Table A2. The code to transform letter indicators into prime numbers and vice versa.

Thresholds Letter Indicator Prime Number Indicator

Final Heat Demand Density

417 A 2
417–1417 B 3
1417–2961 C 5

2961 D 7

Total Gross Floor Area

0.25 A 9
0.25–1 B 11

1–2 C 13
2 D 17

Percentage of Residential GFA

0.25 A 23
0.25–0.5 B 27
0.5–0.75 C 29

0.75 D 31

Let us consider an example in which a pixel on the map (i.e., one hectare) has a
final heat demand that is indicated by A, a total gross floor area of B and a percentage of
residential GFA of C. The resulting pixel on the visualisation map would have the value of
the product of their prime number indicators (in this case, 638). Because this number can
only be derived from the multiplication of these three prime numbers, each pixel can be
unequivocally identified and categorised.
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Abstract: The concept of “smart cities” plays a positive role in the overall green and sustainable
development of a nation. However, it is still debated whether smart cities can restrain the carbon
emission intensity at the micro-level and promote the green transformation of enterprises. To this end,
based on China’s smart city policy (SCP) and regional enterprise data from 2008 to 2015, we study the
impact of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of local enterprises, using the difference-in-differences
method. The results show that SCP significantly reduces the carbon emission intensity of enterprises,
and the estimated results remain significant after the propensity score matching. The mechanism
analysis finds that digital transformation, innovation by enterprises, and urban green innovation all
strengthen the impact of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. The conclusions extend
the scope of the existing research and provide suggestions for micro-enterprises to take advantage of
SCP for better development.

Keywords: smart city policy; carbon emission intensity; digital transformation; green innovation;
difference-in-differences

1. Introduction

A smart city is a new, efficient, and technologically advanced city that integrates
green and social development [1]. Such cities effectively alleviate the inability to process
information related to urban environmental protection and resource utilization efficiency [2].
Through the full application of a new generation of information technology, smart cities can
effectively optimize urban services and operations [3], alleviate the information processing
capacity contradiction between urban environmental protection and resource utilization
efficiency, and achieve the benefits of extensive informatization, industrialization, and
urbanization [4]. With the rise of the internet and mobile technology, the smart city is an
advanced form of information-based city development.

Owing to its potential advantages brought by digital technologies, the smart city has
attracted the attention of many countries, such as the USA, Germany, Japan, and China [5].
However, some studies indicate that environmentally friendly smart cities may exacerbate
urban pollution. For example, the large-scale information and communication technology
(ICT) and industrial construction brought about by smart city policy (SCP) can lead to
an increase in electricity consumption, which, in turn, increases carbon emissions [6].
Although the increases in ICT and internet penetration driven by SCP are not always
beneficial to the environment, other studies indicate that, in general, smart cities positively
impact the urban environment (e.g., carbon emission reduction) [7].
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The above views are quite divergent, and the reason is that many influencing factors
contribute to the total carbon emissions in a city. Among these, enterprises, which are the
key drivers of an urban economy, generate most of the city’s carbon emissions. To some
extent, the carbon emission intensity of enterprises directly determines that of the entire city.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the impact of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of
enterprises at the micro-level. Furthermore, it is worth noting that a smart city is a recently
adopted concept that relies mainly on digital transformation to realize city smartness [8].
Digital technologies are closely associated with the concept of a smart city [9]. We posit
that the relationship between smart cities and digitalization can promote the adjustment
of the city’s industrial structure, thereby influencing the city’s carbon emissions. This
speculation is reasonable from a macro perspective, that is, thinking from the perspective
of the whole city. However, does this speculation hold true for micro-enterprises in the
city? In other words, does SCP influence the digital transformation of the micro-enterprise
and subsequently impact its carbon emission intensity? Most mainstream research uses
the construction of information infrastructure in a city to measure its degree of digital
transformation. This method, however, does not adequately reflect the degree of digital
transformation of urban enterprises.

As mentioned, even if SCP may directly influence some economic and environmental
indexes at the city level, their influence at the enterprise level remains ambiguous. There are
some specific examples in China showing that SCP has impacted the activity of pollution
emission for micro-enterprises. A representative example is the State Grid Corporation of
China (SGCC). In 2018, the SGCC completed a total of 38,000 electric energy replacement
projects with the support of the “Digital New Infrastructure” policy brought by smart
cities, replacing 135.3 billion kWh of electricity, equivalent to reducing coal burning by
75.77 million tons and reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 1.35 billion tons. In November
2020, the SGCC developed China’s first globally empowered industrial internet platform in
the energy sector. This platform can provide digital intelligent services in energy production
and consumption, which promote the digital transformation of the enterprise.

Thus, to investigate whether this impact is common and infer the causal relationship
between SCP and the carbon emission intensity of enterprises, we use a difference-in-
differences (DID) method to study a quasi-natural SCP experiment based on China’s SCP
and regional enterprise data from 2008 to 2015. Furthermore, we use propensity score
matching (PSM) as part of a robustness test. The DID is a useful and popular method
to evaluate policies, as it can significantly reduce problems that arise from endogeneity.
The specific process of our DID method is described in Section 3.1. Our research period
from 2008 to 2015 was selected because 2015 is the latest year that enterprise-level carbon
emission intensity data are available (explained in detail in Section 3.1). During this period,
SCP significantly reduced the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. Furthermore,
research has found that the digital transformation of enterprises, enterprise innovation,
and urban green innovation have strengthened the inhibitory effect of SCP on the carbon
emission intensity of enterprises.

Our study’s novelty is established in two aspects. First, we directly study the effect
of SCP at the micro-level, whereas most of the extant literature focuses only on the effect
of SCP at the macro-level, including cities’ pollution emissions, energy consumption, and
green development. Thus, we extend the impact of SCP to the micro-enterprise level and
study how SCP influences enterprises’ activities and strategies. We believe this is a key
contribution to the literature. Second, we analyze the relationship between SCP, digital
transformation, and green innovation, looking at enterprise-level data. In the mechanism
analysis, we find that SCP significantly improves green innovation performance and
enhances the speed of digital transformation for micro-enterprises. Consequently, our
results provide new perspectives for further research studying SCP.

Additional contributions are as follows: (1) Using the empirical method, we analyze
the impact of SCP on carbon emission intensity at the enterprise level and expand the
conclusions of existing studies at the city level; (2) We use digital word frequency to
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measure the digital transformation of enterprises, which we find to have strengthened the
inhibitory effect of SCP on corporate carbon emissions. This finding also verifies Bhujabal
et al.’s [7] conclusion regarding reducing carbon emissions through urban information
infrastructure construction at the micro-level. As Xu et al. [10] indicate, the positive impact
of innovation affects the carbon emission intensity of cities and enterprises through the
adjustment of both the industry structure and enterprise production methods. Accordingly,
our results verify the positive impact of SCP on enterprise innovation.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature
and introduces the implementation of China’s SCP. Section 3 introduces the data sources,
variable measurement, and econometric model. Section 4 conducts empirical analyses,
robustness tests, a heterogeneity analysis, and a mechanism analysis. Section 5 presents
discussions. Section 6 provides conclusions and corresponding suggestions.

2. Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
2.1. Smart Cities and Ecological Environment

The prominent feature of smart cities is the application of ICT and the large-scale
construction of related infrastructure. ICT represents the image and expectations of the
future [11]. Building a smart city is one significant achievement in the path toward realizing
sustainable urban development, which leads to the application of information technology
and an increase in the overall competitiveness of cities [12]. Under rapid economic de-
velopment, the deterioration of the urban environment caused by human activities has
become a problem that cannot be ignored [13]. Therefore, smart cities have become a
key direction in transforming urban development in many countries [5]. Regions with
developed economies and rapid information technology development usually enjoy a
high level of social informatization and digitalization. This means they have good basic
conditions for smart development and relatively stable planning schemes for smart city
construction. Developing a digitally driven smart city is an important way to promote
green and sustainable economic growth [5]. Smart cities include the characteristics of
urbanization (infrastructure construction) and informatization (digital facility construction
and application) because, to a certain extent, they are a product of the combination of these
two elements.

Many scholars have researched the impact of urbanization on the environment. Ur-
banization is seen as an important factor in the soaring global energy consumption and
the rapid increase in carbon dioxide emissions [14]. Early studies have found that, since
urbanization often accompanies industrialization, there is a close correlation between
urbanization and the greenhouse effect [1], which leads to increased urban pollution. Re-
search in developing countries shows that the impact of urbanization on carbon emissions
forms an inverted “U”-shaped relationship [6]. However, some scholars posit that envi-
ronmental pollution will ease with urban expansion, mainly because wealthy cities can
transfer part of the environmental cost to other regions [15]. In particular, urbanization
measured by different indicators has various impacts on carbon dioxide emissions [14],
which explains the differences in research conclusions regarding the impact of urbanization
and carbon emissions.

As mentioned, the smart city is the embodiment of in-depth contemporary urban
development. Through the combination of the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data, smart
cities have greatly promoted the use of professional technology to solve environmental
pollution problems [16], which is crucial to urban development and planning [2,16]. Exist-
ing research can be divided into two categories. The first explores the factors that promote
the construction of smart cities, primarily knowledge [17], IoT systems [5,7,18], and infor-
mation technology construction [3,9]. The second focuses on the impact of smart cities on
urban development. Representative studies have demonstrated the role of smart cities in
promoting urban innovation [10,15] and urban competitiveness [12].

Based on the feature of smart cities and their impact on the ecological environment,
we propose hypothesis 1.
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Hypothesis 1 (H1). The impact from SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises is
significantly negative.

2.2. Smart City Policy and Digitalization

We should consider the potential influence that SCP will bring. The digital transfor-
mation of an enterprise refers to the application of digital technology and equipment in
the process of business improvement [19–21]. Modern society has entered the era of the
digital economy [20], and digital technology has significantly changed original production
methods, business models, and organizational patterns and has even subverted basic as-
sumptions in many innovation theories [21]. One of the salient features of smart cities is the
large-scale application of digital and information technology [22], wherein digital technol-
ogy and traditional production models are inter-embedded, and production resources are
reorganized and optimized with the help of technological innovation [23]. The rapid devel-
opment of the digital economy has also stimulated research on the digital transformation of
enterprises; for example, Yoo et al. [20], Nambisan et al. [21], Li et al. [24], Libert et al. [25],
Vial [26], and Nwankpa and Roumani [27]. Thus, we find that the prominent feature for
enterprises brought by SCP is to process digital transformation. As mentioned, digital
technologies usually lead to less carbon emissions, so we develop hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Digital transformation enhances the negative impact from SCP on the carbon
emission intensity of enterprises.

2.3. Smart City Policy in China

It should be noted that the characteristics and effects of SCP may vary from country
to country. SCP appears to be the “patent” of developed countries, as few developing
countries implement it. China is among the few developing countries that implement smart
cities, which provides a reference for in-depth research on the application of smart cities in
different countries.

China’s smart city construction began relatively late but has developed rapidly. In
January 2013, the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s
Republic of China (MOHURD) announced China’s smart city pilot list, which included
37 prefecture-level cities, 50 districts (counties), and 3 towns. A total of 90 cities formed the
initial wave of smart city construction in China. In March 2021, the 14th Five-Year Plan for
the National Economic and Social Development of the People’s Republic of China and the
Outline of Vision 2035, promulgated by the Chinese government, further emphasized the
importance of building many smart cities. Since then, local governments have responded
positively and have released development plans with the long-term goal of building
smart cities by 2035. With the exception of Shaanxi and Jilin, the other 29 provinces have
pointed to the importance of promoting smart city construction and improving the level of
intelligence in social governance. At present, China is still promoting the construction of
smart cities nationwide.

Qian et al. [5] employed the PSM-DID method to study the impact of China’s SCP on
economic green growth based on SCP implementation data. They found that smart cities
can reduce urban unit gross domestic product (GDP), energy consumption, and waste
emissions significantly. Xu et al. [10] and Xin and Qu [19] also used the PSM-DID method
to study the impact mechanism of China’s smart city construction on the level of urban
innovation and green total factor productivity. Yu and Zhang [4] examined the impact of
China’s SCP on city-level energy emission intensity based on the DID method and found
that smart city construction had a significant positive impact on city-level energy efficiency.
The above studies analyze the impact of China’s smart cities on urban construction and
future development from different perspectives and find diverse impacts of China’s SCP.
The effects are more significant in China’s megacities and central cities. Based on these
studies, we find that SCP can promote green innovation at the city level. However, it is
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worth studying whether SCP can promote green-related innovation at the enterprise level.
Hence, we develop Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The impact from SCP on green innovation at the enterprise level is signifi-
cantly positive.

Based on our literature review, we found that most relevant studies use samples and
data at the prefecture or city level, whereas research on the impact of smart cities on carbon
emission intensity at the enterprise level is still scarce. Based on China’s SCP and the
listed companies’ micro-level data, we study the impact of SCP on enterprises’ carbon
emission intensity. This information can enrich the micro-level analysis based on existing
macro-level research.

3. Materials and Methods

According to a previous analysis, we found that SCP was not enacted in all cities in
China and that smart cities remain a small proportion of all cities. For convenience, the
cities that have become smart city pilot cities based on SCP were the treatment group,
and the rest were the control group. As many studies have shown, enterprises’ carbon
emission intensity remains steady over time; that is, the trends of carbon emission intensity
in the treatment and control groups would be parallel, in theory (we test this in Section 4.2).
Hence, China’s SCP can be an ideal quasi-natural experiment, suitable for the DID method
to infer causality between SCP and the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.

The specific estimation model is shown in Section 2.3. First, we conduct a baseline
regression to test whether there is a causal relationship between SCP and carbon emission
intensity. Second, if the estimated result is significant and passes the parallel trend test, the
DID method will verify whether a causal relationship exists. Third, we conduct placebo
tests to check whether the relationship is fake, as the existence of a relationship does not
equate to robustness. Fourth, we use the PSM-DID method to alleviate the self-selection
problem. Fifth, the heterogeneity analysis is needed to test whether the former relationship
was influenced by the degree of industrialization, the enterprise scale, and the enterprise
age, all of which are important. Finally, through the mechanism analysis, we explain why
SCP could affect the carbon emission intensity of enterprises from the perspective of digital
transformation and innovation. Our framework and steps are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research framework and processes.

3.1. Data Resource

Our data consist of three parts. The first part is the Chinese National Tax Survey
Database (CNTSD) from 2008 to 2015. Each enterprise needs to pay an energy tax if it
consumes energy. This database contains the consumption of three types of fossil fuels
by energy-consuming enterprises. In addition, it should be noted that 2015 is the latest
year in this database. The second part is the official website of the MOHURD; 2008–2015
SCP data for China were obtained through manual sorting. Finally, the other data of the
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listed companies and other prefecture-level cities come from the China Stock Market and
Accounting Research Database (CSMAR) and various statistical yearbooks of the provinces
in China. Links to the above data are given in the Data Availability Statement at the end of
the article.

3.2. Variables Selection
3.2.1. Enterprise Carbon Emission Intensity

Referring to Cui et al. [28], the dependent variable in this study is enterprise carbon
emission intensity (lnCarbonEff ). The current method for measuring carbon emissions
(CO2) is based on the Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, published
by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2006. The
calculation method is proposed as

CO2 =
n

∑
i=1

Ei × NCVi × CEFi × COF.
i
× 44

12
(1)

where E represents final energy consumption; NCV is the net calorific value of energy
(called the average low calorific value in the Chinese national standard GB/T2589-2008);
CEF is the carbon emission factor per unit of calorific value equivalent; COF is the carbon
oxidation factor (99–100% of the carbon in fossil fuels is oxidized; so, according to IPCC,
the default value of COF is set to 1); 44 and 12 are the carbon dioxide and carbon molecular
weights, respectively; and i represents the category of various energy sources. According
to the formula provided by the IPCC, the carbon dioxide emissions of enterprises can be
calculated when their energy consumption is known.

However, owing to the difficulty in obtaining enterprise power consumption data and
the large spatial and temporal differences between carbon emissions generated by power
production and consumption, we focus only on the direct carbon emissions generated by
the direct fossil energy consumption of enterprises. By dividing fossil fuel carbon emissions
by the enterprises’ gross output value (GOV), the carbon emission intensity of industrial
enterprises is measured by the logarithm of carbon emissions per unit of output value. The
calculation method is presented as

ln CarbonE f f = ln
CO2

GOV
(2)

3.2.2. Smart City Policy

The independent variable in our study is SCP (Policy), and it is a dummy variable. If
the city c becomes a smart city in year t, it is assigned a value of 1. Otherwise, it is assigned
a value of 0.

3.2.3. Control Variables

To study the precise effect of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises, we
need to control some factors at the enterprise and city level. We now describe the added
control variables and selection bases. Large-scale enterprises are subject to more social
supervision, and more shareholders pay attention to enterprise environmental information
to evaluate their environmental performance [29]. Therefore, we control the size of the
enterprise (Size), measured by the logarithm of the total assets of the enterprise. Generally,
enterprises with better profitability can afford the expenditures required to reduce carbon
emissions and optimize enterprise carbon emission intensity [30,31]. Therefore, we control
the return on assets (ROA) and debt-to-asset ratio (DAR). Furthermore, fixed assets, such
as plants, machines, and equipment, can reflect capital intensity, which is usually related
to polluting activities [32]. Therefore, we control both enterprise fixed assets (lnFX) and
regional fixed asset investment (lnFI). Considering that property rights will significantly
affect the enterprise’s business performance and strategy formulation [33], which will
potentially affect the enterprise’s carbon emissions and pollution indicators, the company
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attribute (Equity) is controlled as the last control variable at the enterprise level. Considering
that the level of economic development will significantly affect the business activities of
local enterprises, and a large number of studies have shown that the level of economic
development is also the main factor affecting urban carbon emissions [6,34–37], we add
the logarithm of prefecture-level city GDP (lnGDP) to control differences in the levels of
regional economic development. Table 1 presents the variables used in our study, and
Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of these variables.

Table 1. Primary variables and explanations.

Variable Type Symbol Variable Name Explanations

Dependent variable lnCarbonEff Enterprise carbon emission intensity See Section 3.2.1.

Independent variable Policy Smart city policy Dummy variable. See Section 3.2.2.

Enterprise-level
variables

Size Enterprise scale Total assets of the
enterprise.Logarithmic value

ROA Return on assets Net profit/total assets of the
enterprise

DAR Debt-to-asset ratio Total liabilities/total assets of the
enterprise

Equity Enterprise property
Stated-owned, non-stated-owned,

overseas-funded enterprise,
and so on.

lnFX Fixed assets Fixed asset logarithm of the
enterprise.Logarithmic value.

DTR Digital transformation ratio See Section 4.6.1.

RDSSR R&D sum spend ratio See Section 4.6.2.

PQS Patent quote sum See Section 4.6.2.

City-level variables

lnGDP Gross regional product Logarithmic value. See Section 4.4.

lnGDP1 Gross regional product of
primary industry Logarithmic value. See Section 4.4.

lnGDP2 Gross regional product of
secondary industry Logarithmic value. See Section 4.4.

lnGDP3 Gross regional product of
tertiary industry Logarithmic value. See Section 4.4.

GDPR1 Proportion of GDP of primary industry Gross regional product of primary
industry/GDP

GDPR2 Proportion of GDP of secondary industry Gross regional product of
secondary industry/GDP

GDPR3 Proportion of GDP of tertiary industry Gross regional product of tertiary
industry/GDP

GreenPatent Green patent applications See Section 4.6.2.

GreenUtility Green utility model applications See Section 4.6.2.

lnFI Fixed asset investment at the city level Logarithmic value.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Variable Type Symbol Sample Size Mean Standard
Deviation Min. Max.

Dependent variable lnCarbonEff 8362 0.10 0.42 0.00 8.69

Independent variable Policy 8362 0.30 0.46 0.00 1.00

Enterprise-level variables

Size 8362 14.45 1.72 0.00 23.55
ROA 8362 0.04 0.09 −3.20 0.21
DAR 8362 0.44 0.24 0.00 1.46

Equity 8362 4.63 2.50 1.00 8.00
lnFX 8362 11.80 2.57 0.00 20.25
DTR 8362 0.39 1.13 0.00 32.92

RDSSR 4897 4.76 5.25 0.00 58.85
PQS 5980 110.30 300.30 0.00 2274

City-level variables

lnGDP 8362 8.49 1.12 3.85 10.20
lnGDP1 8362 14.18 0.77 9.73 16.18
lnGDP2 8362 16.82 1.06 11.91 18.27
lnGDP3 8362 16.97 1.41 12.39 19.12
GDPR1 8362 4.95 5.36 0.03 48.64
GDPR2 8362 45.03 11.45 17.02 91.00
GDPR3 8362 50.05 13.80 8.50 86.60

GreenPatent 11,682 1829.62 2759.47 0.00 13,971.00
GreenUtility 11,682 1252.67 1541.71 0.00 7268.00

lnFI 8362 17.00 0.89 13.48 18.85

Note: This table includes all the variables used in this study, some of which are added as control variables in the
regression. Variables lnGDP1 to GDPR3 are used as covariates in propensity score matching. Explanations of the
rest of the important abbreviations: SCP: smart city policy; ICT: information and communication technology; DID:
difference-in-differences method; PSM: propensity score matching method; IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change.

As shown in Table 2, the sample size for our main variables is 8376, which is sufficient
to ensure the validity of our results. For the main variables, the standard deviations of
lnCarbonEff and Policy are comparatively low, which means they are fewer extreme values.
Other variables have similar features. Therefore, the data we use are comparatively suitable,
and our later research results are credible.

3.3. Econometric Model

Referring to Yu and Zhang [4], we use the DID method to examine the impact of
China’s SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. By adding time, individual,
regional, and industry fixed effects and clustering to cities, the designed estimation model
is shown as

ln CarbonE f fi,t,j,c = α0 + α1Policyt,c + ∑
k

αkXk + γi + λt + µc + νj + εi,t,j,c (3)

where subscripts i, t, j, and c represent the enterprise, year, industry, and (prefecture-level)
city, respectively. lnCarbonEff is the carbon emission intensity of the enterprise; Policy is
SCP; Xk is a series of control variables; γi, λt, µc, νj represent the individual (enterprise),
time (year), region (city), and industry fixed effects; εi,t,j,c is a random disturbance term;
and α0 is a constant. The core coefficient we focus on is α1, whose economic implication is
the impact rate of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Baseline Regression

According to model (3), the estimation results of SCP on the carbon emission intensity
of enterprises are shown in Table 3. Without any control variables, the estimated coefficient
of α1 is −0.052, as shown in column (1). This indicates the originally negative and significant
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relationship between SCP and the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. The control
variables are gradually added to columns (1) to (8). We can see in column (8) that, after
adding control variables, fixed effects, and clustering to cities, the estimated coefficient
becomes −0.078 and is significant at the 5% level. That is, SCP has effectively reduced the
carbon emission intensity of enterprises. Hence, this verifies the relationship between SCP
and the carbon emission intensity of enterprises, and the hypothesis H1 is accepted.

Table 3. Regression results of smart city policies and carbon emission intensity.

Variable
lnCarbonEff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Policy −0.052 ** −0.052 ** −0.052 ** −0.052 ** −0.057 ** −0.058 ** −0.070 ** −0.078 **
(−2.02) (−2.02) (−2.02) (−2.04) (−2.19) (−2.24) (−2.46) (−2.02)

Size −0.005 −0.005 −0.006 −0.006 −0.011 −0.010 −0.010
(−0.43) (−0.47) (−0.54) (−0.52) (−0.94) (−0.86) (−0.79)

ROA −0.089 −0.069 −0.076 −0.082 −0.101 −0.100
(−1.09) (−0.83) (−0.83) (−0.88) (−1.01) (−0.79)

DAR 0.071 0.092 0.084 0.102 0.100
(1.19) (1.52) (1.37) (1.56) (1.33)

Equity 0.023 ** 0.024 ** 0.019 0.019
(1.99) (2.06) (1.50) (0.99)

lnFX 0.008 0.006 0.006
(1.47) (1.04) (0.89)

lnGDP 0.131 0.166
(0.73) (0.82)

lnFI −0.067
(−0.52)

Year fixed
effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

City fixed
effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry
fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 0.115 *** 0.180 0.189 0.171 0.048 0.024 −1.023 −0.169
(15.39) (1.18) (1.24) (1.12) (0.29) (0.15) (−0.69) (−0.09)

Observations 7871 7871 7869 7869 7797 7783 7281 7247
Adj.

R-squared 0.132 0.132 0.132 0.132 0.138 0.140 0.143 0.106

F Statistics 4.076 2.129 1.816 1.717 2.353 2.351 1.914 0.958

Note: t-values are reported in parentheses. The robust standard errors are clustered at the city level. *** and **
represent significance at the levels of 1% and 5%, respectively. Policy: SCP; lnCarbonEff : carbon emission intensity
of enterprises; Size: enterprise scale; ROA: return on assets; DAR: debt-to-asset ratio; Equity: enterprise property;
lnFX: fixed assets; lnGDP: gross regional product; lnFI: fixed assets investment at the city level; Adj.: adjusted.

4.2. Parallel Trend Test

The premise of the validity of the DID method is to pass the parallel trend test.
Referring to Beck et al. [28], we conduct a parallel trend test on the treatment group
(Policy = 1) and the control group (Policy = 0). The design estimation model is shown in
formula (4), and the results are shown in Figure 2. The horizontal axis of Figure 2 is the
periods before and after the establishment of SCP, and the vertical axis is the percentage
change of the estimated coefficient of the test statistic am. We can see that, before the
SCP took place, the 95% confidence intervals of the estimated coefficients of the treatment
group and the control group were estimated to include the 0 in the vertical axis; that is,
the difference between the treatment and the control group was not significant. Thus, the
parallel trend test passed.
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4.3. Placebo Test

The placebo test is a robustness test that changes the timing of policy shocks arti-
ficially [38]. To further test the robustness of the results, we refer to the method of Lu
et al. [39] and use the placebo test. The specific method is to select the known cities without
SCP as the treatment group for regression within the research interval. Repeating this
random sampling process 1000 times, the normal distribution kernel density of the 1000
“pseudo-policy” estimated coefficients is shown in Figure 3, and the estimated coefficient
−0.078 of the baseline regression in this study is marked with a dashed line in the figure.
We can see in Figure 3 that the placebo estimation results are significantly different from
the baseline regression results, indicating that there is no false association between SCP
and the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.
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4.4. PSM-DID Estimation

As mentioned above, China’s SCP reflects obvious regional heterogeneity, mainly
determined by the level of local economic development. Therefore, we refer to the ideas
of Xin and Qu [1], Yu and Zhang [4], Qian et al. [5], and Xu et al. [10] and re-estimate the
model (4) by PSM to reduce the estimation error caused by potential sample selection bias.
Then, the matched samples undergo the DID estimation; the results can better reflect the
real impact of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.

As covariates, we select the gross regional product (GDP), the gross regional product
of each industry sample (GDP1, GDP2, GDP3), and their ratio to the GDP (GDPR1, GDPR2,
GDPR3) in the study interval. We use the 1:1 nearest neighbor method to match the
samples. PSM is conducted, and economic development indicators after matching are
shown in Figure 4.
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Part (a) of Figure 4 shows that the standard deviation of each indicator is reduced
significantly after matching. Specifically, all covariate errors are reduced to within 20%,
which indicates that the PSM method is suitable for our research. Part (b) of Figure 4
represents the propensity score of the treatment and control groups. In each score interval,
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the density of both the treatment and control groups is moderate. Parts (c) and (d) of
Figure 4 show that, after the PSM, the treatment and control groups are approximately
gathered at the intervals [0.5, 0.7].

The matched samples are re-estimated using DID, and the results are presented in
Table 4. The results show that, in the samples matched by the economic development
level of prefecture-level cities, the influence of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of
enterprises remains significantly negative. After adding control variables, the coefficient
estimated by PSM-DID is −0.133 (shown in column (8) of Table 4), which is higher than the
baseline regression value of −0.078. Hence, the robustness of the results is strong regarding
the influence of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.

Table 4. Regression results of the PSM-DID estimation.

Variable
lnCarbonEff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Policy −0.080 * −0.082 * −0.082 * −0.081 * −0.091 * −0.093 * −0.124 ** −0.133 *
(−1.69) (−1.72) (−1.72) (−1.71) (−1.91) (−1.95) (−2.35) (−1.89)

Size −0.026 −0.027 −0.028 −0.027 −0.028 −0.013 −0.013
(−1.27) (−1.31) (−1.36) (−1.32) (−1.26) (−0.55) (−0.41)

ROA −0.103 −0.084 −0.100 −0.194 −0.323 −0.320
(−0.85) (−0.67) (−0.67) (−0.97) (−1.20) (−0.96)

DAR 0.068 0.086 0.058 0.096 0.102
(0.66) (0.81) (0.53) (0.73) (0.70)

Equity 0.009 0.010 0.003 0.003
(0.52) (0.55) (0.15) (0.17)

lnFX 0.000 −0.011 −0.010
(0.01) (−1.07) (−1.30)

lnGDP 0.590 * 0.633 *
(1.73) (1.72)

lnFI −0.134
(−0.94)

Year fixed
effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

City fixed
effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry
fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 0.136 *** 0.508 * 0.524 * 0.511 * 0.450 0.474 −4.244 −2.403
(12.44) (1.73) (1.78) (1.73) (1.44) (1.51) (−1.56) (−0.80)

Observations 3557 3557 3557 3557 3520 3509 2999 2976
Adj.

R-squared 0.131 0.131 0.131 0.131 0.141 0.140 0.123 0.033

F Statistics 2.871 2.238 1.732 1.407 1.315 1.180 1.798 0.842

Note: t-values are reported in parentheses. The robust standard errors are clustered at the city level. ***, **,
and * represent significance at the levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. Policy: SCP; lnCarbonEff : carbon
emission intensity of enterprises; Size: enterprise scale; ROA: return on assets; DAR: debt-to-asset ratio; Equity:
enterprise property; lnFX: fixed assets; lnGDP: gross regional product; lnFI: fixed assets investment at the city
level; Adj.: adjusted.

4.5. Heterogeneity Analysis
4.5.1. Degree of Industrialization

Directly correlated with carbon intensity, the production structure of enterprises is
related to the industry in which the enterprise operates. Generally, the carbon emission
intensity of heavy industrial enterprises should be greater than that of light industrial
enterprises. To verify whether the impact of SCP on the carbon emissions of enterprises is
heterogeneous due to the degree of industrialization, we divide all the enterprise samples
into two groups, heavy-industry and light-industry, according to the degree of indus-
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trialization and in accordance with the Chinese industry classification standards. The
regression results show that SCP has a more significant effect on the carbon emission
intensity of heavy-industry enterprises. This indicates that the high requirements of SCP
for environmental protection have forced heavy-industry enterprises to adjust their pro-
duction structure to promote carbon emission reduction. The regression results are shown
in columns (1) and (2) in Table 5.

Table 5. Regression results of the heterogeneity analysis.

Variable

lnCarbonEff

Light-Industry Heavy-
Industry Large-Scale Small-Scale Young

Enterprise
Old

Enterprise

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Policy −0.157 −0.102 * −0.152 ** 0.018 −0.025 −0.062 *
(−1.61) (−1.93) (−2.49) (1.14) (−0.55) (−1.69)

Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
City fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 9.241 5.014 ** −3.150 0.454 3.698 −0.658
(1.26) (1.96) (−0.73) (0.27) (0.91) (−0.24)

Observations 887 2933 3961 2972 2436 4414
Adj. R-squared 0.150 0.191 0.121 0.207 0.245 0.095

F Statistics 1.015 1.517 1.425 0.744 0.361 1.045

Note: t-values are reported in parentheses. The robust standard errors are clustered at the city level. ** and *
represent significance at the levels of 5% and 10%, respectively. Policy: SCP; lnCarbonEff : carbon emission intensity
of enterprises; Control: control variables, including Size, ROA, DAR, Equity, lnFX, lnGDP, and lnFI; Adj.: adjusted.

4.5.2. Enterprise Scale and Age

There is also a direct relationship between the carbon emission intensity of an enter-
prise and its scale and age, so we group the sample according to enterprise size and age.
The enterprises with a larger-than-average size, namely, Size > mean (Size), are large-scale
enterprises, and those with a smaller-than-average size are called small-scale enterprises.
Columns (3) and (4) in Table 5 present the regression results and show that small-scale
enterprises have a more significant effect on carbon emission intensity than large-scale
enterprises. Moreover, as the inherent production capacity of large-scale enterprises often
leads to greater carbon emissions, SCP has generated more digital and information trans-
formation opportunities for such enterprises. This stimulates them to reduce production
costs and improve production efficiency.

Similarly, an enterprise with a higher-than-average age, namely, Age > mean (Age), is
considered an old enterprise, and that with a lower-than-average age is considered a young
enterprise. The regression results are shown in columns (5) and (6) in Table 5. The results
indicate that SCP has a more significant effect on the carbon intensity of old enterprises,
indicating that enterprises with higher age (or a longer history of development) are more
inclined to change their development methods and use more digital production methods
to maintain their core competitiveness, under the impact of SCP.

We also categorized a sample of Chinese cities by location but did not find significant
geographic heterogeneity in the SCP impact on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.

4.6. Mechanism Analysis

To analyze the potential mechanism behind SCP’s impact on the carbon emission
efficiency of enterprises, we try to explain it from the perspective of digital transformations
and innovations. The research concept is shown in Figure 5.
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4.6.1. Digital Transformation

The construction of digital infrastructure mandated by SCP provides enterprises with
the conditions for digital transformation. Using digital technology, enterprises can combine
their own advantages with smart cities to effectively transform production methods and
strategies [24]. Enterprises can use this information to serve their production decisions,
market-oriented tracking, and production process optimization [40]. Therefore, digital
transformation and platform-based enterprise development are inevitable requirements
based on strategic iterative upgrades and represent the general direction of the future devel-
opment of the environmental industry. With the help of digital transformation, enterprises
can fully tap the value of data and facilitate product and service innovation and upgrading,
thereby generating new digital businesses. Digitalization can improve operational intensity
internally and improve customer satisfaction externally; moreover, digital transformation
can bring more core competitiveness to enterprises under the derivation of SCP.

More importantly, in an era of a digital economy, enterprises adhering to the traditional
operation model will face pressure from competitors’ digital transformation. The traditional
production and operation mode of enterprises may significantly limit the development of
enterprises [21]. The revolutionary impact of digital transformation leads to the elimination
of outdated production models. Consequently, high-pollution and high-emission produc-
tion models will no longer be the main force for urban economic development driven
by SCP.

Based on the above analysis, we find that SCP may further promote the digital trans-
formation of enterprises in the cities they operate in; that is, digital transformation enhances
the impact of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. To test that impact, we
refer to Xue et al. [41] to select the digital-related word frequency to measure the level of
digital transformation of enterprises. Formula (5) represents the model used to estimate
the impact of digital transformation on enterprises.

ln CarbonE f fi,t,j,c = β0 + β1Policyt,c ∗ DTR + ∑
k

βkXk + γi + λt + µc + νj + εi,t,j,c (5)

DTR =
Digital related words in enterprise annual report

Total words in enterprise annual report
∗ 1000 (6)

where DTR is the degree of the digital transformation of enterprises, and the calculation
formula is shown in Equation (6). Because digital words are rare in the annual report,
which leads to an extremely low coefficient, we multiply 1000 by the digital-related words
in the enterprise annual report in Equation (6). We measured the degree of enterprises’
digital transformation by using Python to mine and count the digital vocabulary (cloud
computing, big data, Internet of Things, etc.) in the annual report of the enterprise, and we
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obtain the digitized word frequency for each enterprise during the year. The digital words
we selected are shown in Table 6. We added the interactive items (i.e., DTR*Policy) and their
original items (i.e., Policy and DTR) to the model. If the interactive item was significant,
the moderating effect of digital transformation was established. The estimated results of
this model are shown in column (5) of Table 7. The coefficient of the interactive item is
−22.45, with the same direction and significance of coefficient −0.078 in column (8) of
Table 3. Therefore, the digital transformation at the enterprise level enhanced the reducing
effect of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. Hence, the hypothesis H2
is accepted.

Table 6. Types of digitization categories and specific vocabularies.

Type Digital-Related Words

Artificial intelligence

Business intelligence, image understanding, investment decision assistance systems, intelligent
data analysis, intelligent robots, machine learning, deep learning, semantic search, biometrics,
face recognition, speech recognition, identity verification, autonomous driving, natural language
processing.

Blockchain technology Digital currency, distributed computing, differential privacy technology, smart financial contracts.

Cloud computing technology
Stream computing, graph computing, memory computing, multi-party secure computing,
brain-like computing, green computing, cognitive computing, fusion architecture, billion-level
concurrency, EB-level storage, Internet of Things, cyber-physical systems.

Big data technology Data mining, text mining, data visualization, heterogeneous data, credit investigation,
augmented reality, mixed reality, virtual reality.

Digital technology
applications

Mobile internet, industrial internet, internet medical, e-commerce, mobile payment, third party
payment, NFC payment, smart energy, B2B, B2C, C2B, C2C, O2O, network connection, smart
wear, smart agriculture, smart transportation, smart medical care, smart customer service, smart
home, smart investment, smart tourism, smart environmental protection, smart grid, smart
marketing, digital marketing, unmanned retail, internet finance, digital finance, fintech, financial
technology, quantitative finance, open banking.

Note: the original digital-related words are in Chinese, and this table lists their English translation. We should
point out that most of the existing research on digital transformation is at the qualitative level, and few studies
adopt quantitative methods. Although the indicator used in this study (i.e., DTR) does not accurately reflect
the degree of the digital transformation of enterprises, it can still reflect enterprises’ perceptions of digital
transformation to a certain extent [42]. Therefore, it has certain rationality and reference values.

4.6.2. Green Innovation

Another distinctive feature of the digital economy is innovation, which includes
technological innovation at the enterprise level and green innovation at the city level. At the
enterprise level, the digital transformation generated by the SCP can significantly enhance
the enterprise’s operational intensity. This enables the enterprise to achieve greater output
performance under the resource boundary of the original research and development (R&D)
innovation [43]. Generally, the R&D spend sum reflects the importance that enterprises
place on innovation. In addition, the number of patent citations, compared with the number
of patents, can reflect the enterprise patent quality and better reflect the level of enterprise
innovation.

At the city level, SCP has produced many innovations, especially green innovation
patents, which play a significant role in urban environmental improvement and ecological
governance [10]. For example, “the digital intelligent operation system for rural sewage
treatment terminal facilities” developed by the China State Construction Engineering Group
Co., Ltd. is based on the basic network built by the IoT. It uses the cloud platform as a
data center and is supplemented by inspections of intelligent equipment, the automatic
transformation of on-site sewage treatment terminals, and on-site safety protection. This
system represents a case of digital innovation in rural revitalization, the ecological envi-
ronment, and the intelligent operation of rural pollution control, and it reflects the main
characteristics of smart cities.
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Based on the above information, referring to the analyses of Hall and Jaffe [44], Zahra
and Bogner [45], and Meuleman and De Maeseneire [46], we select the R&D spend sum
ratio (RDSSR) and the number of patent citations (PQS) as proxy variables for innovation
at the enterprise level. Referring to Xu et al. [10], we select the number of green patent
applications (GreenPatent) and the number of green utility model applications at the city
level (GreenUtility) as proxy variables for green innovation at the city level. We select
green patents because they can better reflect the innovation level of urban environmental
protection and ecological governance and are more relevant to SCP. The estimated results
are shown in columns (1) to (4) of Table 7.

In Table 7, we can see that the estimated coefficients of SCP at the enterprise level
and city level are all significant. At the enterprise level, implementing SCP will bring
about a 25.5% incremental increase in the R&D spend sum ratio of enterprises and an
incremental increase of 39.66 in the sum of patent quotes. At the city level, implementing
SCP will increase the number of cities’ green patents by about 223.91 and the number of
green utilities by about 123.79. These all reflect the significant and enormous relationship
between SCP and green innovation. Based on this, we can find an influencing path from
SCP to green innovation and finally reduce the carbon emission intensity of enterprises.
That is, the hypothesis H3 is verified.

RDSSRi,t,j,c = φR
0 + φR

1 Policyt,c + ∑
k

φR
k Xk + γi + λt + µc + νj + εi,t,j,c (7)

PQSi,t,j,c = φP
0 + φP

1 Policyt,c + ∑
k

φP
k Xk + γi + λt + µc + νj + εi,t,j,c (8)

GreenPatentt,c = ϕP
0 + ϕP

1 Policyt,c + ∑
k

ϕP
k Xk + γi + λt + µc + νj + εi,t,j,c (9)

GreenUtilityt,c = ϕU
0 + ϕU

1 Policyt,c + ∑
k

ϕU
k Xk + γi + λt + µc + νj + εi,t,j,c (10)

Table 7. Regression results of SCP on green innovation and digital transformation.

Variable

Enterprise Level City Level Digital
Transformation

RDSSR PQS GreenPatent GreenUtility lnCarbonEff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Policy 0.225 ** 39.657 *** 223.90 8 *** 127.787 *** −0.198
(2.22) (4.76) (14.44) (11.13) (−0.67)

Policy*DTR −22.449 *
(1.74)

Control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
City fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Enterprise fixed

effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry fixed
effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 12.417 1701.156 ** 6725.162 *** 5773.045 *** 0.472
(0.82) (2.10) (5.30) (4.81) (−0.08)

Observations 4897 5980 11682 11682 4328
Adj. R-squared 0.873 0.740 0.995 0.990 0.003

F Statistics 4.229 4.375 49.387 35.201 1.18

Note: t-values are reported in parentheses. The robust standard errors are clustered at the city level. ***, **, and
* represent significance at the levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The regression results of SCP to green
innovations at the enterprise level and city level are shown in column (1) to (2) and column (3) to column (4),
respectively. The regression result of the moderating effect of digital transformation between SCP on the carbon
emission intensity of enterprises is shown in column (5). Policy: SCP; lnCarbonEff : carbon emission intensity of
enterprises; DTR: the degree of the digital transformation of enterprises; RDSSR: R&D spend sum ratio; PQS: the
number of patent citations; GreenPatent: the number of green patent applications at the city level; GreenUtility: the
number of green utility model applications at the city level; Control: control variables, including Size, ROA, DAR,
Equity, lnFX, lnGDP, and lnFI; Adj.: adjusted.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Implications for Research

We examine China’s SCP and data on the carbon emission intensity of regional en-
terprises from 2008 to 2015 and adopt the DID method to empirically analyze the impact
of China’s SCP on these emissions. The results show that SCP has a significant negative
impact; that is, SCP inhibits the carbon emissions of enterprises. Specifically, SCP can
reduce the carbon emission intensity of enterprises by about 7.8% in our research samples
and periods. However, we should emphasize that the absolute number is only for reference,
because the value may change differently based on different calculation methods, samples,
and periods. However, we have confidence in this number because the value of 7.8% is not
much different from the estimated results obtained by Yu and Zhang [4] and Cui et al. [28].

Our research results are consistent with the conclusion of Qian et al. [5] and extend
the conclusion of Yu and Zhang [4] on a micro level. Simultaneously, we find that SCP
affects the carbon emission intensity of enterprises by increasing R&D investment, promot-
ing innovation, and enhancing green innovation at the city level. These results provide
evidence that SCP can stimulate green total factor productivity [10] and green innovation
at the city level [19] and further indicate that SCP can stimulate innovation at the enterprise
level. In addition, our heterogeneity analysis finds that the impact of SCP on the carbon
emission intensity of enterprises is heterogeneous in terms of industrialization, enterprise
size, and enterprise age, whereas the heterogeneity of the urban geographic location is
not obvious. Our mechanism analysis finds that digital transformation strengthens the
inhibitory effect of SCP on the carbon emission intensity of enterprises. That is, digital
transformation stimulated by SCP is an important method to adjust production and op-
eration processes for enterprises. This result provides evidence that smart cities are the
large-scale application of digital and information technology, which corresponds to the
conclusions of van den Buuse [22].

However, we should note that SCP may have a different impact on carbon or pollution
emissions due to the differences in regions and countries. For instance, Yigitcanlar and
Kamruzzaman [47], based on the data in the United Kingdom from 2005 to 2013, found that
the impact of SCP on the carbon emission levels in a city is not a simply linear relation. Con-
sidering the characteristics of the UK, Cavada et al. [48] propose the interdependent triptych
philosophy for “smart city” resilience to offer tailored solutions for cities, communities,
and individuals. There are many similar cases, which indicates that it is important to focus
on the differences in regions or countries and provide suitable SCP to better implement in
order to reduce carbon emissions.

5.2. Marginal Implications and Limitations

We believe that our research can inform government SCP policies by providing a
new perspective and reference on achieving success. Environmental sustainability is vital
for humans’ wellbeing. SCP is one of the pathways to achieving that objective. SCP can
significantly reduce the carbon emission intensity of enterprises, increase energy efficiency,
make our cities more livable, less polluted, and energy efficient, and, with innovative
planning, make cities physically and psychologically healthier for inhabitants.

This study has a few limitations that should be mentioned. First, the research period
in this paper is 2008–2015, which is limited by the CNTSD and may not reflect recent trends.
However, our results show a significant negative relationship between SCP and the carbon
emission intensity of enterprises. We believe that this effect is still present. Second, we use
digital word frequency in the annual reports of listed companies to measure the digital
transformation of enterprises. In our case, this serves to verify the moderating role of
digital transformation between SCP and enterprise carbon efficiency. However, although
useful, there are limitations to such an analysis of digital transformation indicators. We
hope to analyze the internal impact mechanism of enterprises’ digital transformation using
better indicators. Third, we use green patent-related indicators to measure the level of
innovation at the city level. Compared with other patents, green patents can reflect smart
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city characteristics to a certain extent, but not fully. Fourth, we only focus on the direct fossil
fuel consumption and exclude the electricity in the carbon emissions. In our research period,
electricity is not a huge part of enterprises’ carbon emissions. In recent years, however,
it has become a major proportion of enterprises’ carbon emissions, which means that
future research that focuses on this field should note the electricity consumption in carbon
emissions. Fifth, the most estimated coefficients obtained by PSM-DID only represent a
significance level of 0.10. To test the extreme situation, we select the strictest method for
the propensity score matching (i.e., we use the 1:1 nearest neighbor method to match the
samples), which ensures that the matched samples are more representative. However, the
process of matching may eliminate many samples. In this case, the significance of estimated
coefficients may increase (from 0.05 to 0.1), but it is only to show that the robustness of our
estimated results in the baseline regression is strengthened.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

The main objective of this study is to verify the causal relationship between SCP
and the carbon emission intensity of enterprises by using the DID method. Based on a
quasi-natural experiment in China’s SCP from 2008 to 2015, we find that SCP significantly
reduces the carbon emission intensity of enterprises, which indicates that hypothesis H1
is verified positively. Furthermore, we find that green innovation and digital transfor-
mation are important mechanism pathways, indicating that hypotheses H2 and H3 are
verified positively.

Based on the above conclusions and discussions, we conclude with the following
suggestions. First, at the city level, we believe that SCP is beneficial to improving the
urban environment. Among businesses, however, the benefits are only more pronounced
for heavy-industry, large-scale, and older firms. Such enterprises are among the main
driving forces of urban economic development. Therefore, when formulating SCP rules,
local governments should focus on analyzing the type and structure of their local enter-
prises, supporting their digital transformation in the creation of solid digital transformation.
Second, as innovation is an important factor affecting carbon emission intensity, local
governments should emphasize auxiliary policies related to their SCP to promote inno-
vation among local enterprises. Reasonable financial subsidies should also be provided
to encourage innovation. Third, the selected empirical proxy variables for digital trans-
formation and innovation enrich the existing literature and provide pointers for research.
We conclude that, when governments formulate green policies, they should consider the
impacts on smart city construction, digital transformation, and innovation equally, as they
are interconnected.
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